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Forward 
This volume is a compilation of the series of articles 

written by Felix Ganz between 1970 and 1984. The series 
appeared in the journals of the Swiss-American Stamp 
Society (Helvetia Herald) and the American Helvetia 
Philatelic Society (Tell). Parts 1 through 34 were origi-
nally numbered with Roman numerals in the Helvetia 
Herald. Following the merger of the Helvetia Philatelic 
Society of America and the Swiss-American Stamp 
Society to form the present American Helvetia Philatelic 
Society in January 1975, the series was continued, with 
Arabic numbered parts, in Tell. 

In 1994, Vinal Grim obtained (principally from 
Henry Ratz) photocopies of all parts of the series. Since 
the copies were hard to read and work with, he under-
took the daunting task of retyping the text of the series 
using a computer word processor. Vinal also created new  

pages for the illustrations by cutting out the original 
illustrations and pasting them onto the new pages (some 
of the illustrations were improved by making new 
photocopies of the original source material). Afterwards, 
Vinal offered copies of the now clean and readable text 
and illustrations to other Swiss cancel collectors. 

One copy, on computer diskette, was given to Steven 
Weston, who reformatted the text into columnar form 
and printed it on a laser printer. 

This edition contains the (lightly) edited and refor-
matted text along with the new illustrations. 

Although this effort may seem formidable, it pales in 
comparison to the original effort and knowledge of its 
author, Felix Ganz. Without his love for cancels and his 
devotion to share his knowledge with others, this volume 
of knowledge would not exist. 

Thank you Felix. 	 SSW 
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Introduction 

In the next fifty issues of this periodical (give or take 
a few) the author will discuss in considerable detail the 
different cancellation types found on Swiss (and Liech-
tenstein) postage stamps and entires. 

There exist a wide variety of such cancellations, and 
each category divides into many subgroups, providing 
fascinating varieties for any collector of Swiss philatelic 
items, who cares to go beyond the mere assembling of 
washed-off stamps into an album. 

There are, of course, the regular circular date strikes 
(cds) of the over 4000 post offices of Switzerland (and 
about a dozen in Liechtenstein), with (Fig. 1) and with-
out (Fig. 2) postal direction number (Leitzahl, numero 
d'acheminement). In these categories, subdivisions, 
according to type, number into the dozens, if not hun-
dreds—especially 

un-
dreds—especially if one backtracks to the middle of the 
19th Century. This survey, however, will try to treat 
particularly cancellations and postmarks since 1900. 

In addition to the cds there exist the "mobile" cds of 
TPOIRPOs, and automobile POs (Fig. 3-5). Further, we 
find train station markings used on regular mail (Fig. 
6-8), postal and private mail or parcel post acceptance 
station straightlines (Fig. 9-11), circulating "emergency" 
cancels (Fig. 12), machine and roller cancellations (Fig. 
13-14), military strikes (Fig. 15-17), postage paid (PP) 
cds and boxed types (Fig. 18-19), official (usually blue) 
cds (Fig. 20), town propaganda cancels (Kurort or 
Werbestempel), (Fig. 21-22), and special event markings 
(Fig. 23-25). There also exist dozens of airmail cancella-
tions that may, or may not, fit into any of the above 
categories (Fig. 26-28). 

In addition we find meters (usually red; not shown), 
straightline town markings of widely divergent use and 
application (Fig. 31-33), directive markings such as  

"small packet," "express," "business papers," "stamps on 
reverse side," etc. (Fig. 29-30), and rectangular, boxed 
town strikes used at certain times for COD or value 
mailings (Fig. 34). There are also postal customs strikes, 
offices abroad, diplomatic pouch markings (Fig. 35-37) 
and other groups—all to be discussed eventually on these 
pages. 

The variety and number of possible types and 
subtypes, especially of the more contemporary items, 
have never been tabulated to date. The participation of 
all readers of these installments is requested, so as to 
produce, eventually, some kind of a basic handbook or 
guide to the newer cancellations and postmarks of 
Switzerland, which may, some day, tie in neatly with the 
now famous Andres and Eminenegger Handbook of Swiss 
Cancellations, 1843-1882, and its new edition, now in 
the process of being published and covering the addi-
tional period of 1882 to 1907, as well as with the equally 
magnificent volume by J. J. Winkler, The Cancellations 
or Postal Markings of PrePhilately of Switzerland, 
published 1868, and other, smaller articles or research 
projects on the above topics. Some work by this writer 
has already been completed, in preliminary form, for the 
London Helvetia Society's Newsletter, where other 
writers at times also cover cancellations in specialized 
articles. Further, some research articles or catalogues 
exist for such specialized topics as airmail cancellations 
and markings, special and automobile P0 cancellations 
(Pen catalogues), or parcel acceptance straightlines 
(GebertJSchaub). 

A lot remains to be done, though, to bring some sense 
and order into this vast collecting phase so intimately 
tied to philately in all of its aspects. This preview there-
fore merely serves as an appetizer to your philatelic 
interest, or "commatelic" interest (as some cancellation 
collectors call it). 
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Wanderstempel: Temporary, Traveling, 
or Emergency Replacement Postmarks 

Part 1 
What is shown in Fig. 1 is actual size, and what looks 

like oversize clothes for the few letters each contains, are 
typical examples of one of Switzerland's most extensive 
type of cancellations; the Temporary, or Emergency 
Postmarks (hereafter called "eds"). Contrary to fre-
quently heard explanations, they are not railroad station 
cancellations, Fig. 2. Nor are they money order, value-
declared, or cash-on-delivery cancellations, Fig. 3; nor 
are they anything else except replacement cancellations, 
furnished by one of the regional, postal administrations 
to any post office whose regular circular date strike (cds) 
is in need of repair or recutting. The Swiss themselves 
call them Wanderstempel (migrating cancelers), or not-
stempel (emergency cancelers) because the process by 
and for which they are used and reused, over and over. 

There are eleven (11) postal districts in Switzerland, 
as follows: I Geneve; II Lausanne; III Bern; IV Neu-
châtel; V Basel; VI Aarau; VII Luzern; VIII Zurich; IX St. 
Gallen; X Chur; XI Bellinzona. Each is responsible for 
post offices and their needs, within district boundaries. 
District XII comprises the General Directorate in Bern 
and all its branches such as printing division, field post 
office headquarters, railway post division, telegraph and 
telephone directions, etc. Each of these district head-
quarters keeps on hand, for use in an emergency, a 
number of empty metal frames that include a date reel 
consisting of day and month in Roman numerals, and 
year (abbreviated to the last two digits), and above it a 
blank space, one line wide and about fifteen (15) letter 
spaces long, into which may be inserted, as the occasion 
may demand, any combination of letters, numbers, and 
punctuation signs to spell out, in full or in a shortened 
but unmistakable manner, the name of any post office 
requiring a replacement canceler. 

Whenever a post office's regular cds becomes dis-
abled, damaged, or outmoded, the postmaster calls the 
district headquarters, which then assembles into one of 
these empty rectangular frames the respective PO's 
name, braces the letters and adjusts them more or less 
evenly, and then rushes the eds to the respective P0 
with the next mail dispatch. By return mail, the post-
master sends in his damaged cds and uses the large (and 
quite cumbersome) eds until the repaired (or sometimes 
replacement) cds arrives. At that time he mails back the 
eds which then is dismantled at the district headquar-
ters and deactivated until the next emergency in some 
other P0 arises. Then it is furnished with another town's 
name, sent out, returned, dismantled, etc. Hence the 
name "migrating cancellation." 

All district headquarters possess a certain number of 
these empty, rectangular frames, and some of them have 
been in more or less continual, though always different,  

use for almost 60 years, now. Earliest eds are known of 
the late 1880s, and their appearance hardly differs from 
that of today. The lettering used is simple block alpha-
bet, almost exclusively caps. A certain disregard for 
diacritical marks, or a loose usage of same, may be noted 
quite frequently, inasmuch as Umlaut marks of A, 0, or 
U are sometimes represented by a circumflex, (Fig. 4) or 
represented by the diphthong , (Figure 5-6). French 
language tremas, aigus, or graves are often equally 
disregarded. The slot has room for only about 15 letters, 
altogether, often rendering a town's name in rather 
abridged form (Fig. 7-9) especially where hyphenated or 
otherwise long town names are involved; and sometimes 
since.. .to be the motto for such assembling, spelling 
errors crop up. Thus the writer notes Ramsimuhle 
(instead of Ramismuhle) of 1956 (Fig. 10), and Zumstein 
reported in the BBZ of 2/1969, a Scheizerhalle instead of 
Schweizerhalle. Others exist. 

Most town names are centered into the rectangular 
frame; but exceptions exist where the town name is 
pushed to the left side (Fig. 11), pushed half to the left 
and half to the right (Fig. 12), or "decorated" with some 
kind of gripper mark (Fig. 13). Finally, there are in-
stances where the lower line of the empty frame's shell 
shows in part or completely between the town name and 
the date (Fig. 14). 

Legibility is not always good—in part because these 
large cancelers are difficult to apply, and because the 
lettering is not evenly assembled. Missing letters or 
partly illegible letters are quite common. Some districts 
abbreviate branch office numbers in Roman numerals 
(Fig. 15), and others represent them with Arabic numer-
als (Fig. 16). If names of Cantons are included, they are 
almost always abbreviated for lack of room (Fig. 17). 

Editions Pen, the author of several catalogs of Swiss 
cancellation types (automobile P0, special P0 marks, 
commemorative cancellations), has attempted not only to 
list all eds known (this work will be in progress for some 
time; more about that later), but to find out how many 
different size rectangular frames do exist; and then one 
might, some day, trace each eds from town to town, 
through decades and decades. So for, they have come up 
with this preliminary list of sizes (measured high by 
long, from outside to outside of frame) in millimeters: 
191/2  x 481/2, 491/2 22'/2 x 48, 49, 50, 50/2 
20 x 49, 491/2,  52 23 x 43 
20'/2 x 491/2  231/2  x 491/2,  50/2, 51/2 
21 x 51, 51'/2, 52, 52½ 24 x 47, 50'/2, 51, 52, 52'/2 
21½ x 43, 44, 481/2, 49 25 x 44, 48'/2 
22 x 491/2, 51, 521/2  

Quite a variety indeed, and there may be more; and 
which town gets which size, is especially unpredictable. 
If a town, over the years, has several eds in use, they are 
more likely than not of different size and letter arrange-
ments (Fig. 18). 
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Part 2 
Postal District IX (St. Gallen) also administers the 

postal needs of the Principality of Liechtenstein, and 
about a dozen or so eds from that country's POs have 
become known over the years, (Figure 19-21). Most of 
these eds are in use only for a short time of a few days to 
a few weeks, depending on how small or extensive the 
repair or recutting job may be. Since no advance notice 
is given of the introduction (and later withdrawal) of 
these temporary cancelers, all of them are elusive. Some 
are scarce, others rare, and still others probably do not 
exist at all in the form of actual specimens available to 
collectors. Thus the prices must be at least 50 Swiss 
centimes (about 12 cents) for the most commonly seen of 
these, from larger towns and cities with more daily mail, 
in the form of cutouts, while on cover you will have 
trouble finding anything for less that 2 Swiss francs. In 
the case of the most recent Gamprin-Bendern eds, shown 
in Figure 21, the current going price is upwards of $40.00 
for a decent strike. It was used for 1'/2 days only. [Note: 
The values quoted are based on 1970 currency. VDG] 

Although some district headquarters have kept lists 
as to which town got an eds on which date, nothing is 
very accurate, and other districts kept no lists. The only 
towns certain to get eds are the very small ones who 
possess but a single metal cds, while the larger towns 
may have to make do without an eds if their normal 
complement of cds is more than one. Yet, eds are known 
for large city offices that have dozens of cds. So, no one 
really knows. 

In relatively isolated instances, eds have remained 
in use at the same postal facility for months, if not years, 
because no cds ever was produced. This was the case, for 
instance, at the World War II temporary postal facility of 
Oberaippass (Fig. 22) which existed, most likely, from 
about 1940-1942. It was a hush-hush affair, never 
published in the postal guide and served the postal 
needs of the several hundred laborers engaged in build-
ing the central defenses for the Swiss army in that 
region. No cds was ever issued for that secret office, and 
the same seems to hold true for the P0 at Bettmeralp 
(Fig. 23). This facility was originally established as a 
postal acceptance station and parcel posting depot, in the 
early 1950s. When it was elevated to P0 it kept its eds 
until June 1956, when it received a pictorial propaganda 
cancel that seemingly served as that PO's only cds. Still 
another instance is that of the parcel posting station at 
Mottec near Ayer (Valais), where all accepted mail 
(probably from about 1957-1961) was cancelled with an 
eds reading AYER which the Ayer postman kept in his 
suboffice and used for a brief time every day, (Fig. 24). 

The use of eds is also known for certain fieldpost 
offices (Fig. 25) and an eds as an ambulant (or RPO) 
mark is reported for the private rail line from Morges  

(VD) to Apples and Biere (Fig. 26). In certain years or 
periods many more eds have been reported than others. 
In 1944, for instance, all cds of small towns in Romansh 
speaking parts of the Grisons Canton, were recut from 
German to Romansh language, and a flurry of eds, all 
very hard to find, exist from that period there. In the 
case of the village of Tinzen (German name until 1944), 
an eds was sent first that spelled Tinizun (June, 1944). 
But that seemingly must have been the wrong Romansh 
subdialect, because a short time later another eds was 
delivered, reading Tinizong, as did the eventually 
returned cds (Fig. 27) German tongue cds (to 1944). 

Other "rashes" of frequent eds use are noted in the 
years between 1925-1932  when hundreds of small P0 
cds were recut to eliminate the hatchmarks, or bars, from 
the upper and lower semicircles, and to include, in the 
upper semicircle, a Swiss cross, and in the lower semicir-
cle the district number, in Roman numerals (there are 
exceptions to these norms). 

When, between 1965 and 1968, the changeover to cds 
that included the postal direction number in front of the 
town name was made, no eds were put in use because all 
4000 plus Swiss POs received uniform, new cds that were 
exchanged against the old ones upon arrival. Being 
brand-new, there have been few instances where these 
new cds had to be sent in for repairs; but some cases of 
recent cds that include the postal direction number have 
come to light, and a few are shown in Figures 28-30. 

Occasionally, official P0 service cancels also had to 
be replaced. Two of these are shown (Fig. 31-32). One 
emanates from the central control, or finance office of the 
Swiss PTT; the other is (in blue) used by the telephone 
and telegraph employees' central savings bank (postal) 
- an elusive cancel even as a cds, let alone as eds. 

Fig. 33 and 34, represent two of the very few special 
cancellations that were authorized, probably on very 
short notice, in this eds form, for temporary post offices 
serving the needs of a convention, a shooting festival, or 
like event. Both items shown are representative of early 
sessions of the old League of Nations in Geneva, in the 
early 1920s, and before a regular post office was placed 
into operation at SDN headquarters. For a complete 
listing of all eds placed in use on special occasions in 
temporary post offices consult the Pen Catalogue of 
Special Postmarks & Cancellations of Switzerland. 

In a recent auction catalog from Bern (Switzerland), 
a quite different eds was shown, with date 1920. It 
featured, in a frame similar to that of other eds, a large 
"Bern" of about double the height of the letters in the 
examples shown here, and below it, in smaller letters, 
Marzili (the branch of the Bern P0 at which it is used). 
Below is the reproduction; but it may be reported that 
the item sold for upwards of $75.00 on cover. No com-
ment necessary as to its seeming scarcity. 
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The Current Circular Date Strikes with 
Direction Number 

Part 3 
In 1963 the Swiss PTT decided to copy Germany's 

well tried system of assigning to every post office in the 
country a postal direction number, the inclusion of which 
would accelerate dispatch, and eventually permit the use 
of electronic sorting equipment capable of reading 
numbers and reducing sorting time, etc. The plan 
adopted followed the plan underlying all such number 
codes: the country was divided into nine principal 
regions (the first digit shows that), subregions (second 
digit), area (third digit), and individual offices within the 
area (last digit). However, all Swiss direction numbers 
(German, Leitzahl; French, Numero d'achenunement) 
were to be of uniform, four-digit length, with zeros for 
the larger offices such as 5000, 1200, or 9490, instead of 
the German model of 5, 12, or 949, for the same type of 
postal centers of greater importance. 

Having eleven postal districts since 1850 (the Roman 
numerals in the older type Swiss circular date strikes 
were indicative of that), the question was how to retain 
the districts, but to assign numbers for nine regions only. 
The eventual solution is simple, including its being 
featured on the cancellations. Initially there were 
complications, the net effect being that about 900 brand 
new town cancels had to be recut after the briefest period 
of use, to conform to the total system now in use. 

Germany had featured her offices' direction numbers 
in large figures below the date bridge, but asked the 
postal patron to put the number in front of the town 
name (the U.S. Zip Code system asks for the number 
after the town name), and the Swiss were initially 
unsure of the procedure to follow. Hence, late in 1963 
and early 1964, a series of propaganda cancels (pictorial 
town cancels) appeared that featured the number below 
the town name, but above the date bridge. The first of 
these was given to Butschwil (SG) on November 28, 
1963, and a small dozen of other town propaganda 
cancels exist of similar design. So does the cds of the 
Philatelic Agency in Bern, whose number, 3000, ap-
peared below the office name. No regular town cds, 
however, were produced in this way, and when the first 
of about 8000 town cds (for the 4000 plus post offices in 
Switzerland) appeared later in 1964, they all featured 
the direction number preceding the town name in the 
outer rim's top half, Figures 1-4. 

Part 4 
The division of the country into nine numbered 

regions necessitated cutting across political divisions and 
across long established regional preferences as well as 
earlier postal "allegiances," as the new system is based 
on distribution schedules and not on political divisions. 
Thus some cantons, such as Bern, may have towns with 
postal direction numbers of five different initial digits, 
(1711 Sangernboden (BE), 2500 Biel (BE), 3652 Hilter-
fingen (BE), 4222 Zwingen (BE), 6082 Brunig (BE)), and 
no political subdivision could be gathered from the new 
type of cds. Nor could membership in a postal district 
(eleven remaining districts) be gleaned. Almost immedi- 

ately that brought about considerable confusion which 
had to be eliminated; bringing about the recutting as 
mentioned earlier. 

The first type of directional town cds featured, at the 
top, the postal direction number and the town name. 
Within the semicircle at the top is uniformly found a 
plain Swiss cross. The open date bridge, for all offices 
shown, in Arabic numerals exclusively, the day, the 
month, and year, in this order, and for all but the tiniest 
offices the hour of the day as well. In the lower semicircle 
appears the lower case letter identifying  the office's 
canceler (a, b, c, etc.) up to double letters such as ii, 00, 
and rr for very large offices (ZUrich 1, Bern 1, etc.). This 
initially was to be the only content of the lower semicir-
cle; but after it was noted that the absence of the postal 
district number complicated matters, all except the very 
largest district offices' cds were issued with an Arabic 
number preceding the lower case letter; and this Arabic 
number, 1-11, designates the office's belonging to one of 
the eleven postal districts. Thus lOd would mean that 
the cds is the fourth canceler of a post office in District 
10 (Grisons), but the direction number may begin with a 
7, or whatever. Figures 5-8 show a series of this second 
type new cds. The rest of the canceler's lower half 
contains either one, two, or three stars, or some addi-
tional identification, such as the name of a city's branch 
office, or the section in a very large office such as; 
parcels, money orders, dispatch, arrival, etc. Some of 
these types are shown in Figures 9-12. 

The new directional cds were introduced over a 
period of years, the last towns not getting theirs until 
1968 (and the Swiss postal museum still using the old 
type in 1968). Only the first few hundred issued had to 
be recut to include the postal district number, and these 
recuts took place again over a period of about two or 
three years; but most cds from the smaller offices featur-
ing only a letter in the lower semicircle are scarce and 
hard to find. Conversely, very large offices, to this day, 
feature only the letter in the lower semicircle. 

Since the Swiss postal direction could not handle the 
issuing of thousands of new cancels over a short period 
of time, a German firm was commissioned with cutting 
the bulk of these new types, and as a result, a few rare 
cutting errors occurred, the earliest one was for a suburb 
of Bern, Ostermundigen, where a misspelled canceler 
"Ostermunthjgen" was in use for a few hours (Fig. 13) in 
1964, before it was hastily withdrawn. A wrongly spelled 
canceler that stayed in use for almost a year-and-a-half 
was the one for a very small P0, Le Chateau-du-Sainte 
Croix. Erroneously abbreviated, "Le Chateau-de 
Croix" (Croix is feminine in French), it remained in use 
from mid-1965 to the end of September 1966 when the 
proper "Ste."  abbreviation was introduced (Figures 
14-15). Smaller errors also occurred; for example, the 
first version of the 7181, Sta. Maria-Hospiz canceler, 
with a hyphen. The hyphen being incorrect, it was 
reissued, without hyphen, a year later, 1967, and it is 
now discontinued altogether. 

In a few isolated instances, POs originally assigned 
a certain directional number were changed to another 
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number after a while, when such an office might have 
been joined to another mail delivery route, or the like. 
The example shown is that of Jenisberg in the Grisons. 
Initially given the number 7275 in 1966, it belonged to 
the Davos region, 7260-70, but was reassigned in 1968 
the direction number 7499, denoting the next district 
number, Upper Albula Valley. 

Regarding direction numbers in general, two things 
should be known to a collector of such items. First, it may 
happen that a whole group of small towns in a certain 
district is given the same direction number. None may 
have enough business by itself, and all may he in the 
same valley, served by the same postal route, etc. Thus, 
for instance, all the towns in the Loetschental in the 
Canton of Valais, Fafleralp, Blatten, Ferden, Wiler, 
Kippel and Goppenstein have the same number, 3903. 
This example could be repeated many times. Such series  

of small towns, as a rule, have direction numbers ending 
in 1 or 9; but exceptions do exist. Some of Switzerland's 
large cities utilize one basic number for all, or most of 
their branch POs. Thus one may find a 4000 Basel 1, a 
4000 Basel 12 and a 4000 Basel 28, while in Zurich one 
may find 8000 Zurich 1, 8022 Zurich 22, 8042 Zurich 42, 
etc. The branch office's number need not correspond to 
the last two digits of the direction number, depending on 
the branch's having its own letter carrier service, or not. 

As a sad, final note, let it be said that the legibility 
of the greatest part of these new, direction number cds is 
of much lesser quality than the ones of the preceding 
series. The letters and rims of the new type are very thin, 
and unless a very black ink pad is used, the resulting 
strikes, especially on engraved stamps, are more often 
than not partly illegible. Thus, good hunting, and may all 
your examples be of superior quality. 
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Automobile Post Office Cancellations 
and Markings 

Part 5 
The Swiss Post Office Department not only is 

charged with handling the mails and taking care of the 
telephone and telegraph/teletype systems in Switzerland 
(hence PTT), but it also operates an extremely efficient 
net of automobile routes to almost every village in the 
country where no train or boat line passes. The govern-
ment postal buses, some owned outright and operated by 
the F"ll', some leased from private firms, and some 
contracted to private firms for operating, are painted 
bright yellow, feature the PiTs official emblem, a 
posthorn, that gives these vehicles preferential rights on 
narrow, curving, and treacherous mountain roads, and 
are equipped with a special horn that sounds its warning 
"dccc 	doa-d000," in bright D-Major, at every sharp turn. 
These postal coaches are very comfortable and fast, as 
well as extremely safe. They transport both passengers 
and mail, and because of these coaches, almost every 
Swiss village has home mail deliveries twice a day, and 
as many as four daily dispatches from the post office. 

None of these coaches, however, have either a 
mailbox attached to them, nor do their drivers cancel 
mail. They have enough to do as is, and the closest they 
ever get to being a mailman is when they take along, in 
hand and in bright red envelopes, special delivery mail 
from or to any stops of their run. All this is mentioned as 
there is a widespread misconception that Swiss Automo-
bile Cancellations originate from such coaches; not so. 

Automobile Post Office cancels emanate from mobile 
post offices—also painted yellow, featuring the posthorn, 
equipped (I guess) with the three-sound horn, but never 
used on a mail run. Instead, they are mobile post offices 
which are moved into any kind of location that needs 
special postal service, such as state fairs, international 
or national sports events, large camp grounds, exhibi-
tions, philatelic meetings, or historical, centennial, and 
similar festive gatherings. Instead of setting up special 
post offices (as the U.S. Post Office does at shows, fairs, 
etc.), the Swiss simply move a mobile P0 into location 
and set it up in minimum time to provide complete postal 
services, including telephone, telegraph, registry, special 
delivery, money orders, and what have you. After a 
special event is over, the crew dismantles everything, 
posts the accumulated mail at the nearest post office, 
and drives off to its next assignment. 

The first Swiss Automobile P0 was introduced on 
March 12, 1937, fittingly enough during the annual 
fortnight of the International Automobile Show in 
Geneva. After that it served as temporary mail facility at 
the Swiss Industries Fair in Basel, and from April 14, 
1937 through November 1938 (mid-winter months 
excepted), this First Swiss Automobile Post Office (as its 
canceler read) made the rounds of the entire country, 
using, depending on its location, either a German, 
French, Italian, or Romansh (rare) language cds. Next to 
this date strike, a special, identifying "place" or "event" 
cachet was affixed, often in red, often in black, and 
sometimes in other inks. The first office became an  

immediate success and a profitable operation, and 
therefore a second office was placed into service in 1938, 
again at the Geneva Automobile Show. This office's cds 
read Automobile Post Office No. 2, and in 1939 the first 
office's cancelers were recut to match that latter design. 
All cds used by these two offices, as well as those of office 
No. 3, in use since March 3, 1939, are shown in Fig. 1, in 
reduced size, thanks to the permission given by Editions 
Pn, Switzerland, authors and editors of the Catalog of 
Swiss Automobile Post Office  Cancellations. 

Part 6 
Fig. 2 gives an idea of the multitude of accompany-

ing, official cachets used. Some are no more than place 
name straightlines, others are pretty fancy designs tying 
in with the special event they served, and some recall 
early cancellations of oval, round, or square shape. 

To publicize the automobile P0, and to generate 
collectors interest, the Swiss PTT issued a special 
automobile-post stamp in 1937, sold only at the windows 
of these offices and the Bern Philatelic Agency, and 
special automobile P0 postal cards, with the special 
stamp imprinted on some of these issues, or with a 
picture of the facility on the left half of the front of the 
card. A redrawn stamp of similar design appeared in 
1946, and in 1953 two more stamps, for sale only at these 
offices were issued (Zum. No. 210, 276, 314-15). Finally, 
in 1965, the "Matterhorn" stamps (Zum. 433-34) also 
were primarily issued for the same purpose, and all 
Alpine series stamps issued since (Zum. 445, etc.) are 
supposedly available at these mobile POs. A purist 
collector will want his automobile-post stamps and cards 
canceled with automobile P0 cds; but to try for a com-
plete collection in this manner seems rather monotonous 
and nigh impossible. Prices for complete cards or enve-
lopes range from a modest $.20 or $.25 for the common-
est specimens to $5.00 for the rarest ones—not consider-
ing the usually very scarce date and color errors. 

In 1960, all automobile P0 cds were replaced by 
larger, pictorial cds. that depict each P0 in the cancella-
tion. By 1964 the original office, through still in use, had 
become rather creaky, and a brand new, sleeker looking 
vehicle was introduced as auto P0 #4 in that same year, 
and in 1969 followed office #5, with a detachable trailer 
(Anhanger 5) that can be used as a separate office (with 
its own canceler) if needed. All these larger, pictorial 
cancellations are shown in Fig. 3, and a series of newer 
accompanying cachets are shown in Fig. 4. 

For very special events (in former years authorized 
very sparingly, but of late more and more frequently), 
automobile POs may use special cancellations that 
sometimes do (Fig. 5) and sometimes do not (Fig. 6) 
include the legend "Automobile Post Office." Cancella-
tions shown in Fig. 6 are indistinguishable from special 
cancellations (to be discussed here in the future, and only 
an accurate catalog will give the necessary information. 

Through the end of 1969 a total of 1169 different 
events have been served by automobile post offices, and 
each year about thirty to fifty will be added. Some events 
recur annually, and the Pen catalog does not assign them 
separate numbers but only sub-letters. Thus, a collection 
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striving to be complete would contain close to 1300 
different items, not counting the sixty or so color, date, or 
language of cds errors.. .for any collector quite a project. 

But to own a representative collection of these very 
special cancellations can add immensely to a collection 
because one is brought much closer to the country's 
festivals, celebrations, and general behavioral patterns. 
One can literally partake, by thumbing through one's 
own album, of over thirty years of Swiss life and develop- 

ment from the prewar years to the present time. 
In closing, it should be noted that, on a few occasions, 

a Swiss automobile P0 has been used in Liechtenstein, 
so for example in 1956 (August 28 to September 2), or in 
1962 (August 4 to August 12). On these occasions, a 
special cds reading "Automobile P0 in Liechtenstein" 
was utilized to cancel all mail, and the office then sold, of 
course, only Liechtenstein stamps and postal cards. 
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K-Cancels (Town Propaganda Cancels, 
Werbestempel, Kurortstempel) 

Part 7 
Town propaganda or K-cancellations take their name 

from Kurort, or spa (hence the abbreviation to K in the 
official Swiss catalogue for this type of postmark) even 
though very many recent town cancels of this type have 
been assigned to tourist rather than health resort towns. 
But the story of these propaganda cancels dates back to 
the years of World War II at which time the first of the 
currently over five hundred places which use these large, 
and most often at least partly pictorial cancelers were 
issued. The first two, on May 30, 1942, went to Bex and 
Rheinfelden, respectively-both famous "watering places" 
for people with assorted ills supposedly curable by saline 
immersion; and so the name stuck, even though the next 
four cancelers of this type went to the tourist towns of 
Weggis, Burgenstock, Ascona, and Bruenwald-none with 
spa facilities. 

Any collector of these propaganda cancels (and many 
more collectors than one would think do collect them, 
either on presentation sheetlets or envelopes issued on 
a subscription basis by the Swiss PTI"s Philatelic 
Agency, or as cutouts, or by combining the cancellations 
with a picture postcard of the respective locality into a 
type of maximum card) must own the very carefully 
edited list issued in 1967 by the Swiss PT'!' in 1000 
copies. It immediately sold out and has since been 
republished and updated as an appendix to the machine 
cancellation catalogue. It costs about $4.50 and is 
available in a handy three ring binder. Interested parties 
should request it from the Swiss Philatelic Agency in 
Bern, asking for the "Catalogue of Swiss Machine and 
Propaganda Cancellations." All cancels are pictured-or 
at least almost all since a few collectors complained 
following the initial issue of the catalogue. 

Many of the early cancels, if affixed to collection 
sheetlets or first-day-of-use covers made up by the PT'!', 
are found on quite valuable Swiss semipostals; and if you 
care to buy the first 200 or so numbers in one original 
batch, you may find yourself paying around $150.00 for 
them, because of the stamps. A subscription for these 
cancels used to be possible until 1966. 

Some of the earliest cancellations of this type were 
altered, for one reason or another, and the earlier 
version is usually pretty elusive. This is true of K 37 
Neuveville, of 3-25-46, recut by 3-11-48 to "La Neuve- 

yule" (K 37a). Also, Leukerbad (K47), of 4-28-47, which 
was recut by 12-15-47 into K 47a by replacing the upper 
line of the date bridge with three wavy lines signifying 
the spa character of the town. Arosa's summer propa-
ganda cancel (K 102) of 1951 from which, in 1955 the 
date bridge's lower line was excised to free the heads of 
the two children shown (K 102x, not shown in list). 
Others were altered because of a change in the post 
office's name, such as Saas-Fee (K 32, with hyphen), to 
Saas Fee (K32a, 1957, without hyphen), or from Goldern-
Wasserwendi (K 94,1951) to Goldern(K94a, 1959), and 
once more, in 1960, to Goldern (Hasliberg) (K 94b), the 
last with a pictorial theme. 

Of the Type 2, single ring K-cancels one very scarce 
one exists, of Adliswil. Issued originally in 1957, it was 
recut to include a "1" below the name when the town 
received a branch office; but already in 1961 that recut 
cancel was replaced by one showing the "1" after the 
town's name. The PT!' furnished its K-cancel subscribers 
"posthumously," i.e. in 1968, with a copy of the elusive 
first recut; but close inspection shows that it is not 
identical with the actual recut (slant of "l" differs!). 

Similarly, the catalogue does not mention a replacing 
of the date reel's month digit, from Arabic numerals to 
Roman numerals some time around 1961 or 1962, in 
K 169 of Huttwil; but that is the fun of collecting: to be 
more accurate than the official catalogue! 

Some of the Type 2 K-cancels have seriffed town 
lettering; but most are block lettered. Almost all have 
some additional identifying text, describing the place's 
special attraction in one of the country's four languages: 
German, French, Italian or Romansh (K 315; Tarasp; 
Aus mineralas) 

By 1963 the first K-cancels with "zip" numbers made 
their appearance. Initially these numbers were placed 
below the town's name; but from 1964 on they were 
placed in front of the town name, in accordance with PTF 
practices. Since 1967 most older types have disappeared, 
and the newer ones have been recut to include the "zip" 
number. An alert collector will note that the "recuts" in 
actuality are completely new cancelers, differing in small 
detail from the originals. All in all, almost 1000 different 
K-cancels exist. 

[Note: The 1993 edition of the Handbuch der Werbe-
datumstempel Schweiz /Liechtenstein lists over 1900 K-
cancels. VDG] 
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Postal Markings and Directional Information 
Affixed to Mail 

Part 8-12 
Known postal markings of Switzerland, prior to 

1907, are illustrated and priced in the new (and old) 
edition of the Andres and Emmenegger Handbook of 
Swiss Postal cancellations. For most markings since 
1900, however, no list has, to this writer's knowledge, 
ever been assembled, and the following illustrations as 
well as the alphabetic list accompanying it are offered 
herewith with the distinct knowledge that they, most 
likely, are quite incomplete, that they contain a few 
items that were probably not postally affixed, and that 
the active cooperation of all interested collaborators for 
their completion is sought. 

Postal markings are a fascinating field of study and 
collecting, because they reflect the practices, care accu-
racy, and sometimes despair of a postal administration. 
There are regular and standard markings, such as the 
tax stamps, airmail markings, or postal customs strikes;  

but there are also emergency markings, composed in 
hand letters from a child's printing kit, such as those 
resulting from a train or plane crash. In the list that 
follows only markings seen on mail after 1900 are 
mentioned, and the listing is strictly alphabetic, relegat-
ing markings without text to the end. Unless indicated, 
the markings are struck in black. Actual sizes are not 
indicated at this time; but most reproductions are drawn 
life-size, except the airport markings which are repro-
duced from the Swiss Aerophilately Handbook and 
Catalogue with the kind permission of that collector 
organization. Each marking shown has been given a 
consecutive letter and number. New markings will be 
given alphabetic sub-numbers, such as F3a, or F3b, to be 
inserted between and F3 and F4. Translations of the 
signs' meanings are shown where necessary. 

When reporting additional markings, please send 
either a Xerox or a hand drawn actual size reproduction, 
state color or marking and date of year in which used. A 
supplement to the following list is expected. 

Alphabetic List of Postal Markings of Switzerland 
Nr. Text Translation Color Remarks 
A 1 Abflug wegen ungunstiger/ 

Witterung verschoben. 
Flight departure delayed 
due to inclement weather. 

Oblong framed box, 2 
lines 

A 2 (same text) (smaller print) (boxed) 
A 3 (same text) (crowded, small print) (small box) 
A 4 (same text) (letters widely spaced) (large box) 
A 5 Abflug wegen ungunstiger/ 

Witterung auf den 17/ 
September verschoben 

Flight departure delayed to 
September 17 due to inclem-
ent weather. 

3 lines, boxed 

A 6 Absender Unbekannt Sender unknown all caps 
A 7 Absender Unbekannt Sender unknown Mixed, serif letters 
A 8 ADDRESSE INSUFFISANTE 

(RUE ET NIJMERS S.V.P.) 
Incomplete address 
(street and number please) 

2 lines 

A 9 Affranchissement au verso Postage on other side sans serif 
AlO Affranchissement au verso/ 

Frankatur siehe Ruckseite 
Postage on Reverse 
(French/German) 

2 lines, sans serif 

All (same text) As AlO 2 lines, sans serif 
Al2 Affranchissement manquanti rec- 

lam a l'expediteur/ 
par Geneve 1 

Missing postage requested 
from sender by P0 Geneve 1 

3 lines, serif, boxed 

A13 Affranchissement manquantJ 
reclame! par Geneve 1 

Missing postage claimed 
through P0 Geneve 1 

2 lines, boxed 

A14 Affranchissement manquanti 
reclame par! Zurich 1 Exp. Lett. 

Missing postage claimed 
through P0 Zurich 1, letter 
section. 

3 lines, boxed 

MS Am 28.Juni 1934 aufdem Luftweg 
befordert (etc.) (notlandung) 

Flown on June 28 as far as 
Pfullendorf (forced landing) 

3 lines 

A15.5 Amtlich Official Mail Used by GD-PTT 
MG ANNULE Demonetized; canceled Different sizes; cancels 

postage due. 
A17 ANNULLATO As MG As A16, rubber 
Al 7.1 ANNULLATO As Al 6 Smaller size, metal 
M8 Ausgefuhrt/ 

uber Base! 2 
Exported via Basel 2 Red, Postal customs 

marking. 
A19 AVION DEJA PARTJ DE/ 

GENEVE 
Flight already had left 
Geneve 

2 lines, boxed 

A20 AVION PARTI Flight had left boxed 
C 1 CHIASSO Airmail routing indicated 
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Nr. Text Translation Color Remarks 
D1 DIRECTION DE La POSTE DE 

CAMPAGNE/ 
INTERNEMENT SUISSE 

Headquarters, fieldpost divi- 
sion; internment (in Switzer-
land) section. 

Red 3 lines 

El EILFLUGIZUrich-Basel-Frankfurt 
(Main)! (ermassigter Zuschlag) 

Express flight (reduced rate) 3 lines 

E2 Eilsendung/Expresso Special Delivery Red boxed, slightly different 
sizes and lettering. 

E3 Entfernungszuschlag Special rate for extra deliv-
ery distance. 

E4 Erfolglos ausgerufen! 
Inconnu a l'appel 

Address called without 
any success 

2 lines 

E5 EXPORTE par! 
Geneve 5 

Exported via Geneve 5 Red 2 lines, framed; (Postal 
customs) 

F1 Flug ausgefallen No plane flying 
F2 Flug/nicht ausgefuhrt. Flight did not leave 2 lines 
F3 Flug ausgefallen! Vol (etc) Flight cancelled 2 lines, boxed 
F4 Plug nicht ausgefuhrt As F3, bilingual 2 lines, boxed, serif 
F5 As F3 As F3 2 lines, boxed block letters 
F6 Flug wegen schlechtere/ 

Witterung vershoben 
Flight postponed due to 
inclement weather 

2 lines 

F7 FLUGPOST Airmail Blue Maybe private 
F8 Flugpost eingestellt All flights discontinued 
F9 Flugpostdienst/eingestellt All air service discontinued 2 lines 
FlO FRANCO! GD PT! Wert- 

zeichenjVerkaufsstelle 
Postage paid, Philatelic Bu- 
reau 

4 lines, boxed, "postage 
paid" 

F10.4 Franco retro! 
Aifranchissement au verso 

Postage stamps on other 
side 

2 lines, serif 

P11 Frankatur siehe Ruckseite! 
Aifranchissement au verso 

Postage stamps on other 
side 

2 lines, serif 

P12 As P11 As P11 2 lines, block letters 
G1 g I uber-via 	 Weight in grams; by way of boxed; for airmail routing 
G2 Gemass Weisung den 

ungarischen Postverwaltung/ 
nicht taxiereni 
POSTAMT BIJCHS St. 

According to Hungarian P.O. 
not subject to taxation; P.O. 
G.1 Buchs (St. Gallen) 

4 lines 

G3 Gemeldet Informed of 
I 1 Imprime/ a taxe reduite Special printed matter rate. 2 lines, maybe private 
12 IMPRIMES A TAXE REDUITE As Ii Official mark 
13 INCONNU! 

A L'APPEL DES FACTEURS 
Unknown upon inquiry by 
mailman. 

2 lines 

J 1 Julierpass Autofahrten! 
wegen Unwetter urn! 
einige Tage verschoben 

Postal car runs over Julier 
Pass delayed for a few days 
due to bad weather. 

Gray 3 lines, black, 

K 1 Kein Fluganschluss! 
pas de communications aeniennes 

No airmail connections. 2 lines, boxed 

K 1 a Kein Fluganschluss/ 
pas de communication aeniennes 

No airmail connections. 2 lines, boxed 

K 2 Kein Fluganschluss:! 
Weiterleitung per Bahn 

No airmail connection; 
sent by rail 

2 lines, boxed 
fancy g's 

K 3 As K 2 Sent on by rail. regular g's. 
K 3a As K 2 As K 2 smaller letters. 
K 4 As K 2, no exclamation mark. As K 2 2 lines, boxed 
K 5 As K 2, with exclamation mark. As K 2 thin letters. 
K 7 Kein Fluganschluss! 

Weiterleitung per Bahni 
Pas de communication aerienne/ 
reexpedition per chemin de for. 

No airmail connection. 
Sent on by mail. Bilingual. 

4 lines, boxed 
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Nr. Text Translation Color Remarks 
K8 Kein Fluganschluss/ 

Weiterleitung/ per Bahn vorteil- 
hafteri (Also in French). 

No airmail connection. 
Forwarding by mail more 
advantageous. 

4 lines, boxed. 

L 1 L'affranchissementl 
manquant est reclame/Zürich 18. 

Missing postage requested 
by Zurich 18. 

3 lines, boxed 

M 1 Mit Luftpostlpar avion By airmail 2 lines, boxed 
M 2 As M 1 As M 1 2 lines, boxed serif 
M 3 Muster Modele Sample All caps 
N 1 NACHTFLUG—VOL DE NUTT/ 

Basel—Frankfurt/ Mermassigter 
Zuschlag surtaxe reduite. 

Night service Basel-Frank- 
furt M (reduced airmail 
postage. 

3 lines 

N 2 Ne figure pas dans let 
fichier des internes militaires en 
Suisse. 

Not in the lists of interned 
soldiers in Switzerland. 

3 lines 

N 3 Nicht ruckstellbar Not returnable 
N 4 Nur vollstandig mit Zeppelin 

Marken! frankierte Post zum 
Zeppelinflug zuge lassen. 

Only mail with Zeppelin 
stamps exclusively admitted 
to Zeppelin flight 

Used in the country of 
Liechtenstein. 

01 OFFICIEL Official Mail Maybe not postal. 
P 1 PAPIERS D' AFFAIRES Business papers Blue 
P 2 (Dove) and PAR AVION By Airmail Gray Boxed 
P 2a As P 2 As P 2 Pink Boxed, larger 
P 3 Par/Avion As P 2 Maybe not official. 
P 4 Par avion/(London) Mara- 

chi—Singapore 
By airmail etc. 2 lines 

P 5 Par avion jusqu'a By airmail as far as Boxed 
P 6 PAR VOL JUSQU' A As P 5 Boxed, small 
F 7 PAR VOL JUSQU' A NEW YORK By air to New York only. Boxed 
P 8 PARTI Left(moved) Large serifs 
P 9 Per Post By mail delivery Used on letter telegram. 
PlO PETIT PAQUET Small parcel 
P11 PORT PAYE Postage paid 
P12 Postabwurf ausgefallen Airmail drop not made. 
P13 POSTDIENST SACHEt 

SERVICE DES POSTES 
Official postal business. 2 lines 

P14 P. P. (in hexagon) Postage prepaid bulk mail 
R1 REBUTS Dead letter(office) 
R2 REFUSE Not accepted Large serifs 
R3 REFUSE Not accepted Block letters 
R4 RETOUR Return to sender (larger) 
R5 As R 4 As R 4 (smaller) 
R6 RETOURJ a l'expediteur Return to sender Red 2 lines 
R7 RETOUR! Le destinataire n' a 

puetre atteint 
Return address can not be 
found. 

Red 3 lines 

R8 Retour/ Ligne pas ouverte Returned, line not open. Violet 3 lines 
R9 Retour—Zuruck/Service postal 

suspendu/Postverkehr eingestellt 
Returned; no postal service 
in existence 

3 lines, boxed 

RiO Retour—Zuruck/ 
Service postal aerian suspendu! 
Luftpostverkehr eingestellt 

Returned: airmail service 
discontinued. 

3 lines, boxed 

R11 RL (rayon limitrophe) Border district mail 
S 0.5 SERVICE DES POSTES (Official) postal matter Used by GD PTT 
S 1 SEULEMENT/ 

PAR POSTE AERIENNE 
Exclusively by air mail. 2 lines 

T 1 T (Outlined all corners square). Tax due marking Occurs in several mark-
ings. 

T 2 T (same all corners) Tax due marking 
T 3 T (same, mixed corners) Tax due marking 
T 4 T (solid color) Tax due marking Serif 
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Nr. Text Translation Color Remarks 
T5 T ("flying" T) Tax due marking Used only in Hilterfingen 
T 6 T-50 (other figures exist) Tax due marking 
T 7 T (in circle) Tax due marking Various sizes, subtypes 
T 8 Taxe percue Postage collected 
T 9 Taxe percue: . . .fr. . .ctsi 

Basel Flugplatz 
Postage collected (amount) 
Basel airport. 

2 lines, boxed 

Ti  Taxe percue.. .1 
ZUrich Flugplatz 

Postage collected... Zurich 
airport. 

2 lines, boxed 

ill Taxe reclame: . . .fr. . .ctsi 
Basel Flugplatz 

Postage requested (amount) 
Basel airport. 

2 lines, boxed 

P12 Taxe reclame: . . .fr. . .ctsi 
Zurich Flugplatz 

Postage requested (amount) 
Zurich airport. 

2 lines, boxed 

P13 Taxe reclame, Geneve 1 Postage requested extra postage 
Ti 4 Taxe reclame, ZUrich 1 Postage requested extra postage 
U 1 UNGUL'flG Not valid (for postage, or an- 

nulled 
Thin letters 

U 2 As U 1 As U 1 Thick letters 
V 1 Verspatet aufgefunden Found later (delayed) 
V 2 via Basel Routed by way of Basel Red 
V 3 VIA GENEVE Routed by way of Geneve Red 
V 4 VIA FRANCE—AMERIQUE/Gr. On route France—USA 

(weight) 
Red 2 lines 

V 5 VOL NON EFFECTIVE No flight toolçplace Round letters 
V 6 As V 5 As V 5 Thin letters 
V 7 As v 5 As V5 Squarish letters 
V 8 Volo interrotto/ a Locarno Flight interrupted at Locar- 

no. 
2 lines 

V 9 VOL EXPRESS/Zurich Basel 
Frankfurt W (surtaxe red) 

Express flight (reduced 
rates). 

3 lines 

ViO Vom Postamt Lyon zuruck- 
gewiesen/mangels Verbindung mit 
besetstem Bebiet./ Post Basel 2 

Refused by Lyon (France). 
No mail exchange with occu-
pied territory. P0 Basel 2 

3 lines, boxed 

Z 1 Zollfrei No custom duties Green Boxed; a postal customs 
marking 

Z 2 ZollfreilPostzollamt Basel (2 
crosses) 

No customs duties/Postal 
customs office Basel 

Red Boxed, 2 lines 

Z 3 Zu spat eingetroffen fur den 
Zeppelinflug 

Place on Zeppelin flight 

Z 4 Zuruck-Retour/ 
Postverkehr eingestelltl 
Service postal suspendu 

Return to sender. No mail 
service in effect 

3 lines, boxed 

Z 5 ZURUCK, UNZULASSIG Return; not permitted All Caps 
Z 6 Zuruck/zur Zeit nicht zustellbar Return: Cannot be delivered 

at this time 
2 lines 

Z 7 zuruck von ZUrich Flugplatz./ 
tJnverbrauchte Frankatur/ 
an den Absender zu verguten! Fr... 

Returned by ZUrich airport. 
Unused postage to be reim- 
bursed to sender. (and sum) 

4 lines, boxed 

Z 8 ZustellenLF'eldpost direktion Deliver to addressee Field 
post headquarters 

2 lines, boxed 

dl (Three wavy lines) (Used to cancel uncancelled 
foreign stamps 

NOTE: Small boxed rubber stamps, in black, blue, or violet, as shown at the bottom of one of the picture pages, are 
internal control markings of the League of Nations offices in Geneva, in order to prevent use of the official mails of 
these organizations by private parties. About fifteen different markings of this type exist. 
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OFFJC(L 

Rug ausgefallen 
Vol non effectué Par avion jusqu' 

00  

Retour- ZurOck 
Service postal aerie n suspeniu 
Luftpostverkct'r cirgosteIIt 

PAR VOL iUSQII'A NEW-YORK 
1  

Taxe prcue: Fr. 
Basel FIuQptAtZ 

C. 

Kein FTuganschuss 
Weiterteitung per Bahn SEULEMENT 

PAR POSTE AERIENNE 

Zu spat elngetrorfen far den zsppalinflug 

Mit Luftpost 
par avion 

Kein Fluganschluss! 
Weiterletung per Bahn. 

[PAR VOL JUSQUA:  

tug wegen ungnstiger 
Wiung wrchoben. 

KACHIFLUG - VOL DEKUIT 
Basel - Frankfurt M 

' (vmintgizr Zuschls9 zutui :ldue) 

f) Par avion 
(London) - Karachi -Singapore 

Taxe perçue 

t.&n Fluganzchlusz 
pas de cmmunc81OrSaéfleflfle5 

Taxe perçue...... 
ZUrich FlugpItz 

Flug nicht ausgefUhrt. 
Vol na pas été effectué. 

Flug nicht ausgefUhrt 
Vol na pas ëte effeciuê 

Iv1it Liftpost 
P.a.r avior 

Verspãtet &utgefund.en 

Am 28. Jutti 1934 atf dern Luttweg befbtdert 
Zürith - Neapet Athen- Istanbul . Beigrad 
bis PMlendOrl Ntiandung). 

vitf aiiatas4q wit Zepp.IIu Markes 

trtaI•rt. Pest Sam ZtppSlthfIeC Iç.tti.la  

© Flug 
nicht ausgefuhrt. 

F!upostdIenst 

eingeste lit 

Flug ausgefallen 

piugpost eiugesttIlt 

Postabwurf ausgefallen 

© 
ELLFLLJG 

Zii1th -Basel -Franthjrt (Main) 
(ermssigter Zuschlag) 

VOL EXPRESS 
Z1rih. Basel -Frankfurt 14 

(awtmo r'éduite) 

Kein Fluganschtusst 

Wete1ellung per Bahn. 

VOL NON EFFECIUF 

IM  wegal uwdkr 
wg vutcOSWS 

Volo Interrotto 

AVION PARTI 

AVION DEJA PARTL DE 
G E N E V E 

VOL NON EFFECTU 

* Retour * 

Ligne pas 

e ouvert 

Abflug wegen ungünstiger 

Witterung verschoben. 

Kein Fluganechiuss; Wettedeltung 
per Bahn vortelihofler. 

PCs tie Ccrnfnuntcati3n aertanne; 
Ce11' 

es 

temps cr 
VC  

ferrite. 

trCk 'or Z.tch Flug pla?:. 
UrvC. breuchie Frankatur 
an defl A er.cior zu erton. 

Fr............ 

Kein Fluganschlus.s, 
Weiterletung per Bahn. 

Pas de communication aerienne 
reoptddion par ctiemin tie fec. 

Taa rêctam4s_tr. 	c. 
Basal FlugplaU 

Abflug wegen ungunstiger 

'Mtte rung verschobefl. 

I 	Kein Fluganschluss 
pas de communication atilenne. 

Kein Fluganschiuss! 
Weterieiturtg per Bahn. 

Taco i-rc!rnee 	 Fr.._...c.s.. 	 Locarno 
Zurich Ftugplatz 



PAR vi ON 

Via Basel 

@VIA GENV 

VOL NOR EFFECTU 

PARAVI ON 

83 	Affranchisent %u Verso 

@ IMPRIri5 A TAXE RdDUITE 

() P&PIER D'AFFAIRES 

'Z3 Imprim  
a t .xs r4dulte 

PETIT PAQUET 

AusgQ.ühd 

ersetZ 

4'ZoIIfreL 

PostzoUarnt Basel 

Aftrs(m( "Thnia,t 
rtcIej 	p- 

Zl.Lricht Eitt. 

) Affrahchissemiant mAnunt 
eiclami Par Ger,ve 

Affnchism nt 	flVAB1t 
rclam 	h1eittUr 
par GNVE I 

L 'aifranch ssement 
han9unf e.st  r"arnoi  

ZCtrich  I By  

frankatur siehe Rückseit. 

Afranckjnt u ye.rso 

Vein FI'igaihIuss! 
Wtttrkitung Nr8hn 

Zurack - Rtour. 
4 

Po stverkehr ertgestcJ(t 

Se-rice postal suspendu 

ZUROCK. UPWJLASSLG 

Zuruok 
z.ur Zait nicht. zust&Ihar 

ARE5SE INSUFFISM4TE 
CRUE ET NUMERO&Y.P.) 

FLU GPOST 

Par 
Avi on  

jNicht rücicsteflbar 

@PARTI 

© REFUSE 

©REFUSE 
ADR UEKT 

Abener u41cannt 

II4COW 
AAPPa DES FACrEIAS 

RETOUR @ 

RETOUR @ 

GmsS Weisur der 
unr3C1tfl 'cstv4-watun9 

nickk 

POSTAMT 	StG.t 

Affranchissemehtauwr3o. 
-' Prnkaiur zielicRückstitc 

Affranchissem€rrt au verso. 

Irankatur se kuck.3ecte 

FranJcattr siehe. Rüclseite. 
Mfranohjasement auverso. 

XPORTE par 

GENEVE 5 
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dj N G U LTI G 	ANNULE 

CAv ANNUL.LATO 

pOSTDEt$TSACNE 
..SERRJE DES PO5TES 

fly 

Er-oIg1os 	sruf.r 

jCc1nn.t tppel 

I Ahf1 erW tte 
wegen uncinstN 
NUc3 .auf den 17. 

Sp€evnber Vers<.hober 

AbfIug weçjen un9nstIger 

Wutt&ung vefshQ be.r. 

fetour- Zur&ck 
Service postal susperic1u 
Postve.rkehr ein9esfellt. 
	I 

1om Postard Lonare zurUckgewiesn 
mangeLs Verbindun3 mit besetzte.m Gebiet.. 

FQSt Basel 2. 

  

Eil5endung 

xpcès espresso 
RETOUR  
Lc 	 n 
r 1 

CAL 
ior PAY 

Per Post 

Zuzustelien 
Fe  Id post di 

N 	cre p 	ns le 

J 

f;1;cr 
 

des interns 
rniLitirecn Suisse 

IPETlQN DE Lii. PCST be (N'tPA6liE 

INTERN EMENT 
SUISSE  

FRPJCO 
G  PTT 

GGmeldct 

60 i:,) 7oIlfre i  
IJNGULT1S 

MUSTER MODELE 

Entfrnun8Zl4 schlø 9 

Ju.Lierpass _Ate{.\hrteM 

Ween Uviettr ufli 	ij 

ei&e 	verckcben 

VIA FCEAMRlQUE 

a t'expdi±ur 

Jiitei-na1 department 
iarJ'iigs or the of- 
fices C 	he Geneva 
ited N8t102 and 5s 

p.ceaecessorb. 

PUBL DEPT. I 

Rff 

  

DEPT. U FIN. 
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Cancellations by 20th Century Postal Acceptance 
Stations, Railway Station Parcel Depots, and 
Private Parcel Acceptance Stations 

Part 13 
The following installments about these almost 

unknown types of modern Swiss straightline cancella-
tions are based on: a completely outdated catalogue on 
this subject by Karl Gebert, an article as well as the 
patient footwork of Rudolf Schuab who updated Gebert's 
work in 1970, and articles written by the author of this 
contribution for the Swiss Philatelist (Amateur Collector, 
London) in 1965 and for the British Helvetia Society's 
Newsletter in 1970-71. The last-named publication also 
published a (then) complete list of known cancellation 
types and subtypes for each of these quasi-postal and/or 
sub-postal places of restricted mail activity. Devotees 
and future specialists in this extremely elusive field of 
Swiss cancellations are directed towards that publication 
because the following observations and illustrations are 
but a condensed, basic description of this subject. 

According to "knowledgeable" collectors of Swiss 
stamps and entires, straightline cancellations of Swiss 
postal depots and the smallest offices (long a popular 
collecting field, and so expensive if pursued for the 1850 
to 1885 period) ceased to be used, except in an emer-
gency, in 1925 when all the smallest postal depots were 
furnished with circular date strikes. A few of these 
dateless straightlines are shown in Fig. 1. After 1925, 
straightlines of Swiss post offices only exist on internal 
forms and receipts (almost always stampless) or, in rare 
instances, as indications of "place of origin" to permit 
local rates instead of regular inland rates, or, even rarer 
still, once in a great while when either a collector bam-
boozles a postal clerk into letting him have such a 
straightline mark as a souvenir (there are no regulations 
prohibiting this), or if a post office's regular canceler 
suddenly becomes disabled and unusable, and the P0 
straightline must be used on an emergency basis until 
the regional office supplies the office with an emergency 
canceler (eds, described in Part 1-2). Fig. 2 shows a few  

of these "internal use" straightline markings. 
But several hundred other straightline markings 

have been in legitimate, even postally ordered use in 
Switzerland since the late 1930s, and these are the 
subject of this article. 

Any collector should be forewarned, however, that a 
collection of such cancellation types is not only an often 
rebuffed labor of love, but one of good legs, good lungs, 
good knowledge of the local dialect or language, and one 
of extreme patience as well. If you do not care to climb a 
steep mountain path for a few hours, in order to arrive at 
the respective sub-depot at 7:10 a.m. so as to meet the 
postman from the village across the mountains during 
his three-times-a-week, half-hour stay where the elusive 
and sought-after canceler is kept, then don't take up the 
persevering task and plans to accumulate a complete, or 
at least comprehensive collection of these highly uncom-
mon strikes! 

What is the history behind these sometimes quasi-
private (yet postally legitimate) and sometimes even 
locally almost unknown postal facilities? Well, although 
Switzerland possesses one of the densest nets of postal 
facilities anywhere in the world (there are currently over 
4000 bona fide post offices operating in the country of 6.5 
million inhabitants), although postal stamp vending 
machines and letter boxes are found even in the tiniest, 
post-office-less hamlet and the most outlying city neigh-
borhoods, and although on weekends every state and 
private railway station master or attendant serves as a 
deputy mail clerk, there are still places existing in the 
mountains as well as near towns and villages where the 
lack of being able to post parcels, or to negotiate postal 
check payments (a huge part of the entire Swiss postal 
affairs), is cumbersomely evident. Not everyone owns a 
car or a motorcycle (yet), and there are still places in that 
country where no motor roads, nor any of the seemingly 
ever-present cable cars or aerial tramways lead to. For 
these places, in the early 1930s, the VVI' decided to 
provide parcel mailing or infrequently opened postal 
facilities and their number has grown ever since. 
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Part 14 
Fig. 3,4 and 5 as well as the examples shown at the 

beginning of Part 13, depict the most frequently seen 
dateless straightline cancellations of the most frequently 
encountered quasi-postal facility, the Private Parcel 
Acceptance Station. Most often located in grocery 
stores, but also found in barber shops, private homes, 
garages, cheese factories, restaurant/hotels, bakeries, or 
some other more or less centrally located place within 
the post-less hamlet or house agglomeration, they are 
open whenever the respective business is open as well. If 
a grocery shop is closed, by state law, on Monday morn-
ing, or all day Wednesday, there will be no mail transac-
tions possible, either. First class letter mail, of course, 
can be posted in a regular postal mailbox, at all times; 
but parcel post service will depend on local customs. The 
shopkeeper, or more often his or her helper, are the 
postal "deputies" and they are most often as adept with 
an already cumbersome cancelling device (as well as 
totally disinterested in producing a legible strike) as a 
horse with ballet slippers. These places are strictly there 
for the local populace, and postal laws prohibit collectors 
from mailing in covers with requests for legible, clean 
strikes. At any rate, no first class mail, except expensive 
special delivery letter-parcels, may be canceled in those 
locales; and if you have ever seen the quality of a two or 
three inch long straightline cancel when applied on an 
irregular surface of a parcel, you may now understand 
why one does not encounter first rate strikes from any of 
these places in a kilo mixture, or anywhere else. Most 
shop proprietors, or their employees, who are in charge 
of one of these quasi-postal facilities, will be only too 
glad to let you try, yourself, your luck with those cancel-
era, once they find out that you are a collector. 

If you plan on that approach, take along a small 
brush, some clean paper towels, a small bottle of turpen-
tine or alcohol, and a series of prepared, small parcels, 
already addressed to yourself, and franked with light 
color, non-engraved stamps. Ask for the canceling device 
(which most likely is kept somewhere in the cash regis-
ter, together with a most often totally dried out, or 
smearily wet and overinked pad) and proceed to clean it 
first. It may have fallen on the floor a few times, and it is 
most certainly clogged with lint soaked in canceling ink. 
After eliminating all debris beware of overinking the 
canceler (yours truly has ruined more strikes in that 
manner), take a deep breath, and commence your brief 

tenure as a self-appointed, semi-postal assistant clerk of 
the Swiss Post Office Department.. .under the amused 
eyes of the entire store's personnel, or all of the shop-
keeper's children. Try to hit the flat parcel surface at a 
ninety degree angle, slowly, and with considerable force; 
linger after contact, but do not tremble or shake, and 
then pull away rapidly. You might have met with suc-
cess; but most often you may not take the item with you, 
but must await its being sent to you in the mails, and 
that augments the hazards of legibility. If the parcel is 
stuffed into a sack within an hour after being canceled 
chances are enormous that the ink is still wet and thus 
will smear unmercifully; or the wrappings may become 
torn and damaged in transit! Sic transit gloria mundi, 
It gets sick in transit on Monday (Sorry!). 

Almost 200 Private Parcel Acceptance Stations 
(PTA) have been in existence in all parts of Switzerland 
for various lengths of time, and at present about 110 can 
be visited by an avid collector. Some of them do not have 
any cancellation device (such as Riedlig-Uri, Sarreyer-
Valais, or Pusserein-Grisons) even though the postal 
authorities prescribed as long ago as 1947 that all these 
facilities must cancel all parcels posted there; and it is 
rather disheartening for a collector to realize the absence 
of a canceling device after having made a special trip half 
through Switzerland. Inquiries are rarely answered, and 
the neighboring post offices—even those from which these 
depots depend—usually possess an abysmal lack of 
knowledge about them. 

The wording is not always the same on these cancel-
era; and the ink also varies from "official black" to blue, 
violet, or gray. Many of these PPA's handle fewer than 
ten parcels a day (they are usually picked up in the late 
afternoon by a passing postal truck, a shepherd who 
descends to the valley below with a mule, or a mail man 
on a bike), and all share the great elusiveness of legible 
strikes. Some, as shown in Fig. 8, utilize a single or 
double-line canceler, while others (Fig. 9) add a separate 
date strike to theirs. Conformity does not exist, and care 
in handling or processing is also an unknown commodity. 
Practically all of these places share, however, the distinc-
tion of possessing, for "inscribed parcels," a cheap type of 
"registering" mail, officially furnished "inscription 
labels," which are affixed to any parcel posted in this 
slightly more expensive way. Two of these quite desir-
able labels are shown in Fig. 10 in conclusion of this 
segment of straightline cancels. 
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Part 15 
Aside from the truly private postal facilities provided 

by the PPA's described in Part 13, there exist, particu-
larly in the cantons of Ticino and Valais, but also in 
many other cantons, quite similar sub-places of occa-
sional postal service and activity—with the difference 
that they are, at least generally, manned by postal 
personnel for brief period of each day, or three or four 
times a week. Most often these auxiliary postal sub-
depots, known officially as Postannahmestelle, Depot 
d'envois postaux, or Impostzzione di mvii (depending on 
the language spoken in that place), and best translated 
as Postal Mail Acceptance Station (PA), are manned 
for periods of one half-hour, or an hour, per day by the 
mailman of the next, official post office. Before or after 
delivering the mail, he (or rarely she) stops at an other-
wise boarded up door, distinguished only by a small red 
sign announcing the sale of postage stamps and the 
acceptance of parcels and other postal matter at given 
hours, and briefly sets up shop in usually most primitive 
surroundings. Parcels are accepted, money paid in and 
out and all postal services furnished. Hence the PA's are 
fully operating postal facilities for a very brief time each 
day. The straightline cancelers are usually carried in the 
mailman's pouch or coat pocket—and very often the 
special dateless cancelers for each of these places (see 
Fig1-6 for a variety of such strikes, a well as on top of 
this page) are used only on request, the remainder of the 
time the postman bringing along the next office's circular 
date strike (which provides a more official receipt than 
a dateless straightline marking). 

The "Official Postal Guide of Switzerland," published 
twice a year by the GD-PTT in Bern, lists all PAAs and 
PAs, as well as the third category of depots, the Railway 
Station Parcel Acceptance Depots (RPA). A collector may 
derive all sorts of information from perusing this handy 
and inexpensive guide. Unfortunately, the compilers of 
the guide often lag behind actuality by a year or two, and 
places still proclaimed as being in existence may actually 
have been closed many months before. 

The final, and least numerous of these sort-of postal 
facilities are the Railway Acceptance Stations for 
Postal Parcels (RPA). Located in railway stations, they 
are manned, at certain times of the day, by railway 
personnel which, by the way, at least when employed by 
the federal rail system, are employees of the same 

federal department of posts and railways as are all 
postal employees. Many of these RPA places cancel 
accepted postal parcels with their round, oblong, or 
other-shaped railway station date strikes (Fig. 1-2), 
although quite a few of them also possess dateless 
straightline devices (Fig. 3-4). Unless a parcel inscrip-
tion label accompanies specimens of these places' cancel-
lations, they cannot be told apart from stamps or pieces 
canceled by these same railway date strikes during 
weekends, when all first class mail deposited in station 
mail boxes is canceled in this manner. Two RPA parcel 
inscription labels are shown in Fig. 5. 

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that quite a 
few PPAs , RPAs, and PAs have existed uninterruptedly 
since 1935, attesting to their need, but not to any neces-
sity or obligation on the part of the V1f to replace them 
eventually with a regular post office or depot. On the 
other hand, similar places have been "promoted" to full, 
regular post offices. This is particularly true in big city 
neighborhoods which began, some years ago, as outlying 
developments, but which grew in population to such an 
extent that full service became a necessity. Conversely, 
other places have had their PPA discontinued either 
because no one could be found to provide the service (pay 
to a private party is something like a "bonus" of about 
$.10 per parcel serviced!!), or because the daily average 
of postal parcels sank below five. Cancellations from 
such places (some in operation less than a year) are 
almost impossible to locate in legible form, and of a few 
discontinued PPAs, no strikes are known to exist even 
though it is known that a canceler had been in use. Of a 
few such short-lived offices only one or two cancellation 
strikes are known to exist, and some of these highly 
elusive items command prices of up to $50.00. On the 
average, a clear straightline PPA or PA cancel on a most 
common stamp should bring a minimum of $.50 (even if 
it was self-made-to-order yesterday), and a clear impres-
sion on a parcel wrapping to which an inscription label 
is attached immediately goes into the dollar range. 

To all readers of these remarks who may now wish to 
begin such a collection I can but say; best of luck, and 
may your perseverance pay off. I know of no dealer who 
has any kind of stock of these items, and even in circuit 
approvals of specialized philatelic societies there may be 
no more than two or three items in all perused books in 
a full year! 
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Abbreviation 
x 
A 

00 

PPA 

PA 
RPA 

(1), (2), (3), etc. 

(cds) 

(rds) 

(cdsy) 

AG, BS, GR, BE, 
ZG, etc. 

Meaning 
No longer in existence. 
Added by Vinal Grim, 1994 
No cancellation known to exist, 
or to have or to have existed. 
Private parcel acceptance sta-
tion. 
Postal acceptance station. 
Railway station parcel accep-
tance depot. 
Number of different straightline 
cancels known. 
Means that the station utilizes a 
circular date strike. 
Means that the station utilizes a 
railway station canceler. 
The depot or station uses a 
neighboring post office's cds to 
cancel its parcels or other posted 
items. 
Location of the depot according 
to Swiss Canton. 

Alphabetical List of Private Parcel Acceptance 
Stations, Railway Station Parcel Depots, and 
Postal Acceptance Stations in Switzerland 

Part 16-17 

AARAU, Dammweg AG, PPA (2) 
AARAU, Gotthelfstrasse AG, PPA (2) 
AARAU, Tannerstrasse AG, PPA (2) 
AESCHLEN, OB, GUN, xxx. BE PA (1) and 
(cdsy) Tschingel 

A  AESCHIRIED, BE, PA,(1) 
ALBON xxx, TI, PA (1) 
ALBONAGO, TI, PA, (10 

x ALBONAGO, PA?, (oo) 
ALAMAN, GARE OFF, VD, RPA (rds) 

A  ALL'ACQUA, TI, PA. (1) 
A 	ALLIERES pres Montbovon, FR, PA, (1) 
x 	ALLSCHWIL, Baslerstrasse AG, PPA (1) 
x 	ALLSCHWIL, Stel ... weg, BL, PPA, (1) 
x 	ALLSCHWIL, Ziegelei, BL, PPA (1) 

AM BACH (Avers) GR, PPA (1) 
APROZ, VS, PA (1) of Baar (Nendaz) 
ARAN, VD, PA, (1) 

A  ALTDORF = GRUND (new name for former 
"SCHACHENGRUND", UR, PA, (1) 
ARBON, Landquartstrasse, TG, PPA, (1) 

x 	ARBON, St. Gallerstrasse, TG, PPA, (1) 
ATI"IKON STATION, ZH, RPA, oo 

x 	AUSSERERIZ, BE, PPA (2) 
AVEN (Conthey) VS, PA, (1 of Erde-Conthey) 
AVENCHES GARE CFF, VD, RPA, (rds) 

A  AXALP, BE, PA, (cds) 
A  BAAR-INWIL, ZG, PA(1) 

BAD RAGAZ STATION SBB, SG, rpa (2) and 
cds and rds 
BADEN ALLLEMAND, AG, PPA, (1)  

x 	BADEN Kappelerhof, AG, PPA, (1) 
x 	BADEN Oberer Kappelerhof, AG, PPA, (1) 
x 	BADEN Unterer Kappelerhof, AG, PPA, (1) 

BARBENGO PASSE, TI, PA, (1) 
BARBOLEUSAZ, VD, PPA, (1) 
BARSCHWIL STATION SBB, SO, RPA (1) 
BASEL Ackerstrasse, BS, PPA, (1) 
BASEL Baumlihofstrasse (or Hirzbrunnen), BS, 
PPA (2) 

x 	BABEL Blotzheimerstrasse, BS, PPA, (1) 
x 	BASEL Bromoacherstrasse, BS, PPA, (1) 
x 	BASEL Drosseistrasse, BS, PPA, (2) 
x 	BASEL Froburgstrasse, BS, PPA, (2) 

BASEL Giornicostrasse, BS, PPA, (2) 
BASEL Grenzacherstrasse, BS, PPA, (2) 

x 	BASEL Hauensteinstrasse, BS, PPA, (1) 
BABEL Heegelheimerstrasse, BS, PPA, (2) 
BABEL Jakobsbergerholz, BS, PPA, (2) 

x 	BABEL Markircheratrasse, BS, PPA, (2) 
x 	BABEL Morgartenring, BS, PPA (1) 
x 	BABEL Wolloacherstrasse, BS, PPA (1) 
A  BABEL-WIESENPLATZ, BS, PA, (1) 

BEATENBERG STATION, BE, PPA (3) 
x 	BEATENBERG Waldegg, BE, PPA, (2) 

BEDRErI'O TI, PA, (1), & cdsy (Villa-Bedretto) 
BELFAUX cif, FR, RDA, (rds) 

x BELLACH, SO, RFA, (rds) 
A 	BELALP bei BLA'frEN Waters) VS, PA, (1) 
A 	BUTENHARDT bei Opfertshofen, SH, PA, (?) 
x 	BERIKON-WIDEN STATION, AG, PPA, (1) 
x 	BERN Bruckfeld, BE, PPA, (1) 
x 	BERN Monbijoustrasse, BE PPA, (1) 
x 	BERN Sulgenbach, BE, PPA, (1) 

BERN Steinhoizi, (also STEINHOLZI bei Bern), 
BE PPA, (4) 
BERN Wylergut, BE, PPA, (2) 
BETI'MERALP, VS, PA (emergency) 
BEUSON, VS, PPA (cdsy: Veysonnaz) 
BEX GARE OFF, VS, RPA, (rds) 
BIASCA FFS, TI, RPA (cds) 

x 	BIEL'BIENNE Alpenstrasse, BE, PPA, (1) 
x 	BIEL/BIENNE Beaumont, BE, PPA, (2) 

BIEL'BIENNE Hoheweg, BE, PPA, (1) 
BIEL/BIENNE Kloosweg, BE, PPA, (2) 

x 	BINNINGEN STATION BTB, BL, RPA, (2) & 
rds 

x 	BINNINGEN Oberwilerstrasse, BL, PPA, (1) 
BIRSFELDEN, Sternenfeld, BL, PPA, (1) 
BIRWINKEN b.Wattwil. TG, PA (cds) 

x 	BLATI'EN (Gelmen) bei Naters, ye, PPA, oo? 
BODEN B.Adelboden, BE, PPA, (1) 
BOMBINASCO, TI, PA, (2) 
BONNSTErEN-SCHACHE, ZH, PPA, (1) 
BOUDRY GARE OFF CFF, NE, RDA (rds) 
BRIrrERNMA'rrJ, BE, PPA, (2) 
BULBACH, BE, PPA, (3) 

x 	BUMPLIZ-..., BE, PPA, (2) 
BURCHALDEN (Richterswil), PPA, rpa (2), rds 
CADANZA, TI, PA, (cdsy Borgnone) 
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CABBIOLA, GR, PA, (2) 
CAMIGNOLO, TI, PA, (2) 
CAMPESTRO, TI, PPA, (1) 

• CAMPO-BLENTO, TI, PA, (1) 
CAMPORA, TI, PA, (2) 
CARl, TI, PA, (1) 

• CASSARINA, TI, PA?, (oo) 
CERNETS?,LES, NE, PPA, (2) 
CHAMPLIN?, VS, PA, (10 
CHARRAT, VS, RPA, (rds) 

• CHATEUANEUF, VS, PA, (oo) 
• CHAUX-DE-FONDS Ouest, NE, PPA, (1) 

CHERMIGNON DEN-BAS, VS, PA, (1) and 
cdsy Chermignon 
CHES-LE-MAITRE, VD, PPA and RDA, and rds 
CHUR Boletastrasse, GR, PPA (1) 
CHUR Loestrasse, GR, PPA, (2) 

• CHUR Rheinstrasse, GR, PPA, (1) 
• CHUR Ringstrasse, GR, PPA, (1) 

dM0, TI, PA, (2) 
COLOMBIER GARE CFF. ME. RDA, (rds) 
CONSTANTINE, VD, PA, cdsy Montmagny 
CORBELLA, TI, PA, (2) 
CORCELLES-pres-Concise, VD, PA, (oo) 
CORIN (Montaua), VS, PPA, (1) 
CORIN-DE-LA-CRETE, VS, PPA, (1) 
COZZO, TI, PA, (?) 
CRANS-Loggier, VS, PA, (oo) 

• CRANS SUR SIERRE-MAYENS DE LENS, VS, 
PA, (1) 
DAILLON, VS, PA, (1) 

x 	LES DEVENS, VD, PA, (cdsy Fenelet) 
ECLEPENS CFF, VD, RPA (rds) 
EMBRACH-RORBAS STATION, ZH, PA, (at 
times RPA (2) and rds) 
EMMENBRUCKE Rueggisingenstrasse, LU, 
PPA, (1) 
ENTLEBUCH Thchfabrik, LU, PA,(cdsy Butle-
buch) 
ESTAVAYER-LE-LAC GARE CFF, FR, RPA, 
(rds) 
EVIONNAZ CFF, VS, RPA, (rds) 
FEY (Nendez), VS, PA, (1) 
FORNASETTE, TI, PPA, (1) 

A 	FESCOGGIA, TI, PA, (1) 
FRAUNFELD Murzdorf, TG, PPA, (1) 
FRAUENFELD Langdorf, TG, PPA, (1) 

• FRAUENFELD taloach, TG, PPA, (1) 
• FRIBOURG Dailettes, FR, PPA (1) 

FIONNAY, VS, PPA, (oo) 
GAMPEL-STEG SBB, VS, PRA, (rds) 
GAMSEN, VS, PA, (1) 
GASENREID, VS, PA, (1) 

• GENEVE Secheron, GE, PPA (1) 
GENEVE Vieussieux, GE, PPA, (1) 
GITSCHENEN?, UR, PPA, (1) 
GLOCKENTHAL, BE, PPA, (3) 
GOLADI LAGO, TI, PPA, (1) 
GOLDACH Sonnenhaldenstrasse, SG, PPA, (1) 

GOLDERN, UR, PPA, (oo) 
GOTIGHOFEN, TG, PA, (?) 
GRASLIKON, ZH, PA, (?) 

A GRUNEK, TG, PA, (?) 
HABSTEII'EN, BE,PPA, (2) 
HAMIKON?, LU, PPA, (1) 
.APSWIL, ZH, PPA, (1) and cds 

x 	HEUBACH, BE, PPA, (1) 
HIRSCHMATr, BE, PPA, (1) 
HIRZBODEN, BE, PPA, (4) 
HORGEN Oberdorf, ZH, PPA (1) 
HORW Steinenstrasse, LU, PPA, (1) 
HUNIKON, ZH, PPA, (2) 

x HURNEN, TC, PPA, (1) 
JNNERERIZ, BE, PA, (4) 

x 	ITZACH, BE, PPA, (2) 
IT]'SCHNACH b.KIJSNACHT, ZH, PPA, (2) 
ITFIGEN, BE, PPA, (2) 

A 	ISENFLUH, BE, PA, (1) 
JAUMPASS, BE, PPA, (1) 

• JULIERHOSPIZ, GR, PA, (1) 
KAGISWIL STATION SBB, OW, RPA, (1 & rps) 
KALTENBRUNNEN (sage), BE, PPA, (2) 
KAPPELI bei Nessenthal, BE, PPA, (1) 
KEMPRATEN,SG, PPA, (1) 

x 	KREUZLINGEN Bernrain, TG, RPA, (rds)+ 
x 	KREUZLINGEN Oberdorf, TG, RPA, (rds) 
x 	KREZIBACH, SG, (?), (oo) 

KRIENZ Kuonimatt, LU, RPA, (1) 
KRIENZ Luzernerstrasse 59, LU, PPA, (1) 
KRIENZ Luzernerstrasse 73, LU, PPA, (1) 
KRIENZ Zeughausstrasse, ZH, PPA, (2) 
KUSNACHT-GOLDBACH, ZH, PPA, (3) 
LALLY, VD, PA, (?) 
LALDEN, VS, PA, (?) 
LANDQUART Ried, GR, PPA, (1) 
LANGENTHAL Bahnhof, BE, PA, (cds) 

x 	LAUSANNE Belleveux, VD, PPA, (1) 
x 	LAUSANNE Bergieres, VD, PPA, (1) 
x 	LAUSANNE Melley, VD, PPA, (1) 
x LAUSANNE Montchoisy, VD, PPA, (1) 
x 	LAUSANNE Montchoisy-Jurigoz, VD, PPA, (?) 
x 	LAUSANNE Montoie, VD, PPA, (1) 

LAVANTHIER, ByE, PA, (1) 
x 	LIESBERG DORF, BE, PPA, (1) 

LIESTAL Rosen, BE, PPA, (2) 
LOC VS, PPA, (1) 
LE LOCLE Quest, NE, PPA, (1) 

• LUSSLINGEN, SO, PPA, (1) 
x 	LUSSY, FR, PPA, (1) 

LUZERN Bellerivestrasse, LU, PPA, (?) 
x 	LUZERN Breitenlachenstrasse, LU, PPA, (?) 
x 	LUZERN Bruelstrasse, LU, PPA, (1) 

LUZERN Geissmatthohe, LU, PPA, (2) 
x 	LUZERN Gruneggstrasse, LU, PPA, (2) 
x 	LUZERN Kreuzstutz, LU, PPA, (1) 
x 	LUZERN Maihofstrasse, LU, PPA, (1) 

LUZERN Sternmattstrasse, LU, PPA, (1) 
x 	LUZERN Obergeissenstein, LU, PPA, (1) 
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x 	LUZERN Tribschenstrasse, LU, PPA, (1) 
x 	LUZERN Wesemlinstrasse, LU, PPA, (1) 
x 	LUZERN Wurzenbach, LU, PPA, (1) 

MACHE, VS, PA, (oo) 
" MADONNA DEL PIANO, TI, PA, (1) 
x 	MALLEY Prelaz, VD, PPA, (oo?) 
x 	MARTIGNY CFF, VS, RPA, (rds) 

MArrSTE'r11N, BE, PA, (3) 
A 	Lea MAYENS DE SION pres Lea AGE'ITES, 

VS, PA, (1) 
MELCHENBUHL (Gumligen), BE, PPA, (2) 
MELCHSEE-FRUTF, OW, PA, (1 Frutt) 

x 	MELLINGEN SBB, AG, RPA, (?) 
MEX, BD, PA, (oo) 

A 	MOGNO, TI, PA, (cds) 
x 	MOIRY, BS, PPA, (oo) 

MOLARE, TI, PA, (1) 
MONETO, TI, PA, (2) 

x MONTAGNON, BS, PPA, (1) 
x 	MORON sur Melleray, BE, PPA, (oo) 
x MOERSCHWIL CFF, VD, RPA, (cds) 

MUNTELIER, FR, PA, (cds) 
MURFR and VD, PPA,(1) 

x MURTENMORAT SBB, FR, RPA, (rds) 
x 	MUTTENZ Friedorf, BL, PPA, (2) 

NANTE, TI, PA, (1) 
NEUCHATEL La Cote, NE, PPA, (1) 
NEUCHATEL Lea Pares, NE, 
NEUE WELT Gartenstadt, BL, PPA, (1) 
NEUHAUSEN AN RHEINFALL Rosen-
bergstrasse, SH, PPA, (1) 
NEUHAUSEN AM RHEINFALL Zolistrasse, 
SH, PPA, (1) 
NEUMUHLE (Zollbruch), BE, PPA, (2) 
OBEREMS b.Unterems, VS, PA, (1) 
OBERMEILEN, ZH, PPA, (1) 

x OBERMUTrEN, GR, PA, (1) 
OBERWIL (Dagellen), ZH, PPA, (1) 
OENSINGEN SBB, SO, RPA, (rds and 1) 
OLLON, BS, PA, (cdsy Chermignon) 
OLTEN Wilerweg, SO, PPA, (2) 
OPPIKON, TG, PPA, (cds and?) 
ORIGLIO, TI, PA, (2) 
OSOGNA-CRESIANO STAZ., TI, PA, (2) 

A 	OVRONNAZ, TI, PA, (cds) 
x 	PARADISO (Lugano) Via Bosia, TI, PPA, (1) 
x PAUDEX, BD, PPA, (1) 

PAUDO, TI, PA, (2) 
PEIDEN DORF, GR, PA, (cdsy Peiden) 
PERIDE, TI, PA, (2) 
PIANDERA (Villaggio), TI, PA, (1) 
PIANDERA PAESE, TI, PA, (1) 
PIANO DI CAMPO (Vallemaggia), TI, ppa, (1) 

x 	PORT, BE, PPA, (1) 
x 	PORTA,TI, PA, (1) 

PRA'rJ1LN Gehreneckerstrasse, BL, PPA, (1) 
x PREVERENGES, VD, PA, (oo) 

PRODUIT, VS, PPA, (1) 
PUIDOUX-VILLAGE, VD, PA, (cdsy Puidoux & 
1) 

x 	PULLY Chamblandes, VD, PPA, (1) 
PUSSEREIN, GR, PA, (oo) 

A 	RECHY, VS, PA, (?), (probably oo) 
x 	REINACH Baseistrasse, BL, PPA, (1) 

REINACH SURBAU (Habshagstrasse), BL, 
PPA, (1) 
RENNAZ, BD, PA, (1) 
RENGG-ROTMOOS (Entlebuch), LU, PA, (1) 

x 	REUSSBUHL (Emmenbrucke), LU, PPA, (1) 
RIEDLIG, UR, PPA, (oo) 

x REUSSBUHL-STAFFELN, LU, PPA, (1) 
x 	RIEHEN Bluttrainweg, BS, PPA, (1) 
x 	RIEHEN Niederholzstrasse, BS, PPA, (2) 
x 	ROGGWIL, BE, RPA, ( and rds) 

RIVZISBUHWIL, TG, PA, (?) 
x 	ROLLE CFF,L VD, RPA, (rds) 

ROMANT GARE CFF, FR, RPA, (rds) 
x RORSCHACH BAHNHOF SBB, SG, RBA, (rds) 
A 	RUEFFISINGEN bei EMMEN, LU, PA, (1) 
A 	ROSSWALD bei BRIG, VS, PA, (1) 
x 	ST. IMIER GARE CFF, BE, RPA, (?) 
x 	ST. JAKOB (Ennetmoos), NW, PPA, (1) 

ST. JEAN, VS, PA, (1) 
SARREYER, VS, PA, (oo) 

x 	SCHACHENGRUND (AldorO, UR, PPA, (2) 
x 	SCHAFFHAUSEN Bocksriet, SH, PPA, (1) 

SCHAFFENHAUSEN Emmersberg, SH, PPA, 
(1) 

x 	SCHAFFHAUSEN Hochstrasse, SH, PPA, (1) 
x 	SCHAFFHAUSEN St. Nicklausen, SH, PPA, (1) 

SCHLATT B.Diessenhofen SBB, TG, RPA, (rds) 
SCHLIERN b.Koniz, BE, PPA, (2) 

x SCHONENTANNEN, BE, PPA, (2) 
x SCHUPFEN STATION, BE, PPA, (2) 

SCHWANDEN bei Brienz, BE, PPA, (2) 
SCHWENDIBACH, BE,L PPA, (3) 
SCUDELLATE, TI, PA, (2) 
LE SECHEY, VE, PA, (cdsy Le Lieu) 
SELVA, GR, PA, (oo) 
SIERRE-Rue de Glarey, VS, PPA, (1) 
SIGGENTHAL STATION, AG, RPA, (cds) 
SIGNORA, TI, PA, (?) 
SIGNESE, VS, PPA, (1 Ayent-Signese) 

x 	SION GARE CFF, VS, RPA, (oo) 
x 	SOOD-OBERLEIMBACH, ZH, RPA, (1 & rds) 

LE SOLLIAT, VE, PA, (1 and cdsy Le Sentier) 
x 	SPEIGEL bei Hem, BE, PPA, (00?) 

SPEIZMOOS, BE, PPA, (1) 
SPIEZWILER, BE, PPA, (1) 

x 	SPRENGI b.Emmenbruicke, LU, PPA, (1) 
SURCUOLM, GR, PA, (cdsy Velata-Surcuolm) 
TAGESWANGEN, ZH, PPA, (1) 
TANNE bei WADENSWIL, ZH, PPA,(2) 

A  TANNE bei SCHOENENBERG, ZH, PA, (1) 
(replaces Tanne b. Wadenawil) 

x 	TANNENHEIM (Flums), PPA, SG, (1) (now a 
post office) 
THALWIL-AEGERTLI, ZH, PPA,(1) 

x THALWIL-OBERDORF, ZH, PPA,(1) 
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x 	THUN-NEUFELD, BE, PPA,(4) + one straight- 
line "NEUFELD" (now a post office) 
THUN-WESTQUARTIER, BE, PPA,(3) 

x THUNSTETrEN, BE, (2) 
x 	TIEFENTHAL ob BRIENZ, PPA, BE, (2 or 3) 

TORRE, TI, PPA,(1) 
x 	UETIK am SEE-GROSSDORF, ZH, PPA,(1) 
x 	TUILERIES DE GRANSON, PPA,(1) (now a 

post office) 
x UNTERNEUHAUS (WILCHINGEN), SH, PPA 

(1) 
• VAIRANO, TI, PPA,(oo) 

VAN D'ENHAUT, VS, PP,(oo) 
VAN D'EM BAS, VS, PPA (oo) 
VALLORBE 2 GARE, VD, PPA,(2, plus cds) 
VARENZO, TI, PPA,(1) 
LA VEDUTA, GR, PPA,(1) 

x VERMOL, SG, PPA,(oo) 
VERNIER MEYRIN CFF, GE, PPA, (rda) 
VILLA COLDERIO, TI, PPA,(1) 

x 	VILLE1rI (LAVAUX), VD, PPA, (1) 
x WAHLENDORF, BE, PPA,(oo) 

WALLISWIL bei NIEDERBIPP, BE, PPA,(1) 
WASSERWENDI, BE, PPA,(cds) 

x WETrINGEN-LANGENSTEIN, AG, PPA,(1), 
(now a post office) 

x 	WINTERTHUR Bachtelstrasse,ZH, PPA, (1) 
WINTERTHUR-BREITE, ZH, PPA,(1) 

x WINTERTHUR-DUETWEG, ZH PPA,(1) 
x 	WINTERTHUR Hapsburgerstrasse, ZH, PPA,(1) 
x 	WINTERTHUR Schaffenhausenstrasse, ZH 

PPA,(1) 
WINTERTHUR-TAACKER, ZH, PPA, (2)  

WINTERTHUR-TRASSFELD, ZH, PPA, (3 or 
more) 
WOLFISBERG, BE, PPA,(2) 
YVERDON-MONTCHOISY, VD, PPA,(1) 

x YVERDON- ST. GEORGES, VD, PPA,(1) 
ZIEGELRIED bei SCHUPFEN, BE, PPA,(2) 

x 	ZUG Chamerstrasse, ZG, (2) 
ZUG-GUGGITAL, ZG, PPA,(2) 
ZUG-HERTIALLMEND, ZG, PPA, (1) 
ZUG SBB, ZG, PPA,(rda) 

x 	ZURICH Albisstrasse 106, ZH, PPA,(?) 
x 	ZURICH Berninaplatz, ZH, PPA,(1) 
x 	ZURICH-BALCRIST, ZH, PPA, (1) 
x 	ZURICH-BRUNAU = Suisse 61, ZH, PPA, (1) 

ZURICH-DREISPITZ, ZH, PPA, (2) 
x 	ZURICH-Dubendorferstrasse, ZH, PPA, (1) 

ZURICH-BIERBRECHT, ZH, PPA, (2) 
ZURICH-FLUHGASSE (Riesbach), ZH, PPA, (1) 

x 	ZURICH-Hofwiesenstrasse, ZH, PPA, (1) 
ZURICH IM KLOSTERLI, ZH, PPA, (1) 

x ZURICH Nidelbadstrasse, ZH, PPA,(oo) 
x 	ZURICH Regensbergerstrasse, ZH, PPA,(1) 
x 	ZURICH-MILCHBUCK, ZH, PPA, (1) 
x 	ZURICH Schweighofstrasse 226, ZH, PPA, 
x 	ZURICH-TIEFENBRUNNEN, ZH, PPA,(1 or 2) 
x 	ZURICH-WALDGARTEN, ZH, PPA, (5 or 6) 
x 	ZURICH-WOLLISHOFEN, ZH, PPA, (5 or 6) 

(now a post office) 
ZURICH-FRIESENBERG SELBST- 
BEDIENUNG, PPA, (1, an automated sub-of-
fice) 
ZWIESELBERG, BE, PPA,(2) 
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Customs Office Markings and Cancellations 
Part 18 

The following installments on this largely unex-
plored aspect of Swiss philately are based on: an article 
and illustrations by Alfred Golay which appeared in the 
July, 1971 issue of the SBZ (Swiss Philatelic Journal), a 
translation of the same article, by Mr. Buistrode, for the 
Helvetia Newsletter of the British Helvetia Society 
(October, 1971), notes received by Helvetia member D. R. 
Beak, the few observations that can be gleaned from the 
Andres and EmTnenegger handbooks, and materials in 
the author's possession. Prior to Mr. Golay's SBZ article 
no significant treatment of this subject seems to have 
been attempted, and thus anything mentioned here will 
most likely be incomplete and in need of eventual 
revision and extension. 

Prior to 1849 (or thereabouts) each Swiss canton had 
the right of levying, at its borders, taxes on whatever 
items were deemed to be taxable. At that time, no federal 
customs bureau or federal customs officers existed; the 
cantons had sovereign rights in those matters. Thus are 
explained the early cantonal customs markings which 
are very rarely seen nowadays, but of which a few 
illustrations shown in Andres and Emmenegger are 
reproduced as Fig. 1. They must have been applied on 
freight letters, delivery notices or inter-cantonal customs 
declarations, and Andres and Enimenegger record 
exclusively items not struck on stamps. Hence, customs 
marks prior to 1850, and most likely through about 1880, 
are not to be found (or only in extremely rare instances) 
on stamps preceding the standing Helvetia issue and its 
companion "Cross and Cypher" issue of 1882, even 
through a Swiss Customs Bureau seems to have been 
organized on a national basis and for the purposes of 
patrolling the borders and manning the officially desig-
nated border crossing as well as internal customs 
declaration points (at major railway stations, ware-
houses, etc. in 1850. 

Early customs markings of the federal customs 
service were either oblong or round, and only the mark-
ings of the headquarters offices seem to have been 
decorated with a Swiss cross, or issued with a date 
bridge, or both (Fig. 2) from about 1880 on. Any kind of 
organized distribution of similar-looking cancelers seems 
to have taken place in two distinctly different types: a 
large Swiss cross inside a shield, within a double ring 
frame which contained the crossing point's, etc., (Fig. 3); 
or in the form of a dated canceler, with the date in a 
floating bridge and with a large Swiss cross at the 
bottom (Fig. 4). The earlier form of this second type was 
somewhat smaller, and the one currently in use (going 
back to about the mid-1920s) is somewhat larger. It is 
interesting to note that Swiss customs offices abroad 
(such as the one shown from Singen in Germany) also 
used the same forms of cancelers, on and off stamps. Mr. 
Golay remarks that stamp collecting amateurs are often 
surprised to learn that customs agencies have used (and 
still use) current postage stamps. They are used to pay 
certain fees on export declarations, transit documents, 
vehicle permits for border crossings, and the like. So far,  

it has not been possible to determine under what condi-
tions stamps had to be used, or could be used; but the 
simple fact remains that in addition to the cancellations 
officially made, individual customs officers handmade 
their own cancelers, possibly inspired by the numerous 
mute grills used by Swiss post offices back in the "Stru-
bel" and "Rayon" periods—and these hand-made obliter-
ating devices come in a vast array of forms or specific 
designs and not unlike the methods used by many U. S. 
postmasters of the past who fashioned their own obliter-
ators in an equally vast array of circles, bars, cork cuts, 
or designs. 

The most frequently found forms of these handmade 
items seem to have been manufactured from corks or 
whittled out of pieces of wood. There are all sorts of dot-
to-square-to-checkerboard designs, joined quite simply 
by... [remainder of paragraph illegible. (VDG)] 

Part 19 
According to the latest information (1971) there exist 

320 Swiss customs offices today. In 1906, according to 
the Swiss Geographic Dictionary, there were 331 such 
offices (60 first class, 218 secondary, and 53 checkpoints), 
with a total of close to 1000 functionaries and employees. 
If each of these customs officials whittled his own 
cancelling device (and replaced it periodically), one may 
understand the almost nonduplicating richness of 
varieties which exist in this vast field of customs cancel-
lations. While variety and perhaps even imagination 
were quite great, artistry seldom prevailed; and this is 
an additional reason why, at least until now, very few 
collectors bothered with these often smeared, blobbed, or 
completely defaced stamps. 

This observation, of course, does not apply to the 
officially furnished circular (dated or undated) cancelers 
which usually identify, in one of Switzerland's three 
official languages, the type of customs office they repre-
sented. In German, the term Zoll is always in evidence, 
in French it was, until 1891, Peages, and since then 
Douane, while in Italian it is Dogana or Dazi. 

On the handmade obliterators no such identification 
is available, of course; but many self produced devices 
attempt, with more or less success, to stress their "Swiss-
ness" by showing, more or less crudely, a Swiss cross 
design (Fig. 6). Sometimes the "Swiss" crosses become 
rather Maltese looking (Fig. 7), and at other times 
altogether different designs, in the form of dots or rings 
(Fig. 8), or letters (Fig. 9) were used. The letters may 
have been the initials of individual customs officers, such 
as Willy, Oscar, or Fritz; but no one really knows. The 
initials could just as well have meant certain border 
crossing points; and much research is left to be done. 

Extremely frequent, and used just as often and in 
just as many variants as the dot or checkerboard designs, 
were line designs (Fig. 10). On some of these one can 
very distinctly recognize the corks of either wine or 
champagne bottles, while others are either very crude 
line designs (Fig. ii) or, conversely, neatly framed line 
designs (Fig. 12). 

Still other customs officers "memorialized" them-
selves by lozenge-type designs (Fig. 13), broken-line 
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designs, star forms (Fig. 14), and the like. At least one 
instance is known where a cogwheel from a clock, or 
whatever, served (seemingly well) as one officer's cancel-
ling device (Fig. 15). And that is the trouble with all 
these devices; anyone can, and could, cut his own...  and 
if you wish to sacrifice a few mint Standing Helvetia 
stamps by defacing them with your own, handmade 
cancellation fancies, you could produce unique "rarities" 
for your own album and for unsuspecting suckers. 

Some customs offices also utilize a small, single circle 
date (?) strike sometimes found on mail (Fig. 16), in black 
or red. The function of this is not known to this writer. 

It should also be noted, by the way, that Swiss laws 
concerning used stamps specified, until well into the  

1920s, that each stamp had to be obliterated individu-
ally. Therefore, "clean" blocks of four exist only by 
accident and are largely wishful thinking, both with 
postal or with customs cancellations. 

One type of cancellation which quite easily could be 
mistaken as a customs cancellation, but is not, concerns 
the single or double rings, most often with but sometimes 
without a manuscript date within. Such devices (Fig. 17) 
were used in post offices—either when their regular 
canceler had become disabled, or when a bulky piece's 
stamps had to be canceled, each stamp receiving a 
manuscript date as well. Good old time when people and 
clerks could lovingly and painstakingly do such things!!! 
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The Swiss Navy: Cancellations Applied In or 
Near Switzerland On or Near Bodies of Water 

Part 20 
This instalment could not have been written without 

relying on a new typewriter, and by not using rather 
frequently the new Andres and Emmenegger Catalogue 
of Postal Markings of Switzerland, particularly Chapters 
or Groups 87 and 88, listed up to about 1907 and collated 
by A. Muller, Bern, Switzerland with some help from this 
writer. Also, some remarks are the result of new discov-
eries discussed in the periodical of the "Swiss Special 
and Old Letters Collectors Association" (J. Buhler, editor 
until 1972), and a few remarks concerning Swiss ships on 
the high seas and their mail are quoted, unfortunately, 
without having that treatise on that subject, published 
in the Bern Philatelic Journal 1963. 

Swiss Ambulant mail with postmarks began a bit 
before 1860 on a number of rail post offices as well as on 
some lake steamer lines, with the earliest ship mark 
reported in 1857 (Lake Lucerne/Vierwaldstattersee). On 
Lago Maggiore (Verbano) which is partly on Swiss 
territory, Italian lake steamers marked mail they carried 

UP and down-lake even prior to that date. Mail transpor-
tation, however, had been entrusted to captains of 
merchant and passenger vessels on these lakes, and on 
certain navigable streams as for back as the Middle 
Ages, and remaining records occasionally give detailed 
information on sailing days or hours, on special rules 
governing mail boats, and the like. Since roads along 
many Swiss lakes were nonexistent well into the nine-
teenth century, lake ships often were the only means of 
transportation available to passengers (local and in 
transit) and their goods, as well as for freight goods and 
mail. This is true particularly for lakes Brienz, Thun, 
and Lucerne, but even Lake Zurich had only miserable 
horse paths along its shores 

The following listings try to divide all "marine" or 
ship markings, and related matter into these categories: 

A) Actual ship post office (SPO) markings. These are 
known for Lakes Constance, Zurich, Zug, Lucerne, Thun, 
and Brienz. Markings known from Lakes Maggiore, 
Geneva, Lugano, and from certain navigable stretches of 
the Aare and the Rhine rivers are either of foreign origin, 
or are questionable to a certain extent; 

B) Ship cachets, usually dateless, and of fairly 
modern vintage; 

C) Landing station (quasi paquebot) markings from 
the regular post office at the end of a lake or river run, or 
from an office located on or near the departure pier; 

D) Ship station cancellations; 
E) Markings from Swiss merchant marine; 
F) Swiss military markings related to things happen-

ing on water (motor boat units, pontooneers, etc.). 
I. Lake Brienz (Brienzersee) 

A) Only one quite scarce SPO marking (Fig. 1) is 
known for this lake, for the period between 1893-1912. 
Value for these cancellations is about $6.00 on-the back 
of letters (transit marking), but a stiff $20.00 to $50.00 
if applied on a letter's stamp (depending on the value of 
the stamp itself). Lake Brienz' south shore for the most  

part has no road at all (although a modern super high-
way will slash across hitherto unspoiled mountainsides 
by 1985), and all mail to the hotels at Gleisbach Falls as 
well as to and from the village of Iseitwald on the same 
shore had to travel by ship until a few years ago. The 
north shore equally was without any road and thus 
dependent upon ships for passengers, freight and mail 
until after World War I when the narrow gauge Brunig 
Pass line from Lucerne to Meiringen and Brienz was 
extended along that shore to Interlaken East terminal, 
necessitating the construction of many tunnels, ava-
lanche walls, and dozens of bridges many of which are 
washed away year after year by violent flash floods. The 
two to four-digit number after the date on this cancella-
tion gives the ship's number. 

B) Since about 1935 or so, all ships used for passen-
ger transportation on Lake Brienz (MS Rothorn, Inter-
laken, and Lotschberg) have a mailbox (official, postal) on 
board. At the end of each run the crew empties these 
boxes and cachets all deposited mail with either a 
dateless ship's cachet (Fig. 2) placed next to the stamp 
and affixes in hues ranging from solid black to gray, 
violet, and blue; or occasionally one finds instead of this 
dateless ship cachet the respective ship's date strike 
(normally needed for tickets, daily report sheets, or 
freight letters) (Fig. 3). Rarely, and really unauthorizedly 
so, one may find the ship's date strike on the stamps. All 
mail is then taken to the post office at the end of the run. 

C) For Lake Brienz, the landing station, or end-run 
offices are either Brienz or Interlaken (Fig. 4) where 
such mail is either hand or machine cancel led or rarely 
transshipped directly to a waiting train where it may 
receive an Ambulant RPO marking. 

D) The only legally affixed posting mark known to 
this writer is that of Iseltwald (Fig. 5). The ones from 
other towns, such as that from Interlaken Ost, ship 
station (Fig. 6) are favor cancellations, existing, but 
usually affixed to unaddressed envelopes. Theoretically 
they could exist on genuinely mailed covers, but are 
highly unlikely from such places as Niederried, Bonigen, 
Oberried, Ebligen, Brienz, Giessbach or Ringgenberg. 

Part 21 
II. Lake Thun or Thoune (Thunersee) 

A) The "sister lake" of Lake Brienz (and connected 
with it since 1872 by a rail line across the marshy flats 
now called Interlaken that was originally known as 
"Bodelibahn") has one very rare SPO marking (Fig. 7) 
known for a few years (1874-76); its value, on stamp on 
cover, is at a minimum $50.00. 

B) Similar to Lake Brienz, the Bern Lotschberg—
Simplon railroad (BLS) which now operates lake steam-
ers and ship stations on both lakes, issued dateless 
rubber cachets to most of its vessels (Blunilisaip, Beatus, 
Niederhorn, Niesen, Bubenberg, Thun, Jungfrau,  Spiez, 
St.adt Bern; Fig. 8), and mail deposited in the ship's mail 
collection boxes receives these cachets (or sometimes the 
ship's date canceler, Fig. 9). Fig. 10 shows four such 
cachets on the stamps. These are all plainest favor 
cancels (actually not permitted), and none served postal 
purposes. They are shown here, however, to warn 
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collectors of this field against paying very fancy prices for 
made-to-order, non-mailed (and non-mailable) items. 

C) Mail from the Lake Thun ships is taken off board 
and then date-canceled (hand or machine) in Thun-
Bahnhof, Spiez, or Interlaken (Fig.1 1). 

D) Ship station posting strikes that are legitimate 
are known to this writer only from Interlaken West 
(Interlaken—Thunersee, Figs. 12a, 12b). All other towns 
and villages along both shores of this lake have duplicat-
ing rail (or bus) service (south shore since 1897/99; north 
shore since 1913); and ship cancels such as those seen 
from Oberhofen, or Thun-Bahnhof are favor items, or 
souvenirs at best (Fig. 13), though still amusing! 
III. Lake Zug or Zougue (Zugersee) 

A) An extremely rare SPO marking (cds) was discov-
ered a few years ago on a few pieces of mail posted on 
this small lake in 1881 and 1882 (Fig. 14). Very little, if 
anything is known about the history of these cancella-
tions and the need for a SPO on that lake. 

B) In very recent times, ship cancellations from Lake 
Zug have been seen on non-favor canceled mail (Fig. 15). 
Reasons for this are not clear, but letters have been 
delivered with such marks through ordinary mail. 
IV. Lake Lucerne (Vierwaldstattersee) 

A) Ship mail from this lake that harbors many 
historic places connected with the founding of the Swiss 
confederation existed for over one hundred years, most 
of it on the line from Lucerne to Fluelen on the St. 
Gotthard pass route; and prior to the establishing of 
SPOs (in 1857) mail and freight had been carried on this 
lake for hundreds of years. The following ship cancella-
tions are known between 1857 and 1970 when according 
to the Official Swiss Railroad and Ship Time Table 
(which shows, in a special "Postal Issue," all RPOs and 
SPOs in existence each year) the last SPO was abolished. 

a) Double ring with floating date: Waldstattersee 
(Fig. 16); Schiffsbureau Luzern (similar to Fig. 17); 
Schiffsbureau No.2 Luzern (Fig. 17). b) Double ring with 
enclosed bridge & large circled cross: Luzern—Fluelen 1 
(Fig. 18) same but II; Luzern—Fluelen—Luzern (similar to 
Fig. 19); Fluelen—Luzern—Fluelen (Fig. 19). c) Double 
ring with enclosed bridge & small cross at bottom: 
Schiffb Luzern—Fluelen I.; idem, with II. (Fig. 20). d) 
Double Ring with enclosed bridge & 2 stars, large size: 
Luzern—Alpnach Schiff (Fig. 21); Luzern—Fluelen Schiff 
(similar to Fig. 21); Luzern—Fluelen Schiff (Fig. 22, cross 
at top, 8 bars); Luzern—Fluelen Schiff (Fig. 23, no bars at 
all). e) Double Ring with extended bridge, smaller size: 
Luzern—Fluelen Schiff (6 bars each, top and bottom); 
idem, 7 bars each, top and bottom (Fig. 24); idem, 8 bars 
each, top and bottom; idem, no bars at al (Fig. 24a). f) 
Double Ring with open bridge, 2 stars, unshaded cross: 
Luzern—Fluelen Schiff (Fig. 25). 

g) In addition, on the line from Lucerne to Alpnach, 
a postal mail line existed in connection with the narrow 
gauge line to Engelberg, and the mail clerk who made 
the entire trip (ship and rail) carried with him a canceler 
reading Luzern—Engelberg—Luzern Bahnpost (Fig. 26) 
that came in two forms, with or without bars in the two 
semicircle segments. Sub-types, with Swiss cross shaded  

or unshaded, are observed as well. This RPO/SPO 
arrangement ended on December 18, 1964. From Decem-
ber 19 on, a direct train link across a lake narrows 
eliminated the need for any SPO even on part of the line; 
but the identical cds strike continued to be used for the 
rail trip Lucerne—Hergiswil.-Stans—Engelberg. 

B) Not all Lake Lucerne ships had an actual SPO; 
but even on those one could, if desired, post mail "en 
route" particularly special delivery mail, but also mail 
that was destined for a locality on the very run the 
respective ship made. Most of the time Lake Lucerne 
ships used for this purpose large single ring cancelers 
(Fig. 27), with an anchor at the top and with the ship's 
name in caps below a boxed date. Occasionally and 
probably at a later date, smaller lake carriers received 
dodecagonal ship's marks (Fig. 28), and at a much earlier 
period half-circle marks were also in use (Fig. 29). Most 
of these ship cds or ds were not used regularly, though, 
on mail; but they rather served to stamp freight papers 
and the like. But they do exist legitimately (as well as in 
the form of favor cancels. Caution! 

At some date in the 1930s most Lake Lucerne ships 
received ship posting marks (Fig. 30). They are found 
either alone, with the letter canceled at the post office at 
the end of the run, or together with the SPO mark, or at 
times next to the large ships' date cancelers. No fixed 
regulations seem to have existed. 

C) Mail from ships without an SPO normally was 
canceled in Luzern (Fig. 31) at the end of each run; but 
when the phasing out of all SPO routes started, mail was 
at times taken off the ships at intermediate stops or the 
most distant point from Lucerne, as is shown in Fig. 32, 
(ship cachet Rigi, and machine cancellation Brunnen). 

Part 22 
D) Several ship station cancellations (of towns on 

this lake's shores that do not have any rail connection, or 
adequate bus service, and thus really depend on the boat 
services) are seen reasonably often (Fig. 33-40). Their 
use follows the same regulations (established about 
1924) that govern the use, notably on weekends when 
the regular town post office is closed, of similar-shaped 
railroad station cancellations. Any mail deposited in the 
station mailbox (or in our case here at the village pier) 
must be canceled by the station master on Saturday 
afternoons, on Sundays, and on days that generally fall 
into the category of holidays so as to assure delivery on 
the morning of the next working day. Prior to 1924 or so 
the crew of the ship seems to have emptied the pier mail 
boxes,, and the straightline posting marks were affixed 
most likely in the SPO of the respective ship. Since then, 
however, a variety of oblong or rectangular ship station 
marks serve the same purpose, and the ship's crew 
merely transports the various sacks or bundles of mail. 
From Lake Lucerne are known to this writer as bonafide 
station markings (some with anchor, some without) the 
following: Treib (Seelisberg), Kehrsiten Dorf Weggis 
(quite common), Vitznau (common), Hertenstein, Gersau 
(common), Buochs, and Beckenried. Others may exist, 
such as Bauen, Kastanienbaum, Iselten-Isenthal, 
Ennetburgen or Teflsplatte. Usual, but not constant 
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recognition sign of these ship station marks is the 
abbreviation DGV or SGV, the sign of the ship company 
operating all lake vessels. 
V. Lake Zurich (Zurichsee) 

A) An excellent article by Alfred H. Muller in SAV/ 
SSV Bulletin (#48 and #49, February and June, 1968) 
(translated and abridged for Helvetia Society Newsletter, 
January to May 1969) eliminates the need of discussing 
the SPOs on this lake at great length. SPOs were estab-
lished on Ziirichsee, along both shores, between Zurich 
and Rapperswil in 1868, and the earliest cancellations 
read either L.U. (left shore; linkes Ufer; two types) or 
R.U. (rechtes Ufer; right shore) (Fig. 41-42). They were 
used on each one of the three ships making daily trips 
between these two towns. Over the years additional or 
replacement cancelers (showing the ship's trip number) 
were introduced (Figure 43-45). All of these types are 
most often found either on the back of letters (as transit 
marks) or on postal cards with imprinted stamp. On 
stamps of the Seated or Standing Helvetia or Cross and 
Figure types, these floating offices' cancels are very rare 
(a checklist in 1968 contained about 70 entries for all 6 
types combined), indicating that very little mail actually 
was written and posted on board. 

In 1874 the North Eastern Railroad (Nordostbahn) 
took over operation of all Zurichsee ships (there had 
been, at times, rivaling companies), and by 1875 trains 
began to circulate along the left shore, gradually elimi-
nating the need for the SPOs. All were eliminated for 
good in 1894 after the right shore rail line was opened. 

B) In more recent times, practices similar to those in 
effect on other lakes so far discussed have been insti- 
tuted on Lake Zurich as well. Passenger boats (of up to 
1500 capacity) feature official mail boxes; and mail, be 
fore being posted in either Zurich or Rapperswil (and 
possibly other line head offices) receives a ship's marking 
(dated usually) next to the stamps (Fig. 46.). This 
observation thus covers paragraph C) for this lake as 
well. No markings of ship cancelers on postage stamps 
are known to this writer; but favor items may have been 
fabricated at one time or another. 

C) See paragraph B. 
D) Alter the North Eastern RR took over all shipping 

business on the lake, 25 ship stations on both shores 
received an off-center, double oval form (Fig. 47), not 
unlike Cape Colony markings! They are easily identified 
because they feature an anchor above the date. On mail, 
if they exist legitimately at all (and the picture shown is 
really no proof because it looks very manufactured), they 
would rate extreme rarity. Their use is documented on 
freight receipts and as signature or letter flap markings. 
As an interesting aftermath it should be revealed that 
some of these cancellations, several times recut, are still 
in use. The thrifty RR company converted most of these 
markings into train station cancelers when rail traffic 
replaced boat traffic; and at least the station of the 
village of Uerikon (now part of the federal railways) uses 
the ancient date stamp, minus the inner oval, minus the 
anchor, but with a station number added above the rim, 
to this day! Longevity and proof of solid workmanship. 

VI. Walensee or Wallensee 
This sister lake of Lake Zurich, separated from it by 

the flats of Ziegelbruck, has always been known for its 
mean currents and sudden storms. It is therefore almost 
symptomatic that the only marking (postal) from this 
lake should be a catastrophe item, affixed to mail 
brought ashore weeks after the mail/passenger craft 
Deiphin missed the landing place at Weesen during a 
nocturnally raging superstorm back in 1850 and slam-
med into the rocks across the town, drowning one and 
all. This story is related in detail in the Swiss Philatelic 
Journal of December, 1970. Several other steamers also 
sank over the years with loss of lives and cargo, and 
everyone breathed easier when the rail line along the 
southern shore (line Zürich—Rapperswil—Weesen—Chur) 
was opened around 1869. The northern shore, sparsely 
populated to this day, still has no through road, and the 
completely isolated hamlet of Quinten still gets its daily 
mail by small motor boat. No markings are affixed, 
however, for or on this brief cross-lake run. 
VII. Bodensee (Lake Constance) 

Many collectors undoubtedly have seen if not owned, 
those curious, though legitimately fabricated cards 
addressed usually to a Mr. Maus (and bearing postmarks 
of the late 1890s and early 1900s) on which are pasted 
side by side, and then canceled by one canceler, stamps 
of Germany, Bavaria, Wuerttemberg, Austria, and 
Switzerland. this unusual, though tolerated philatelic 
plaything was possible because Lake constance is an 
international body of water, and ships of all five riparian 
nations plied its waters in a crisscross of international 
routes. Because of the ships' landing in ports of many 
different nations, reciprocity in mail matters was grant-
ed to all five states (later three); and thus any posted on 
board while the ship was not in port, could be franked 
with combination franks. In addition to Mr. Maus' 
philatelic doodles, very legitimate mail with mixed 
frankings exists; but none of these items are seen very 
often anymore. For a while they were shunned by real 
collectors; now they go for $10.00 and up! 

A) All five bordering nations operated SPOs on their 
vessels. Samples from all are shown (Fig. 49-54). Swit-
zerland, in addition to the two routes shown by cancella-
tions (Fig. 49-50), had two additional routes (Rorschach 
Friedrichshafen and Romanshorn—Lindau) in operation 
(similar cancels). 

Part 23 
All Swiss SPO cancellations feature a Swiss cross at 

the bottom of the out er, double ring, and none of them, 
gives any indication of a trip number—quite unusual for 
Swiss Ambulant cancels. These Swiss markings seem to 
have been used between about 1890 and 1920, the most 
"common" of the four cancels being the one reading 
Romanshorn—Frjedrjchshafen 

Austria, through World War I, utilized two types of 
SPO markings. The first one (Fig. 51) exists in two 
slightly differing variants (and sizes) and may actually 
not have been applied on board but rather after landing, 
in the manner of a "paquebot" strike. The authorities 
still dispute the use, or rather the place where these 
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marks were affixed, although there is no doubt that they 
were applied on mail posted on board. The strongest 
defender of the theory that this strike was applied in 
Bregenz, at the conclusion of each run, is J. Kittle, in an 
article in the Swiss Philatelic Journal (June, 1952). The 
other cancellation (Fig. 52) is very similar to Austrian 
RPO strikes of the period, with the run number in a box 
above the date. In addition to the sample shown, another 
marking with the legend KONSTANZ—BREGENZ also exists 
in this type. All four Austrian SPO marks are of the 
single ring type. How often they were applied on Swiss 
stamps is not known, of course, but specimens exist just 
as they do for all subsequently discussed items. 

Wuerttemberg, a stamp issuing kingdom within 
Germany until the end of World War I, furnished her 
Bodensee ships (or at least those that had an SPO) with 
double ring cancelers with an open date bridge (Fig. 53). 

means Kuniglich Wuerttembergische (royal 
Wuerttemberg) ship posts, and the number in the lower 
semicircle identifies the clerk, while the date is followed 
by the run number (K=Kurs; run, trip). Two different 
sizes of this cancellation exist. After Wuerttemberg had 
deposed her king, the "K" in the upper semicircle was 
excised, and even though Germany had taken over the 
Wuerttemberg posts shortly after the conclusion of World 
War I, the cancelers proclaiming Wuerttemberg were 
kept in use well into the 1930s (Fig. 54), with a slightly 
modified type (Fig. 55), without bars or hatchmarks, also 
being utilized. Eventually, and before World War II 
began, all Wuerttemberg cancelers were replaced by 
oval, German SPO marks (see below). 

Bavaria (Bayern), of political status similar to that 
of Wuerttemberg until 1918-19, employed single ring 
SPO marks either with (Fig. 56) or without (Fig. 57) a 
run number indication between the (often abbreviated) 
named end points of her ships' runs. Named Bavarian 
lines were LIND(au)—RORSCH(ach) (and vice versa); 
and LIND(au)—R(oman)SHORN and (and vice versa), the 
latter also existing in a different abbreviation LIND(au)—
R(omans)HORN. Ten different cancellation types, some 
with additionally varying trip numbers, exist. Similar to 
Wuerttemberg, but seemingly at an earlier date, German 
oval SPO marks replaced the Bavarian single rings. 

Germany (territory of Baden). Initially, the 
German Imperial posts serviced only those Bodensee 
SPO routes that emanated from the cities of the once 
(prior to 1871) stamp issuing Grand-Duchy of Baden. (By 
now the consulting of a good map of the region will have 
become a must for the novice in Bodensee-Schiffspost 
collecting.) Oval SPO strikes are known from the middle 
1890s on for the lines Konstanz—Bregenz and Konstanz—
Ludwigshaven (Fig. 58). The last named most likely was 
never used on Swiss stamps because the entire trip lies 
completely with Germany. 

Following World War I, diverse, oval SPO markings 
replaced the old German (Baden) ovals as well as the 
formerly Bavarian and Wuerttemberg strikes (Fig. 59). 
They are known for the lines Konstanz—Lindau, Lindau—
Romanshorn, Romanshorn—Friedrichshafen (of Zeppelin 
fame), and Friedrichshafen—Romanshorn, this last one in  

subtypes featuring either a star, or no star above the 
town names. After World War II regular SPOs on Lake 
Constance seem to have been discontinued; but informa-
tion to the contrary will be appreciated. 

B) In lieu of SPOs, Lake Constance ships followed 
similar procedures (and still do) as are in effect for all 
Swiss lakes at present: mail deposited in ships' post 
boxes receive the ship's dateless (Fig. 60) or dated (Fig. 
61) cachet, and the stamps are then subsequently 
canceled at a trip's terminal which need not be in the 
country whose stamps are affixed to the mail. Some-
times, as a favor, dated ship cachets or date strikes used 
on the ship for freight matters, etc. are found on the 
stamps (Fig. 62); but no special value should be attached 
to such made-to-order curiosities. Ships' date strikes, by 
the way, are known for Lake Constance since the 1880s; 
but such strikes are found as "corner cards," or freight 
and accounting marks rather than on stamps (Fig. 63). 

C) "Paquebot" markings abound for this interna-
tional lake. They were affixed to mail coming from ships 
without an SPO, and wherever the mails were taken off 
the vessels. Konstanz (in Germany) used a long, boxed 
"Bodensee Schiffspost" straightline (Fig. 64) next to the 
stamps, together with that city's regular cds (Fig. 65) on 
the stamps, or as here shown on a postal stationery item. 
IJberlingen (Germany) used an even longer (75 mm), 
unboxed straight line with the same legend; or a "Schiffs-
post" in caps. Friedrichshafen initially utilized a 
boxed, and later an unserifed "Schiffsbrief' marking next 
to the date stamp, later "Kurs ROMANSHORN" or "Kurs 
RORSCHACH" (Fig. 66) straightlines, and since the 
1030s a cds similar to that of Lindau (Fig. 70). Lindau 
marked letters unloaded there with a boxed "Schiffs-
brief;" first in script (Fig. 67) and then of the type of Fig. 
68, both at times found on the stamps. The mark shown 
in Fig. 69, also from Lindau, may be of private origin. 
Still later Lindau, as did other German Bodensee ports, 
used a cds (Fig. 70) for all unloaded ship mail. 

Part 24 
Bregenz, since 1903, has used double circle cds 

quite similar to the ex ample shown as Fig. 51, with the 
"KK" excised after World War I when Austria became a 
republic. Finally, the two Swiss ports of Romanshorn and 
Rorschach at first used marks of the type of Fig. 71 (also 
see illustration in the title headings of this article), and 
later straightlines of the design of Fig. 72-73. On the two 
illustrations just described one may clearly see Swiss 
town cds applied legally to a foreign stamp. Early in the 
twentieth century a cds (Fig. 74) also is supposed to have 
existed for both ports; but yours truly has never seen one 
of these except in inaccurately drawn sketches (as 
shown). In more recent years, mail brought ashore in 
Rorschach often receives that town's harbor railway 
station's date strike (Fig. 75), with the ship's cachet 
applied next to the stamp. 
VIII. Untersee (Lower Lake Constance) and Rhine 

To the west of the cities of Constance (Germany) and 
Kreuzlingen (Switzerland), Lake Constance (Bodensee) 
continues westward as a shallow lake called Untersee. 
This body of water eventually becomes the Rhine river 
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again. Between the two above-named cities and Schaff-
hausen, above the Rhine Falls, there is a lot of passenger 
ship traffic. Train lines along both shores take care of the 
mails, however, and SPOs are not known. But posting 
cachets of type B) exist (Fig. 76-77). The cancellation of 
the stamps may read Kreuzlingen, Steckborn, Schaff-
hausen, or Mannenbach—Salenstein, depending on where 
the letter boxes were emptied and the mails posted on a 
train. Even first trips (or maiden voyages) are recorded 
philatelically on these waters, as Fig. 78 shows (Jungfer, 
maiden; Fahrt, voyage). 
IX. Unterer Hochrhein (Lower Swiss-German 
Rhine River Valley) 

B) The only, and somewhat questionable marking 
known to this writer as at least of postal/philatelic quasi-
origin from that part of the Rhine river dates from 1932 
when, in conjunction with a philatelic exhibition in Basel 
a boat trip for exhibition participants was organized. 
Mail written while on board can be found with a (pri-
vate?) dateless, purple, triple-ring marking of the 
excursion craft R.heinfelden (Fig. 79) while the stamps of 
such mail are canceled by the philatelic exhibition's 
special cds. For the excursion/freighters of the ship line 
Basel—Mainz—Cologne—Rotterdam ship cachets are said 
to exist. Another posting (?) cachet has so far stumped 
this reporter who owns two copies of it on postal cards 
postmarked in ZUrich (Fig. 80). It is in blue and says 
"Rhine fete of the literary circle Hottingen" (ZUrich), 
"Funkenpost" (meaning??), and date 3-8-1902. Funken 
means "spark" in German, and possibly "bed slipper" in 
Swiss (fl). For a while this "strangle" was listed in the 
Pen catalogue of special cancels (to be discussed in later) 
as a semipostal cancellation or cachet; but so far no one 
has come up with a real explanation concerning its 
origins or meaning. The special cards issued on that 
occasion never may have been near any body of water! 

Part 25 
X. Bielersee (Lac de Bienne); Murtensee (Lac de 
Morat); Lac de Neuchâtel (Neuenburgersee); 
Aare River 

Along the southern rim of the Jura mountains he the 
three above-named and interconnected lakes, and out of 
the last one flows the Aare river, eastward, to join the 
Rhine eventually. From that river an oval marking is 
known (Fig. 81). At one time it was thought that this 
marking was a cancellation of some sort, and it was 
featured in the old Andres and Emmenegger catalogue; 
but it has not been found on stamps, ever, and one 
believes now that this marking was no more that the 
return address stamp of this shipping company's main 
office, just as similar ovals exist from Lake Zug (Fig. 82), 
and Zurich and Wallensee (Fig. 84). All four are shown 
here only to prevent uninformed collectors from paying 
fancy prices for non-philatelic markings. 

A) SPOs are unknown for all four bodies of water. 
B) A few ship cachets do exist, though. Fig. 85 

reproduces one such dated mark from a ship plying the 
waters of the Bieler and Murtensee, almost exclusively 
found on freight letters. Fig. 86 shows a non-legit favor 
item of recent vintage which, however, somehow did pass 

through the mails unchallenged. Normally any ship 
marks, dated or not, are found only next to the stamps. 

C) Letters posted aboard ships on these lakes are as 
a rule canceled either in Neuchâtel, Biel/Bienne, Mur-
ten/Morat, Estavayer, or La Neuveville. 

D) Ship station marks are strangely absent from 
these lakes even though several villages along their 
shores until not too long ago depended almost entirely on 
the ships for their mail, freight and passenger delivery. 
M. Lac Leman (Lake Geneva; Genfersee) 

A) The Compagnie Generale de Navigation du Lac de 
Lemon (CCGN) is an international corporation, with its 
ships calling at both French (south shore) and Swiss 
(north shore; west and east ends) ports. No ship post 
office marks are known. 

B) No ship cachets seem to have been in use at any 
time on any lines. 

C) At some time in the beginning of the twentieth 
century, ships on this lake must have had mail boxes 
that were emptied at certain points and then cancelled, 
either at a French or a Swiss post office; but seemingly 
no distinctive marks were affixed to distinguish such 
ship-posted mail from other mail dispatched from such 
offices, and furthermore, at least until now, no instance 
is known of French stamps being canceled in Swiss port 
offices or vice-versa. 

D) At some Swiss landing stations, however, there 
must have been mail boxes located, mail from which 
received (at the regular town post office of the same 
town) that town's cds but as a distinctive strike of origin 
a straightline marking, such as those shown in Fig. 87 
and 88 was affixed next to the stamp. In addition to the 
two Ouchy-Lac strikes (note that one of them has the 
"Lac" added in manuscript!) a Nyon-Lac is also reported, 
and a Bouveret-Lac is said to exist according to Mr. 
Liniger from the Swiss P`IT Museum; but that last strike 
has not been seen to date. Since all of these ship station 
marks have been discovered only most recently, very 
little is known in regard to their use. 

Of more recent time, ship station cancellations such 
as Fig. 89 are known from a number of different locali-
ties; but these items all seem to be favor cancels. 
XII. Verbano; Lago Maggiore; Langensee (Lake 
Locarno) 

Five-sixths of this lake are in Italy, and only the top 
of the lake belongs to Switzerland. It is fitting that an 
Italian company should be in charge of passenger, mail, 
and freight services on the lake's steamer lines, including 
the Swiss ports at Locarno, Magadino, etc. No legitimate 
Swiss postmarks seem to exist for this lake, and no items 
are known to date on which Swiss postage stamps are 
obliterated by Italian markings. 

A) SPOs on this lake may have been in existence 
already in pre-stamp times. Mr. A. Muller in Bern 
reports an LM in an oval-like frame from as early as 
1809 (Fig. 90). Some questions, until further items clarify 
the meaning of this mark definitely, remain, however, 
because LM might also be interpreted am meaning Lettre 
de Milan. The remaining cancellations shown here, 
though, are unquestionably SPO marks (Fig. 91-95). 
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Some are small double circles, reading Verbano only 
(possibly with a No.1 or 2 added). These are known from 
the 1850s and occur on Sardinian stamps. Similar double 
circles in the 1870s showed, in addition to the previous 
wording whether the ship went down-lake (corsa discen-
dente) or uplake (ascendente). Then there also occur 
single circle strikes such as the Arona Magadino (the 
latter terminus in Switzerland) one shown here. At about 
the same time, some ships (that may not have had fully 
staffed post offices on board) marked their ship mail with 
a two-line straightline mark Servizio Postale Sul Lago 
Maggiore, similar marks being known from other north-
ern Italy lakes (Lake Garda and Lake Como). The last 
group of cancellations from this lake were double circles 
with bars, in use from about 1895 to World War I. Their 
legends differ widely, and they may read "Natante 
Locarno—Arona" (or vice-versa); "Servizio postale sul 
Lago Maggiore" and numbers 1 through 4 (or more); or 
simply Arona—Intra, Arona Locarno and number (1, 3, 4) 
or decorative sign at bottom, or Locarno Arona and 
number (2). Other numbers and line-denominating 
cancellations may exist (natante means floating). 

B) In more recent times Lago Maggiore ships are 
known to have possessed modified double ring cds (for 
freight papers and other day-to-day use) reading 
"Navigazione Lago Maggiore," date and identifying 
letter. An example appears as Fig. 96, struck on a recent 
Swiss stamp. It is a favor item, and legitimately canceled 
pieces of mail with such markings do not seem to exist. 

C) and D). No cancellations of these types are known 
from this lake. 
XIII. Of the following lakes no ship or ship station 
markings whatsoever are known: Lago di Lugano 
(Lake Lugano; Italy and Switzerland); Aegerisee, 
(Canton of Zug); Sarnersee (Unterwalden); Hall-
wilersee, Baldeggersee (Central Switzerland); Sem-
pachersee (Canton Luzern); Greifensee (near Zurich); 
Lac de Joux (Jura); Silsersee, Silvaplanersee 
(Engadine, Grisons); Lac des Brenets (Jura moun-
tains). Even though all of these have (or at one time have 
had) regularly scheduled passenger and freight service. 
Existence of postal items from these lakes is possible! 

Part 26 
E. Swiss Ship Mail on the High Seas 

Unbeknownst to many, there is a Swiss Merchant 
Marine. Several dozen ships, owned or chartered by 
Swiss navigation companies (most of them headquar-
tered in Basel) fly the Swiss flag on their trips around 
the globe since about 1925, but only after World War II 
the real boom started. Some of these seagoing ships are 
also built to negotiate the currents and rapids of the 
Rhine river so that they actually may dock at their 
official home port once in a while. Basel has two harbors: 
one below the city right at the German border, in the 
suburb of Klein—Illningen, and the other upstream, 
actually in the Canton of Basel-Land, in Birsfelden-Au. 
To an uninformed traveler the sight of a huge inland port 
with seagoing ships that far upstream is a real surprise, 
and any marine buff visiting Easel should not neglect  

visiting at least one of the two facilities. 
Some special cancellations exist that commemorate 

Basel as Switzerland's seaport. In 1926 two (if not more) 
special vignettes (canceled with semi-private markings) 
were issued on the occasion of the international exhibi-
tion for stream navigation (Fig. 97-98). They are most 
often found on mail dispatched by special, commemora-
tive flights to either Schaffhausen or Zurich. 

And in 1954, on the occasion of the fiftieth anniver-
sary of making the Rhine river navigable for major 
freight ships as far upstream as Basel, a special cancella-
tion was in use in that city for one day only (June 2). For 
details on these marginally interesting items see either 
the Swiss Airmail Catalogue /Handbook, Zumstein's 
Switzerland Specialized (airmail section), or the Pen 
catalog of special postmarks. 

Actual ship markings of Swiss ships in international 
waters do exist, most of them from the period of about 
1946 to 1955. In spite of mobilizing scores of philatelic 
friends, acquaintances, and source persons, and in spite 
of plowing through hundreds of philatelic periodicals, the 
one article (with illustrations) on this subject remains 
unavailable. Therefore no illustrations on this aspect of 
Swiss ship post marks, nor any hard facts can be shown 
or reiterated here. Such mail, however, was treated 
similarly to any mail from the high seas, and thus Swiss 
postage stamps can be found canceled (theoretically in 
any port) abroad, often together with a "paquebot" 
marking. All such markings are quite rare, by the way! 
F. The Swiss Navy!!!! 

During World War II a Swiss Colonel named Trub 
(and better known by being partner in the Swiss printing 
firm that was responsible for hundreds of Swiss Soldiers' 
issues both in World Wars I and II was placed in charge 
of motorboat detachments manned by military personnel 
and active on several Swiss lakes. Their task was to keep 
watch against (German or Italian, and perhaps later 
Allied) paratroopers or glider troops attempting to land 
in Switzerland; and these small boats were armed with 
antiaircraft guns, machine guns, and rescue gear in case 
disabled allied bombers would crash into such lakes. 

How many of these detachments really existed is not 
clear; but at least one of them was large enough to 
warrant a special military cancellation (Fig. 100). 
Pontooneer troops should also be considered here; one 
cancellation from such a unit is shown as Fig. 101. 

This officially concludes this account, and it is hoped 
that all readers have searched their collections diligently 
so that they will be able to add their knowledge. Already 
some additional facts have become known: 

From Lake Lucerne a very elusive postmark (SPO) 
in form of a double circle reading (in French) "Fluelen a 
Luzern 1" from 1863 has been reported (Fig. 102); from 
Lake Thun another (straightline) showed up (Fig. 103); 
Fig. 104 presents a different ship station date cancel 
from Iseltwald on Lake Brienz; and Fig. 105 is a ship's 
mark of origin from Lake Zurich; while Fig. 106 depicts 
aprivate point of origin mark from the island Ufenau in 
Lake Zurich. 
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The Swiss Navy: Supplement 
Part 27 

Thanks to the diligence of Mr. Max Hertsch, owner 
of Zumstein & Co. in Bern Switzerland, it is now possible 
to give some information on "Swiss Ship Mail on the 
High Seas," mentioned in December 1973, but not 
documented. It also shows how old one grows because I 
could have sworn that I had seen (and did) the article not 
more than 5 years ago.. .but it appeared in 1963 and 
1964! 

Anyhow, the article, in Berner Briefmaken  Zeitung, 
No. 12,1963, and with a supplemental bit of information, 
No. 2,1964, originally appeared in Volume XXIII, No. 2/3 
of Seaposter, authored by Gene Peterson while the BBZ's 
addenda were furnished by a Mr. Arno Gottspenn. 

Some illustrations of this installment are reproduced 
from the BBZ thanks to Zumstein & Co. who, by the way 
often are able to fill philatelic wishes and wants when no 
one else seems to be able to come up with certain desired 
items. 

The Swiss Merchant Marine fleet was officially 
decreed by the Swiss Federal Council on April 9, 1941, as 
a direct result of World War II interruption of interna-
tional trade and trade routes. Flying the Swiss flag, 
ships on the high seas at least had a better chance to 
circumvent various blockades imposed by the warring 
nations. The first ship was the ancient SS Cananda, first 
flying a Panamanian flag, but from 1941 on, the Swiss 
one. To it came the relic Chasseral (built in 1897), Eiger, 
Elsa S., Liran, Santis, St. Cergue, St. Gotthard, Semlen-
Lugano, and the Zurich. After the war's end the elderly, 
rusty vessels were gradually retired and replaced with 
new ships, such as the Castagnola, Allobrogia, Annun-
ciad and even a passenger ship plying between Canada 
and LeHavre, called SS Arosa, plus many others. 

Principal routes were those of Northern Italy 
(Genoa), France and West Africa; Keller shipping Lines 
(5 ships; plus 3 smaller units in the Mediterranean Sea 
only); Sun Lines, or Zurich Shipping Co., run for Switzer-
land by Saguenay Lines; US gulf ports; Mediterranean; 
etc. At the time the original article was written, the 
newest ship in the Swiss fleet was the Brogaglia, placed 
in service in 1961 between Europe and the Far East. 

Earliest cancellation of a Swiss stamp in a foreign 
harbor, as known to Mr. Peterson took place in 1952, in 

Ciudad Thjillo (Dominican Republic). Others are known 
into the 1960s, and if one knows someone on a Swiss 
ocean vessel, plus gets a purser who remembers the 
international UPU regulations concerning posting of 
mail on the high seas and delivery of such mail by the 
purser to the specific harbor official, then it will most 
likely still be possible to avail oneself of a representative 
collection of letters with Swiss stamps, posted on the 
high seas and canceled somewhere on the globe. At the 
end of this instalment are shown a few (3) of these 
foreign paquebot strikes on Swiss stamps. They are 
followed by an illustration of Paquebot Trinidad on the 
left, in the center Ship's Mail (?) Nassau, and on the right 
an illustration of a Swiss stamp canceled in Livorno 
(Leghorn) in Italy by that city's regular cds, in 1962. 

A very strange aspect of this entire matter (which 
also applies to mail posted on a Swiss ship on the river 
Rhine, as evidenced by a piece illustrated in a first 
supplement to this article on ship posts) however, is 
provided by the Swiss FIT itself (at least was in the 
1960s) because while letters posted on Swiss ships on the 
oceans, with Swiss stamps, were honored in the interna-
tional mails wherever the addressee lived, such letters 
when addressed to someone in Switzerland itself were 
treated as postage-due items. An inquiry at the Swiss 
P'lTs headquarters elicited the reply that "Swiss postage 
stamps may only be used if a vessel flying the Swiss flag 
actually is equipped with a regular post office that 
cancels all posted items with its own canceler and which 
abides by the regulations governing the handing over of 
such mail to the harbor post office in the respective 
foreign country. This is not the case inasmuch as no 
Swiss ship on the high seas in equipped with a post 
office." 

Why then every other postal administration in the 
world accepts and delivers letters coming from Swiss 
ships, and why Switzerland herself does not, is one of 
these pleasant mysteries that boggle stamp collectors' 
and postal historians' minds. 

As an afterthought, the author of this article will 
happily pay $5.00 for the first five covers with Swiss 
postage stamps, on letter, canceled anywhere in this 
world with a paquebot strike or a regular cds. That is, 
$5.00 for each letter. 
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Interim Report 
Part 28 

In order to clear up a few accumulated items that 
have come to light since this series of installments 
started about three years ago. The Herald's readership 
is asked to bear for once with the writer and to permit a 
winding up of odds and ends of earlier reports. 

Foremost in the way of properly reporting stands the 
discovery of the first real Swiss seamail item from 
international mails. The card pictured here is franked 
with two 1955 Pro Patria stamps and was airmailed to 
the U.S. late in November, 1955. It originated from the 
motorship Cristallina, a vessel obviously plying interna-
tional waters, but belonging to a Swiss company (as do 
quite a few ships on the seven seas that fly Swiss Flags). 
It bears, as do many international paquebot items, the 
circular strike of the vessel (bearing its home port, Basel, 
which it may never have seen) but what is really inter-
esting, it is canceled in the Netherlands, in the town of 
Schiedam, near Rotterdam, with a machine cancellation. 
No matter whether or not this ship sailed on the Rhine 
river or on the high seas, this item is a true paquebot 
mail piece, with stamps from one country canceled in 
another country. 

Next, I should like to complete a list of Swiss parcel 
acceptance stations which somehow remained incomplete 
in Part 17 of this article. The following towns, with letter 
P through Z, should be added, as well as number of new  

places that received such mini-postal facilities in the last 
two years. [Note: The T through Z towns have been 
added to the list shown in the section above identified as 
Part 16-17. (VDG)] 

New Postal Acceptance Stations 
Many of these acceptance stations are replacing post 

offices in very small towns where the amount of mail 
does no longer warrant a regular office. There will be 
more and more of these straightlines because it is 
expected that up to 500 very small post offices will be 
phased out in Switzerland over the next ten years. Most 
of them will be replaced by postal or parcel acceptance 
stations. 

[Note: The new postal acceptance stations listed have 
been inserted in the appropriate position in the listing 
contained above as Part 16-17. The inserted items are 
preceded by a caret (A). (VDG)} 

For those collectors of regular Swiss town postmarks, 
one note of caution; collect now. The GD-PIT weighs a 
complete renumbering of Switzerland's cities and towns, 
and 1979-80 is the target deadline for this renumbering. 
And finally, a few more markings have been found, or 
reported as additions to this article's installments VIII 
through XII. They are as follows. 

[Note: The items listed were already included in the 
above list of markings, Part 8-12 and only editorial 
changes were needed. (VDG)] 
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Meter Markings, Franking Machines And 
Officially Imprinted Value Tablets 

Part 29 
Yours truly really should have serious qualms at 

attempting a coverage of meter and related cancella-
tions, and if this discussion turns into a sea of problems 
or questions, then a rescue action may have to be launch-
ed by members of this society who may know more about 
these red cancellations than the author. 

While meters for Liechtenstein have been recorded 
in complete detail in the Liechtenstein Handbook, Section 
9.2, mostly information by Mr. Dittrich, Swiss meters 
seem to have had little philatelic treatment. A perusal of 
about 18 years of issues of the Swiss Philatelic Journal 
turned up but a smattering of incidental information. 

Meter machines seem to have had their beginnings 
in Switzerland in the early 1920s. Earliest sample in my 
collection is from 1924, but earlier uses are certain. 
Earliest recorded use in Liechtenstein dates from 1925. 

Common to all meters, with an occasional deviation, 
is the red color of the imprint. According to reliable 
information, most meters in use in Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein are built by the firm of Hasler in Bern. 

Earliest value imprints were oval (Fig. 1) and 
consisted of slugs that had to be inserted into the ma-
chine and had one fixed denomination. These denomina-
tions start at the printed matter rate of 3 cts. and are 
known also in the following values; 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 
35, 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 80, 90, 1 Fr., 100, 120(?), 130, 150, 
170, 200, 220, 280, 300, 500, and with a "neutral" slug 
into which supposedly some other figure could be written 
in by hand. This information can be gleaned from the 
back of an official postal stationery card, issued in 1963 
in a total quantity of 3000 pieces, for checking at the 
same time all meter machines in Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein (Fig. 3). The card had to be returned to the 
post office in which area the meter machine's user lived. 

Of the actual oval imprints this writer has never 
seen any denomination higher than 1 Fr.; but higher 
ones must exist; else the official inquiry card would be 
rather pointless! 

Any observer will note that all meter slugs, as well 
as the later meter types, contain a number. In the early 
oval slugs this number is on the inside of the design: (in 
later meter imprint it may be below the design (Fig. 2), 
designating the individual machine and thus user firm. 
At times this number is accompanied by a second num-
ber that may be the respective user firms' postal cheque 
number, such as V-2499, (or according to Dittrich) the 
number within a postal district. 

All meter indicia carry the legend "PP" for Port Paye 
(postage paid). In the oval slugs this appears to the side 
of the denomination (which is in double outline figures). 
At the top stands either "Helvetia" or "Liechtenstein" 
(Fig. 4). Some labels are big enough to carry, next to each 
other, several imprint slugs. 

Part 30 
As long as only the value tablet (initially oval, then 

square, in a variety of types that are shown below) was 
imprinted on a card, letter, or parcel (directly or by  

means of using a sticker label) all mail items from a firm 
owning a franking machine (or meter) had to be canceled 
by the post office to which such mail was delivered. Since 
most of the firms using meters had a sizeable flow of 
outgoing mail, a few years after the introduction of 
meters in Switzerland and Liechtenstein (if not right 
away) firms could opt for the addition of a crown, show-
ing the town and/or branch office from which the mail 
was dispatched (Fig. 5). Mail marked with both the value 
slug and the town crown (affixed in one procedure) could 
be accelerated as far as handling was concerned because 
it was already canceled. The first crown shown under 
Fig. 5 simulates the double ring cancellations with 
enclosed bridge, postal district number, and two 
bouquet-like decorations then in use in many post offices; 
the second one (Basel 10) has a form reminiscent of 
machine cancellation crowns of the early thirties. The 
Liechtenstein crown shown as Fig. 6 (in reduced size) 
imitates a crown then in use as a handstamp in Vaduz. 
It should be noted that all meter machine crowns show 
the day, month and year only; and no hour reel exists. 

Some firms elected not to use a "self-canceling" crown 
(and many continue to use the value tablet only to this 
day); but since there was room for something else to be 
shown, private advertising logos or designs were im-
printed at the time of affixing the value. Fig. 7 shows two 
such advertising plus value applications, one from 
Switzerland and one from Liechtenstein (in English!). 

Still other firms, space in the machine permitting, 
elected to have an imprint that featured value tablet, 
advertising, and the meter crown, or three devices in one. 
Fig. 2 shows a relatively early type of triple impression, 
and the crown of that machine is an infrequently seen 
type without postal district number, but with bars in 
both semi-circles instead, a type of cancellation that was 
definitely on the way out by 1938 (date of sample). Hence 
there are possible the following meter imprint variations: 

1) Value tablet only (must be canceled by the post 
office): a) affixed on the piece of mail, b) imprinted on a 
gummed label; 

2) Value tablet and meter crown (permitted on a 
piece of mail only, no labels); 

3) Value tablet and private advertising, no crown, 
must be canceled at the post office; 

4) Value tablet, private advertising, and meter crown 
(permitted only by direct imprint on letters and cards). 

The private advertising "slug" and the crown are 
removable and interchangeable; but it seems that 
sometimes only one is taken out, resulting in an open 
space in the middle. Figures 8-12 show typical combina-
tions. Some of these advertising slogans are rather 
artistic; others are strictly to the point. The one shown as 
Fig. 12 duplicates a recent Swiss commemorative. 

The original, oval meter value imprints still are in 
use in machines of many Swiss firms; but over the years 
different value tablets were introduced. All the newer 
models have a mechanism that permits to imprint, 
depending on the make-up of the machine, any postage 
denomination. A set of number wheels can be adjusted to 
show any value, including fractionals, and the upper 
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limit is set only by the number of digits. Some machines 
have three, some four, and some five adjustable wheels. 
Thus, at least theoretically, postage up to 999 SFr .99cts. 
can be imprinted on one label by the largest machines. 

Post Scriptum: No sooner had this article been 
dispatched to our editor than a rather interesting 
discovery was made. The oval meter value imprint (Fig. 
13) exists not only in the denominations given previously 
but also exists, as the two illustrations in this supple-
ment show, in several fractional denominations. Here are 
shown two meter imprints by the machine at the Neue 
Zurcher Zeitung, Switzerland's most important newspa-
per, and the imprints were affixed on wrappers on 
newspapers sent abroad on an individual basis (such as 
forwarding papers to customers on vacation, etc.). For 
such papers, the rate was in multiples of 71/2  centimes; 
thus it may well be that a 7/2 or a 52V2 centimes slug 
may be reported one of these days; but 22'/2 and 37½ 
centimes slugs seem to be unusual enough to warrant at 
least brief mention here! 

Part 31 
Most of the time, of course, "normal" imprints are 

produced, according to existing postal rates. But once in 
a while a clerk pushes a wrong digit, and then has to 
correct the wrong rate by punching a second or third 
label or imprint so as to get the total postage right. The 
example under Fig. 13a is such a makeshift solution: 
instead of SFr. 1.05 the clerk printed, by mistake 0052 
and then had another 52 made, plus a 0001. Thus three 
meter labels decorate that letter that already had a 20 
cts. stamp affixed. By the way, it is not permitted, but 
occasionally occurs nevertheless that postage stamps are 
added to a meter franking and then canceled by the meter 
and meter crown imprint. But postage stamps can be 
added to a meter imprint (or vice-versa) if the stamps are 
canceled by a black ink town or machine cancellation. 

Figures 14-20 show more recent meter imprints, 
hopefully in proper order of actual issue. 

The meter imprint type to follow the oval, first one 
seems to have been one of size 37 or 38 mm. by 22 mm. 
It came into use in the early 1930s and can be found 
alone, or in combination with advertising and a red 
meter postmark (Fig. 14). The value imprint can have 
three, four, or five digits. In this small type the two 
letters P are of small size. At the top are two posthorns, 
with a Swiss cross in between. The four corners also each 
end in a Swiss cross. Below the country name, Helvetia 
or Liechtenstein (only one machine with this type meter 
is known from the latter country), is listed the machine's 
consecutive number. At times below that is given the 
firm's name, etc. (Fig. 16). 

If a circular meter date strike is used by a firm, one 
may see that the earliest ones feature, in the lower semi-
circle, a Roman numeral (Fig. 14 or 15) or ... (similar to 
Fig. 2). Later date strikes (all by the way manufactured 
by the PTT itself in order to keep close check on their 
use) show the machine number in the lower semi-circle 
(see Fig. 8,9,10,16); still more recent ones the letter "M" 
(for meter) and most frequently a "zip" code number 
preceding the town name. The latest type meter ma- 

chines have a "floating" date inside a complete double 
circle, with a small cross at the bottom. Month abbrevia-
tions may be seen in Roman or Arabic numerals. 

Type 3 of the meters in use in Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein are almost identical to the second type, 
except that the size is larger (37 or 38 mm. by 27 mm.). 
As a result the two "flanking" letters P are larger too. In 
the meters of this type that are in use in Liechtenstein 
the Swiss cross at top (between the posthorns) is left oft 
Below the meter imprint the machine number is fea-
tured, sometimes in conjunction with the firm's name, or 
its postal cheque number. Again, three, four, or five 
digits show between the two letters P. Advertising may 
appear, with or without the date strike, and to the left or 
to the right of it. 

The newest type of machine producing meter im-
prints consists of a square with two Swiss crosses at the 
top and two posthorns at the bottom, with a background 
of bars. Two hollow letters P appear to the left and the 
right of the value imprint which so far has been reported 
in three sub-types; two digits, period, and two more 
digits, such as 00.00, and with the machine's number 
interrupting the imprint's lower line; and four, or three, 
uninterrupted digits, with the machine number inside 
the value tablet's rectangle. Three sizes are known so far 
for the value tablet: 33 x 231/2, 32 x 25, and 35 x 28mm. 
Some of the newest meter imprints come with advertis- 
ing to the left of the date strike; but many of these new 
machines do not seem to feature any advertising at all 
expect perhaps the firm's name to the left of the value 
tablet. Most often only the firm's registration (?) number 
appears in that spot, in a variety of sizes. This last type 
of meter imprint has been in use only since about 1968. 

Additional information relating to Swiss and Liech-
tenstein meters will be very much appreciated; especially 
if meters are found where the value imprint less than 
three or more than five digits; or where some fact so far 
unreported may be observed. It should be stated that 
there exist a very few meter imprints where four differ-
ent indicia are showing; advertising, date strike, adver-
tising, value tablet. For example the firm of Wander & 
Co. in Bern used such a set-up. 

Diverse offices of the United Nations in Geneva have 
used meters over the last two decades. These do not 
differ from Swiss meters in any way until now. 

One final observation must be made: There exist 
other, officially imprinted value tablets, some very 
similar to meter imprints that are not meter imprints at 
all. They are shown as Fig. 21-24, four of these. All of 
them are the successors to printed-to-private-order 
postal stationery and date from 1930 onwards, at which 
time the imprinting of actual postage stamps on private 
stationery was discontinued. Customers still may order, 
in quantities of at least 500 copies, pre-franked statio-
nery; but since 1930 the value is imprinted by a meter-
like machine at the headquarters of the Swiss PTT in 
Bern. The latest type (Fig. 24) differs from the meter 
imprints only by sporting a "P'lT' at the bottom, and no 
machine number. 
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Special Cancellations and Markings 
Part 32 

Special postmarks of the land called Helvetia have 
been in existence since 1850, if one is to believe the 
supposedly competent reference sources; and to this date 
anywhere from 1000 to 1500 of these markings have 
been recorded, depending on how one cares to count. 
Unfortunately, and this is really a most annoying state 
of affairs, there is not one, but rather two reference 
works that must be used by a collector interested in 
assembling a reference collection. Both of these are 
available at present, and they complement each other 
quite well, overlapping only once in a while. 

The first of these which, in its last edition, has 
changed format and content organization completely, is 
the Pen Catalogue of Special Postmarks of Switzerland, 
a publication either in its third or fourth edition (1973). 
It lists not only the special postmarks and cancellations 
(as we would normally understand them to being hand 
struck postmarks with date or special cachets struck 
next to a regular town cds), but also includes (in the 
illustration section chronologically) all Automobile Post 
Office markings. This became necessary, as against two 
different listings in earlier catalogues, because many 
automobile P0 date cancellations no longer say "Auto 
P0" in their text, and thus are unrecognizable as such, 
but simply look like true special cancellations for fairs, 
exhibitions, sports events, stamp shows, congresses, etc. 
In addition the current Pen catalogue also lists all Swiss 
FD cancellations from 1948 to date as well as all mark-
ings in use at the office of the League of Nations in 
Geneva, and the United Nations cancellations prior to 
the latter's becoming a separate, stamp-issuing entity of 
the United Nations. 

[Note: Zumatein & Co. has assumed the publication 
of the Pen catalogue and the current 1988 edition is kept 
current with supplemental pages issued periodically. 
There are a total of 15 categories of cancellations in the 
current catalogue. (VDG)] 

One has to learn to use this catalogue, even though 
practically all special cancellations are illustrated and 
even though the introduction has an English language 
section. In addition to the illustration each cancellation 
or marking is priced in a series of lists, the price applica-
ble to complete covers, and the length of use is given as 
well, as far is known to the editor. Cost of the volume is 
between $12 and $15, and is an indispensable aid to a 
real collector. 

Mild objections to the latest edition of this work are 
as follows: 1) Variations of cancellations hammers used 
for the same event are shown only in rarest instances 
while in earlier editions these were given wherever 
known. This can be serious because dissimilarities could 
be mistaken for forgeries. 2) Nowhere in this catalogue 
are there listed or even mentioned as existing, several 
hundred airmail special cancellations. For these one 
needs a separate reference work. 3) Semi-official strikes 
and cachets, some of which were shown in earlier edi-
tions are all purged from the book now. 

Thus a collector who comes across official Swiss 
cancellations for special events and who cannot find 
them in Pen must avail himself of either one of the 
following works: The Zumstein Specialized (my choice) 
which on about 80 pages lists all flight markings and 
cancellations from 1913 to the present. The Swiss Aero-
philatlists' Catalogue which is published about every 
four years and which contains in painstaking detail 
anything airmailish that happens to appeal to the 
editorial board's collecting interests, but which also 
omits or treats quite summarily only certain other 
aspects of Switzerland's airmail postal history. 

Pen, by the way, also discriminates against a few 
Swiss cancellations officially used and announced by the 
Swiss P'N' (Fig. 1-3). Fig. 1 according to Pen was a 
speculative item that merits a cold shoulder, while Fig. 
2 and 3 were supposedly not valid cancellations since 
they were applied at fairs abroad (even though I have 
pieces of mail with these markings on registered covers 
to the U.S.A.!). 

How should one collect special cancellations? Well, 
the most natural way would be to attempt a complete 
collection. That being pretty much out of the question for 
a variety of reasons alluded to later, a collector might 
initially simply acquire what is available now, perhaps 
even take a subscription at the GD-PTfs Philatelic 
Agency in Bern for all new cancellations (this is possible) 
and then work backwards, eventually becoming more 
specific in his interests. 

I know of one SASS member who collects only 
Shooting Festival cancels, of many who wish to complete 
their First Day Cancellation collection from 1948 to the 
present, and of one SASS member who is particularly 
interested in discovering the differences between the 
multiple hammers used at any one special ceremony or 
special post office. But one could also collect, for in-
stance: airmail, first flight, balloon and related strikes 
only; sport events only, or even topical sub-divisions in 
this group; cancellations showing flowers, insects, 
automobiles, churches, etc.; music and/or art related 
cancels only; international conferences special markings 
only; dated strikes only (eliminating all cachet type 
markings); philatelic events (day of stamp, regional and 
national shows, etc.) only; cachets that are red, or green, 
etc., only; and many more possibilities. 

The earliest special markings are extremely infre-
quently found as well as expensive. The earliest item, 
shown here on a complete letter (that is the only way in 
which to collect special postmarks) is an oval strike 
produced on the occasion of the 1851 first national 
shooting (rifle) matches in Geneva. This marking, to my 
knowledge not found struck on stamps, was used already 
in 1850, and that makes it a trifle suspect because it 
really could be a corner card rather than a cancellation! 
However, it may have been a "free-frank" device or a 
marking in the manner of an advance slogan. At any rate 
it commands, if found at all, a price of from $60 on up, or 
much more. 
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Part 33 
National shooting matches were postally honored by 

providing a straightline TIR FEDERAL marking, in 
different lettering for each event (1876, 1879, 1881, 
1885) that was applied next to the cds of the city in or 
near which these "shoot-outs" occurred (rifle sport is still 
evident to this day in Switzerland where you can hear, 
especially on weekends, shots from the rifle ranges of 
almost every town). 

Up to about 1920 only approximately one hundred or 
so special cancellations were authorized by the postal 
authorities, and most of these were pretty bland designs. 
The first special cds was put in use at the 1883 National 
Exhibition in Zurich (Fig. la) and that one costs about 
$35 if available. An octagonal telegraph marking of the 
same event is even more elusive (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 6 and 7 show the two existing sub-types of the 
shooting festival cancel. They are distinguished by the 
number of bars in the upper circular segment and by the 
shape of the Swiss cross. The German language ones 
were in use until 1939. 

While the early special cancellations dealt with 
national exhibitions, national festivals, fairs, and con-
gresses, a whole rash of special cancellations, all of them 
very, very expensive now, came into existence in 1913 
when the Swiss Foundation for the promotion of official 
and private flights (Pro Aero) conducted a series of first 
flights within Switzerland (Fig. 8-13). These cancella-
tions are so frightfully expensive because they were 
applied only to flown covers and cards and in most 
instances only if a special, semi-official airmail stamp 
also was attached to that piece of mail. One may spend 
anywhere from $50 to $600 or more for these extremely 
elusive, first airmail cancellations. Tough! 

In 1916 the last early special cancellations were 
issued. One of the last ones was one for a civilian fair 
from which the proceeds went to the Swiss military's 
recreation centers (by civilians and service organiza- 

tions). In use only for one day, this SOLDATEN-
STtJBENFEST cancel is quite elusive (Fig. 14). On entire 
with any of the special military fieldpost labels attached, 
and thus canceled, any owner may be very proud! From 
1917 through mid-1920 no special cancellations ap-
peared, and in airmail cancellation matters, the quiet 
period extended to 1923. 

From then on, interested parties really must follow 
a catalogue. Through 1937 about 80 more special can-
cellations of non-airmail, and an equal number of airmail 
cancellations of various shapes and designs made their 
individual show appearances. On the final page of this 
instalment a whole array of different types is shown. In 
the flight section there are first flight cancels, special 
flight cancels, cachets added on entires to date cancelers 
of regular towns, and cancels commemorating balloon, 
Zeppelin, and glider experiments. Troublesome for a 
Swiss collector is the fact that all Swiss airmail listings 
treat Liechtenstein as part of Switzerland, and thus the 
numbering will be useless if one goes only for Swiss 
items. On the other hand a real aficionado of Swiss 
airmails will also want to include in his cancellation 
collection cancellations from non-Swiss postal entities, 
such as the U.S. cachets on first transatlantic flights 
mentioning either a Swiss town or showing a Swissair 
plane. 

In the non-flight section, regular sized and larger 
circular cancellation devices alternate with oblong, 
square and occasionally differently shaped ones. Starting 
about 1940 pictorial special cancellations made their 
appearance. The "Day of the Stamp" items are particu-
larly well executed from a graphic/craftsman point of 
view. 

Some of the special cancellations make an annual or 
bi-annual reappearance (Alpine Balloon Week, Murren; 
Geneva Automobile Show; Ascona Music Weeks; Basel 
Industries Fair, etc.); while others are used recurrently 
in exhibition halls, etc. 
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Part 34 
About three or four years ago, yours truly submitted 

to the Berner Briefmarken  Zeitung a little study on 
differences noted in a number of Swiss special cancella-
tions of the last thirty or so years. Nothing came of it, 
and it simply was thought that such a note of observa-
tion would be of no real interest to collectors in Switzer-
land. What a surprise therefore to suddenly receive an 
airmailed copy of the BBZ for July/August 1974, and to 
find right on page one(!) that almost forgotten contribu-
tion, followed by two pages of painstakingly reproduced 
samples that show, without a doubt, differences in 
cancellation dies and thus in the hammers and the 
actual strikes. Since the last two installments of the 
continuing investigation of more recent decades of Swiss 
cancellations did discuss "Special Cancellations of 
Switzerland," and since allusions concerning these 
differences were made, it seems a-propos to utilize the 
excellent illustrations from the BBZ as a follow-up 
instalment to the two previous. 

Most collectors are glad if they can avail themselves 
of one copy (cover) of Switzerland's special cancellations, 
hopefully cancelling a stamp that bears some resem-
blance to the canceler's motive or occasion. But just as 
there are collectors of U.S. FDCs who want copies of a 
FD ceremony's machine as well as the hand cancel 
imprint, there is at least one collector (guess who) of 
Swiss Special cancellations who looks at all strikes from 
such events (if he gets more than one), trying to find 
major (infrequently) or minor variations in these at least 
in former years hand-cut cancellation devices. 

The following descriptions by no means cover all 
existing varieties. As a matter of fact it is hoped that 
SASS members may delve into their collections to  

unearth additional differences in additional events' 
strikes. All such reports will be gratefully and delight-
edly collated so that some time in the future a much 
more complete study may be published. As previously 
reported, one SASSer currently is at work in determining 
how many different FD sub-types of the 1949-63 types 
in French, German, and Italian exist, and these results 
will eventually be published. 

Catalogues usually list but the basic design; but the 
following illustrations and descriptions may demonstrate 
that very often a special postal facility uses different 
hand strikes, or rather the same strikes in variation. One 
of the earliest known (and shown in Part 33 as Fig. 6 and 
7) concerns the shooting festival strikes in use from 1904 
to 1939. Following these there may be all sort of various 
strikes, but shown here as a distinct series of different 
markings are the Automobile P0 cds of 1937 for mobile 
office No. 1. Differences (in some cases not only two, but 
three) may be found for all automobile post offices date 
strikes, at least for the earlier smaller sizes. 

Fig. 8aIb show a recurring difference (noticeable in 
every successive year of these (always recut) cancella-
tions' use for almost annual World Health Organization 
meetings. One has larger letters in the lower rim, plus 
the dots horizontal line. Some cancellation sub-types are 
quite easy to tell, such as the two varieties for the 
Geneva Automobile show, one has a shaded cross; the 
other an unshaded one. Also, the "DE" at bottom is at a 
different angle to the "DE" of the Roman figure in the 
lower circular segment (see two figures in the heading). 

Following are shown a number of additional special 
cancellations and the recognition details for respective 
sub-types. And with that I say "good hunting." 
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Fieldpost and Related Military Strikes 
Part 35 

A hearty "thank you, chaps" is due to Messrs. Sharp 
and Ross, as well as to Georges Schild of Switzerland, for 
their recent English and German treatment of the 
cancellations concerning military (and marginally other) 
Internment Camp mail in Switzerland—Schild concen-
trating exclusively on World War II, but the English 
publication backtracking to 1870-71. This saves a lot of 
time and research, and it is hoped that other SASS (or 
soon to be AHPS) members will jump on the bandwagon 
and help me poor soul to get ahead in this study of all 
postmark and cancellation types not yet discussed. For 
those of you thinking that this seemingly unending 
series would soon come to a screeching, final stop, there 
is bad news. Not yet covered are; the currently beginning 
military cancellations. Then there are the machine 
cancellations; the PP strikes: regular town postmarks (on 
which a study luckily is going on in Switzerland) since 
1900; railway station strikes; RPO,TPO cancellations; 
and official postmarks. There is probably more; but the 
above-named alone will provide material for at least two 
solid years. So be resigned to much more in this respect. 

The Internment Camp mail cancellations will not be 
treated anew here, even though the pilot article which 
appeared under my name in the British Helvetia Soci-
ety's Newsletter in five parts, in 1972 enumerated them 
among the various categories of Swiss fieldpost cancella-
tions (which they are). Thus they must not be considered 
anything else even though their discussion is omitted 
here now. Much of the following article is "borrowed" and 
occasionally enlarged from that 1972 effort, with special 
thanks to that periodical's editor for me to reuse it. 

Swiss fieldpost operations seem to have started in 
earnest at the beginning of the Franco-Prussian War of 
1870-71. At that time (and seemingly for the first time) 
the Swiss PTT, in conjunction with the Army, issued a 
bevy of military postal stationery items (cards and 
envelopes) for the use of those Swiss militia units that 
were called to serve at the borders. A still woefully 
incomplete list of these pieces appears towards the end 
of the Fifth Edition of the Zumstein Postal Stationery 
Catalog (1965; pp.  109 if.), and in this regard it can only 
be hoped that the Sixth Edition of that work (now 
promised for the spring of 1976) will make amends and 
enlarge that now suddenly "in" field of collection interest. 
(If not, then members of this society are urged to pool 
their knowledge and produce a usable listing of all 
military stationery known to them collectively.) 

These early fieldpost items are not easy to come by, 
and almost always, if one finds one (often at a very low 
price), the item is unused and/or partially damaged. 
Canceled pieces are known, however; but they almost 
always bear a civilian post office's date strike (and an 
arrival strike on the back). Thus it must be assumed that 
mail from the border guarding troops was taken to the 
next regular P0 and dispatched from there in almost all  

instances. This would be in keeping with two practices 
known to have existed: a) military letters from the war 
previous to that of 1870-71, the Sonderbundskrieg 
(Catholics vs. Protestants) of 1847 (November 14 to 23, 
and with occupation forces through early 1848) also were 
posted at civilian offices (Fig. 1). This letter was sent by 
a Protestant occupation soldier from Zurich, stationed in 
occupied, Catholic Luzern, to his sweetheart and later 
wife—and thus the author's great-grand-parents—in 
Zurich. And, b) the well-known "Gratis" labels for the 
interned parts of the French Armies that entered Swit-
zerland in 1871 were, according to special directives 
given out by the postal services, not to be canceled at all 
(exceptions exist, and are very costly). 

All soldiers' mail (from and to the servicemen, as 
well as all official unit mail, during service stints, plus 
all official military department mail) is transported free 
of charge by the postal service. This free-frank privilege 
does not extend to special fees, special delivery, registra-
tion, or parcels above 5.5 pounds (2.5 kg) nor to mailings 
to an address outside of Switzerland. (This last observa-
tion explains the existence of field post cancellations on 
stamps! It also explains this individual's condescending 
contempt for what some people still call—erroneously—
Soldiers' Stamps, or "Stamps" (which they aren't) be-
cause these pretty and gaudily colored labels did abso-
lutely nothing to influence the delivery of mail, ever. The 
sole purpose of these soldiers labels was to raise funds to 
support, ostensibly, families of needy members of mili-
tary units; but often instead of the avowed purpose, the 
receipts were turned into beer money on the final 
evening of a service stint. I know; (I served there)). 

Andres & Emmenegger, however, shows (old issue: 
the new catalog has not yet progressed to this part of 
listings) numerous military strikes both of the Cantonal 
(Cantons have much to say in military matters) and the 
Federal periods of fieldpost service in the Alpine republic 
(alluded to by one Adolf Hitler as "Das Stachelschwein," 
the porcupine) that predate the occurring on "normal" 
fieldpost strikes on soldiers' mail. These are marks 
affixed on barracks mail, on mail emanating from schools 
and courses, or from officers in charge of units while the 
units were not in the field. But the question whether 
these marks are quasi "corner cards" rather than field-
post strikes, has yet to be answered authoritatively. A 
whole series of these is shown (Fig. 2), with translation 
of their meaning as follows: Military School; Command-
ing Officer of Battalion No. 29 Canton Zurich; Lausanne 
Military School (Barracks); Military (Post) Office; 
Federal Army Bat. 97 Luzern; War Comm. Office Ct. 
Luzern; Federal War Commissioner's Office (cancella-
tions of this sort occur on mail from recruits' schools and 
barracks mails through ca. 1905); Battalion No. 51; 
Federal Milit. School; Elite Battalion No. 42, Aargau Ct.; 
Military School in Colombier (Neuchatel Canton); 
Military Camp Biere in Vaud Canton. All these are 
usually struck in the lower left corner. 
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Part 36 
Shown below are two official items from early times 

that are military free franks. Fig. 3 is from 1837; and the 
letter, with oval OBERST—MILITZ—ThTSPEKr1REP.BERN. (Top 
Militia Inspectorate of the Republic of Bern), also bears 
a Bern cds; thus the military mark obviously is of the 
"corner card" type. 

Fig. 4 does not even disclose from its oval, SERVICE 
PUBLIC strike (no cds) that the contents of the letter are 
of any military meaning; but this folded 1859 item also 
has a handwritten "Department of the military services" 
of the Canton of Valais, and the contents are under a 
printed letterhead of that department, relating to the 
cantonment of troops in a "repeater course." 

In certain other instances, such as on Fribourg 
Canton's armory (Zeughaus) mail (Fig. 5) the military 
corner card is on the back flap, and no other postal strike 
is found on the entire letter. Hence it must be concluded 
that military letters from offices such as those shown, 
had free franking; but also that there were different 
ways in marking letters for such free franking, depend-
ing on the Canton. 

Actual military date strikes seem to have been 
introduced in the mid-1880s (Fig. 6) with the possible, 
earlier exception of the Thun barracks cds (see later) 
which most likely was a civilian as well as well as a 
military post office from its inception in the mid-1 870s. 

From 1884 as well dates an interesting piece that 
uses an official Swiss piece of postal stationery (Fig.7), 
has a military unit straightline (Riflemen's Battalion No. 
2) and also an Ambulant RPO strike. Why this combina-
tion? It is assumed that the unit's postal clerk was under 
orders to take the daily mail accumulation to the village 
closest to the unit's whereabouts, in this case Bassecourt  

(ms) where it was directly posted onto a passing train. 
Similar pieces from those years bear the unit straightline 
and a town cds. 

In the later 1880s or early 90s each divisional or 
similarly large unit received date cancelers of large 
double circle type, and unless someone produces a better 
explanation, it must be determined, from the few exam-
ples at hand, that from that time on fleldpost received 
dated field-post strikes at centralized localities—one for 
each division—and only when units from that division 
were doing their annual service stints. There are almost 
no professional soldiers in the Swiss Army (some career 
officers and troops servicing the fortifications and 
armories excepted). The Swiss Army is best compared to 
the National Guard in the United States. 

These two military envelopes were graciously 
provided for illustration in this article by one of this 
society's most active and advanced collectors of Swiss 
military items. He shall remain anonymous at this point. 
One cover (Fig. 8a) is brownish tan in color and it is 
canceled in Basel (at the border both towards France and 
Germany) where obviously the writer of this missive, 
probably an officer (and a member of a Winterthur 
family that produced a great number of Swiss army 
officers) was stationed. The cancellation, and that of the 
other cover as well (Fig. 8b), is of the regular civilian city 
post office of Basel, and no military marking whatsoever 
is to be found on either cover. 

The second cover, (Fig. 8b), almost identical to the 
other, to the same address, but postmarked two weeks 
later in October 1870, is a trifle smaller in size and the 
paper's color is gray. Both covers reinforce the opinion 
expressed previously that all soldiers mail of these 
earlier decades did not receive military cancellations. 
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Fieldpost I Military Post in Barracks 
Part 37 

Throughout the Swiss federal republic there are a 
great number of barracks (Kaserne, caserne, casenna) 
that serve the service arms of the Swiss Army for their 
recruits' schools, sub-officer and officer schools, courses, 
and occasionally for the annual or bi-annual repeater 
courses that the elite troops are required to undergo 
(elite troops are men of age 20 or 21 through about 35, in 
German called Auszug). There are special barracks for 
the infantry, artillery, cavalry (now fully motorized), 
medical corps (Sanitat) and veterinarian troops, light (or 
motorized) troops (cyclists, motorcyclists, etc.), transport 
troops and quartermaster corps, air and air defense 
units, and communication and destruction units. 

These places, mostly in cities or towns, possess 
military post offices which, in distinction to cancellations 
emanating from units in the field, use in their cancella-
tions the term "Militarpost," "Poste militaire," or "posta 
militare" depending on which part of Switzerland they 
are located (German, French, or Italian). 

Over the past 80 years a variety of strikes have 
existed. Typical ones are shown in more or less chrono-
logical order (Fig. 1). Because of the absence of any dates 
on these strikes the chronology is not absolutely certain. 

The earliest ones come from the vast barracks 
complex in Thun (15 miles SE of Bern) which nowadays 
is surrounded by housing developments and sprawling 
suburbs, but, in 1870-80, was at the outskirts of the then 
very small town. In a facility at the edge of the barracks 
complex there existed a joint civilian/military postal 
facility, with dual services until a very short time ago 
(about 1972). The first four examples are from the 
civilian P0 Thun (2) Kaserne, and the others are from 
the military facility "next door." The last two shown have 
date and hour reels in their bridges, a very unusual 
occurrence for military cancels. Some of the military 
strikes read "Federal Military Schools." 

The two items shown in Fig. 2 also are civilian P0 
strikes, with the telegraph office octagonal strike being 
infrequently seen, probably used by the military at the 
barracks as well. But do not pay excessive prices for 
civilian strikes for they are very common. 

Other barracks followed the trend of having their 
mail canceled at a close-by civilian P0 until the first 
decade of the 20th Century. The only distinctions from 
other mail are stampless covers or cards, and from an 
oval strike (Fig.3), so far known only in French and in 
German (the latter with spelling varieties of "C" or "K"), 
reading "Federal War Commissariat" (or department). 

Around the turn of the century a number of barracks 
were given special straightline markings that were 
affixed on pieces of mail legitimately identified as 
military mail. A few are illustrated (Fig.4) and one may 
see the variations in text: "military service," or "military 
postal service," as well as the variations in type. 

All barracks straightlines (in violet, blue, gray, or 
black, or even red) were, at least in earlier years, accom-
panied by a civilian P0 strike in which the respective 
barracks lay, and this practice continued into the third  

decade of the 20th Century.. .if not even later. 
In the beginning of World War I, a third, circular 

barracks cancellation made its appearance, and varia-
tions are enormous. They might be summed up as follows 
(provided that additional types are not found (Fig.5)): 

I. Town name at top, barracks at bottom, "military 
mail" in an open bridge in the center; rayed 
Swiss cross in top segment, the rays of which 
continue through the lower segment. 

II. Similar to Type I, but Swiss cross without rays 
and bars in lower segment. 

III. Single or double ring (outer); large rayed cross in 
center of cancel; "military posts" top or bottom; 
barracks and name top or bottom. 

IV. "Place d'armes" or "Waffenplatz" (best trans-
lated as "military center" in lieu of "barracks." 

V. Swiss cross in an oval shield in center of cancel-
lation; variety of texts in outer rim and some-
times in inner circle. 

VI. Similar to Type II, but without bars. 
WI. Similar to Type VT, but with additional text or 

ornaments (2 crosses). 
VIII. Recut from Type I, but removing all parts of 

bridge and segments. 
IX. Double ring similar to Type III, but "military 

mail" in center. 
X. Extended bridge through the entire center of the 

cancellation. 
)U. Similar to Type X, but cross at bottom and added 

writing at top. 
XII. Similar to Type X, but smaller in size and a rub-

ber stamp device. 
Xiii. Double ring cancel with completely empty center 

(text all caps or mixed lettering. 
)IV. Similar to Type )GI (rubber stamp device), but 

with zip number. 
XV. Newest type (since about 1970), identical to reg-

ular town cds with zip number, metal device, no 
longer reference to "military mails." 

Type XIIa is identical to Type XII, but larger in size. 
Most barracks strikes are applied on stampless items 

(barracks mail is free frank); but occasionally one may 
find a cover with regular stamps canceled by a "Kaserne" 
or similar strike as is shown (Fig. 6) on this airmail item 
from Sion Caserne (dateless) to the U.S. (1958). 

Related to barracks mail is fortifications mail. In 
that class of military mails the term "fieldpost" is re-
placed by "military mails" since fortifications are places 
where the postal facility is always in the same place. 
There are three major fortification complexes in Switzer-
land: St. Maurice, with Savatan and La Forclaz in the 
west, at the place where the Rhone river jogs northwest; 
at the center of the country, generally known under the 
collective name of the St. Gotthard fortifications, and 
including Airolo, Andermatt and the Furka; and Sargans 
in the east, along the Rhine, overlooking Liechtenstein, 
and including the Luziensteig area. The final three items 
(Fig. 5) are strikes from such fortification mail facilities 
(from which, however, also "fieldpost" items are existing). 
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Military Abbreviations Found on Swiss Military 
and Fieldpost Cancellations and on Swiss Sol- 
diers' Issues 

Part 38-40 
In the process of writing about Swiss fieldpost 

cancellations the problem of being able to identify the 
meaning of the inscriptions and texts found on all these 
strikes, from 1870 (or before) to this day, became acute 
once more, and several readers asked whether or not a 
guide to Swiss military abbreviations could be provided. 

As you well know, the problem is vastly complicated 
by the Swiss Confederation's ti-i-lingual official edicts, 
and by the desire to give equal right to the three official 
languages; German, French, and Italian. This writer still 
remembers with an amused recollection the times when 
he spent three months in the Bellinzona barracks 
earning his corporal's stripes in a winter sub-officers and 
subsequently recruits' school. This school was the only 
one at that time of the year for infantry, and as a result 
future corporals of all parts of Switzerland were partici-
pating. Therefore all basic commands had to be multilin-
gual as well, including the "attention" command which 
during those months sounded like this; achtung-garde a 
vous-mmmxxx. The first two commands were German 
and French in succession, and the final yell, at the top of 
one's voice, was supposedly Italian which almost no one 
spoke. But being in Bellinzona, in Italian speaking 

Switzerland, everyone had to take that situation into 
proper consideration!! 

Fortunately, for a student of Swiss military postal 
items (be they the official cancellations or the more or 
less private soldiers' stickers of World Wars I and II) 
there exist, for the benefit of Swiss Army personnel, lists 
of abbreviations in all three languages. They are periodi-
cally revised, and they may be found in a variety of 
publications accessible in the main only to army person-
nel. The abbreviation tables presented here are from the 
Swiss Army's 1938 Troop Order (or Army Organization), 
a no longer secret volume of over 300 pages that tells 
exactly how much of what is to be found in the way of 
men, animals, and materials in each Army unit, smallest 
to large, and which also gives a graphic reproduction of 
the various Army Corps, Divisions, Mountain Brigades 
and the Ninth (Mountain or Frontier) Brigade, as well as 
of the reserve and special troops not under any divisional 
command. 

Originally, there were six divisions and three bri-
gades in three army corps; but in the years of the Second 
World War many organizational changes took place 
(some to confuse the enemy), and one time there existed 
five army corps that included frontier and territorial as 
well as auxiliary units. It is hoped that the official tables 
below will be of help to philatelists. 
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Abréviations tactiques. 

A. E. 
Adjutant Adj. Echelon de bêtes de somxne Ech. sorn. 
Ambulance chirurgicale Amb.chir. Echelon de charrettes Ech.char. 
Arme autornatique Arme aut. Echelon collecteur Ech.co. 
Armurier Arm. Echelon de couvertures Ech.couv. 
Arriere-garde Arg. Echelon de cuisines Ech.cuis. 
Artillerie Art. Echelon de fourgons Ech.frg. 
Automobile, Automobiliste Auto. Echelon de munitions Ech.mun. 
Avant-garde Avg. Ennemi Em. 
Avant-poste Avp. Equipage de pont Eq.pont 
Aviation, Avion Av. Escadron Esc. 

B. Est (a l'Est de) E. 
Bataillon Bat. Etat-major E.M. 
Batterie Bttr. Etat-major général E.M.G. 
Bicyclètte Bicyc. Exploration Expi. 
Blessé Bi. F. 
Boulanger Boul. Fortification, forteresse Fort. 
Brigade Br. Fourgon Frg. 
Brigade légère Br.L. Frontière Fr. 

C. Fusilier Fus. 
Cannon Cam. Fusil-mitrailleur Fm. 
Camion léger Carn.L. Fusil-mitrailleur avec trépied Fm.T. 
Camion ini-lourd Cam.M. G. 
Cannon lourd Cam.ld. Garnison Garn. 
Camion-citerne Cam.cit. Gauche (a gauche de) G. 
Campagne Camp. Grand'garde Grg. 
Canon, Canonnier Can. Groupe Gr. 
Canon d'infanterie (cani) Can.inf. Groupe d'exploration Gr. ex. 
Can de defense contre avions Can.D.C.A. H. 
Cantonnement Cant. Heure H.  
Carabinier Car. Hippomobile Hippo. 
Cavalerie Cay. Hommes Horn. 
Char blindé Chbl. I.  
Chernin de fer Chf. Infanterie Inf. 
Cheval Chev. L 
Colonne Col. Lance-mine (lami) Lm. 
Combat Cbt. Lazaret de campagne Laz .carnp. 
Commandant Cdt. Leger, Légère L. 
Commandement de routes Cdmt.rte. Liaison, Lier Li. 
Compagnie Cp. Lourd, Lourde Ld. 
Conducteur Cond. M. 
Convoi, convoyeur Cony. Magasin Mag. 
Coordonnées Coord. Materiel Mat. 
Corps d'armée C.A. Mécanicien Mécan. 
Couverture frontière Cv.fr. Mineur Mi. 
Cyclist Cyc. Minute Mm. 

D. Mitrailleur Mitr. 
Defense aérienne passive D.A.P. Mitrailleuse lourde Mitr. 
Defense contre avions D.C.A. Mobilisation, mobile Mob. 
Dépôt Dép. Montagne Mont. 
Détachement Dét. Moteur, motorisé Mot. 
Détachement d"hygiène Dét.hyg. Motocyclette Moth. 
Détachement de reparation Dét.rép. Motocyclette avec side-car Mothside. 
Direction Dir. Motocyciste Mothcyc. 
Division Div. Munitions Mun. 
Dragon Drag. N. 
Droite (a droite de) Dr. Nord (au Nord de) N. 
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0. 
Observation, Observateur Obs. Radiotélégraphiste Radiotg. 
Obusier Oh. Rapport Rap. 
Officier de renseignements Of.rens. Rassemblement Ras. 
Optique Opt. Ravitaillement Ray. 
Ordonnance Ord. Regiment Rgt. 
Ouest (a l'Ouest de) W. Regiment léger Rgt.L. 

P. Reserve Rés. 
Parc Pc. Route Rte. 
Parc d'aviation d'armée Pc.av.A. S.  
Patrouille Patr. Sanitaire San. 
Photographie, Photographe Phot. Sapeur Sap. 
Pigeon voyageur Pig. Section Sct. 
Pilote Pil. Service de renseignements S.R. 
Pionnier Pi. Signal, Signaleur Sig. 
Place P1. Station Sta. 
Place de distribution Pl.distr. Station radio Sta.radio 
Place d'échange Pl.éch. Subsistance Subs. 
Place de rassemblement de Pl.ras. bli. Sud (au Sud de) S. 

blesses-legers Sâreté Srt. 
Place de ravitaillement Pl.rav. T.  
Point (cote d'altitude) Pt. Télégraphe, Télégraphique Tg. 
Police des routes Pol.rte. Téléphone, Téléphonique Tf. 
Pontonnier Pont. Téléscripteur, (Scripteur Stg. 
Porteur Port. télégraphique) 
Poste P. Territorial Ter. 
Poste de campagne P.camp. Train Tr. 
Poste collecteur de rapports P.co.rap. Train automobile Tr.auto. 
Poste de commandement P.C. Train de bagages Tr.bag. 
Poste de concentration de malades P.conc.mal. Train de combat Tr.cbt. 
Poste d'observation P.obs. Train de franchissement Tr.fran. 
Poste de ralliement de chevaux P.ral.chev.terr. Train de munitions Tr.mun. 

dans le terrain Train de ravitaillement Tr.rav. 
Poste de sous-officier P.sof. Transmission, transmettre Trm. 
Projecteur Proj. Transport Trsp. 

Q. Troupe Trp. 
Quartier général Q.G. Troupes legeres Trp.L. 
Quartier-maitre Qm. V. 

Véhicule Vhc. 
Vétérinaire Wt. 
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Abréviations administratives. 

A. Lieutenant Lt. 

Appointé App. Lieutenant-colonel Lt.colonel 
Arrondissement territorial Ar.ter. M. 
Arsenal Ars. Maréchal ferrant Mar. 

C. Médecin Med. 
Capitaine Cap. 0. 
Caporal Cpl. Officier Of. 
Caporaux Cpx. Officier subalterne Of.sub. 
Caserne Cas. Officier de commissariat Of.com. 
Chef de magasin Ch.mag. Officier de fourniture des chevaux Of.fourn.chev. 
Commandement Cdmt. Officier de livraison des chevaux Of.livr.chev. 
Commissaire des guerres C.G. Officier du materiel Of.mat. 
Commissariat central des guerres C.C.G. P. 
Cours préparatoire de cadres C.P.C. Place d'armes Pl.armes 
Cours de répétition C.R. Place de rassemblement de corps Pl.ras.C. 
Cours de fir C.tir Place de transit Pl.trt. 

D. Poste de ralliement de chevaux P.ral.chev. 
Département militaire fédéral D.M.F. Premier-lieutenant Pit. 
Dépôt de remontes de cavalerie D.R.C. R 
Dépôt de troupes Dép.trp. Régie fédérale des chevaux R.F.C. 
Dispense, dispense Disp. Réqmsition, réquisitionné Req. 

E. S. 
Ecole centrale E.C. Sergent Sgt. 
Ecole d'officiers E.O. Sergent-major Sgtm. 
Ecole de recrues E.R. Services de l'arrière S.ar. 
Ecole de sous-officiers E.S.O. Service des automobiles S. auto 
Ecole de fir E.tir Service de l'aviation et de la S.ay. et D.C.A. 
Elite E. defense contre avions 
Etablissement sanitaire militaire E.S.M. Services complémentaires S.C. 
Etat-major de l'armée E.M.A. Services derriere le front S.d.fr. 

F. Service d'ordre S.O. 
Feuille officielle militaire F.O.M. Service de ravitaillement en S.R.M. 
Fourrier Four. munitions 

G. Service de repérage et de S.R.SA. 
Gendarmerie de l'armée G.A. signalisation d'avions 
Groupe d'exploitation Gr.exploit. Service technique militaire S.T.M. 

I. Service territorial S.ter. 
Infirmerie vétérinaire Infirm.vét. Service des transports S.trsp. 
Intendance du materiel de guerre I.M.G. Soldat Sdt. 

L. Sous-officier Sof. 
Landsturm Lst. T. 
Landwehr 

e Landwehr de I r  ban 
LW. 
Lw.I 

Teneur de contrôle T.C. 

p. 
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Taktische Abkürzungen. 

A.  
Abteilung 
Adjutant 
Ambulanz 
Armeeflugpark 
Armeekorps 
Artillerie 
Aulklarung 
Aulklarungs-Abteilung 
Automatische Waffe 
Automobil 
Autotrain 

B.  
Backer 
Bagagetrain 
Bahnhof 
Bataillon 
Batterie 
Beobachtung, Beobachter 
Beobachtungsposten 
Besatzung 
Bespannt 
Brieftaube 
Brigade 
Brückentrain 
Büchsenmacher 

C.  
Chirurgiache Ambulanz 

D.  
Deckenstaffel 
Depot 
Detachement 
Division 
Dragoner 

F. 
Fahrer, Führer 
Fahrrad 
Fahrzeng 
Fassungsplatz 
Fassungstrain 
Feld 
Feld-Lazarett 
Feldpost 
Feidwache 
Fernschreiber (Schreib-telegraph) 
Festung 
Flieger, Plug- 
Fliegerabwehr 
Fliegerabwehrkanone 
Flugzeug 
Fourgon 
Fourgonstaffel 
Füsilier 
Funker 
Funkenstation 

Abt. 
Adj. 
Ainb. 
A.Fl.Pk. 
AK 
Art. 
Aufkl. 
A.Abt. 
Aut.Waf. 
Auto. 
Autotr. 

Bk. 
Bagtr. 
Bhf. 
Bat. 
Bttr. 
Beob. 
Beob.P. 
Bes. 
Besp. 
Bft. 
Br. 
Brtr. 
Bm. 

Chir.Amb. 

Dkst. 
Dep. 
Det. 
Div. 
Drag. 

Fhr. 
Frd. 
Fz. 
Fpl. 
Ftr. 
F. 
F.Laz. 
F.P. 
Fwch. 
Stg. 
Fest. 
Fl. 
Flab. 
Flab.Kan. 
Flz. 
Frg. 
Frgst. 
Füs. 
Fk. 
Fk.Sta. 

G.  
Gebirg, Gebirgs- 
Gefecht 
Gefechtstrain 
Generaistab 
Geschutz 
Grenze, Grenzschutz 
Grenz-Bataillon 
Gruppe 

H.  
Haubitze 
Hauptquartier 
Hygiene-Detachement 

I.  
Infanterie 
Infanteriekanone 

K.  
Kanone, Kanonier 
Kantonnement 
Karrenstaffel 
Kavallerie 
Kolonne 
Kommandant, -en 
Kommandoposten 
Kompagnie 
Koordinaten 
Korps 
Krankensammelstelle 
Küchenstaffel 

L.  
Lastwagen 
Lastwagen leichter 
Lastwagen niittelschwerer 
Lastwagen schwerer 
Leicht, leichtes 
Leichte Brigade 
Leichtes Regiment 
Leicht Truppen 
Leichtverwundetensanunelstelle 
Links, linke, linker 
Lu.ftschutz 

M.  
Magazin 
Maschinengewehr (schweres) 
Maschinengewehr (leichtes) 
Material 
Mechaniker 
Meldehund 
Meldesammeistelle 
Minenwerfer 
Mineur 
Minute 
Mitrailleur 
Mobilmachung, mobile 
Motor, motorisiert 
Motorfaher 
Motorfahrzeug 

Geb. 
Gef. 
Geftr. 
Gst. 
Gesch. 
Gz. 
Gz.Bat. 
Gr. 

Hb. 
H.Q. 
Hyg.Det. 

Inf. 
1k. 

Kan. 
Kant. 
Karst. 
Kay. 
Kol. 
Kdt. 
K- P. 
Kp. 
Koord. 
K 
Kr.St. 
Kst. 

Lastw. 
L.Lastw. 
M.Lastw. 
Sch.Lastw. 
L. 
L.Br. 
L.Rgt. 
L.Trp. 
Lvdt.St. 
Lk. 
Lufts. 

Mag. 
Mg. 
Lmg. 
Mat. 
Mech. 
Mhd. 
Mst. 
Mw. 
Mi. 
Mm. 
Mitr. 
Mob. 
Mot. 
Motf. 
Motfz. 
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Motorlastwagen (siehe Lastwagen) Sanität San. 

Motorpersonenwagen Pw. Sappeur Sap. 
Motorpersonentransportwagen Ptw. Saum-, Säumer Sm. 
Motorrad Motrd. Saumstaffel Smat. 
Motorradfahrer Mot.Rdf. Saumtrain Smtr. 
Motorzisternenwagen Mot.Zist. Scheinwerfer Schnw. 
Munition Mun. Schütz, Schützen S. 
Munitionsstaffel Munst. Schwadron Schw. 
Munitionstrain Muntr. Schwer, schwere Sch. 

N. Sicherung Sich. 
Nachhut Nht. Signal, Signalist Sig. 
Nachrichtendienst N.D. Station Sta. 
Nachrichtenoffizier Nof. Strasse Str. 
Norden, nördlich N. Strassenpolizei Str.Pol. 

0. Strassenunterhaltdet Str.Uh.Det. 
Optisch Opt. Stunde (Zeit) H. 
Ordonnanz Ord. Süden, südlich S. 
Osten, östlich (Est) E. T. 

P. Telefon, telefonisch TI. 
Panzerwagen Pzw. Telegraf, telegrafisch Tg. 
Park Pk. Territorial Ter. 
Patrouille Patr. Trãger Trg. 
Pferd Pf. Train Tr. 
Pferdesammelstelle im Gelände Pf.St.Gel. Transport Trsp. 
Photographie, Photograph Phot. Truppe, Truppen Trp. 
Pilot Pu. U. 
Pionier Pi. Uebergabeort Ueort. 
Platz P1. Uebermittlung, übermitteln Uem. 
Pontomer Pont. Uebermittlungsdienst Uem.D. 
Posten P. Uebersetztrain Uetr. 
Punkt (Höhenkote) Pt. Unteroffiziersposten Uof.P. 

Q. V. 
Quartiermeister Qm. Verbindung, verbinden Vrb. 

IL Verpflegung Vpf. 
Radfaher Rdf. Verteilungsplatz Vert.Pl. 
Rapport Rap. Verwundete Vdt. 
Rechts, rechte, rechter Rt. Veterinär Vet. 
Regiment Rgt. Vorhut Vht. 
Reparaturdetachement Rep.Det. Vorposten Vp. 
Reserve Res. W. 
Richtung Richt. Westen, westlich w. 

S. Z. 
Sammelstelle, Stelle, Staffel St. Zug Z. 
Sammeistaffel Slst. 
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Administrative Abkürzungen. 

A. M.  
Armeestab A.Stab. Magazinechef Mag.Ch. 
Arzt Az. Mannschaftsdepot M.Dep. 
Auszug A. Materialoffizier Mat.Of. 

B. Militäramtsblatt M.A.B1. 
Betriebsgruppe Betr.Gr. Militärsanitätsanstalt M.S.A. 

D. Motorwagendienst M.W.D. 

Dienstbüchlein D.B. Munitionsnachschubdienst M.N.D. 
Dienste hinter der Front D.h.d.Fr. 0. 
Dispensation, dispensiert Disp. Oberkriegskomnussariat OKK 

E. Oberleutnant Obit. 
Eidg. Militardepartement E.M.D. Oberstleutnant Oberstit. 
Eidg. Pferderegieanstalt E.P.R.A. Offizier Of. 

F. Offizierachule O.S. 

Fãbigkeitszeugnis F.Z. Ordnungsdienst O.D. 
Feidweibel Fw. P. 
Fliegerbeobachtungs- und F1.B.M.D. Pferdekuranstalt Pf.EA. 

Meldeienst Pferdelieferungsoffizier Pf.Lief.Of. 
Flugwesen und Fliegerabwehr Flw.Flab. Pferdesammelstelle Pf.St. 
Fourier Four. Pferdestellungsoffizier Pf.Stel.Of. 

G. R. 
Gefreiter Gfr. Rekrutenschule R.S. 

H. Requisition, requiriert Req. 
Hauptmann Hptm. Ruckwartiger Dienst R.D. 
Heerespolizei H.P. S. 
Hilfsdienst H.D. Schiesskurs S.K. 
Hufschmied Hfs. Schiesschule s.s. 

K. Soldat Sdt. 
Kadervorkurs Ky. Subalternoffizier Sub . Of. 
Kaserne Kas. T. 
Kavallerieremontendepot KR.D. Territorialdienst Ter.D. 
Koinmando Kdo. Territorialkreis Ter.Kr. 
Konimissariatsoffrzier Kom.Of. Transitdienst Trt.D. 
Kontrollfithrer F— F. Transitatelle Trt.St. 
Korporal Kpl. Transportdienst Trsp.D. 
Korpssammelplatz K.S.P1. U. 
Kriegskonmiissar KK Unteroffizier Uof. 
Kriegsmaterialverwaltung KM.V. Unteroffizierschule U.O.S. 
Kriegstechnische Abteilung K.T.A. W. 

L.  Wachtmeister Wm. 
Landsturm Lst. Waffenplatz w.P'. 
Landwehr 
Landwehr I. Aufgebot 

LW. 
Lw.I 

Wiederholungskurs 
Z. 

W. F, 

Leutnant Lt. Zentralschule Z.S. 
Zeughaus Zgh. 
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Abbreviazioni tattiche. 

A. E. 
Aceantonamento Ace. Eqmpaggio da ponte Eq.pont 
Aeroplano Aerpi. Esplorazione Espl. 
Aiutante Aiut. Est (ad estdi) E. 
Ainbuianza Amb. F.  
Ambulanza chirurgica Amb. chir. Fanteria Pant. 
Arma automatica Arma aut. Feriti Per. 
Armaiolo Arm. Fortezza, forte Fort. 
Artiglieria, artigliere Art. Fotografia, fotografo Fot. 
Autocarro Autoc. Frontiera Fr. 
Autocarro leggero Autoc. I. Fuciliere Fuc. 
Autocarro medio Autoc. m. Fuciliere mitragliere Fuc.ml. 
Autocarro pesante Autoc. pes. Furgone Frg. 
Autocisterna Autocist. G.  
Automobile, automobilista Auto. Gran guardia Grg. 
Autoveicolo Autov. Gruppo Gr. 
Autovettura Autovett. Gruppo d'esplorazione Gr. espi. 
Avamposti Avp. Guarnigione Guam. 
Avanguardia Avg. I.  
Aviazione, Aviatore Av. Inforinatore Inf. 

B. L.  
Battaglione Bat. Lanciamine (lami) Lm. 
Battaglione di frontiera Bat.fr. Lazzarettto da campo Laz.camp. 
Batteria Bttr. Leggero (a) L. 
Brigata Br. M.  
Brigata leggera Br.L. Magazzino Mag. 
Bicicletta Bicici. Materiale Mat. 

C. Meccanico Meec. 
Campagna Camp. Minatore Mi. 
Cane messaggero Cane mess. Minuto Mm. 
Cannone, cannoniere Can. Mitragliatrice (pesante) Mitr. 
Connone antiaereo Can.aaer. Mitragliatrice leggera Ml. 
Cannone di fanteria Can.fant. Mitragliere Mitr. 
Carabiniere Car. Mobilitazione Mob. 
Carro armato Carr.arm. Montagna Mont. 
Cavalleria, cavallo Cay. Motocicletta Moth. 
Centro rapporti Ctr.rapp. Motocicletta con carrozzino Motocarr. 
Centro di rifornimento Ctr.rif. Motociclista Motocicl. 
Cidista Cicl. Motorizzato Mot. 
Collegamento Coig. Munizione Mun. 
Colonna Col. N. 
Coordinate Coord. Nord (a Nord di) N. 
Copertura della frontiera Cop.fr. 
Corpo d'armata C.A. 0. 

D. Obice Ob. 
Deposito Dep. Ora H.  
Destra Dr. Ordinanza Ord. 
Difesa antiaerea Dif.aaer. Osservatore, osservazione Oss. 
Direzione Dir. Ottico Ott. 
Distaccamento Dist. Ovest (ad ovest di) W. 
Distaccamento d'igiene Dist.ig. P. 
Distaccamento manutenzione Dist.man.str. Panettiere Pan. 

stradale Parco Pco. 
Distaccamento riparazioni Dist.rip. Parco d'aviazione dell'esercito Pco.av.es. 
Divisione Div. Pattuglia Patt. 
Dragone Drag. Pesante Pes. 
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Pezzi Pez. Scaglione salmerie Scagl.salm. 
Piazza Pz. Scaglione furgone Scagl.frg. 
Piazza di rifornimento Pz.rif. Segnale, segnalatore Segn. 
Piazza di riunione Pz.riun. Servizio informazioni Serv.inf. 
Piazza di scambio Pz.sc. Servizio trasmissioni Serv.tras. 
Piccioni viaggiaton Pv. Sezione Sez. 
Pilota Pu. Sicurezza Sic. 
Pioniere Pion. Sinistra Sin. 
Polizia stradale Pol.str. Sottuffiale Suff.  
Pontiere Pont. Squadrone Sq. 
Portatore Port. Stato maggiore S.M. 
Posta da campo P.camp. Stato maggiore generale S.M.G. 
Posto P. Stazione Sta. 
Posto di comando P.C. Stazione radio Sta.radio 
Posto di distribuzione P.distr. Strada Str. 
Posto d'osservazione P.oss. Sud(asuddi) S. 
Posto di raccolta degli ammalati P.racc.amm. Sussistenza Suss. 
Posto di raccolta dei feriti leggeri P.racc.fer.1. T.  
Posto di raccolta dei cavalli sul P.racc.cav.terr. Telefono, telefonista Tf. 

terreno Telegrafo, telégrafista Tg. 
Posto sottufficiale P. suiT. Telescrittore, (scrittore tg.) Stg. 
Presidio Pres. Territoriale Ter. 
Proiettore Proi. Transmissione Tras. 
Protezione antiaerea Prot.aaer. Trasporto 'Prep. 
Punto Pt. Treno Th 

Q. Treno automobile Tr.auto. 
Quartiergenerale Q.G. Treno bagaglio Tr.bag. 
Quartiermastro Qm. Treno di combattimento Tr.comb. 

PL Treno munizioni Tr.mun. 
Radiotelegrafista Radiotg. Treno rifornimento Tr.rif. 
Rapporto Rap. Truppa Trp. 
Reggimento Rgt. Truppe leggere Trp.L. 
Reggimento leggero Rgt.L. U.  
Retroguardia Rtg. Ufficiale Uff. 
Riserva Ris. Ufficiale informatore Uff.inf. 

S. V.  
Salmeria Saim. Veicolo Veic. 
Sanitario San. Veterinario Vet. 
Scaglione carrette Scagl.carr. Z. 
Scaglione collettore Scagl.coll. Zappatore Zap. 
Scaglione coperte Scagl.cop. 
Scaglione cucina Scagl.cuc. 
Scaglione munizioni Scagl.mun. 
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Abbreviazioni amministrative. 

AL 
Appuntato 
	

App. 
Arsenale 
	

Ars. 
Attiva 
	

A. 
C.  

Capitano 
	

Cap. 
Capo magazzino 
	

Capo mag. 
Caporale 
	

Cpl. 
Caserma 
	

Cas. 
Certificato d'idoneità 
	

Cert.idon. 
Circondario territoriale 
	

Circler. 
Colonnello 
	

Col. 
Comando 
	

Cdo. 
Conimissariato centrale di guerra C.C.G. 
Commissariato di guerra 
	

C.G. 
Corso preparatorio dei quadri 
	

C.Q. 
Corso di npetizione 
	

C.R. 
Corso di tiro 
	

C.T. 
D.  

Deposito di rimonta della 
	

D.R.C. 
cavalleria 

Deposito di truppe 
	

Dep.trp. 
Dipartimento militare federale 
	

D.M.F. 
Dispensato 
	

Disp. 
F.  

Foglio ufficiale militare, 	 F.U.M. 
Furiere 
	

Fur. 
G.  

Gruppo d'esercizio 
	

Gr.eserc. 
I. 

Infermeria veterinaria 	 Infer.vet. 
Intendenza del materiale di guerra I.M.G. 

L  

Polizia dell'armata 
	

P.A. 
Posto di raccolta dei cavalli 
	

P.racc.cav. 
Posto di transito 
	

P.trt. 
Premotenente 
	

I ten. 
II- 

Regia federale dei cavalli 	R.F.C. 
Requisito, requisizione 	 Req. 

S.  
Scuola centrale 
	

S.centr. 
Scuola reclute 
	

S.R. 
Scuola sottuThciale 	 .S.suff.  
Scuola di tiro 
	

S.T. 
Scuola ufficiale 
	

S.uff.  
Sergente 
	

Sgt. 
Sergente maggiore 
	

Sgtm. 
Servizio automobilistico 
	

Serv.auto. 
Servizio dell'aviazione e della 
	

Serv.av. e 
difesa antiaerea 
	

dif.aaer. 
Servizio d'avvistamento e di 
	

Serv.avv. e 
segnalaz. antiaereo 	 segn.aaer. 

Servizi complementari 
	

Serv.C. 
Servizi dietro ii fronte 
	

Serv.d.fr. 
Servizio d'ordine 
	

Serv.d'o. 
Servizio delle retrovie 
	

Serv.retr. 
Servizio tecnico militare 
	

S.T.M. 
Servizio territoriale 
	

Serv.ter. 
Servizio transito 	 S.trt. 
Servizio transporti 
	

S.trsp. 
Soldato 
	

Sdt. 
Sottufficiale 
	

Suff. 
Stabilimento sanitario militare 
	

S.S.M. 
Stato maggiore dell'esercito 
	

S.M.Es. 
T.  

Landsturm 
Landwehr 
Landwehr dii bando 
Libretto di servizio 

M. 
Maggiore 
Maniscalco 
Medico 

P. 
Piazza d'arini 
Piazza di riunione (di corpo) 

Let. 
LW. 
Lw.I 
Libr.serv. 

Magg. 
Man. 
Med. 

Pz.arnu 
Pz.riun.(corpo) 

Tenente 
Tenente colonnello 
Tenitore di controllo 

U. 
Ufficiale 
Ufficiale di commissarjato 
Ufficiale di consegna dei cavalli 
Ufficiale di fornitura dei cavalli 
Ufficiale del materiale 
Ufficiale subalterno 

Ten. 
Ten.col. 
T.C. 

Uff. 
Uff.com. 
Uff.cons.cav. 
Uff.forn.cav. 
Uff.mat. 
Uff.sub. 
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Early Fieldpost Unit Strikes, 1890-1939 
Part 41 

The most complicated as well as varied aspect of 
Swiss fieldpost cancellations is provided by the individ-
ual uniti strikes from their inception in the late 1 880s to 
the beginning of World War II. While World War I did 
bring a certain standardization for some of these date-
less fieldpost strikes, an enormous variety of different 
sizes of circular cancels, of oval, octagonal, and of framed 
as well as of plain straightline types coexisted. There is 
no real rule of thumb that can be followed, either, and 
until someone will produce (as has been done in the 
Swiss Aerophilatelists Catalogue for the air and air 
defense troops) a complete catalogue, unit by unit, from 
1890 to 1940 for all Swiss military cancellations, each 
collector of these (relatively uncommon) strikes, espe-
cially on complete cover, will have to devise his own 
manner of arrangement. One can collect by army service; 
infantry, artillery, cavalry, fortification troops, staffs, 
fieldpost, supply, or service troops units; or one could 
collect by shapes, size, and color (of which there exist 
black, the standard shade, blue, red, green, purple to 
violet, plus occasionally an unexpected brown, lavender, 
silver gray, or orange. It seems that the soldier charged 
with canceling the mail of his own unit used whatever 
stamping pad was available at the time, and if that pad 
was dry, the cancellation also came out faint if not 
illegible. Considering that some of this canceling, or 
better "postmarking" (since, after all, most often there 
was nothing to cancel in the way of "stamps") with these 
dateless devices was done outdoors, on someone's knees, 
while horseback riding to the collection point, or what-
ever, one must be grateful that the majority of strikes 
are reasonably legible at all. Any unit strikes, at one 
time a real drag on the market, at least in Switzerland 
until about eight years ago, that are nowadays offered 
for sale command a minimum of $1.50 on cover.. .and  

usually more, or much more. If a soldiers' vignette of 
World War I or from between the wars is attached to the 
piece, then the seller may ask the sky; and if the inscrip-
tion on cancel and "stamp" coincide, then even the sky 
may be too low for some operators. 

A word of warning should be said here in this 
connection. Supposedly all unit strikes were returned to 
the unit's armory at the end of a service stint or at the 
conclusion of active service in World War I; but it is 
known that some such canceling devices were not re-
turned, and some still may be in the possession of 
unscrupulous operators, just as soldiers' vignettes from 
World War I suddenly reappeared, some of them appro-
priately overprinted "1939", at the start of active service 
in World War II. If the military strike on some acquired 
piece can be smeared, by rubbing lightly, then a World 
War I or II item is a sure falsification or fabrication. If it 
cannot be smeared, chances are that unless it is genuine 
it is an old fake!! But since most military strikes were not 
collected by philatelists until quite recently, this smear 
test might be helpful. 

Fig. 1 illustrates a wide variety of fieldpost unit 
strikes (in reduced size) and identified wherever identifi-
cation is possible. For the sake of clarification, straight-
line marks are separated from those that are circular or 
the like. The last two items illustrated must be related, 
but while the postcard (sold to the public) indicates the 
route the trains took, the cancel from BERN—TRANSIT is 
not yet fully explained. It may be military, and it may be 
not. Fig. 2 shows examples of World War I internment 
camp strikes. These were not shown in the Sharp/Ross 
study. Finally, at the conclusion there are two strikes 
(Fig. 3) from the military guards accompanying Swiss 
supply trains to Poland and Romania. From these few 
samples a collector may see how varied this field of 
collecting really is. Best of luck in your starting a collection. 
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Cyclists Cp. 5 Cyclists 
Cp.3 

Staff ,Smzthern 
Frat ,St.Gott-
hard Fortifi-
cations 

ortifi-
cations 

Quartermaster Quartermstr, 
Company 1/3 	Group No.5 

Med .Corps 
Group r4.5 

COMPAQtLLE S 
eh 

Valley De-
fense Unit 
Brig (vs) 
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Company 11/2 
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N2 	
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rbeterdstachi,ont 
Border Detachment 	Hauenstein (Jura) 

No.44 	Forttf.;Civ.Wkrs.Det. 

Det fus. pro). 
Dr. Mont. 3 

Mountain Brig.3 
(unit not clear) 

Military Ambu-
lance No.2 

Mtn.Artillery Field Art. Mtn. Artill. Air Force Air Corps Material Re- 
Battery No.9 Battery 60 Battery 7 	Group 	(date strike)build.Grp.11 

Haubitz-6atwagen. 	tOCisc1nib Gcdau 
FoIonne 26 

Howitzer supply Cp. Ammunition Forwarding Depot 
26 (Truck Column) 	Goldau (Ct.Schwyz) 

Kp4 
Feldpost 

Mountain Searchlight 
Company No.4 

Sanitats-Kompagnie 1/4 

Medical Corps Cp. 1/4 

le mi i air 
Military Sick Bay Seewen 
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Civilian postcard commemorating the transporting through 
Switzerland of seriously wounded French prisoners of war 

Bern-Trans it 
Prisoner Mail 
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Pa.R.r.&rAu,nv 

•Arueest2b 
PRESSBUREAU'  
Office of the Press 
Army Headqurt.Staf I 

P.725. 	 144
Pontooneers Bat- Corps of the Army Officers(?) Ob- Infantry Batall. alliaci 3,Staff 	Engineers (officers) serv.Post 725 	No.144 

2 	rotllf. Murten 	Zug 4 

Telegraph Pioneers Telegr,Pjonr. Signal Pio. 
Company No.2 	Det.Murten Forteers Det. 4 
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Cp-II/137 Cp-III/137 
Rifle Instructor 
of the Swiss In-

fantry. 
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UUTERBRUNEN - 5O1SSE 

(French text) 

INFANTRY 
Staff R€t.11 Cp.I/43 Sharpshooters Bat.No.6 

INFANTRY 
Staff Rgt.15 Batall.13 Fortific. Conxp.I/28 Bat.No.29 Machine gnnr. 

Cp. V/96 	 Cp.II/41 

Telegr.Pion. Frontier Obs, 
Cp. No.3 	Post Felsplame  VITtNAU - SCHWEIz 

(German text) 
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Fifth Romanian Train 
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Tenth Romanian Train 
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Fieldpost Unit Strikes Since 1939 
Part 42-44 

The outbreak of World War II did not come unexpect-
edly for the Swiss Army. Since 1936 (note the machine 
slogans "Wehranleith" and the set and sheet of that year 
B77— 80a) great efforts to prepare the country for the 
seemingly inevitable struggle between totalitarianism 
and democracy had been in progress. General councillor 
Minger, butt of Al Smith-like jokes, but much loved "man 
behind the scenes," had foreseen the danger from the 
north, was responsible for fortifications being built; 
getting better planes and motorized units, including 
tanks; having obsolete weapons updated or replaced; and 
for drawing up plans of defense against all eventualities. 
When war did break out, Switzerland was quite ready. 
Her army's century-old custom of keeping one's uniform, 
bicycle, or possible animal (dog, horse, carrier pigeon) at 
home, and one's weapon(s) plus ammunition, allowed the 
Swiss to could mobilize in a matter of hours. Of course 
heavier equipment had to be collected (at ever changing 
armory locations); but every time there was danger, the 
Swiss Army was at their defensive positions hours, if not 
days before the supposed aggressors had completed their 
attack preparations (that then never materialized). 

The Swiss Army is a very complicated, multi-headed 
organization, without a head (general) in peace-time. 
Basic infantry troops are under cantonal jurisdiction (a 
remnant from pre-1848 days, jealously guarded); but 
everyone wears the same basic uniform (field gray) that 
distinguishes the different services only by the varying 
colors of the epaulet numbers, sleeve insets and collar 
"mirrors." Infantry has green insignia; artillery, red; 
light troops and certain motorized units, yellow; military 
police, orange; law troops, dark violet; medical corps, 
blue; supply troops (food), aqua; motorized supply troops, 
red-violet; general staff, air and air defense, sappers, 
chaplains, destruction and radio units, pontooneers, 
black. Within the larger units, companies or the like 
have another color code below the epaulet number: I, 
green; II, brown; III, red; IV, blue; V, carmine; VI, gray; 
VII, dark violet; VIII and staff company, black. Fieldpost 
units invariably have gray insignia. 

Fig. 1 shows a "battle order" of Switzerland's Third 
Army Corps, 1938, with graphic abbreviations of all units 
under that corps' command; and Fig. 2 shows a similar 
battle order for the Seventh Division, then one of the 
Third Army Corps' main units. 

It comes from an army publication, Organization of 
Staffs and Troops (1938), once a very, very confidential 
publication. In order to understand the signs, a page 
from "Conventional Abbreviations and Signs" is shown 
(Fig. 3), and in order to understand the abbreviations 
that accompany the signs, a previous instalment pro-
vided these abbreviations in the three languages of 
Switzerland. To a collector of military issues of both 
wars, and to a collector of military cancellations, knowl-
edge of these terms becomes an absolute necessity. 

Progressing to modern fieldpost cancellations one 
must state that thousands of different unit cancels exist. 
Every company, or even smaller units, may have their 

own unit strike, if they possess a soldier who is desig-
nated the unit's postal ordonnance. About 99% of these 
strikes are circular, with the term fieldpost in one of the 
three official languages at the bottom. The unit's number 
usually appears in the central portion of the dateless 
cancelers, and at top is the unit's generic name (moun-
tain infantry company; territorial glider plane unit; 
artillery observers' group; auxiliary building unit). 

Almost all of these cancellations in use since 1939 
also feature two Swiss crosses between the two wordings 
in the outer rim; but some units used their older cancel-
ers (with stars, bars, or large, rayed crosses, etc.) well 
into the second or third year of World War II. And even 
among the new type fieldpost cancellations certain 
variations existed, as will be shown. These pages are 
arranged according to the Locher Soldiers Issues cata-
logue: Army Staffs (A), Artillery (Art.), Artillery Observ-
ers (Art. Beob.), and alphabetically down to Varia 
(Versch.) and Destruction troops (Zerst.). 

It should also be stated here that every unit possess-
ing a round cancellation device also normally owns at 
least one straightline device, and often more (separate 
ones for the unit commander, its quartermaster, etc.) 
that, however, should not be used on mail in order to 
postmark it as a means of identifying the sender. Fig. 5 
shows two of these straightline marks. 

Fig. 5 is an example of the principal type of military 
envelopes for official use and the proper way in which 
the straightline markings were to be used: at the lower 
left, and as sender's mark. The official envelope for army 
use to transmit messages by fieldpost, in World War II 
and since, was gray, and featured a boxed "military 
matter" at top left, "Swiss Army" below that, and then 
"Name and unit of sender, or unit mark." It was known 
as "Model A" and received a circular unit fieldpost strike 
before being dispatched. 

The other basic type was yellow and was not sup-
posed to be used for any mail that went by fieldpost: but 
as often happened, this regulation was disregarded at 
times as Fig. 6 shows. These yellow envelopes were 
messenger envelopes in which actual battle messages or 
military reports to headquarters were transmitted by 
messenger. The messenger waited for the envelope to be 
countersigned, and then it was taken back to the original 
sender by the same messenger. The person who sent 
something from Auxiliary Work Cp. 248 to the Command 
post of Territorial Office 6a, however, used the internal 
service envelope as a fieldpost cover, and the circular 
unit strike at top right attests to that incorrect usage. 

In the same way, errors are found in the use of the 
straightline "return address" strikes as fieldpost dis-
patch strikes, affixed at top right, and in certain in-
stances units may never have had circular strikes, and 
thus used whatever they had to dispatch their fieldpost 
mail (Fig. 7); The first item is struck across a postage 
stamp. This is not too unusual although honestly used 
pieces (to destinations abroad, or paying special inland 
fees (registry, special delivery)) are not frequently seen 
and may command an extra dollar whether the strike on 
the stamp is straightline, round, or in any other form. 
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Cancellations that are apposed to soldiers' issues 
(labels, stickers, vignettes, "stamps") of World War II on 
cover do not increase either the letter's nor the vignette's 
value. Such pieces are nice, especially if the number and 
unit on the "stamp" and cancellation match; but too 
many shenanigans were committed with World War II 
items on cover, and the unaddressed or favor-addressed 
items overwhelmingly outweigh those used on actual 
soldiers mail. Please also remember that soldiers' 

[Note: The following list itemizes Swiss Army unit 
strikes which are illustrated in the next several pages. 
The list and exhibit includes the last item from Part 42 
and Parts 43 and 44 in their entirety. (VDG)J 

"stamps" were at no time required on any piece of 
fieldpost mail, and their use was as voluntary as that of 
sticking tuberculosis or Easter seals on your Christmas 
or other holiday cards! 

Army Headquarters and Personal Staff of the 
General: (Fig. 8). Of the first cancel several variants 
exist. Colors can be blue, gray, black and red. The 
Personal Staff strike was used only at Christmas, 1944. 
Italian also exists. 

A.I. 

A.H. 

A.III. 

ART. 

BK. 
BTF. 
Fest'w 
FP. 
FL. 
FLAB. 
FL. 
FREIW. 
FR. 
GZ. 
H.D. 

J. 
He.Po. 
INF. 
INF. 
KAy. 
Pf. 
Pzw. 
L.trp. 
Lufts. 
Mi. 
Mot. 
Pk. 
Pont. 
Rdf. 
Mot.Rdf. 
Sap. 
San. 
Vpf. 
Tg. 
Ter. 
Trsp. 
Versch. 

Army Headquarters and Personal Staff of 
the General 
Largest Army Units (Army Corps & Divi- 
sional Staff Headquarters) 
Large Independent Army Units (Moun- 
tain and Frontier Brigades) 
Artillery Units; a) Staff Units of Larger 
Groups 
Artillery Beob; Artillery Observers 
Artillery Units; b) Smaller Units 
Backer / Bakers 
Bneftauben / Carrier Pigeons 
Fortification Guards 
Fieldpost Units 
Flieger / Aviation Troops 
Air Defense 
Beob / Air Spotters 
Volunteers 
Funker / Wireless Units 
Grenztruppen / Frontier Troops 
Hilfsdienst / Auxiliary Service Troops 
(Work, Building, Guard Troops) 
Justiz / Military Courts & Justice Units 
Heerespolizei I Military Police 
Infantry (Larger Units) 
Infantry (Smaller Units) 
Cavalry, Dragoons 
Horse Depots 
Tanks 
Light Troops 
Air Raid 
Mineur / Miners 
Motorized Troops 
Parkdienst / Repair Units 
Pontooneers 
Cyclists 
Motocyclists 
Sappers 
Sanitat / Medical Corps 
Verpflegung / Commissary Troops 
Telegraphers 
Territorial Troops 
Transport (Support) Troops 
Various Other Troops 
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12 em F. Rb. 
01). camp. 12 cm. 

F. Ub. Utti. 
]3t(r. ob. camp. 

F. Rb. Abt. 
Or. ob. camp. 

F. Nb. Pk. lip.. 
Cp. PC ob. Camp. 

16 cm F. Rb. 
01). CalUp. 16 cm. 

Salt. F. Rb. Bttr. 
1ttr. alt. Id; camp. 

8th. F. Rb. Plc. lip. 
Cp. pe. oh. Id. camp 

U Sc).. F. Rb. Abt. 
Cr. ob. Id. camp. 

JjL 	1.101. Ken. ]iUi. Bttr. moot. can. 

Leichte Truppen. 

Troupes iegCrss. 

Drag. 1.'of. P., -Pstr. 
P. ant, drag.. patr. drag. 
Rdf. Uof. P.. .Pat. 
P. cof. cyc., patr. cyc. 
Str. Pol. P., -Patr. 
P. p01. rte., patr. pol. 

Drag. Z.-Set. drag. 

Drag. Schw. . Eec. drag. 

Rdf. Z.. Set. cyc. 

Rdf. lip. . Cp. cyc. 

Mat. Rdf. Z. 
&t. motocyc. 

Mot.  1k. Z. 
Sat. mat, can. mi. 
Mat. 1k. lip. 
Cp. moot. can. jul. 

Panzer., Xampfwagen. 
Char blindé. 
Piw. Pet. 
Pet. cbbl. 

Rdf. Bat. 
Bat. cyc. 

A. Abt. 
Cr. ex. 

L. Rgi. 
RgL J 

L Br. 
Br. I.. 

Verpf)egungstruppe. 

Tip. des subsistances. 

Vpf. lip. 
Cp. cube. 

Vpf. Laatw. Kol. 
Go). auto. cube. 

Vpf. Abt. 
Or. sub.. 

R 	Bk. lip. 
Cp.boul. 

Motortransporttruppe. 

Tip. des transports automobiles. 

Man. L.stw. Kol. 
Col. auto. mun. 

Mon.  Lastw. Abt. 
Cr. auto. moon. 

a 	.l.Ioi. Rdf. lip. Cp. niotocyc. 

! 	Mot.1.titr. lip. 
Cp. mat. mitt. 

Sanitätstruppe. 

Trp. du service de sante. 

San. P., .Patr. 
I'. can., petr. Mn. 

San. P. für Lvdt. 
11. Mit. jiflUl bU. 

San. lip. 
('p. Wi. 

('hir. Ambulanz. 
Anib. cliii. 

Hyg. Det. 
Pet. byg. 

San. Alit.. 
Cr. Mn. 

Auith.ilanz (Arab.). 
A nbiila tee (a nib.). 

F. lAi. 
Lat. camp.  

l.eim l.terwuu,,leten- 

Z\ 	
,.aminmktelk' (Lvdt. St..). 
Placo de r mmmmbIenii.nt de 
blrnts km'ri (pl. ran. bli.). 

Feldspital (F. Spit.). 
Hópital de camnpagne 
(la'.li. camp.). 

Chir. F. Spit.. 
JOLTZIL hop. cliii. camp. 

Artillerie. 

F. Ken. 
Can, camp. 

F. Bttr. 
13t.tr. camp. 

+ 	F. Art. Man. Kol. 
Col. nim, n. art. camp. 

J- 	F. Art. Abt.. JJ  Cr. Sri. (iflmp 

F. Au. Pit. Kp. 
('p. pe.  art. camp. 

'II 
.IL 

 

'.n. Kol. 
Col. s*n. 

Sn. Trp. Alit. 
t. trp. 

Sn. 
I'rmiii sfl. 

•..rI.aIm.11.Iat 7 W. ii.). 
I •t.et• (I, J.  n..nu-m,t J 1.1. P.). 

(ili. Ken. 
Call. omit. 

liIr. 

c:! M. Kp. 
I 	p•.. 	.1 I - uut,,Imt. 

i!. Stut. Kol. 
(oiir art. 

 

cl 

 . 

407  
..Par  kemma 4me 	 

14 
41 
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Zeif  
Ileu/t' i!'cri 

U'fersi-Iirij? des Enzj'ñ.,ic: 
SiL'aae:r tie ths!fi,at,:ire: 

Absendrr 	 
Expédi/eur 

Abgangszeil 
tienre de d9ar/ 

Sc/meiigkeit 	 
V/Jesse 

	—S. 	  

An 
Au 

Ter. Kdo. 6 Bureau 6a 
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P4.,,n 

%T 

FOS 
 

MilitärSaChe 
Affae rniitaue 

£e 

0.19 
rscz. Arrnee 

siise 
co svzzero 

....J 	t.nI.en9 	dli A.lCid. 
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.................... 
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ARMEE 
ST SYMPHONIE-S1'I1r1 

Ter. Kr. ie 

Militaire en tritement 

EtablUont•B!ano Leysin 
FELtPOST 

25 

(Inf.)F5s.Kp.If126 Army Symphonic Fieldpost 25(bt-1ir)So1dter in military 
Band ,Ter.Dist.6 	 sanitarium in Leysin 

M1NENBURO 

Mining Bureau,4th 
Army Corps 

'1é 7 
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or military postmarks is from gray to black; but blue 
frequent. Less often seen are green, bluegreen, and red. 
is brown, red violet, and orange. 

The basic color 
and violet are quite 
Oitriht seldom seen tj 

UNITS (ARMY CORPS E DIVISIONAL STAFF HEADQUARTERS)t A; IT: LARST ARMY 

Stcff,First Army Corp(2 
dtff.strikcs.The one at 
right is a "corner card". 

Second and fifth Army Cps. 
staffs. Cap.or mixed lett- 
er "f ieldpost'aarjor cross, 

Staff, Second and Eighth 
Divisions, Notice diff-
ent diametcrs of C.s. 

A;IIT: lAR 	TN FNDNTATh1Y UNITS (oUTAIN AND FRONTI!R RRTGADES. Note; 
Locher lists ALI. frontier (Gz., ft.) units under Gz.) 

t.'k LU IJ 

Staff;vountatn Brtades 
10 	 12 

(Staff) Frontier Brigades 3, 4, 9 Sargans Fortress 
Staff,South Front 

ART.: ARTILLERY UNITS; 3)STAFF UNITS OF LARGER GROUPS  ART. BEORt,&RT,OBSEPV. 

   

Ei"lArtfll- Ftej'j Ar- Mountain Art Motorized 	Field Ho.itz- 	- 
cry Rt No.2 ttiLRt.1; Group S, HQ heavyCan.14 er Group 46 Cbscrv.Cp.#2 

\ PT. : ARTTLI.!PY UNITSi h) srnal icr t!ntts  

1 	 %0 

Artj1l.Ficic att- riele. Amn I-ieavy mote- Fi1d H.Eorif.Arr_ Foot 	tttery 
'1fl)iv/RcTr. cry No, 5 un.Co1n. l' 17 	3.13 i'c-r C;157 I)'tac-hm.253 (1ount.)5O6 
(ark)Cp. -1 
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Staff ,Frontier 
Defense Region 
Upper Valais 

Volunteer 
frontiers 
Company X 

FL.* FLIEGER/AVIATION TROOPS  

Staff,Atr Fce. 
& Def.Troops 

IFL.BEOB1 AIR SPOTTERS  

r!dpos 

StafLAir Staff, Air Air Force 
Force Ar- Force &Air Troop De-
mory Park. Defense It. pot #1 

- - 
0 
-- - 

Flight 
Company 10 

FK.t F1JNKER/WIRELESS UNITS  GZ. * GRENZTRUPPEN/FRONTIER TROOPS 

    

FLAB.t AIR DEFENSE 

St 

V. 

Heavy Air Air Defense 
Batt./ 36, Battery 43 
Staff 

FREIW. 1VOLUNTEERS  

Motor.Air Air Defense 
Batty 74 Det'mt.103 

' a•. 
Air Spotters and Signal-
ization Groups 6 & lOA 

-4 

BK. t BACKER/ BAKERS 	BFT.i BRIEFTAUBEN/CARRIER PIGEONS HFP. 1FIELDPOST UNITS  

   

      

Staff F5BW 
post Serv. 

NOTEt The rubber strikes for fieldpost units must not be con-
fused with the dated metal strikes of fieldpost centers. While members of 
fieldpost units might have worked in the large centers as clerks, they also 
were quartered in barracks or other accommodations, and in those accommoda-
tions they had fieldpost service similar to that of all other units. The two 
items shown above are such unit strikes; the fieldpost center cancellations 
are discussed in a separate instalment. 

iA 

Bakers 'Companies 1, & 8 Pigeon Dechmts2&2O Fieldpost units 2&30 

Staff ,Wire- 	Wire es 
less Troops Company 

S 

3 Wireless Stat 

Iut 
(.t J 

g1 

Frontier Troops (elite and troops of old-
er age*)Regrnt.55,Cp.VI/2l6. Staff of Bat-
allion 257, and Mountain Company 565. 

Frontier Troops, an innovation of World 
War II, often were regrouped and reass-
igned into differently numbered units. 

Hundreds of different frontiers troops 
strikes exist. 

Wireless Detachment 
Feldmann -- one of 
the few instances 
where the name of a 
commanding officer 
appears in the cartcel 
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H.D. i 1-IILFSDIENST/AUXILIARY SERVICE TROOPS  (Work; Building; Guard troops) 

Auxiliary Work Com-
panies No.420 & 102 

(Guard; Street 

Aux. Build- Cable Car Railroad 
trig Co.#10 Mainten. Maint.Det. 

Det.3(Gr1) ? 36 L 

JUSTIZ/MILITARY COURTS & JUSTICE UNITS  Repair) 

Auxil .Guard Companies 
7 (Bern) and 5 (Ticino) 

Guard Companies Num- Street Main- Divisional Courts 
bers 1044 and 3001 teriance Det. of Justice lb & 4 

No. 5(Zürich) 

Milita.ty Pris- 
DivisThnal 	oners Comp. 

Court of Just- 
ice No,9B 

He-Po, HEERESPOLIZEI/ MILITARY POLICE 

   

6edarrneria dell' Esercto 
HeerespcIze 
3.C.A 
Pasta 2 

ieerespoI izal 
Salez (RcufI) 

Police Zone frontire 
Bas-Valais  

Bureau des Uaudres 

     

Military Pol.ice,3d 
Army Corps,Post 2 

Territorial 
Street Poli-
ce Comp. 69 

Military Po- 
lice inSalez 
(Rhine Vail.) 

Border Police Motorized Milit. 
Lower Valais, Police Cp. # 1 
Haudres Office 

(larger units) 

e' 

19 
Staff: Inf. Staff,Mtn. 	 Staff,Mtn. Sharpshooters Comp. Mountain Fusi- 
Rest. No.3 Inf.Rgt.lO idem,Rgt.19 Batallion28 111/1 and 1/3 	leers Cp.II/9 

INF.i (smaller units) 

Mtn.Mach. Fusileers Staff Comp. Supply Dec. Hcn.Sharp- 4th Det.mr Grenadiers 
Gun Cp.IVIIJ Cp 11/26 Inf.Bat.52 Mt.Bat. 89 sh.Cp.IV/96 Mtn.Front. Company 30 

Cp. 11/210 
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Exploration Cornpa- Information Lt..Trps. 
nies No.2 and 14 	Comp.No.30 Detachmt., 

Mtn. Brig .11 
Mot., MOTORIZED TROOPS  

Staff,Lt. Staff,Lt, 
Brigade 1 Regmt. 6 

L.Trp. zLIGHT TROOPS Lufts.zAIR  RAID 

C.; 
C 

Air Raid Task 
Force Detachmt. 
27 ,A.R.Bat.Zizxjch 

Mt. $ fINEUP ./MINERS 

KAV.s CAVALRYJ DRAGOONS  Pf.aHORSF DEPOTS Pzw.., TANKS 

    

Dragoons Squadrons 
No. 2 &13 

Second 1eserve 
Drag.Comp. 59 

Horse Depot 53 Tank Conp.2 Tank Mockups 
(for practice) 
Detachmt. 1 

Command Post Miners'Grp. Control Motor.Infant6 Motorboat Heavy Hot, Autorcob. 
Miners' Bat. No. 25 	Office, ry Can.Cp.23 Det. No.2 Transport. Trsp.Co]. 

Hot. Trps • 	 Column 11/7 First Div. 
1k., J'ARKDIENST/REPAIR UNITS 	 Pont., POrifOONEERS  

Motor cars Park Trps., Infantry Automobile 
Repr.Unit3 ConstTrps Mats.Repr. Park(Depot) 

Fifth Div. Cornp. I 	Nz.l 
Rdf./Mot.Rdf. iCYCLISTS 	 Sap. i SAPPERS  

Pontoons Corn- Pontoon eers Motor-
panies I&II/l ized Truck Cal. 3 

SE(WR CST 
un droit 
un dcoW 
uu hc.nncur 

Cyclists Company No.11 Motorcycle Motorized 	Mtn.Sapp- IIQ Comp., Sapper Corn- 
(with military slogan) Camp. No.8 tappersCp1 ersBat.3 Sap, Bat.5 pany 111/24 
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Medical Cps. 
Train No. 18 

Military 
Base Hosp-
ital 266 

Military 
Hospital 
No.4 

HQ Command, Fortification Guard 
Sargans Foit. Companies 14 & 16 

Mountain Ammunitions Infantry For- 
Supply Cp. Supply Col. 	ters (with 
(horses)IJI. (trucks)No.3 mules)Col.4 

Versch.s VARIOUS OTHER TROOPS  

Central Ad- Sick Bay, 
mtn.Medical Sarans 
Corps,Sec.5 Fortific. 

San.: (continued) 

Military Rear Depot 
Clinic in for sick 
Montana(VS) trps ,Taro 

Vp!.: 

San. i SANITNT/MEDTCAL cos  

'- \ 

VEPPFLEGUNG /COMNISSARY TROOPS  

Mountn.Med. Surgical 
Comp.1II/9 Unit 1V15 

1g.: TELE3RAPHERS  

Red Cross 
Transport 
Col.No.17 

HQ Staff, 
Commissary 
Troops 

Ter.; 

Motorized 
Commissary 
Unit No.2 

Commissary 
Company 15 

Quartermaster 
Depot ,Sargans 
Fortification 

Telegraphers Companies Second Peser-
No. 2 and 6 	yes Tg.Cp.33 

Trsp.s TRAi\'SPORT (SUPPORT) TROOPS  

HQ Staff,Terr- HQ Staff, Territorial 
itorial Corn- Territor. Fusileers Cp. 
rnand Region 1 Cd.Reg. 8 11/159 

Fest 'w. sFORTIFICATION GUARDS  

Destruct. Secret Un- Staff,Am- Railroad Ad-
Unit No.54 it # 5649 mun.Depot ministration 

Group i13. Dtachmt. 28 Swiss Army Champion-
ships in Basel,1941 

Fog (Gas) 
Company 5 

TERRITORJAL TROOPS 



Fieldpost Schools and Courses 
Part 45 

The Swiss Army, a militia army with only a handful 
of professional officers, a few hundred permanent troops 
in charge of fortifications upkeep and material storage, 
and a civilian administration (under the federal council-
lor in charge of the Military Department), is dependent 
on keeping her troops' combat readiness developed and 
up to latest developments in war machinery by calling 
her elite troops to arms every year, or every other year, 
but also by scheduling, for officers, officers-to-be, special-
ist sub-officers and specialist soldiers, as well as for the 
raw recruits (age for mandatory enlistment is 19 or 20) 
anything from recruits' schools to sophisticated training 
courses in skiing or mountain climbing. Anyone in 
Switzerland must complete a recruits school before he 
can aspire to become first a sub-officer, the latter achiev-
ed in a course of several weeks. Then the newly baked 
corporals serve in their new roles in a different recruits' 
school. From these corporals, the very best ones may be 
recommended for officers' school, another three or four 
months, and then once more the new officers must serve 
their apprenticeship time as lieutenants in yet another 
recruits' school. And so it continues upward, for fewer 
and fewer "chosen" ones, captain, major, lieutenant 
colonel, colonel. Above that rank there are about twenty-
five career officers (brigadier colonels, division command-
ers, army corps commanders and, in war time, one 
general). Instructors in schools and courses usually are 
career officers as well. 

Each army branch offers its own schools and courses; 
for infantry on a divisional basis (which is tantamount to 
regions and usually languages), and for all other troops 
on a national basis, with occasional exceptions. The most 
regularly offered schools are the recruits schools most of 
which take place, for the first half of about seven or eight 
weeks, in some barracks specially equipped for the 
respective service's needs (artillery, tank troops, air and 
air defense troops, supply troops, etc.). In regard to 
cancellations, barracks strikes are usually in service  

during those weeks. Then the recruits go out into the 
"field" and from that moment on the relatively neutral 
"Schools and Courses" cancellations (for recruits schools 
generally indicating the service branch) are used while 
the entire recruits school first learns to apply what has 
been taught in actual "peacetime situations," but at the 
end of the school in more less maneuver, or combat 
situations. Fig. 1 depicts a series of the infantry school 
strikes while Fig. 2 shows the "neutral" strikes of 
"Schools & Courses." 

The next line, collectively called Fig. 3, illustrates 
strikes from the World War II period and from a variety 
of army service branches' schools. From left to right, the 
are; Air Corps Recruits School II, Mountain Artillery 
Recruits Schools, Cavalry Recruits Schools, Pack Troops 
(Saumer) Recruits Schools; Cyclists Schools, Communica-
tions Troops Schools and Courses, schools and courses of 
the Medical Corps. 

Following these, (Fig. 3a), are more strikes from 
schools and courses; some of them early ones. 

Somewhat different in nature from schools (and 
certainly from recruits schools) are specialist' courses. 
They may be very centralized affairs into which officers 
and soldiers from all major army divisions are called 
together, or they may be held on one divisional level. The 
following marks (Fig. 4) are typical for this last type of 
fieldpost strikes in this category. In the last row are 
found, from left to right: Mountaineering Course, Third 
Division; Mountaineering Courses (Alpine Courses), 
Mountain Brigade (Infantry) 10; 20 millimeter Anti-
Aircraft Target Practice Courses; Instructional Course 
for Mining Troops (Destruction Troops); Auxiliary 
Troops' Courses; Practical Instruction Course for Auxil-
iary (military) Police; Introductory Course of the Wo-
men's Auxiliary Corps (Frauenhilfsdienst). 

As may be seen, these strikes too are in any of 
Switzerland's official three languages, depending on 
either where the course was held (geographically) or from 
which part of Switzerland the majority of participants 
came. 
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F1g.1 Fig. 2 

Recruits of Telegraphers 
Infantry Te- 
	Recruits 

lephone and 
	

Schools 
Radio School 

Schools of 
Air Corps 

Grenadiers 
Schools 

4 jN\ 
...J 

Schools and 
Courses of Air 
Raid Wardens 

the Schools of the Schools of the 
Construction 	Light,Hotoriz- 
Troops Corps 	ed Troops 

Fig .3 

Schools of the edical 
Corps,Basel Barr.(1907) 

Motor Transr,ort Rcruits 
School 1/43 Thun Barracks 
(straightline, plus mll.cds) 

Skiing 
1st Division 

Courses (divisional) 
2d Div. Fourth Div. 

Avalanche Winter C our-
7th Div. Course ses,Al &Bl, 

of the Army Mt.Brig.11 

Summer Moun- 
tain Climb- 
ing 0e.,1941 

i6 / 
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Fieldpost Date Strikes, 1895-1970 
Part 46 

Probably in the last decade of the nineteenth century 
the Swiss fieldpost services were reorganized. No longer 
were the mails from units in service taken to the nearest 
civilian post office for cancellation under all circum-
stances, but some were sent back to divisional fieldpost 
headquarters where either late in the 1890s or certainly 
by 1900 all originally six, but later nine Divisions were 
given dated steel cancelers that look very much like the 
civilian circular date strikes of twenty and thirty years 
later: Swiss cross below the top inscription POSTE DE 
CAMPAGNE or FELDPOS1' (not seen to date POSTA DI cAMP0); 
a continuous date bridge with initially two hour reels 
(one: I—MI, for a.m. hours and the other: 1-12, for p.m. 
hours); and in the lower semi-circle a Roman numeral for 
the respective division above the word DIVISION (Fig. 1). 
It appears that these circular date strikes were recut 
twice (the Swiss are fastidiously frugal), first by chang-
ing the Roman numeral to an Arabic one (by the end of 
World War I), and then a second time, prior to or during 
World War II, by placing the entire caption into the same 
line at the bottom of the canceler (Fig. 2 and 3). 

Figure 4 shows a "normally" processed item of 1906 
in which the card in question was mailed at the fieldpost 
office of Battalion No. 41, taken to the headquarters 
fieldpost office of the Fourth Division, canceled there at 
9 a.m., and then delivered the same day, by 7 p.m. in 
Schaffhausen where the card received an arrival post-
mark. 

Also in, or shortly after 1900, a much larger, impres-
sive looking circular date strike (cds) was placed into use 
at some divisional fieldpost facilities as well as at the 
seemingly separate fieldpost establishment serving the 
top army command (Arineestab) in World War I or even 
earlier (Fig. 5). 

By the outbreak of World War I, in addition to the 
existing cancellation types, a number of new types made 
their appearance. Some were distinctly provisional in 
character (rubber cancelers usually struck in violet and 
reading "Hilfsfeldpost," auxiliary fieldpost facility (Fig. 
6) or reading bilingually "Feldpost Poste de Campagne" 
and a number (Fig. 7) which became the pre-prototype of 
all later fieldpost cds). Some were steel-types, such as 
the small divisional fieldpost cancelers with Swiss 
crosses left and right (Fig. 8), or the "Etappen—Feldpost" 
marking, the reason for which is not yet fully explained 
(Fig. 9). 

Also into the first months of World War I, must be 
dated the successors of the divisional cancels, or perhaps 
better: the cancellation hammers for the general field-
post centers. These strikes (Fig. 10 and 11) are known up 
to number 41 and while the first type (in use well into 
World War II, Fig. 10) was probably another recut of an 
early divisional cds, types of Fig. 11 became the proto-
type for regular Swiss town cds: unshaded cross, 2 stars, 
no bars. Their use, begun in 1915, continued right 
through World War II to the present. These fieldpost cds 
can occur on stampless letters, on letters abroad, and on 
registered mail. 

Figure 13 shows a fieldpost unit strike, dateless, and 
used by the men in such a unit in their cantonment. Fig. 
14 finally gives an example of the fieldpost directorate's 
cancellation used when this department of the Swiss 
postal services used when this department of the Swiss 
postal services is "in the field." Figure 15 shows a dated 
strike of the fieldpost directorate when "at home," in 
Bern in peacetime. This canceler is always struck in blue, 
similar to all other official post office department strikes. 

In conclusion of this instalment are shown (Fig. 16) 
postal exchange labels of World War I, and below of WW 
II civilian/military posts. 
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Fig.18 

PP. PP. 

Fig. 17 

Postal Cancellations and Markings 
in Switzerland 	 by Felix Ganz- 
Supplement 

anz
Supplement to Part 47. page 113. 

(Ed. note: The following is information that was 
inadvertently left out of the above book by Felix Ganz. 
It is printed here in the hope that it gets disseminated 
to the many purchasers. If you know of anyone that 
purchased a book, but does not receive TELL, please 
sent them a copy of this article.) 

These first P.P. cds. remained in use well into the 
1950s, and the dateless octagon is still in use today 
from the tiniest offices. But in the 1920s several 
newer types came into use, without fleurons (Fig. 5) 
akin to Fig. 2, or (Fig. 6) akin to Fig. 3. These were 
followed by types with a Swiss cross between town 
name and date bridge (Fig. 7) as well as by a few 
isolated types with stars at left and right of the date 
bridge (Fig. 8). Zurich's central office (Zurich 1) also 
utilized a dateless octagonal device NEXT to the 
respective cancellations reading P.P. ZURICH 1. 
(Fig.9, 2 slightly varying letters; one of them struck 
ON a printed matter rate 3cts. stamp). A similar 
Liechtenstein strike is shown in Fig. 10.  

made their appearances at the larger offices. They are 
all of a uniform type (Fig. 17) inasmuch as they 
feature a Swiss cross (in Liechtenstein, the national 
coat of arms) (Fig. 18) in the upper semi-circle and 
below the town's name, and below the date bridge 
(always with indication of the hour) there is a 
semi-bold, unseriffed P.P. (where normally the postal 
district number and the canceller's number or letter 
would be found). 

Large business firms, or mailers of large mailings, 
may bypass the time-consuming (for the post office) 
cancellation of each individual piece of mail; and just 
as there are mass mailing permits available in the 
United States, similar arrangements are in existence 
in the Swiss and Liechtenstein postal systems. 

Thus one may find, especially on bulletins or 
magazines, printed together with the periodicals title, 
etc., in a variety of forms, but usually in a rectangle, 
the P.P. and the town name (Fig. 19). Such mail need 
not go through any cancellation process, but is usually 
prebundled or sacked (and weighed rather than 
counted). 

Other firms and mailers of large quantities of 
identical pieces use privately produced rubber stamps 

In the mid-1950s, or thereabouts many smaller 
offices (in Switzerland and Liechtenstein) received 
what is best described as "clip-on" P.P. devices that 
were attachable to those offices' regular cds. (Figs. 
11-14). The initial clip-on type letters were seriffed, 
and the use of this device occurred with a great 
variety of cds. Sometimes one gets the impression that 
in some offices a really old canceller was unearthed 
from some drawer and the P.P. device left on 
permanently. In other offices, (especially where only 
one cds. was available), the P.P. clip was slid on and 

taken off upon demand. 
A newer type of "clip-on" P.P. device has been seen 

used together with the new cds. 
(with postal direction number), 
and this seriffed and slightly 
larger bold face type probably 
was issued to the respective 
offices when they exchanged 
their old type cds. for the new, 
numbered ones. Figures 15 and 
16 show two similar examples of 
this later type. 

Upon issuance of the regular 
cds. with postal direction 
number the current type of 
"postage prepaid" date strikes  

(just as there are mailer's permit rubber stamps in this 
country). These devices, of which a number are 
reproduced under Figure 20, are found in almost any 
color as well as size. Most of them are boxed. Some, 
however, imitate the octagonal, neutral device of the 
smallest towns; Others spell out PORTO PAGATO, 
PORT PAYE, or GEBUHR BEZAHLT... and as long as 
the post office gets its money upon posting of such a 
large mailing, nobody cares what the P.P. marking 
looks like. Collecting these private marking would be 
quite an undertaking (of the waste basket type 
collecting because no one seems to be interested in 

keeping these items. 
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PP (Postage Prepaid) Hand CDS 
Part 47 

Postage Paid or Postage Prepaid (PP) cancellations 
and markings were known in Switzerland already in 
prestamp times, and Winkler's handbook on early 
cancellations shows, as figure 447, a very charming cds, 
seemingly in use from 1845-1850 (Fig. 1). Related to 
these early PP markings were the PD ("paid to destina-
tion") or even the PF ("paid to the frontier") marks, some 
of them also incorporated in cds, such as the PD types of 
Geneva (with kangaroo pouch) of the 1870s. The Strubel 
and Seated Helvetia perforated stamps marked with any 
of these letters usually command a hefty premium. 

Since this series of installments concerns itself with 
twentieth century postmarks and cancellations, however, 
we must at first clarify the more recent meaning of these 
same letters PP. In our century (where prepayment of 
postage is a must, and is usually achieved by the affixing 
of postage stamps, the PP in a cancellation substitutes 
for the affixing of all stamps, and these special cancella-
tions of markings in about 95% of all instances encoun-
tered are found on stampless letters (almost always mass 
mailings of at least 50 identical circulars, printed matter, 
C.O.D. cards requesting payment of annual dues that can 
be sent at a somewhat cheaper rate than individual 
printed matter and without the annoyance of having to 
affix stamps to each item), or they are found on parcel 
cards for international mail where this PP cancellation 
replaces sticking large amounts of stamps in a place too 
small for the purpose. 

PP cancellations are also occasionally found on very 
high denomination singles, blocks, or even sheets. From 
about 1910 to about 1930, cancelled postage stamps were 
given, upon request, to the person posting these mass 
mailings, in the manner of a receipt, and if 10,000 pieces 
were posted at 2 or 3 cts. each, one received 20 or 30 ten 
franc stamps, canceled PP in return. Later, and to this 
day, a postal receipt took the place of actual stamps. 
(Hence no 20 Fr. Evangelists will surface as entire 
sheets!!) 

There are two types of PP date cancellations: cds, 
and roller cds. Only the first of these, plus a dateless 
item will be discussed here. PP roller cancels will be 
covered and illustrated together with other roller cancel-
lations in a separate instalment. Machine PPs also exist. 

The introduction of special PP hand cancelers 
occurred shortly after 1910. At least earliest specimens 
seen to date seem to verify this statement. Initially only 
large post offices and branches were given their design 
(Fig. 2). Most of these early types show the postal station 
branch below the town name, above the "floating" date 
bridge—an easy recognition factor for these types, by the 
way—and relatively few fleuron-type PP markings, from 
somewhat smaller towns, exist with an empty space 
between town name and date bridge (Fig. 3). 

Small towns were also given the means of making 
possible the mailing of unstamped mass mailings; but 
these towns were given an octagonal, dateless PP 
marking (Fig. 4) that was to be struck on each piece next 
to the towns' regular circular date strikes. 
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Fahrpost (Parcel and Declared Value) Cancels 
Part 48 

Boxed cancellations with a date have existed in 
Switzerland since about 1845, and the rectangular Aarau 
strike is quite often seen on letters from pre-stamp 
times. But these early boxed-date strikes, until about 
1875, were simply one of a multitude of town cancella-
tions then in use in Switzerland, and both the Winkler 
and the Andres and Emmenegger cancellation catalogues 
will yield quite a number of these rectangles. 

The items for discussion today are very special 
cancellations, used from about 1878 for items carried by 
the so-called Fahrpost, or that branch of the postal 
service responsible for the delivery of items to addresses 
by horse-drawn conveyance. Such a mode of service 
immediately suggests heavy items, to wit, parcels, and 
the reader's assumptions for once are correct. What is 
generally not known, though, is the fact that another 
"heavy" type of mail, that concerning value articles as 
well as often C.O.D. items according to Swiss tradition 
were transported and delivered together with the parcels 
from about the mid-1870s to the end of the 1920s, and 
the very distinct, dated, rectangular box strikes with 
lettering in sans serif type were those belonging to clerks 
accepting items for that service branch. 

Since most parcel post strikes on inland parcels were 
lost to collectors either because of illegibility or because 
no one saves entire parcel wrappings for his stamp 
collection (!), one must resort, for entire pieces onto 
which these cancellations are struck, either to parcel 
cards accompanying parcels to foreign countries (Fig. 1, 
excerpt from a parcel card to Germany (1873) with 
thirteen 1 Fr. Seated Helvetias, gold, canceled by the 
three-line BASEL FAHRPOSTAUF—GABE marking), or to 
wrappers, envelopes, or even cards transported by the 
delivery-by-carriage service because of their declared 
value, or their need to be delivered only upon payment of 
the requested cash. The entires shown below, or the 
major portions thereof; clearly demonstrate their specific 
nature as postal matters and also show the two principal 
types of these cancellations (two-line, or three-line) as 
well as one of the few exceptions. 

Fig 2 and 3 are examples of value-declared letters, 
one from Luzern, from a bank, for the ridiculous sum of 
30 centimes mailed in a tiny envelope; the other a letter 
of 1895, from Yverdon to Thun, that contained 2000 
Francs, a very large sum in those days. Both envelopes 
are of heavy yellow stock, apparently a postal require-
ment, and both also have a numbered sticker attached, 
for control and tracing purposes. 

The three items shown as Fig. 3a are all C.O.D. 
items, and the word NACHNAHME (with similar terms in 
French or in Italian) simply means that. One is on a 5  

cts. postal card (from Zurich) with a two-line strike and 
added franking; the one from Romanshorn, with three 
lines is a collection card for a magazine subscription; and 
the third, with a singularly large and horizontally 
divided cancel known only from Bern (here 1890) is a 
monthly bill from a newspaper to an advertiser, payable 
as C.O.D. These items do not bear a number because 
nothing of value is enclosed, but the money will be 
collected from the recipient (if he accepts the charge). 

By no means did all Swiss post offices own such 
rectangular cancelers. It seems that only first-class 
offices, plus some important branches in larger cities 
were using them, or cantonal capitals such as Glarus or 
Altdorf, then and still now rather small towns. Maybe all 
the above-named palaces did have a separate par-
cel/Fahrpost window, and that might be the solution to 
this slight puzzle. 

Figure 5 shows a few of the two-line markings, all 
alike but for their actual length which depended on the 
length of the town's name. Figure 6 shows a few three-
line items where the third line indicates the canton 
(REJNACH AARGAU), branch (FmB0uRG SiJCC.URSALE), or 
service (CHAUX-DE-FONDS EXPED.MESSAG.). 

Related to the three-line types is the item shown as 
Fig. 7, from the Swiss post office abroad, in Chiavenna 
(Italy) which must have handled many money transac-
tions and parcels because it is the only Swiss post office 
abroad known to have had such a rectangular, dated 
device. 

And Fig. 8 shows a much more modern version of 
these cancellations, probably used experimentally in 
Bern only. This strike is definitely a money branch item; 
but the frame is absolutely rectangular (while the other, 
earlier strikes all had mildly rounded corners, and 
furthermore the Bern item features the date at top and 
the town below. 

By about 1930 most of these rectangles disappeared, 
after having served in most instances for fifty to sixty 
years and thus being found on all issues from the Seated 
Helvetia of the 1870's to the high values of 1914 and 
1924, and anything in between.. .except that you quite 
likely will have great trouble finding them on Pro 
Juventute stamps, or on airmails; but on postage due 
stamps they do occur. 

Not all of these rectangles were retired, however, 
and some may be in use to this day. Thus the dated 
rectangle from Glarus, for about forty years now, has 
been used at the Glarus railway station to obliterate 
mail deposited in the station mailbox after closing hours 
of the post office or on weekends. At least this strike 
looks as if at one time it had been the "Fahrpost" item. 
And in Bulle, this same canceler also was used, at least 
until 1955, at the railway station. 
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Railroad & Rail Station Markings 
Part 49-50 

A coverage of several aspects of rail cancellations in 
Switzerland has been attempted and successfully 
achieved; but a complete picture of all aspects is yet to be 
written. (There are none to speak of in Liechtenstein 
except for the Austrian train line from Buchs in Switzer-
land to Feldkirch in Austria that once upon a time 
stopped in Liechtenstein to pick up mail posted at the 
three stations, and then canceled them with the Austrian 
RPO marks in use at that time.) 

Yours truly would like to try to proceed at least one 
step beyond what has been produced so far, and there-
fore the next ten or so installments in this bulletin will 
occupy themselves with the various aspects of Swiss 
railway and railway station cancellations. For years, Roy 
Christian discussed in detail all named rail post office 
(RPO) markings, from their inception to the present, and 
his articles are most valuable (Helvetia Philatelic society 
Newsletter, 1967-68 through 1969 or beyond); Alfred 
Muller, in the new edition of the Andres and Emme-
negger Handbook of Swiss Cancellations and Markings, 
revised, and covering the period through 1907, has 
illustrated dozens of items having to do with mobile 
modes of transportation; Paul Jenzer, Sr. already back in 
1944 (when he was in his seventies) provided the first 
(and so far only) attempt at covering the complicated, 
sticky area of train station cancellations (including ship 
stations, covered here together with the Swiss ship posts 
about two years ago); and Felix Grafe, in 1951, published 
a little monograph on "The Development of the Traveling 
Post Offices" (of Switzerland) in Halle an der Saale. 
Yours truly has also tried his hand at short notes in 
specialized aspects of this collecting specialty, but has 
always to date shied away from attempting a full 
coverage.. .for obvious reasons as you soon may see. 

This initial instalment will introduce the total field 
much in the manner of a short article written for the 
Amateur Collector's Swiss Philatelist in 1964 (Spring! 
Summer) and in it something resembling an index was 
presented. When collecting this field one must carefully 
distinguish between the following divisions: 

Early Named route cancellations (1859-77), with sub- 
divisions: 

Single ring cancellations 
Double ring cancellations 
Cancellations with continuous bridge 
Ambulant Circulaire markings 

Early "Plain Ambulant" plus RPO number and train 
number cancellations: 

Ambulant plus RPO number, fine segment bars 
Bahnpost plus RPO number, idem 
Ambulant plus RPO number, coarse segment bars 
Ambulant plus RPO number, without segment 

bars 
Other types 

Private Line Named route cancellations (from about 
1890) on: 

(there occur about five different types)  

Large "Plain ambulant" plus RPO number and train 
number cancellations: 

Ambulant 
Bahnpost 

"Plain Ambulant" without RPO number (only with 
train number): 

Ambulant 
Bahnpost 
Ambulante (all three above with or without bars) 
Bahnpost/Ambulant with or without bars 
Ambulant/Bahnpost with or without bars 

Twentieth Century Named RPO cancellations: 
Federal lines 
Private lines 
Lines giving only the company's name or the region 

covered (each of these exist in a great variety 
of strikes and types) 

Station Straightlines found on mail posted on RPOs: 
Handwritten station names found on mail posted on 
RPOs: 
Streetcar or Interurban straightline marking(s): 
International lines markings: 
Train Station cancellations: 

As used on internal messages or on railway stamps 
As used on first class mail 
Old station numbering system 
New station numbering system 
Double Circle 
Rimless circle 
Oval 
Semi-circle and rimless semi-circle 
Squares 
Undivided rectangles 
Vertically divided rectangles 
Horizontally divided rectangles 
Multi-divided rectangles 
Straightlines with or without date 
German stations of the federal railways 
Automobile station cancellations 
Ship station cancellations 
Cable car and aerial tramway station cancellations 

Foreign postmarks and RPO marks on Swiss stamps: 
Swiss postmarks on foreign stamps: 
Varia: 

From this lengthy and most likely incomplete list of 
topics all may eventually be treated here; but it will take 
time, errors, corrections, and patience. Just because the 
chapters of Swiss RPO and RR station cancellation 
collecting are so involved, they offer a tremendous 
challenge to any serious collector; and everyone may rest 
assured that it will be absolutely impossible to ever hope 
for a complete collection even of one aspect of the above 
listing, and the reasons will be given as this overview 
progresses. 

I know of one collector who is only interested in those 
railway station cancellations on regular postal matters 
that do not conform in language of town and date bridge! 
Many Italian Swiss stations at one time were given 
canceling devices with German month names, and many 
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German Swiss stations for years or decades used similar 
devices with French indication of the month. 

As for total number of different cancellations, about 
900 Federal RR stations and a like amount of private 
railway stations use their station mark on first class 
mail, especially on weekends, and since the rubber 
devices may wear quickly, each station since 1925 may 
have used from 10 to 25 different cancelers. Similarly 
RPO routes between 1875 and 1912 were reassigned 
semi-annually; thus this field is endless as well! 

A few and brief historic notes, plus map abstractions 
of the Swiss railway system follow. They might be 
helpful for identification purposes of locations and lines 
since individual maps of each line will not be given. 

The first railway on Swiss soil was the extension of 
the French line from Strasbourg (Alsatia) to the French 
border town of Huningue/Huningen. Inaugurated in 1841 
it was brought into Basel on June 15, 1844. 

The first line inside Switzerland was the "Spanisch 
Broth-Bahn" from Zurich to Baden (1847; centennial 
properly celebrated in 1947 with stamps) from which it 
was said that hot cross buns put on at one end would still 
be warm when taken off at the other end, a major cause 
of wonderment then. 

By 1860 (Map I) the so-called "flat" part of the 
country possessed a continuous railway net, albeit built 
by a variety of companies, and Basel, then the country's 
largest city by far, and Bern, as well as Sion in the 
Valais, Thun, Luzern, Glarus, and Chur in the Gnsons 
were reachable by rail. 

By 1880 (Map II) the second, competing trans-
Helvetic line was operating (Lausanne-Romont-Fri-
bourg-Bern-Burgdorf-Olten; now the main line) and a 
rival to the line Olten-Aarau-Baden-Zurich-Winte-
rthur, from Zofingen via Suhr (bypassing Aarau)-Lenz-
burg-Baden-Oberstadt-.Wettingen-Winterthur (bypass-
ing Zurich) also was in service, heralding both the 
immense impact of the "iron horse" on the country's  

rapidly expanding growth, but also the eventual collapse 
of the entire rail line building business by private 
parties. By 1880 the first narrow-gauge or mountain cog-
wheel lines were operating (Giessbach-Hotel Giessbach 
funicular; Vitznau-Rigi and Arth-.Goldau-Rigi; Zu-
nch-Uetliberg; Liestal-Waldenburg; Lausanne-Echal-
lens; Herisau-Urnasch; Rorschach-Heiden). The lines in 
the Valais and in Glarus were extended to Brig and 
Linthal respectively (the latter expected to become the 
rail head for a trans-alpine tunnel), and in Ticino the 
Italian line to Como was extended to Lugano, plus the 
Locarno-Bellinzona-Biasca segment of the later Got-
thard railway built. 

And by 1900 the basic and very dense rail-net of 
Switzerland had been more or less completed, with 
dozens of narrow-gauge lines interconnecting with the 
main lines, and in the same year the acquisition of the 
major lines by the Swiss Confederation (public vote of 
1897) began. 

To proceed to more modern times, a final 
map/abstraction, from the Federal Railway Time Table 
(published twice a year) is shown; and it gives not only 
the then still existing rail lines (several have bitten the 
dust since) but, in dotted lines, the P'I'T-owned/admin-
istered rail lines and concession bus lines of the country, 
a handy reference to any collector of "things that move" 
in Switzerland. The discontinued lines, through 1970 are 
shown as well. 

On most of these lines, including an amazing number 
of tiny local railroads, called "regional" in their cancella-
tions at times, traveling post offices or railway post 
offices (RPO) circulated, and still circulate, as part of 
passenger trains, freight trains, or special RPO-only 
compositions. Since the railways, the postal system and 
customs are all administered by the same federal depart-
ment it becomes quite easily understood that a coopera-
tion between these three branches is sought, resulting in 
personnel savings and in better, faster service. 
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Swiss Ambulant (RPO) Markings 
Part 51 

As early as 1848 the Swiss parliament reserved for 
itself the right to govern and regulate the Swiss railroad 
network, then just beginning to take form but at that 
time strictly proposed and financed by private interests. 

In the revised federal constitution of 1874, and based 
on a law issued in 1872, concerning the establishment 
and administration of railroads on the territory of 
Switzerland, Article 26 unmistakably stated: The 
governing of the construction and administration of 
railroads in Switzerland is an inalienable domain of the 
federal government. 

From then on the federal government encouraged 
mergers of railroad lines that were unhealthily compet-
ing with each other, resulting in the survival of these 
major companies: SOS (Suisse Occidentale Simplon), 
western Switzerland and Valais; JBL (Jura—Bern—
Luzern), centered in Bern; SCB (Schweizerische Central-
bahngesellschaft) operating from Basel; NOB (Schwei-
zerische Nordostbahn) operating from Zurich; VSB 
(Vereinigte Schweizerbahnen) centered in St. Gallen; GB 
(Gotthardbahn) operating from Luzern. 

In 1889-90, the SOS and the JBL merged, to be 
renamed JSB (Jura—Simplon Railway). The federal 
government bought large parcels of stocks, and this 
action eventually, although over enormous public 
objection initially, resulted in the establishment of the 
Swiss National Railways (SBB: Schweizerische Bundes-
bahnen; CFF: Chemins-de-fer Federaux; FFS: Ferrovie 
Federali Svizzere (earlier Italian abbreviation SFF)). 

In 1900 the Confederation acquired the SCB; in 1901 
the NOB, as well as the Bozberg line (Basel—Zurich), the 
Sud-Aargauerbahnen, the Wohlen—Bremgarten and the 
VSB, plus the Toggenburg valley railroad. In 1903 it 
acquired the JSB and in 1909-10 the St. Gotthard RR 
and its Ticino Canton branch lines of regular gauge. 

Currently, almost seventy years later, negotiations 
are underway to purchase the BLS (Bern—Lotsch-
berg—Simplon) and the narrow gauge RhB (Rhatische 
Bahnen; Grisons), both heavily subsidized money losers 
and burdens on their cantonal administrations. 

As will be seen later, this still left dozens, if not 
hundreds of small independent lines operating by 
themselves, and a great many of these little lines prided 
themselves of operating RPO services, with cancelers 
announcing the lines' end points, such as Yverdon—
Ste.Croix, Basel—Fluh, Wil—Konstanz, Biasca—Acqua- 
rossa, Bulle—Broc (31/2 miles), Burgdorf—Thun, Ramsel—
Sumiswald—Huttwil, etc. (Listings of the existing types 
will follow under respective headings.) While larger 
railroads, from their inception, were obliged to transport 
RPOs and the personnel manning them without compen-
sation, small, regional lines enjoyed compensation for 
these same services. 

The first RPOs, according to Roy Christian, were 
introduced on the Zurich—Baden—Brugg line in the fall of 
1857, on the Northeastern RR in 1855, and on the VSB 
in 1856. However, neither Christian nor Muller, in the 
new Andres & Emmenegger, have come up with cancella- 

tions showing dates earlier than 1858. The federal 
government had previously announced the construction 
of special RPO cars in 1856, as well as their introduction 
on October 12, 1857. 
A) Single Ring Cancellations 

It must be assumed then that Swiss RPO cancella-
tions commence with the year of 1858. The two strikes 
shown as Figs. 1 and 2 should be called Type I, with 
Name of Company at foot. This is actually a unique 
strike (most likely both are different hammers of the 
same basic cancellation) because it could be used on any 
line of that railroad (while all other types gave the actual 
names of the two towns between which the RPO moved). 

The cancellation shows the following, at top, in sans 
serif letters: SCHWEIz(erische) BAHNPOST (Swiss train 
mail). Below that the number of the train to which the 
postal wagon was attached, Z meaning Zug, or train, 
with the French 'Rrain) appearing on some of these early 
types as well. As a rule, all trains in one direction are 
assigned even numbers, and those going the other way, 
uneven ones; but quite often it seems that the clerks may 
have forgotten to change numbers. Anyhow, our two 
strikes show Zug 4, and 14. Below that appears the day 
and (Roman) month, and below that the year (four 
digits), and at the bottom, in serif letters, NORDOSTBMIN. 

Type hA is quite similar to Type I except that the 
two "rail-heads" are named (Fig. 3). Type hIB is almost 
identical to Type hA except for the lettering of the two 
town names which now is also in sans serif letters. 
Further minimal differences may be observed between 
the two words at top: sometimes there is a dot after 
SCHWEIZ, sometimes a dash, and sometimes nothing. 

Type IIA are known on: AARAU-ZURICH (two types); 
BASEL-OLTEN (two types); ZURICH-AARAU (two types). 
Type hIB are known on: AARAU-BERN (two types); 
BERN-AARAU (two types); OLTEN-BASEL (two types). 

At times the clerks mixed up the proper order of the 
date and train number lines, and one may find the year 
at top, only a number of the train without "Z" in front of 
it, or even a month in slanted letters instead of numbers. 

Muller, in Andres and Emmenegger, lists all these 
and some following types in Group 83. He also records 
the train numbers so far observed. 

Type III is reasonably similar to Type II except the 
top reads BAHNPOST only (without SCHwEIz). All rail 
heads are given in serif type (Fig. 5): 
CHUR-ST. GALLEN (year date 2 and 4 digits) 
CHUR-ZURICH 
GLARUS-ZURICH 
ST. GALLEN-CHUR (year date 2 and 4 digits) 
ST. GALLEN-ZURICH (year date 2 and 4 digits) 
ZURICH-CHUR (idem) 
ZURICH-GLARTJS (idem) 
ZURICH-ST. GALLEN (idem) 

Both Type II and Type III are found on letters from 
the late 1850s to the mid-1860s, with a few later occur-
rences. The majority of early RPO strikes appear on the 
backs of letters (postal cards were not yet invented), as 
transit marks. They are quite infrequently observed on 
stamps, and a Strubel on an entire with an RPO strike 

p. 
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commands a hefty premium! Even on a Seated Helvetia, 
1862-1881, a train P0 strike adds at least $3.00 (de- 
pending on the line, up to $20.00) to a stamp on cover. 

Type IV makes allowances for Switzerland's tn- 
linguality, by replacing the German only BAHNPOST by 
the abbreviation BP.BA. (BahnpostlBureau Ambulant) 
which now appears at the bottom at both sides of a Swiss 
cross (Fig. 6), and the rail-heads are at the top. All Type 
IV are in sans serif letters only. The following have been 
recorded, again with occasionally reversed or mixed-up 
date lines, from 1861 to 1865, with a few uses to 1875: 
AARAU—BERN 

AARAU(—)NEUcHATEL 
AARAU-WJNTERIHUR 

CHUR-ST. GALLEN 

CHUR-ZURICH 

GENE VA-NEUCHATEL (one known) 
NEUCHATEL-GENEVA 
NEUCHATEL-GENEVA 

ROMANSHORN-ZURICH 

ST. GALLEN-CHUR 

ST. GALLEN—ZURICH 

WINTERTHUR—AARAU 

ZURICH-CHUR (some with a fractional Z.#) 
ZURICH—ROMANSHORN 

ZURICH-ST. GALLEN 

For several of these lines more than one hammer 
may have existed, but differences are too minimal to be 
discussed here (dots or no dots after BP. or BA., slightly 
varying Swiss crosses, two or four digit year date, etc.) 

Type V looks just like Type IV, except that now the 
BP. or BA. is absent and only the appearance of two 
locality names divulge that this is an RPO strike (Fig. 7): 
These lines are known, with usage times from 1863-70. 
AARAU—BERN 

AARATJ—ZURICH 

BASEL-OLTEN 

BERN-PONTARLIER 

BERN-ROMANSHORN 

BERN-ZURICH 

CHUR-ZURICH 

GENE VA—NEUCHATEL 

GENE VA—SION 

LUZERN-ZURICH 

NEUCHATEL-GENEVA 

NEUCHATEL-PONTARLIER 

OLTEN-ST. GALLEN 

OLTEN-ZURICH 

PONTARLIER-NEUCHATEL 

PONTARLIER-N-BERN 

ROMANSHORN-BERN 

ROMANSHORN-OLTEN 

ROMANSHORN-ZURICH 

ST. GALLEN-OLTEN 

SARGANS-ZURICH 

SION-GENEVA 

ZURICH—BERN I, II, III, IV 

ZURICH—CHUR 

ZURICH—SARGANS 

ZURICH-ROMANSHORN 

Type VI, so far known only for the line AMBT. 
NEUCHATEL—PONTARLIER (Fig. 8) concludes the single 
ring, named RPO cancellations (known in 1862). 

Type VII, also a single ring used in the 1860s, varies 
from all previous ones in that this type (Grp. 74 in A&E) 
gives no town names and apparently was used in RPOs 
that traveled a circular route, such as Lau-
sanne-Neuchatel-Biel-Solothurn-Herzogenbuchsee-
Burgdorf-Bern-Fribourg-Lausanne (Fig. 9). In this 
single-ring type, the A.MBui'r CffiCULffiE marking (also 
most often found on the reverse of letters) exist with 
route numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, which meant different 
routes every year or even half-year (as listed for 1863-
1869 in Andres & Emmenegger). 

Part 52 
It has been mentioned previously that the Swiss 

federal authorities, through the Department of Posts, 
Customs, and Railways had the right to "impose" on the 
railroads what they felt would be to the good for the 
entire population. Thus the Post Office Department 
could advise the roads which passenger trains (or other 
runs) would carry a postal car and at what points a 
speedy connection to the next rail segment (owned by 
another company) would have to be made. If one pauses 
to think about different companies regulating their 
passenger, freight, and postal timetables, then a trip of 
250 miles, from Geneva to Chur, involving as many as 
ten different companies, might have taken three days! 

To avoid unnecessary delay of the mails, annual (and 
more frequently, semi-annual) master time-tables were 
published in which each mail-run was assigned a num-
ber, regardless of the company carrying it. RPOs on that 
particular route were numbered No. 17, No. 34, or No. 
47A for the entire trip (or sometimes even more than one 
trip a day). The individual train company's train number, 
however, was also shown after the date. Thus a double 
check of sorts was established, and since all transiting 
mail originally had to be postmarked in the RPOs (as 
well as main posted onto the train or into station mail 
boxes), a very exact control was possible. 

Table V shows the lower half of one such timetable 
for 1874. The upper half contains graphic drawings of all 
lines' volume of service and is not of importance here. 
The table shows the following: in Roman numbers I 
through XI, the postal district under whose direct control 
a certain RPO moves; the basic run number of each RPO 
(literally this would mean that in 1874 there were 42 
RPO cars in existence (40, plus 1A and 17A); the number 
of kilometers each of the offices traveled each day; and 
the localities between each RPO circulated. Some of 
these RPOs used only the run number as their identifica-
tion; others might use the actual town names, or Amb. 
Circulaire, or whatever. 

The term Doppelkurs indicates that certain RPOs 
would circulate twice a day over the entire route, such as 
run 28, 29, or 30, all under postal district VII (Luzern). 
Nos. 28 and 29 thus traveled a total of 220 km a day, 
meaning that the actual length of the line Luzern-Olten 
is 55 km, but also that there were four mail trains 
circulating on that route each day in both directions. In 
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that year runs 8 and 25 did not exist; they were part of 
another RPO run. But six months later they might well 
be re-established! 

All of this is said to acquaint the reader with the 
rather extreme complexity of collecting Swiss RPO 
strikes in a logical and complete manner. Unless one 
owns all basic RPO tables and route assignments for 
every year, from about 1865 to 1910, it will be absolutely 
impossible to assign the numbered runs to a certain 
route, even if the letter or card shows the place of origin 
on the message side, or even if a posting mark (to be 
discussed later) appears on the piece of mail. 

In 1866 (thanks to Roy Christian) there were 30 RPO 
lines; in 1869 there were 37, plus five ship RPOs on Lake 
Zurich and Lake Luzern; in 1874 there were 42; and in 
1882 there ware at least 61 on main lines. 

In the observation of RPO cancellations and transit 
marks we progressed through the single rings and into 
the Ambulant Circulaire types. 
B) Double Ring Cancellations 

The Ambulant Circulaire offices, in addition to the 
four listed single ring markings, also possessed three 
other types of cancelers: Type VIII (Fig. 10) is a double 
circle, with "floating date," plus the train's number; Type 
IX (Fig. 11) is a double circle with an unusual, dotted 
outer ring; Type X (Fig. 12) (illustrations from Andres & 
Emmenegger if absent from your reporter's collection) is 
an entirely new type, with bars in the upper and lower 
circular segments, a large cross inside a circle at the foot, 
and an enclosed date bridge. Only those shown are 
known to exist. There are several types of "named" 
double ring cancellations for the same period as well. 

Type XL closely resembles, except for the Swiss cross 
at the bottom, French RPO markings of the same period, 
and the A (meaning, to) between the towns shown is 
French as well. These markings are known only for 
B asel—Olten, Olten—B asel, Neuchatel—Pontarlier, and 
Pontarlier—Neuchatel. For a while it was thought that 
French RPO cars might have traveled over these two 
lines (Basel's station accommodates both French and 
Swiss trains); but no proof whatsoever backs up this 
interesting surmise. Years of occurrence are 1863-1866. 

Type XLI is easily recognized by the AMB(ulant) in 
front of the route's end-points, (Fig. 14). Again the date 
and train number "float" on three lines. The following 
cancellations have become known to date of this type: 
AMB.BERNE—BIENNE—LAUSANNE 

AMB.GENEVE—NEIJCHATEL 

AMB.H(ERZOGEN)BtJCHSEE—LAUSANNE 1 & 2 
AMB.LAUSANNE—BERN (no number of run) 
AMB.LAUSANNE—BERNNO. 1,2,3,4, 
AMB.LAUSANNE—H.BIJCHSEE NO.1 & 2 
AMB.LAUSANNE—BIENNE—BERN 

AMB.SIERRE—BOUVERET (elusive) 
Usually RPO markings are struck in black; but blue 

rarely occurs as well. Years of occurrence are 1865-1869. 
As Roy Christian shows convincingly by comparing 

the named endpoints on the cancelers with the annual 
list of RPO runs, some offices did not always travel the 
entire distance of the route named in their cancellation,  

and this may have been one reason why the "named" 
RPO cancelers for main lines were replaced by "num- 
bered" ones by about 1880 (with one or two exceptions). 

But before this happened, two more groups of double 
ring markings were introduced, and the latter of these is 
the most frequently seen of all the early types. 

Type XLII is very similar to Type XII, but AMB. in 
front of the town names is absent (Fig. 15). The following 
cancelers are known to date: 
GENEVA—LAUSANNE—GENEVA 
GENEVA—SION—GENEVA 

LUZERN—OLTEN—LIJZEEN 

LTJZERN—ZURICH—LtJZEEN 

SION—GENEVA--SION 

ZURICH—LUZERN—ZURICH 

For the first time it was attempted (years of use; 
1865-1869) to use the same postmark for an RPO's trips 
hither and yon—an improvement! 

Type XIVA, similar to general appearance to Type 
X(Fig. 12), shown here as Fig. 16, prominently displays 
the large Swiss cross at the bottom, in a circle, and the 
endpoints are given in serif, often bold, lettering (years 
of use: 1867-1875): 
AARAU—THTJN 

BASEL—OLTEN 

BIEL—HERZOGENBTJCHSEE 
CHUR—ZURICH 

GENEVA—CULOZ 

GENE VA—NEUCHATEL 

GENE VA—SION NO. I, II, III, IV, V 

HERZOGENBUCHSEE—BIEL 

LAUSANNE—BERN NO. I, II, III, IV 

LAUSANNE—NEUCHATEL 
PONTARLIER—BERN 

ZURICH—ROMANSHORN 

Type XLVB is identical to Type XJVA, except for the 
sans serif lettering at top. Fig. 17 shows a few of these 
markings (some of which have a BP in front) of which 
there are in existence a great number and some of which 
were in use from 1868 through 1889. The following have 
been recorded to date: 
BASEL—BERN—BASEL (scarce) 
BASEL—OLTEN 

BP.BERN—ROMANSHORN 

BERN—ROMANSHORN (3 variants) 
BERN—BIEL—BERN 

CHtJR—ZURICH--CHUR 

EBNAT—WYL—EBNAT 

GENEVA—BALE (several variants) 
GENE VA—SION I (scarce) 
GLARUS—ZURICH—GLARIJS 

HERZOGENBUCHSEE—LAUSANNE 

H.BUCHSEE—LAUSANNE 

LAUSANNE—HERZOGENBTJCHSEE 

LAUSANNE—H.BIJCHSEE 

LUZERN—OLTEN—LUZERN NO. I and II 
LUZERN—ZURICH—LUZERN NO. I and II 
NEUCHATEL—PONTARUER 
PONTARLIER—NEjJCHATEL 

BP.ROMANSHORN—BERN 
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ROMANSHORN-BERN (2 or more variants) 
ST. GALLEN-SARGANS-ST. GALLEN 

BP.SCHAFFHAUSEN-WINTERTHUR 

SIERRE-BOUVERET (infrequent) 
On cover and on stamps, these strikes are not too 

common. On postal cards they are quite frequently 
encountered, as well as on backs of letters. Each of these 
strikes may appear with up to ten different train num-
bers after the date. 

Finally, Fig. 18 shows an "odd" strike for the interna-
tional line MONTREUX-CHAUX-DE-FONDS (both directions 
exist) on which, in addition to the towns, the actual run 
number (23) is indicated quite uniquely (1885-1904). 

Part 53 
We now leave "named" RPO cancellations tempo-

rarily to investigate the "numbered only" types, in use 
from about 1871 through 1909 or 1910. As mentioned in 
earlier (and shown in Table V) all RPO runs were 
assigned frequently changing run numbers (although the 
lowest numbers were assigned to runs emanating from 
Geneva and western Switzerland, and these low num-
bers very often remained the same for the same run for 
years or decades). There are five basic types of "num-
bered" RPO cancellations, each with a few subtypes: 

Type XVI, in essence, has a continuous date bridge 
above the large cross within the circle (at foot). Subtype 
A has the legend Ambulant and fine bars in the two 
semi-circular segments. Subtype B has coarse bars, but 
otherwise being identical to Type XVJ-A. Type XVI-C is 
identical to Type XVI-A except that the word at top is 
Bahnpost instead of Ambulant. Within these subtypes 
one may note slight variations of different hammers for 
the same run number, such as differences in No. or in the 
size of the number. And then there is a Type XVI-D 
where the number of the run either fell out or was 
excised on purpose. Since this type occurs for several 
years, its existence is more than an accident. These 
variations of Type XVI are shown in Fig. 19 through 22. 
Of these types the following route numbers have been 
seen to date: Ambulant (fine bars): 1, la, 2, 3, 3., 4, 5, 
5., 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17., 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 25, 26,27, 28,29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 44, 45, 
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 55a, 57, 58, 59, 60., 
also No. 17 at left & B.C.; Ambulant (coarse bars): 15, 
30, 31, 42; Bahnpost: 19, 21, 32, 36, 42, 43. 

About forty to fifty percent of these numbered-only 
types occur on entires together with station "posting 
marks", or straightlines of those towns where the RPO 
stopped and picked up mail, marking it in a distinct way. 

Type XVII, only known until now for RPO runs No. 
6 and No. 7, has an enclosed bridge (Fig. 23), fine bars, 
and the large cross at the bottom. 

Type XVIII is the most common of all these types. 
Instead of a large circled cross, this type (Fig. 24) fea-
tures a small cross below a continuous bridge. Both 
circular segments have coarse bars of varying number, 
shown in the list below in parentheses after each known 
number of this type. (Slash means uneven numbers of 
bars upper and lower segment; several numbers means 
subtypes with different numbers of bars). 

1 (6) 	 2 (6; 7; 8; 8/9) 
2 (63 hammers) 	3 (6) 
3 (5;6) 	 4 (7;8) 
5 (6;8) 	 5 (5;6;7;8) 
6 (6/7,'7/6) 	6/7 (dbl.#;12) 
7 (6;8) 	 7 (8) 
8 (see below) 	9 (6) 

10 (6) 	 11 (6;7) 
11 (6;7) 	 12 (5;6;7) 
13 (6) 	 13 (5;6;1) 
14 (6;7) 	 15 (5;6;8) 
16 (5;6;7) 	17 (5; two types) 
18 (6;8) 	 18 (6) 
19 (6;8) 	 19 (6/7;8) 
20 (6;7;8) 	21 (6;8) 
22 (5;6;8) 	23 (6;7) 
23 (8) 	 24 (6;7) 
25 (5;6;7;8) 	25 (6;7) 
26 (6;7;8) 	27 (6;7) 
28 (6) 	 29 (5, 6, 8) 
30 (5;6;7) 	31 (6) 
32 (6;7;8) 	33 (6;7;8) 
34 (8) 	 37 (6;8) 
36 (6) 	 36a (7) 
37 (6;8) 	 38 (8) 
39 (6;8) 	 40 (6) 
41 (7;8) 	 42 (7) 
43 (6) 	 44 (6) 

44a (6) 	 45 (8) 
46 (7) 	 47 (6) 

48a (6) 	 50 (8) 
51 (8) 	 54 (8) 
55 (6) 	 56 (6) 
59 (6) 	 60 (6) 
61 (8) 	 63 (6) 
8 (6: two hammers with diam. 25 or 27 mm.; 7) 
Other numbers and subtypes undoubtedly will be 

found; but the above is a good start, or a good reason for 
abandoning the project of collecting them! 

Type XIX (Fig. 25) is a variation of Type XVIII, used 
on the St. Gotthard RR from 1892 to 1908, and only for 
run No. 20. It may be that the bars were excised; but this 
may be a new type of strike altogether. 

Type XX is a much later and larger cancellation 
placed in use about 1904, towards the end of this "num-
ber only" period for the main lines. Fig. 26 shows variant 
XX-A, with AMBULANT at top, two stars, and No., cross, 
and digit at the foot, usually with 7-13 coarse bars. 
Numbers known are: 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, 15, 18, 20, 21, 22, 
25, 28, 80, 32, 33, 40. (The last number was used for 
Brunig line RPOs.) Fig. 27 shows the only known variety 
XX.B, with BAHNPOST in lieu of AMBULANT. Fig. 26a is a 
subtype of Type XX-A (Type XX-Aa); no stars. 

These larger cancelers are known to about 1910 at 
which time a brief, but abandoned, reappearance of 
"named" main line cancellations occurred (to be treated 
in a future instalment) most of which seem to have 
existed only for about two or three years at the most, 
with a few notable exceptions where the named cancella-
tions remained in use through World War II! 
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Newer, "Neutral" Railway Line Cancellations 
(With Bahnpost, Ambulant, Ambulante or Bilin-
gual Legends) 

Part 54 
Figure 22 (Type XVI-D) shows the precursor of what 

became normal for most Swiss RPOs after 1910, a "neu-
tral" cancellation stating AMBULANT (most frequent), 
BAHNPOST (infrequent), AMBULANTE (only one or two lines 
known using that Italian term), BAHNPOST/AMBULANTE or 
AMBULANTIBAHNPOST only, plus the respective train 
number (traceable if one owns the official Swiss time 
table that is published every six months, and in which 
the train numbers also are apt to change frequently!) 
after the date, in numbers varying from one- to five-digit 
numbers, plus occasional letters behind the number. 

These neutral RPO markings had the advantage of 
being usable on any RPO run on any line, and therefore 
they are frequently encountered in use both on federal 
and private lines. A collection of types, (Fig. 28-33), is 
interesting, while a collection attempting to bring 
together all train numbers would be a rather silly 
undertaking since one would need each train number 
every six months (due to reassigning numbers, etc.). 

In the early days of these neutral RPO markings, a 
great number of different types then still in use and 
showing the "No." and the actual RPO run number in the 
lower rim, were adapted to the new use by excising the 
"No." and the number (while retaining the wheels for the 
train number after the date). At the same time some new 
cancellations also must have been distributed; but these 
look identical and, for practical purposes, cannot be 
differentiated from the recut types. 

The oldest looking type of this group derives from 
Type XVI-A (Fig. 19). In its new form (Fig. 28) it did 
service for a few more years. Diameter of this type is 
about 23 mm. It is immediately distinguished by large 
cross. Closely related to this "oldest" type is its recut 
cousin, also with large cross, but with thicker bars (Fig. 
29). Even fewer of these seem to have been in use in this 
excised form, and only through about 1918. Let us call 
Fig. 28 and 29, Type XXI-A and Type XXI-B. In R.L. 
Christian's typology of these "plain" types neither Type 
XXI-A nor Type XXI-B are recorded (Helvetia Newsletter, 
August, 1968, p.  49-51). There is a faint possibility that 
a Type XXJ-C could exist in which the inscription at top 
would be BAHNPOST instead Of AMBULANT; but to date it 
has not been seen by anyone collecting these postal 
markings. 

Figures 30 to 33 represent four sub-varieties of Type 
XXII (a, b, c, d) with 5, 6, 7 and 8 bars, top and bottom 
semi-circular segments, respectively. All of these types, 
with small cross at bottom and AMBULANT at top seem to 
be recuts from earlier types which (as listed then) also 
occur with 5, 6, 7, and 8 bars. It is quite possible that 
here, too, additional subtypes with other numbers of 
bars, or even unequal numbers such as 6 on top and 7 at 
bottom, may be discovered. But all will belong to the 
smaller rim types (about 25 mm) with continuous bridge. 

The AMBULANT cancels with continuous bridge also 
exist in a larger size of 27 mm. Since all chroniclers  

distinguish these from other small size items, we too 
shall do so and call the larger specimens Type XXIII. 
Figure 34 is of the less common type with 7 bars, thus 
Type XXJIIc. Six bars is common, but five, eight, or more 
hatchmarks may occur in this type as well (a, d). 

Whether all cancellations of Type XXIII were recuts 
(with excised numbers at bottom) or not, cannot be 
ascertained. It is likely that the greater part of them 
were, but some may have been manufactured from the 
start in this way. However, over the years anything 
classed above as Type XXII and Type XXIII underwent 
a "face-lifting" by having the bars removed. This pro-
duced a new type: Type XXIV (diameter 24.5-27 mm.; 
no attempt made at subtypes according to diameter). Of 
this same basic cancellation form (with continuous 
bridge) there are also in existence bilingual, "neutral" 
cancelers that say BAHNPOST at top and AMBULANT at the 
bottom. Call it Type XXV. . . .knows this cancellation 
with bars in the two semi-circles (Fig. 36), usually six, 
but other numbers of bars may be in existence, or with 
bars excised (Type XXVI) in a variety of subtypes of 
which two quite strikingly different ones are shown as 
Fig. 37 and 38. Some of these types with bars excised can 
be further subdivided into those with a shaded and those 
with an unshaded cross—an almost limitless undertak-
ing! And if you care to specialize in this type, then you 
must consider not only the form of cross, form and size of 
letters, and diameter. But you may also wish to collect all 
of the different train numbers—.-Good Luck! 

Returning to the single-language types, there is yet 
another recut type in existence: the large double ring 
type with enclosed bridge, fashioned from former Type 
XIX by excising the "No." and the number. This type is 
scarce in German (Type XXVII, with bars, Fig. 39; and 
Type XXVIII, bars excised, Fig. 40) and very common in 
French (AMBULANT only) in which language it occurs in a 
variety of subtypes. Type XXIX (Fig. 41) has seven bars, 
a cross at bottom, and no stars at the sides (scarce); 
Type XXX (Fig. 42-43) comes in at least two sub-forms 
of eight and ten bars, respectively, cross at bottom and 
two stars; and then there is an odd Type XXXI (Fig. 44) 
in which for some reason the date bridge "floats" between 
the bridgeless bars, themselves in such good condition 
that one cannot consider this type a worn down and 
damaged specimen. Some of the French language types 
also were "liberated" of their semi-circle bars, and some 
of them partially recut as well, resulting in new types: 
Type XXXII (Fig. 45), the common type with cross at 
bottom and two stars; Type XXXIII (Fig. 46) only with 
cross at bottom and without stars; Type XXXIV (Fig. 
47), with the cross transplanted into the upper semi-
circle and thus featuring three stars below; and Type 
XXXV (Fig. 48), obviously fashioned from recutting 
previous Type XXXI (Fig. 44). Finally, probably because 
no one on the Centovalli railroad that runs from Domo-
dossola (Italy) to Locarno (Switzerland) wanted either a 
French or even less a German language canceler, that 
line utilized (utilizes to this day??) an Italian language-
only marking, Type XXXVI (Fig. 49). From its looks 
there might have existed an earlier type, with bars; but 

p. 
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it has not been reported until now and thus its existence 
in the earlier form is highly questionable. 

Still of the same basic second form (date bridge 
enclosed in a double ring) one also finds the quite 
common bilingual Type XXXVII (Fig. 50) with 12 bars 
in the two semi-circles and, this is important, with the 
two circles leaving a band of about 4.5 to 5 mm. width 
between them. This type also was recut, and Fig. 51-52 
show the resulting Type XXXVIII, one with a shaded, 
and the other with an unshaded cross in the upper semi-
circle. (Note: one may distinguish not only different 
shapes and sizes of crosses, but also of stars' positions.) 
Closely related to Type XXXVIII is Type XXXIX (Fig. 
53-55). The two differ in the width of the band between 
the two rings. Type XXXJX's band is only 2.5 to 3 mm. 
wide, and the difference is very noticeable when one 
compares the two next to each other. BAHNPOST is always 
at the top; AMBULANT at the bottom. Fig. 53, 54 and 55 
differ only in the number of bars in the segments; 8 
(subtype A); 12 (subtype B); and 14 (subtype C). Other 
numbers of bars may also exist. This "thin rim" type also 
was recut, producing the basic Type XL (Fig. 56) and a 
rather infrequently seen Type XLI (Fig. 57), without a 
Swiss cross. 

Occasionally the normally tidy, perfect and indus-
trious Swiss cancel cutters obviously did less than 
perfect work as Figs. 58-59 show: the bars were not fully, 
or not deeply enough excised and thus show in part. This 
cannot be called a special type (although Roy Christian 
lists them as "special types" in his typology of "key 
types"). But a partially excised type which also forms a 
link between the double rim types with enclosed bridge  

and the following types with "open bridge" definitely is 
a special form (Type XLII; Fig. 60). With narrow rim it 
looks as if not only the bars in the upper segment have 
been excised, but the inner rim lines at both sides of the 
date have been excised as well. 

Fig. 60 is the first type with open date bridge. Of the 
same open bridge type are the remaining "neutral" RPO 
cancellations, many of them in use to this day, while the 
older forms and types seem to be almost retired by now. 

Many of these last types also seem to be the result of 
recutting (and changing either a type with continuous 
bridge or one with enclosed bridge between a double 
outer rim, by removing some inner lines near the date). 
Definitely recut is Type XLIII (small size, made from 
Type XXIV) shown in Fig. 61; and two subtypes; with 
shaded and unshaded cross; but it is sometimes very 
difficult indeed to attribute a certain cross to either 
category. Also recut is the cancel shown in Fig. 63 (Type 
X1VI) with "reversed" bilingual text: AMBULANT at top 
and BAHNPOST at the bottom. It occurs with both shaded 
and unshaded cross and is used on a handful of lines 
only. 

The two last figures, 65 and 66, are Type XLVII-A 
(shaded cross) and Type XLVII-B (unshaded cross), 
respectively. These are currently in use on all federal 
railway lines and on all private lines not using cancella-
tions spelling out the railheads of such lines. They occur 
in a wide variety of subtypes (wide or narrow lettering, 
etc.) and with numbers from one to about 27,000 plus 
letters! 
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Newer, Named Railway Markings 
Part 55 

I have been asked how to collect railway cancellation 
strikes. Well, without pontification, this is my advice, try 
to get one cancellation type each on a complete card or 
envelope, mount it on a page, and then add either 
subtypes or similar types with different train numbers, 
etc. to that page. Most types illustrated in previous 
installments were from cutouts in my collection, and the 
greatest number of these cutouts came from the cheapest 
possible source of origin for cancellation collectors, kilo 
mixtures! 

I have also been asked how much longer this article 
will continue. Well, for railroad and railroad station 
strikes it will probably run all of 1977. Then there are 
the machine cancellations to be dealt with; and then 
some day I may have enough courage to start on the 
regular circular town date strikes. After that there will 
be a number of odds and ends, so that by about 1979 we 
should be through it all as far as the "first round" is 
concerned. Sorry about that. 

Returning to the "named railroad route types" or 
those that carry the names of either the railroad com-
pany or of the endpoints of a run in their design a few 
preambles are necessary. First of all this article is 
immensely helped by the publication of a very similar 
overview, in the Berner Briefmarken Zeitung, by A. 
Muller, of Bern, who has been after all these cancella-
tions for quite a number of years. Together we own an 
almost complete collection. We are constantly trying to 
do each other out of possessing and/or discovering new 
types, while furnishing each other with photocopies of 
newly found items and trading information. 

Historically, the following should be said: 
1) In the years after 1880 (and to about World War 

I's beginning) just about every valley in Switzerland and, 
a little later, a lot of mountain tops as well, initiated 
plans for being connected to the standard gauge rail line 
network by coal and steam engine narrow gauge trains 
(no one owned a car then), and soon thereafter by 
electric, trolley-type "suburbans." Some of these "re-
gional" lines, as they are often called even in their 
cancellations, served up to 40 communities and villages 
(Montreux—Oberland railroad; Furka—Oberaip railroad; 
Rhaetian, or Rhaetic railways, etc.) but others were just 
minuscule railroads (Thun—Steffisburg, Bulle—Broc, 
Zweisimmen—Lenk, etc.) of only a few miles length—yet 
several of these tiny lines inaugurated railway post office 
services! Hence collecting cancellations from these 
private lines is not only a challenging enterprise because 
of both the scarcity and the multitude of lines with their 
own name in the cancellation; but it is also an instant 
lesson in Swiss geography; and in addition it is still 
possible to make discoveries of completely new lines or 
cancel types. Without either Roy Christian or A. Muller 
this instalment could not have been written. 

2) For the sake of making it reasonably easy to find 
what types of named endpoint cancellations existed on 
which line(s) the following pages will contain a double 
entry system: first the different cancellation types will be  

given, and a listing of the lines on which they are known 
to have been in use. Then an alphabetic list of the 
approximately 120 differently inscribed RPO cancella-
tions will be given, with a number code after each that 
will show which types were used for that particular line. 

3) For a brief period of about 61/2  years preceding 
World War I (ca. 1908-1914) a number of federal railway 
lines, such as Chiasso—Romanshorn—Chiasso, Basel—
Milano—Basel, Yverdon—Fribourg—Yverdon and 
Zurich—St.Gallen—Chur—Zurich, etc., once again were 
furnished with "named" RPO cancellation devices, and 
some of these survived, in recut form, through World 
War II (Zurich—Luzern--Zurich; Luzern—Wildegg—Luzern; 
Winterthur—Ruti; etc.) and into the 1950s. For reasons of 
simplification all lines (federal and private) are listed 
together, distinguished, if known, only by a "P" (private 
line) or an "F" (federal line). 

The most frequently encountered form is that of the 
large double ring with enclosed bridge (basic Type Al). 
It measures about 27 mm in diameter and in it the upper 
part of the rim contains the endpoint towns. Separated 
by two stars one finds at the bottom a variety of terms 
signifying RPO, such as POSTA AMB., POSTE AMB., BAHN-
POST, or BAHN-POST-AMB. In its original form (Al) this 
cancellation type featured from 8 to 12 bars in the two 
semi-circles (number of bars is given by a number such 
as (8) or (12) in parentheses for each Al form. (Figs. 
67-69, Type XLVIIIa). Further differences are found in 
the stars' positioning, etc. 

Al Type XLVIIIa has been reported for: 
P AARAtJ-MENZIKEN-AARAU *BAHNPOST*(8); 

2 subtypes, later recut (Bi) 
P AIGLE-SEPEY-DIABLERETS *POSTE  AMB' (12); later 

recut to B1 
P APPENZELL-GOSSATJ *jp()5.J* (12); later recut to 

Bi 
F BALE-BELFORT-BALE *POSTE AMB* (8); international 

line (very scarce) 
F BASEL-BERN-BASEL *BAHNPOST* (8); scarce 
F BASEL-CHUR-BASEL *BAHNPOST* (8); scarce 
F BASEL-MILANO-BASEL *BAHNPOSTAMB.* (12); inter-

national line. According to Christian possibly a 
second type with 14 bars (7?) 

P BASEL-RODERSDORF-BASEL *BAHNPOST (8); an inter-
national tram-train 

P BAUMA-UERIKON--BAUMA *BAHNPOST* (8); later recut 
to Bi 

F BELLINZONA-LOCARNO *POSTA AMB.(12);  later recut 
to 131 

F BELLINZONA-LUINO *POSTA AMB.*  (12); very scarce 
P BERN-SCHWARZENBERG-BERN *BAHNPOST* (8 and 

12); both later recut to Bi 
P BEX-CHESIERES *POSTE AMB.* (8); later recut to Bi 
P BIASCA-ACQUAROSSA *POSTA AMB.* (12); later recut to 

Bi 
P BULLE-BROC *POSTE AMB.* (12); later recut to Bi 
P CHAUX-DE-FONDS-PONTS-DE-MrEL * POSTE AMB.* 

(8) 
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P CHAUX-DE-FONDS--SAIGNELEGIER *POSTE AMB'' (8 and 
12); Christian erroneously reports 11 instead of 12 
bars for subtype 2 

F CHIASSO—ROMAIcSHORN—CHIASSO 	 (8) 
P EINSIEDELN—WADENSWIL *BAHNPOST* (8) 
F GENEVE—CULOZ—GENEVE *POSTE AMB.* (8 and 12); 

international line, mostly in France 
F GENEVE—LAUSANNE—GENEVE (?) (very questionable as 

to existence) 
F GENEVE—LA PLAINE—GENEVE *POSTE AMB.* (12); Swiss 

part of Geneve—Culoz 
P GOLDAU—RAPPERSWIL *BAHNPOST*  (6 and 8); later 

recut to Bi 
P I1TrERLAKEN—GRINDELWALD *BAHNPOST (12); later 

recut to Bi 
P mTERLAKEN—LAUTERBRUNNEN *BAHNPOST*  (12); 2 

subtypes; later recut to Bi 
P LANGENTHAL—WOLHUSEN *BAHNPOST* (8); 2 subtypes; 

later recut to Bi 
P LANGNAU—SOLOTHURN—LANGNAU *BAHNPOST* (8); 2 

minimum different subtypes 
P LAUSANNE—BERCHER *POSTE AMB.* (8); 2 subtypes; 

later recut to 131  
P LAUSANNE—MOUDON *POSTE AMB.* (12); later recut to 

Bi a 
F LAUSANNE—PONTARLIER—LAUSANNE *POSTEAMB. 

(80); international line 
P LUGANO—TESSERETE *POSTA AMBULANTE* (8) 
P LIJZERN—ENGELBERG—LUZERN *BAHNPOST* (12); Three 

or four subtypes; later recut to B1. Used until 1964 
both on train and lake steamer. 

F LUZERN—WILDEGG—LUZERN *BAHNPOST* (8); later 
recut to Bi 

P MARTIGNY—CHATELARD *POSTE AMB.* (8) 
P MARTIGNY—ORSIERES *POSTE AMB.* (12); This can- 

cellation has a distinctly thinner rim between the 
two circles, analogous to Figs. 53-55. 

P MONTHEY—CHAMPERY *POSTE AMB.* (8) 
P MOUTIER—SOLOTHURN *BAHNPOST* (8); later recut to 

Bi a 
F OERLIKON—WE'II2INGEN—OERLIKON *BAHNPOST* (8); 

later recut to Bi 
P POSCHIAVO—TIRANO *AMB POST ' (8); part of Bernina 

railway to Italy (scarce) 
P RAMSEL—SUMISWALD—HUTFWIL *BAHNPOST* (8); later 

recut to Bi 
P ROMANSHORN—RAPPERSWIL *BAHNPOST* (12) 
F RORSCHACH—SCHAFFHAUSEN *BAHNPOST (8); scarce 
P ST. GALLEN—APPENZELL—ST GALLEN BAHNPOST* (12); 

later recut to B1, maybe Gi 
F ST.GALLEN—CHUR--ST.GALLEN*BAHNPOST* (12); scarce 
F SCHAFFHAUSEN—RORSCHACH*BAHNPOST* (8) 
P SAMEDEN—TIRANO BAHNPOSTAMB.* (8 and 12); 

International over Benina pass. 
P SAMEDEN—TIRANO *BAHNPOST-AMB.* (8) 
P SPIEZ—ZWEISIMMEN—SPIEZ BAHNPOST (8) 
P SURSEE—TRIENGEN—SURSEE *BAHNPOST (12); later 

recut to Bi  

P TAVANNES—MOIRMONT POSTE AMB.*  (12); 2 subtypes, 
rim between circles 4 or 4.5 mm. 

P TAVANNES—TRAMELAN *POSTE AMB.* (8) 
P THUN—BEATENBJCHT—INrERLAKEN *BAHNPOST* (12); 

later recut to Bi 
P THUN—BURGDORF—THTJN *BAHNPOST* (8); Several 

subtypes, later recut to Bi 
P TR4VERS—BUTTES *POSTE AMB (8); recut to 131 
F VEVEY PUIDOUX—CHEXBRES *POSTE AMB.* (12); very 

scarce Supposedly also existing (according to Chris- 
tian) VITZNAU—RIGI—Vfl'ZNAU *BAHNPOST* (12) 

P WIL—KON5TANZ—WIL *BAHNPOST* (12); A line with 
endpoint in Germany. 

F WINTERTHUR—RUTI *}jpos* (8) 

F YVERDON—FRIBOURG—YVERDON *POSTE AMBT.* (8) 
F ZURICH—BASEL—ZURICH BAHNPOST* (8) 
F ZURICH—BUCHS—ZURICH *BAHNPOST (8) 
F ZURICH—GENEVE—ZURICH *BAHNPOSTAMB.* (8) 
F ZURICH—LAUSANNE—ZURICH *BAHNPOST* (8) 
F ZURICH—LUZERN--ZURICH *BAHNPOST* (8); later recut 

to B1 
F ZURICH—ST. GALLEN—CHUR—ZURICH BAHNPOST* (8) 
F ZURICH—ST. GAT J, 	*JJjpos* (8); scarce 
F ZURICH—SCHAFFHAUSEN—ZURICH *BAHNPOST* (8) 
P ZWEISIMMEN—J  ,TNK—ZWEISIMMEN *BAHNPOST* (12); 

later recut (Bi) 
Note: Roy Christian lists a few additional varieties, 
based on a study Mr. Stratton of Great Britain's Helvetia 
Society; but without visual proof of such items it is 
deemed wiser not to list them at this time. 

Type XLVIIIb is almost identical to the above A) 
types; but instead of giving the town name at top and the 
AMB. or BAHNPOST at the bottom, the inscriptions are 
reversed and thus one finds at to either AMBULANT, 
AMBULANTE, BAHNPOST or REGIONAL, as listed below (Figs. 
70-73); all are private lines. 

Type A2: 
AMBULANTE XBEWNZONA_MESOCCO* (8) 
AMBULANTE *()CAPJ()BIGNASCO* (8); later recut (132) 
AMBULANTE *LUGANO_PONTE TRESA* (12) 
AMBULANT MONTREUXZWEISIMMENeC (8); later recut 

(B2a). Several subtypes exist 
BAHNPOST RHAT.BAJiN'' (12); Christian also reports 6 

and 11??; later recut (132) 
REGIONAL —AIGLE—MONTHEY— (12); fleurons instead of 

stars 
REGIONAL *BRENETS_LOCLE* (8) 
REGIONAL *PALEZIEUX_BULLE_MONTBOVON (8);later 

recut (B2) 
REGIONAL *SAIGNELEGJERWVEUER* (8) 
REGIONAL *EGE_ZEPAX (8) 

Related to the above groups are the previously 
mentioned cancellations for the line CHAUX-DE-FONDS—
MONTREUX and the vice-versa (Type XV; Fig. 18); but 
their having the line's RPO number 23 featured makes 
them rather belong to earlier types. 
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Part 56 
Not very different from Types Al and A2 (XLVIIIa 

and b) are Types A3 and A4 (Types IXLa and b) shown in 
Figures 74 and 75. Principal difference consists of the 
absence, in these types, of the town number after the 
date. Only day-month-year are shown in the date bridge. 
In Type A3 the endpoints are shown at top; and in A4 
they are at the bottom. Sometimes only one town name 
appears, giving the general area of where the RPO 
operated out of. These types are 25 mm in diameter. 

Type A3 and A4: 
LOCLE-BRENETS -POSTE AMB.- (fleurons instead of 

stars) (6); with train no. 
TRAMELAN-TAVANNES REGIONAL (7) 
ST. SULPICE-TRAVERS REGIONAL (8) 
REGIONAL BRASSUS-VALLORBE (5) 
REGIONAL LAUSANNE-BERCHER (5) 
REGIONAL VAL DE TRAVERS (6); (two distinctly different 

subtypes) 
REGIONAL VIEGE-ZERMArr (5 and 8 bars; two distinctly 

different subtypes!) 
REGIONAL YVERDON-STE CROIX (6) 

None of these seem to have had their bars excised 
and most of them were replaced before 1910. 

Type A/B is a very unusual strike, used only on the 
Bernina railroad's RPO (Type L; Fig. 76). It is a hybrid of 
basic Type A (bars in both segments of double circle) and 
Type B (all bars excised from double circle) inasmuch as 
there is a cross in place of the upper bars, but bars are at 
bottom. There are two variations (maybe more): 
ST.MORITZ-TIRANO (8, at top unshaded cross) 
ST.MORITZ-TIRANO (8, at top shaded cross) 

These types also were recut and then turned into Bi 
types. The bottom inscription varies a bit, too: *BAHN-
POST-AMB.*  and *BAHNPOST-AMB.*  respectively. 

Type B are recuts, with excised bars, of Types Al, 
A2, and AJB. Some of them have remained in use to this 
day, but at times it is extremely difficult to recognize the 
inner circle's lines at both sides of the date bridge 
because thy have almost disappeared, making the 
respective strikes look like single ring cancellations with 
two segments. In almost all of these (B1) a Swiss cross 
has been added to the upper semi-circle; but a few 
strikes (Bla or 2a) are without the cross, i.e. with two 
empty semi-circles. The cross comes shaded or unshaded, 
no special distinctions are made in the table below. 

Type Bi: 
AARAU-MENZIKEN-AARATJ *BAHNPOST* 

AIGLE-SEPEY-DIABLERETS *POSTE AMB.' 

APPENZELL-GOSSAU *BAHNPOST* 

BAUMA-UERIKON-BAtJMA *BAHNPOST 
BEWNZONA-LOCARNO POSTA AMB.* 

BERN-SCHWARZENBURG-BERN *BAHNPOST 

BEX-CHESIERES *POSTE AMB.* 

BIASCA-ACQUAROSSA *POSTA AMB.* 
BIJLLE-BROC *POSTE AMB.* 

GOLDAU-RAPPERSWIL *BAHNPOST* 

INTERLAKEN-GRINDELWALD *BAHNPOST 

INTERLAKEN-LAUTERBRUNNEN *BAHNPOST* 
LANGEN'THAL-WOLHUSEN *BAHNPOST* 

LUZERN-ENGELBERG--LUZERN *BAHNPOST* (several 
types; different crosses) 

LUZERN-WILDEGG--LIJZERN *BAHNPOST*  

OERLIKON-WETrINGEN-OERLIKON *BAHNPOST* 
RAMSEI-SUMISWALD-HUTrwrn *BAHNPOST* 

ST.GALLEN-APPENZELL-ST GALLEN *BAHNPOST* 

ST.MORITZ-TIRANO *BNPOSTAMB* 

ST.MORITZ-TIRANO *BAHNPOST-AMB.*  

SURSEE-TR1ENGEN-SujsEE *BAHNPOST* 

THUN-BEATENBUCHT-INTERLJEN *BAHNPOST* 
THUN-BURGDORF-THIJN *BAHNPOST* 
TRAVERS-BUTTES *POSTE AMB.* 

ZURICH-LUZERN-ZURICH *BAHNPOST* 

ZWEISIMMEN-LENK-ZWEI5IMJ,EN *BAHNPOST* 

Others may exist, but also see below. 
Type Bla: (Type UI; Fig. 78, no cross in upper—and 

thus empty—segment): 
LAUSANNE-BERGHER *POSTE AMB.* 

LAUSANNE-MOUDON *POSTE AMB.* 

MOUTIER-SOLOTHURN BAHNPOST* 

Type B2: items (Fig. 79; Type LIII), with BAHNPOST, 
AMBULANT, AMBULANTE, REGIONAL in top of rim and 
endpoints below occur for the following lines: 
AMBULANTE LOCARNO_BIGNASCO*  
BAHNPOST *BRIG_ZERMATr* (no type A2 exists because 

RPO changed name) 
BAHNPOST 'PALEZIEUX_BULLE_MONTBOVON* 

Type B2a: Fig. 80, Type LIV (no cross in upper 
segment) 
AMBULANT *MONTREUX_ZWEISIMMEN* 

Moving from true double circle cancellations to 
modified double circles, were next come to the various 
types with continuous date bridge: 

Type Cl: Endpoints indicted at top and bottom 
respectively, with bars in both semi-circles. If indicated 
at top and bottom respectively, with bars in both semi-
circles. If recut by removing bars this becomes Type Dl. 
Of the Type Cl items (Type LV; Fig. 81) the following 
routes are known to date: 
APPENZELL-GOSSAU (7); recut 
APPENZELL-LINKELN (predecessor line of appenzell— 

gossau) (5, 6, 7 bars; 3 types) 
CHAUX-DE-FONDS-SONCEBOZ (6) 
GRINDELWALD-INTERLAjN (6) 
ZURICH-SIHLBRIJGG (6); recut 
ZURICH-SIHLWAIJ) (6); recut 

Type C2: Both endpoints or region in lower circle; at 
bottom Swiss cross. Recut this becomes Type D2. C2 
items (Fig. 82; Type LVI) are known so far only for: 
FRAUENFELD-WYL (7) 

Type C3: AMBULANT, BAHNPOST, or REGIONAL in upper 
circle, and endpoints or region in lower circle. Recut, 
minus bars, this becomes Type D3, with Subtype D3a. 
Diameter; 25-27mm. Type C3 items (Fig. 83; type LVII) 
are known for: 
AMBULANT BASEL,-FLUH (6) 
BAHNPOST RHAT.BAHN (6); subtypes 
REGIONAL BIERE-MORGES (6) 
REGIONAL BRASSUS VALLORBE (7) 
REGIONAL LAUSANNE-BERCHER (7) 
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REGIONAL SAIGNELEGIER (7) 
REGIONAL VIEGE-ZERMAT1' (6) 
REGIONAL YVERDON-STECROIX (7/8) 

Also of the C type is a commemorative railway 
cancellation on the occasion of the opening of the Sim-
plon tunnel—a very elusive item, incidentally (of the 
$25.00 plus type)—with the inscription BRIGUE-ISEJ.LP. 
ouvERTuRE.1 junU906 (Fig. 83a). Where else to classify 
this item is each collector's preference! 

Type Dl: Strikes exist from: 
APPENZELL-GOSSAU Fig. 84; Type LVIII (2 subtypes) 
ZURICH-SIHLBRUGG Fig. 85; Type LVII a 

Type D1 a: (with part of date bridge also excised): 
ZURICH-SIHLWALD 

Type D2: exists only for: 
FRAUENFELD-WyLwith an VIII for postal district 8 in the 

lower segment. 
Type D3: exists for: 

BAHNPOST BRIG-ZERMATF 
BAHNPOST RHAT. BAm 

Type D3a: is known only for the run 
BAHNPOST BRIG-ZERMATT, with a II (postal district No.) 

in the lower segment. 
Type E: The very special Type E (Fig. 89; Type LXI) 

is known for four small railroads: 
BAHNPOST LIESTAL WALDENBURG 
REGIONAL BEX-VILLAR S/OLLON 
REGIONAL PALEZIEUX CHATEL-ST DENIS 
REGIONAL PONTS-CHAUX DE FONDS 

Type F: Type E recut (Fig.90) is known only for: 
LIESTAL WALDENBURG (narrowest gauge line in Europe) 

Basic Type G distinguishes itself by being a single 
ring cancellation with an open bridge, below and above 
of which there are two semi-circles that are variously 
empty or decorated with a Swiss cross, alternately 
shaded or unshaded (no particular distinctions observed 
here) and occasionally with some other postal indication, 
such as the postal district number. 

These types are the newer RPO strikes, and some of 
them (indicated where it is known, or obvious) were recut 
from double ring Type A by excising the inner ring's 
sections to the left and to the right of the date bridge. 
Some of these may have become Type G by simple wear 
and tear and a specialist is advised to hunt exactly for 
any tiniest remainder of the double ring at left and right 
of the date bridge. Whenever there is one millimeter's 
worth, the item is not of Type G, but of Type A! 

Since about 1967 a number of somewhat different 
RPO cancellations with open date bridge have been 
introduced. We attempt to call these basic Type H, 
although the distinction between G and H is not always 
immediately apparent. 

Type Gi: This type with the endpoints at the top, 
mostly two stars at the side, and BAHNPOST, AMBULANT, or 
the like at the bottom, is known from these lines: 
BERN-SCHWARZENBURG-BERN *BAHNPOST* (a recut of 

type Al) 
BEX-CHESIERES *AMBULANT* 
BIASCA-ACQUAROSSA AMBULANTE (no stars; but XI below 

date) 

FRAUENFELD-WIL BAHNPOST (no stars) 
FURKA-OBERALP *BAHNPOST 
GOLDAU-RAPPERSWIL BAHNPOST 
LIESTAL-WALDENBURG-LIESTAL *BAHNPOST* 
MARTIGNY-LE CHABLE (vs) AMBULANT (no stars) 
NYON-ST CERGUE *POSTE AMB.* 
ST.GALLEN-APPENZELL-ST GALLEN *BAHNPOST (recut of 

type Al? Maybe only a damaged Bi) 
ST.MOR1TZ-TIRANO *BAHNPOST-AMB.* (maybe Al recut) 
TAVANNES-NOIRMONT *POSTE AMB.* (probably Al recut) 

THUN-BEATENBUCHT-THUN (2 subtypes; trolleybus line) 
WOLHUSEN-LANGENTHAL-WOLHUSEN *BAHNPOST* 
ZURICH-SIHLBRUGG BAHNPOST (no stars; two very differ-

ent types) 

Part 57 
Type G2: Continuing the numbering of all RPO 

types, Type LXIV, features the AMBULANTE, AMBULANT, 
BAHNPOST, or REGIONAL at the top and the line's end-
points at the bottom. Particular details are given after 
each listing if necessary. 
AMBULANTE LUGANO-PONTE TRESA (no stars; but in 

lower semi-circle an )i; postal district) 
AMBULANT '' BIERE-MORGES * 

AMBULANT * MONTREUX-ZWEISIMMEN (recut from type 
A2; tiny cross in upper segment.) 

AMBULANT MONTREUX-ZWEISIMMEN (no stars; unshaded 
cross in upper semi-circle) 

AMBULANT VALLORBE-BRASSUS * (line above date 
bridge almost always damaged) 

AMBULANT YVERDON-STE.CROIX * 
BAHNPOST CHUR-AROSA--CHUR (An "x" in lower semi-

circle; subtypes known) 
BAHNPOST FURKABAHN 
BAHNPOST * RHAT.BAHN * (several subtypes; narrower 

and wider letter spacing) 
BAHNPOST * WOHLEN-MEISTERSCHWANDEN * (looks like a 

recut of an unknown A2 or 132) 
REGIONAL BEX-CHESIERES 

The last type of the circular RPO cancellations has 
been in use for only about ten years at the time of 
producing this article, or, since about 1967. These 
cancellations really are a modified Type G; but their very 
narrow lettering of the endpoints (invariably at the 
bottom of the strikes) distinguishes them sufficiently to 
call them basic Type H (LXV). 

In years to come provided that railway post offices 
are retained in the Swiss postal system (no certainty 
exists here because the PTT claims uneconomical bal-
ances especially on short, private line runs that offset the 
possible time gain realized from sorting on the 
train)—additional lines may receive these modern 
looking cancellations. To date the following are known: 

Type H: 

BAHNPOST * AARAU-MENZIKEN-AARAU 

BAHNPOST BERN-SCHWARZENBURG-BERN * 
BAHNPOST * BRIG-ZERMATT-BRIG * (2 subtypes) 
AMBULANT * BULLE-ROMONT-BULLE * 
BAHNPOST BURGDORF-LANGNAU-BURGDORF 
BAHNPOST BURGDORF-SOLOTHURN-BURGDORF * 
BAHNPOST FURKABARN * 
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BAHNPOST GOSSAU-APPENZELL-GOSSAU 

BAHNPOST * LANGENTHAL-WOLHUSEN-LANGENTHAL 

AMBULANT * PALEZIEUX-BULLE-MONTBOVON * 

BAHNPOST '' RAPPERS WIL-GOLDAU--RAPPERS WIL* 

BAHNPOST * SOLOTHURN-BERN-SOLOTHURN * 

BAHNPOST * SOLOTHURN-BURGDORF-SOLOTHURN * 

BAHNPOST * SPIEZ-ZWEISIMMEN-SPIEZ * 

AMBULANT VALLORBE-LE BRASSUS 
BAHNPOST * WILKREUZLTNGENWJL* 

BAHNPOST ZWEISIMMEN-LENK-ZWEISIMMEN (2 sub- 
types; wide and narrow lettering) 

Type J: One private rail line, Fribourg—Morat—Anet, 
uses an entirely different cancellation; rectangular (Type 
J; LXVI; Fig. 96, existing in several subtypes; 2 shown); 
or square (Type Ja; LXVII; Fig. 97). Each conductor is 
supposed to own a different cancellation device. 

For completeness this instalment should advise the 
reader that once in a great while RPO canceling devices 
are rendered inoperable and have to be sent to a regional 
center for repairs. During such (usually very short) 
periods emergency date strikes (eds; discussed in Parts 
1 and 2 of this entire overview on Swiss cancellations: 
Helvetia Herald, Vol. 1, No. 4 and 5, September and 
November, 1970) are issued to the clerks on such RPOs. 
All of these strikes, never announced in advance and in 
use no more than a few days, are extremely elusive and 
scarce. To date only three are definitely known to have 
existed, since 1900, that feature endpoints, plus one that 
is of "neutral" type. Any other than the four shown below 
as Fig. 98 (Type K; LXVIII) that may come to light in any 
collector's holdings should be reported—and if any is for 
sale it will bring a handsome price. 

Furthermore a number of special cancellations as 
well as automobile post office cachets commemorating 
centennials, opening of railroad lines, and the like were 
issued by the PTT commencing in 1906. Roy Christian 
illustrates a few of these in his comprehensive article, 
with maps and charts, in the Helvetia Society's Newslet-
ter, and all of them are illustrated in the Pen Catalogue 
of special and automobile cancellations. Therefore they 
are only listed below in chronological order, but not 
illustrated since most of them are marginal to RPO 
cancellation collecting—albeit interesting, pretty, and 
often costly: 
1906 June 1, cds BRIGUE-ISEJJ.F' OIJVERTURE (opening 

of Simplon tunnel) 
1933 March 30, violet, large pictorial cachet cancel 

showing a locomotive and three other modes of 
transportation for the Zurich tourism congress 

1937 various dates: automobile P0 cachets stating 
BAHNHOFPLATZ, etc. 

1938 various dates: idem; 
1944 June 21-25: red, automobile P0 cachets stat-

ing BAHNHOFPLATZ, etc. 
1947 June 23-28: Special cds for the International 

Railway Congress is Luzern 
1947 August 9: Special RPO strike, centennial of 

Zurich—Baden RR; 
August 9: idem, but with text Baden—Zurich;  

December 6-7: automobile P0 cachet for the 
centennial of railroads (U.P.G.) 

1951 April 14-23: automobile P0 cachet for Inter- 
national Container Show, with a locomotive; 

1955 May 14-15: automobile P0 cachet, 100 Years 
RR line, BUSSIGNY-YVERDON, Yverdon; 

1956 May 18, special cancellation, 50 Years Simplon 
line, Lausanne: 
idem: special cachet used for same event with 
Brig cds; 
idem: same cachet used for same event with 
automobile P0 cds, Brig; 
June 9-10, Special cds One Hundred Years 
"Train City", Olten; 
June 23-24, automobile P0 cachet, Geneva 
exhibition "Railroads in the Arts" 

1957 June 18-21: special RPO cancellations, in Ger-
man and Italian, for the 75th Anniversary of 
the St. Gotthard RR., showing rails and 
church; 

1960 July 24: special cancellation, Les Verrieres; 
100 Years Franco-Swiss RR; 

1962 July 1, Special cds, Zurich: Swiss Electric TEE 
Trains; 

1962 November 12-16: Special cds Basel; Interna-
tional Travel Agents/Special Trains Conven-
tion; 

1963 June 22: Special cds, Kanderstegg; 50 Years 
Loetschberg Railway; 

1964 June 20-21: Automobile P0 cachet, 100 Years 
RR line Bern—Lyss—Biel, Lyss; 
October 24, Automobile P0 cachet, 100 Years 
RR line Zurich—Affoltern—Zug—Luzern; 

1964 October 31: Automobile P0 cachet 75 Years HR 
Langenthal—Huttwil (Hutwill) 
December 19: special cds for the opening of the 
RR line Luzern—Engelberg; 

1965 November 10: automobile P0 cachet for Sub-
terranean Access SZB-RR to Bern Railway 
Station; 

1967 December 4: special cds Bern, &5 Years Cen- 
tral RR Office for the International Timetable; 

1968 June 15-16: Automobile P0 cachet, 5th Inter- 
national Congress of RR Philatelists; Bern; 

1969 April 25-27: Special cds, Zurich, NAMEBA Exhi- 
bition of HR etc. Philatelists; 

1971 May 21—December 31: Special cds Vitznau; 100 
Years Vitznau—Rigi railroad; 

1972 April 21-23): Special cds, Zurich; 8th RR Em-
ployees stamp exhibition. 
September 10: Special cds for commemorative 
RPO run Lyss—Payerne—Yverdon; 
October 1: Special cds for commemorative RPO 
run, Winterthur—Schaffhausen, etc. 

1973 November 11: Special cds Cheseaux s/L,; Cen-
tennial of 1st narrow gauge RR. 

1975 May: Special cds Lenzburg; Opening of 
Heitersberg, line RR cutoff. 

.and take it from here! There may be others. 
A number of machine cancellations showing train 
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motives or celebrating some aspect of railroading also 
exist; cf. the machine cancellations catalogue. 

Returning to the more railway-connected postmarks 
there existed in some RPOs, straight line markings 
similar to those assigned to every post office to this day. 
Most of these straightline strikes were used for internal 
use, on forms and reports, and the like: but a few were 
used on stamps and/or on mail. Two are shown below: 
Basel—Mailand and Ambulant Lausanne—Domodossola 
(on Italian stamp!), Fig. 99. And Fig. 100 depicts one 
other straightline of railroad origin which comes from 
mail deposited in the box attached to the trolley car 
inter-urban while stamps on such mail always are 
canceled in St. Gallen 1. Similar items, such as "Boite 
Weinfelden-Wyl," or "Postwageneinwurf," plus name of 
localities (Obertoggenburg, Yberg, etc.) are not of railway  

origin, but from mail boxes carried on horse coaches. 
Swiss postmarks can occur on foreign stamps, as 

shown on two examples if an RPO travels across the 
border, (Fig. 101); and foreign RPO markings can occur 
on Swiss letters for the same reason (Fig. 102). In the 
case of the French EVIAN A PARIS strike on a letter from 
Geneva to a town in the neighboring French border zone 
the letter must have been posted on a French RPO while 
it stopped in Geneva. 

And in conclusion one could also collect non-Swiss 
points naming a Swiss town or city. There are Italian 
ones: IJFF.AMB.V.E.SEZ.TIcJNO; AME.MILANO—CHIASSO; 
Austrian ones: FELDKIRCH—BIJCHS, etc.; German ones: 
KONSTANZ—BASEL; HEIDELBERG—BASEL, etc.; and French 
ones:LYON A GENEVE; etc. 
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Ftg.83 (LVII;C3) Fig. 83a 
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Fig.92(Additional pictures of Types GI LXIII) 

Ftg.93 (Type LXIV; G2a and b) 

Fig.94 (Type LXIV G2c and d) 
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Fig.95 (Type LXV; H) 
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Alphabetical List of Newer Types of Swiss Rail-
road P0 Cancellations 

Part 58 
The previous instalment's last paragraph mentioned 

the existence of non-Swiss railroad post office markings 
that featured, in their legends of endpoints, the name of 
a Swiss locality. A few of these are shown for whatever 
that may be worth (Fig. 103-106). 

As another postscript to the enumeration of existing 
Swiss RPO markings the existence of a series of negative 
postmarks, very infrequently seen used as cancellations, 
should be mentioned. These rather unpretty looking 
things (Fig. 107) owe their existence to "make-do" usage, 
as temporary markings when the regular cancellation 
was unavailable, or once in a while as a favor item. It 
seems that RPOs, in addition to their cancellation 
devices, also were in possession of a seal, probably for 
affixing on wax that was applied over twine that sealed 
postal bags, or satchels with registered or value-declared 
items. Occasionally, however, these seals saw use as 
(dateless) cancellations. 

Finally an "e" subtype has been reported for Type 
XXIII (Fig. 34, Part 54) with 12 bars (Fig. 107a). 

The following typology and alphabetic list of all 
newer, named railway post office cancellations, from 
Type XLVIIIa (Al) through Type LXVIII (K) should 
serve as a checklist and quick reference to any collector 
interested in the field of RPO cancellation collecting. The 
alphabetic list on the next page refers to the letters and 
numbers under the type and subtype forms in the 
typology. 

Prices? Your guess—my guess—his guess! Alfred 
Muller has attempted a point system, 0 to 5, and his 
study will be published by Zumstein & Co. as a special 
booklet in the near future. "0" means quite common, or 
about $.50 on a cover; "5" can mean a $50.00 plus item, 
if clearly struck on a stamp. This study in not investigat-
ing prices, but simply relates facts known to date. 

Guide to Newer Named RPO Markings, by Line, 
Name and Type 
AARAtJ—MENZIKEN—AARAU: Al; Bi; H 
AIGLE—MONTHEY: Aft (with fleurons) 
AIGLE—SEPEY—DIABLERETS: Al; Bi 
APPENZELL—GOSSAU: Al; 131; Cl; Dl 
APPENZELL—WJNKELN: Cl (3) 
BALE—BELFORT—BALE: (Al) 
BABEL—BERN—BABEL: Al 
BASEL—CHIJR—BASEL: Al 
BASEL—FLUH: C3 
BASEL—MA1LAND: straightline 
BASEL—MILANO—BASEL: Al (2?) 
BASEL—RODERSDORF—BASEL: Al 
BAUMA—UERIKON—BAUMA: Al, 131 
BELUNZONA—LOCARNO: Al; Bi 
BELLINZONA—LUINO: Al 
BELLINZONA—MESOCCO: A2 
BERN—BELP--THUN—BERN: Al 
BERN—SCHWARZENBURG—BERN: Al (2) 
BEX VILLARS S/OLLON: B 

BEX—CHESIERES: Al; Bi; Gi; G2d 
BIASCA—ACQUAROSSA: Al, B1,G1c 
BIERE—MORGES: A4, C3, G2b 
BRASSUS—VALLORBE: A4; C3 
BRENETS—LOCLE: A2 
BRIG—ZERMA'rr: 132; D3; D3a; H 
BULLE—BROC: Al; Bi 
BULLE—ROMONT—BULLE: H 
BURGDORF—LANGNAU—BURGDORF: H 
BURGDORF—SOLOTHURN--BURGDORF: H 
CHAUX-DE-FONDS--MONTREUX No. 23 
CHAUX-DE-FONDS—PONTS-DE-MARTEL: Al 
CHAUX-DE-FONDS--SAiGNELEGIER: Al (2) 
CHAUX-DE-FONDS—SONCEBOZ: Cl 
CHIASSO—ROMANSHORN—CHIASSO: Al 
CHUR—AROSA—CHUR: G2c 
EINSIEDELN—WADENSWIL: Al 
FRAUENFELD—WIL: G1 a 
FRAUENFELD—WYL: C2; D2 
FRIBOURG—MORAT—ANET: J; J-a 
FURKABAHN: G2c; H 
FURKA—OBERALP: Gi 
GENEVE—CULOZ—GENEVE: Al (2) 
GENE yE—LA PLAINE—GENEVE; Al 
GENEVE—LAUSANNE—GENEVE: Al (fl?) 
GOLDAIJ—RAPPERSWIL: AM); Bi; Gi 
GOSSAU—APPENZELL—GOSSAtJ: H 
GRINDELWALD—INTERLAKEN: Cl 
INTERLAKEN—GRINDELWALD: Al; Bi 
INTERLAKEN—LAUTEEBRUNNEN: Al; 131; 
LANGENTHAL—WOLHUSEN: Al; B1 
LANGENTHAL—WOLHUSEN--LANGENTHAL: H 
LANGNAU—SOLOTHURN—LANGNAIJ: Al 
LAUSANNE—BERCHER: Al; A4; BI a; C3 
LAUSANNE—DOMODOSSOLA: straightline 
LAUSANNE—MOIJDON: Al; Bi a 
LAUSANNE—PONTARLIER—LAUSANNE: Al 
LIESTAL—WALDENBURG: E; F 
LIESTAL—WALDENBURG—LIESTAL: Gi 
LOCARNO—BIGNASCO: A2; 132a 
LOCLE—BRENETS: A3 (fleurons and train number) 
LUGANO—PONTE TRESA: A2; G2a 
LUGANO—TESSERETE: Al 
LUZERN—ENGELBERG—LtJZERN: Al; Bi 
LUZERN—WILDEGG--LUZERN: Al; Bi 
MARTIGNY—CHATELARD: Al 
MARTIGNY—LE CHABLE: G1  
MARTIGNY—ORSIERES: Alx 
MONTHEY—CHAPERY: Al 
MONTREUX—ZWE1S1MMEN: A2; 132a, G2b/bb/bbb; K 
MORGES—BIERE: K Bi; Gi; H 
MONTREUX—CHAIJX-DE-FONDS No. 23, (Fig. 18) 
MOUTIER—SOLOTHURN: Al; 131 131 a 
NYON—ST.CERGUE: GI; K 
OERLIKON—WETflNGEN—OERLIKON: Al; Bi 
PALEZIEUX—BULLE—MONTBO VON: A2; 132; H 
PALEZIEUX—CHATEL ST.DENIS: B 
PONTS—CHAUX DE FONDS: E 
POSCHIAVO—TIRANO: Al 
RAMSEI—SUMISWALD—HIJTWIL: Al; Bi 
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RAPPERS WIL-GOLDAU-RAPPERS WIL: Al; H 
RHATISCHE BARN: A2; B2; C3 
ROMANSHORN-RAPPERSWIL:Al 
RORSCHACH-SCHAFFHAtJSEN: Al 
SAIGNELEGIER: C3 
SAIGNELEGIER-GLOVELIER: A2 
SAMEDEN-TIRANO: Al (3) 
SCHAFFHAUSEN-RORSCHACH: Al 
SOLOTHURN-BERN--SOLOTHURN: H 
SOLOTHURN-BURGDORF--SOLOTHURN: H 
SP!EZ-ZWEISIMMEN--SPIEZ: Al; H 
ST.GALLEN-APPENZELL: Al; Bi; Gi? 
ST.GALLEN-CHIJR-ST.GAILEN: Al 
ST.MORITZ-TIRANO: A/B; Bi 
ST.MORJTZ-TIRANO: A/B; Bi; Gi 
ST.StJLPICE-TRAVERS: A3 
SURSEE-TRIENGEN--SURSEE: Al; Bi 
TAVANNES-MOIRMONT: Al (2); Gi 
TAVANNES-TRAMELAN: Al 
THUN-BEATENBIJCHT-INTERLAKEN: Al; Bi 
THUN-BEATENBtJCHT-THUN; Gi d 
THUN-BURGDORF-TI{tJN: Al; Bi 
TRAMELAN-TAVANNES: A3 
TRAVERS-BUTTES: Al; Bi 
TROGEN-ST.GALLEN: straightline 
VAL DE TRAVERS: A4 (2) 
VALLORBE-BRASSUS: G2b 
VALLORBE-LE BRASSUS: H 
VEVEY-PUJDOUX-CHEXBRES: Al 
VIEGE-ZERMArr: A2: A4 (2); C3 

VITZNAU-RIGI-VITZNAIJ: Al ??? 
WIL-KONSTANZ-WIL: Al 
WIL-KRETJZLJNGEN-WJL: H 
WINTERTHUR-RUTI: Al 
WOHLEN-MEISTERSCHWANDEN: G2c 
WOHLHUSEN-LANGENTHAL--WOLHIJSEN: Gi 
YVERDON-FRIBOURG-YVERDON: Al 
YVERDON-STE.CROJX: A4; C3; G2b 
ZURICH-BABEL--ZURICH: Al 
ZURICH-BUCHS-ZURICH: Al 
ZURICH-GENE yE-ZURICH: Al 
ZURICH-LAUSANNE-ZURICH: Al 
ZURICH-LUZERN-ZURICH: Al; Bi 
ZURICH-SCHAFFHAUSEN-ZURICH: Al 
ZURICH-SIHLBRUGG: Cl; Dl; Gl (2) 
ZURICH-SIHLWALD: Cl; Dl a 
ZURICH-ST.GALLEN--CHUR-ZURICH: Al 
ZURICH-ST.GALLEN-ZURJCH: Al 
ZWEISI1EN-LENK-ZWEI5flj: Al; Bi; H 

As a fitting addendum to this instalment, and also 
because the title of this series states "...and Liechten-
stein" two pieces of migrating on a train in Liechtenstein 
are shown as Fig. 107b. The one, a postcard written in 
Nendein, was posted on the Austrian RPO BUCHS-FELD-
KIRCH, train 416. And the other, with the RPO cancella-
tion Feldkirch—Buchs (no train number), was an inland 
letter from Nendein to Vaduz, thus traveling on the RPO 
for 3 miles. 
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Swiss Circular Postal Date Strikes with Bahn-
postamt, Bahnhof, Gare, Station, in Legend 

Part 59 
Circular, postal date strikes from over one hundred 

different localities in Switzerland have existed (and exist 
to this day), part of the legend of which links them, in 
one way or another, with the railroads of Switzerland. 

Collecting of such markings is marginally related to 
a railroad station cancellation collection; but a collector 
must know that these strikes owe their existence to a 
wide variety of factors—as shown out below. 

As a basic "rule of thumb," one may consider all 
marking in this group that are listed as separate entries 
in the Swiss FITs annual index of post offices as being 
less "railroady" than those not listed. Many of the 
regular entries in that guide simply designate a full, 
regular post office located in, or in the vicinity of a 
certain town's railroad station (such as, in this country, 
New York Grand Central Station P0) while many of the 
unlisted entries may either concern postal facilities not 
open to the general public, or postal acceptance stations 
for the convenience of the public, manned by the railroad 
station clerk on duty. Since these divisional lines are not 
too clearly drawn, however, it was decided to list all 
these facilities alphabetically and without attempting 
classification that most likely would be both incorrect 
and incomplete. Incompleteness most likely will occur 
anyway; and as always reports of additions will be 
welcome. All postal strikes named below belong to one or 
another of these categories: 
1) When the Swiss railroad net developed, villages 

and towns developed around some stations that were 
planned far away from the town they served. Houses or 
hamlets developed around these stations, and after 
reaching a certain size these new agglomerations re-
ceived a post office, such as Sempach-Station (in contra-
distinction to Sempach Stadt), LaJoux Gare (LaJoux 
Village), Mendrisio Stazione (Mendrisio Borgo), Waltens-
burg/Vuorz Staziun (WaltensburgiVuorz), etc. Thus, the 
added word in the post office's name simply was used to 
distinguish it from the "parent" office. Such offices are 
(or were) regular post offices, sometimes located several 
blocks from the railroad station itself, and their inclusion 
in a "railroad" collection therefore is a bit questionable. 
In a few instances the names of hamlets located where a 
larger town's railroad station was established were 
superseded by the new stations's name: in the Tog-
genburg valley there once existed a hamlet (with P0) 
named Gonzenbach; now it is called Lutisburg Station! 

2) Several larger cities and towns have fully staffed, 
regular post offices inside one or more of their railway 
stations, such as Zurich 23 Hauptbahnhof, Basel 14 SBB, 
or Basel 16 Radischer Bahnhof. Except for their location 
these offices are not in the least railroad related either. 

3) The same observation applies to branch offices of 
yet other cities or towns that are located next to, or near 
the town's railway station, such as Geneve 2 Cornavin or 
Gare Cornavin, Lugano 3 Stazione, Solothurn Haupt-
bahnhof, Faido Stazione, etc. 

4) Conversely, there exist(ed) several dozen circular  

date, postal cancellations from yet other towns, such as 
Thun Bahnhof Martigny Gare CFF, Dottingen-Klingnau 
Station, Bern Bahnhof Eilversand, Bellinzona Stazione, 
etc., that are postal in origin and staffed by postal 
personnel inside or close to a railroad station, but are not 
normally open to the public. Yet they cancel all mail 
deposited in station mailboxes or collected from connect-
ing bus lines, in order to speed the flow of mail. In these 
non-public facilities, mail is sorted, sacked, and dis- 
patched. Sometimes, a few of them may be open to the 
public after hours over the weekend when the regular 
post offices are closed—as a service to postal patrons and 
for a special fee. Since the introduction of "zip" numbers 
almost all of these dispatch facilities have lost their 
individual "Gare" or "Bahnhof' legends, and they can be 
recognized only by the specific clerk's letter in the lower 
semi-circle of the cancellation, such as 6300 Zug 7i, or 
6710 Biasca lid—sad to say. 

5) In Switzerland's largest city and railway mail 
centers there is yet another type of postal facility located 
in the train stations's area: the stationary railway mail 
office (postal). These RPO mail centers re-sort and 
transfer mail from one RPO to another, and this task is 
recorded in their circular date strike's legend, such as: 
Geneve Ambulant; St.Gallen Bahnpost-Amt; 8021 Zurich 
Bpa Umleitstelle; 1000 Lausanne Office des Ambulant 
Reexpedition; etc. Acquiring these strikes on regular 
mail is quite uncommon because the cancelers are used 
primarily for internal, interoffice markings. 
6) Prior to 1922-25, when the agreement on post-

marking of weekend or late evening mail by railway 
station masters (with their RR station marking and no 
longer with a cds) went into effect, many station masters 
had at their disposal regular, postally issued date strikes 
(circular) which they were to use on all outgoing mail 
posted in station mail boxes. Many of these postmas-
ters/trainmasters seemed to have existed in medium-
sized towns; but please do not confuse circular train 
station markings (which also exist) with these postal cds! 
Markings such as Laufenburg Station, Rheinfelden 
Station, or Mohlin Station—all on the Rhine line—were 
never listed in any official PT!' guide. They are also 
absent from the so-called Markesa cancellation album 
pages, and they must be found on a hit or miss basis. 

7) And then there are, to complicate matters a bit 
further, a few railroad stations in existence that are 
designated postal parcel acceptance stations (which 
should make them use either train station cancellations 
or the dateless straightlines typical for this kind of 
depot), but that use regular postal cds! Langenthal 
Bahnhof, Siggenthal Station, or Bad Ragaz Station are 
examples of this group. 

8) Finally there still exist towns in Switzerland 
where the only post office is located in the train station 
and where the station master also serves as the town's 
postmaster. (Goppenstein, Tecknau, Schynige Platte, 
Niederried am Brienzersee, Jungfraujoch, etc.). Often 
there are two adjoining windows in the station, one for 
selling tickets, weighing freight, renting bicycles, etc., 
and the other for all postal business. Under these 
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circumstances it is easy to understand why mail is 
occasionally canceled with the railway strike, or freight 
letters with the postal strike. 

Having observed all this, it remains for each collector 
to decide what should be included in his/her collection; 
but no collector should be bamboozled into buying Zurich 
Hauptbahnhof, Basel SBBhf, or Bern Hauptbahnhof 
Eilversand strikes for a lot of money. These three are as 
common as blades of grass in a meadow! 

The following list does not distinguish between the 
eight above groupings, but it shows, with an * in back of 
a listing, which postmarks are current (1977). Different 
spellings are recorded, although not every minor differ-
ence from offices is indicated. A list of straightline 
markings is appended and a number of strikes are 
illustrated. Thanks go to Messrs. Gebert, Lehmann-Lutz, 
and Alfred Muller in Switzerland for augmenting a list 
originally published in the spring of 1977 in the Swiss 
cancellation collectors monthly journal, and for furnish-
ing examples not in this writer's collection. 

Aarau (1) Bahnhof 
Aarau 2 Bahnhof * 
Aarburg-Oftringen Station 
Aigle Gare 
Arosa Bahnhof 
Avenches Gare 
Bad Ragaz Station 
Barschwil Station 
Basel Bahnpostamt 
Base! Bahnpost Paketversand 
Basel 17 Transitbureau B.B. 
Base! Schweiz.centr.bahnhof 
Basel 16 Bb (Bad.Bahnhof) * 
Basel 2 Pu. B.B. (II) 
Basel 16 Deutsche Reichsbhf. 
Basel (II Fil.) Bad.Bhf. 
Basel 15 Transitbureau SBB 
Basel (I Fil)CentralBhf. 
Base! 14 Schweiz.Bundesbhf. * 
Basel 1 Pu. Schweizer Bhf. 
Basel 14 SBBHF 
(St.) Beatenberg Station 
Bellinzona Stazione 
Bern Bahnpostamt * 
Bern Hauptbahnhof Eilversand 
Bern Bahnhof 
Biasca Stazione 
Bischofszell-Nord (Station) 
Bo!ligen Station Wegmuhie 
Bolligen Station * 
Bnenzwiler Station 
Brig 2 Bahnhof 
Brugg Bahnhof 
Brunnen Station 
Buchs Bahnhof (SG) 
Buchs 1 (SG) Bahnhof * 
Buren an Der Aare Station 
Burgdorf Bahnhof 
Burgistein Station * 

Bussigny Gare (1880-1882) 
Chateau D'Oex Gare 
Chatel St-Denis Gare 
Chaux-De-Fonds Gare 
Chur (2) Bahnhof 
Chur Bahnpostamt 
Convers Gare 
Corcelles-Peseux Gare 
Cossonay (2) Gare 
Cressier Cormondes Gare 
Dattwi! Station 
Dottikon Station 
E.b.stat.mullheim (1857) 
Ebnat-Kappel 1 Station (SG) 
Embrach-Rorbas Station 
Eschlikon Station 
Faido Stazione * 
Fetan (Station) 
Fideris Station * 
Fribourg Gare 
Furna Station * 
Gelterkinden Bahnhof 
Geneve (2 Gare) Cornavin * 
Geneve (Office Des) Ambulants * 
Geneve Succurs ale Gare 
Glion Gare 
Granges Gare (VS) 
Guarda Station (Staziun) * 
Gurtnellen Station * 
Herisau (2) Bahnhof 
Ilanz Station Reisepost 
Interlaken Bahnhof 
Kagiswil (-wyl) Station 
Kreuzlingen (1) Station 
Lajoux Gare 
Langentha! Bahnhof 
Laufen (BE) Bahnhof 
Laufenburg Station 
Lausanne Ambulants Reexpedition * 
Lausanne 1, 2, or 11 Gare 
Lausanne Off.des Ambulants * 
Le Lode Gare 
Lenzburg Bahnhof 
Les Hauts-Geneve Gare 
Leysin Village (Gare) 
Liesberg Station 
Locarno (3) Stazione * 
Lugano (3) Stazione * 
Lutisburg Station * 
Luzern 2 Bahnhof* 
Luzern Bahnpostamt * 
Marstetten Station * 
Martigny Gare CFF 
Meiringen Bahnhof* 
Mendrisio Stazione * 
Mohlin Station 
Montreux Gare 
Morges Gare 
Murgen Bahnhof 
Neuchatel (2) Gare * 
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Neuhausen Bahnhof 
Nyon Gare 
Oensingen Station 
Olten Bahnhof 
Olten 2 Bhf. (Bahnpostamt) * 
Ostermundigen Station 
Palezieux Gare * 
Puidoux Gare * 
Randogne Gare 
Reiden Station 
Rheinfelden Station 
Rolle Gare 
Romanshorn 2 (Bahnhof) 
Romont Gare 
Rothrist Station * 
Safenwil Station 
Sarnen Station 
ScuollSchuls Stazium 
Seewis Station * 
Sempach Station * 
Serneus Station 
Siggenthal Station * 
Sihlbrugg Station * 
Sion (Sitten) Gare * 
Solothurn 2 Bahnhof (Emmental) 
St-Imier Gare 
St-Maurice Gare CFF 
St.Gallen Bahnpostamt * 
St.Gallen Fil.bfp (?) 
St.Moritz (2) Bahnhof 
St.Triphon Gare 
Stalden Station 
Ste-Croix Gare 
Steffisburg Station * 
Sursee Station 
Thun (1) Bahnhof* 
Thusis Bahnhof Postreisende 
Trimmis Station * 
Trins-Station 
Urdorf Station (not absolutely sure) 
Vallorbe Gare 

Versam Station * 
Vevey (4) Gare 
Waltensburg/Vuorz Staziun * 
Waltensburg Station 
Wettingen Station 
Wi! (SG) Bahnhof * 
Wohien Bahnhof (AG) * 
Wolhusen Station 
Worb Station 
Yverdon Gare 
Zollikon Station * 
Zug Bahnhof 
Zurich 3 (Pi.) Bahnhof 
Zurich Bpa.Umleitstelle * 
Zurich Bahnhof (Fil.Bhf.) 
Zurich Bahnpostamt II 
Zurich Bahnposten Expedition 
Zurich 3 Hauptbahnhof 
Zurich B.P.sammelstelle 
Zurich 23 Hauptbahnhof * 
Zurich Bahnpostamt * 
Zweidlen-Station 

Stations Once (Or Now) Equipped with Straight- 
line Cancellation Devices: 
Alvenau (Alvaneu) Station 
Bad Ragaz Station 
Barschwil Station 
Beatenberg Station 
Berikon-Widen Station 
Binningen Station BFP 
Embrach-Rorbas Station 
Interlaken Oststation 
Kagiswil Station 
Oensingen Station 
Osogna-Cresciano Stazione 
Roggwil (Bern) SBB 
Schupfen Station 
Wichtrach SBB 
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Railway Town Posting Straightlines and Similar 
Markings 

Part 60 
Up to now a collector attempting to put together a 

comprehensive showing of Swiss railroad markings 
(Parts 49-58 of this continuing article) has only seen the 
"easy" parts of this field—not so much for availability but 
for clear, relatively logical organization. What follows 
constitutes one, no two, of the most intricately compli-
cated and confusing fields of all Swiss commately, or 
postmark collecting: railroad posting straightlines, and 
railroad station date strikes that in essence are (were) 
not primarily designed for postal use, but have served, 
since the mid-twenties, to cancel mail posted at station 
mailboxes during night or weekend hours. 

Both of these fields are fascinating, wide reaching, 
and diverse in the way of actual types and forms of 
markings, and even colors. Neither of them has yet seen 
exhaustive research. (Mr. Vuille in Yverdon currently is 
attempting to codify the thousands of existing posting 
marks of 1860 to 1910—mostly straightlines. Mr. Alfred 
Muller in Bern has amassed such an enormous variety of 
these straightlines and related types that his original 
plan of cataloguing them in special chapters of Andres & 
Emmenegger catalogue most likely is not going to 
happen, at least not as originally conceived.) 

Concerning the railroad station markings on stamps 
and/or non-railway-internal service mail even less has 
appeared. P. Jenzer, late of Bern, seems to have been the 
first one to collect these markings selectively, and in 
1944 (Nos. 7, 8, 9 of the Berner Briefinarken Zeitung), he 
published an article, "Bahnstempel," in which he gave a 
lot of background on their raison d'etre. Yours truly tried 
his hand at a preliminary overview in the Amateur 
Collector's Swiss Philatelist (# 41-42, Summer 1964) and 
since then it has been bogged down in an attempt at 
organizing the field logically and simply. In Great 
Britain, Roy Christian started a typology over five years 
ago.. .and nothing more has been heard of it! Others have 
tried, or are trying; and this publication (before the year 
is out) will be the first one to contain a series of articles 
dealing with this wide-ranging subject. 

The two fields of "Station Posting Marks" and 
"Railway Station Cancellations" are related. The first 
one had its beginnings shortly after the introduction of 
RPOs in Switzerland. The markings, affixed almost 
always by the postal clerks in the RPOs, served the 
purpose of ascertaining the point of entry into the mails, 
and sometimes they had to be affixed for reasons of 
determining eligibility for a cheaper (local rayon) rate, 
etc. If a certain town's name was not among the straight-
lines carried in a certain RPO, then a clerk had to mark 
the piece of mail in manuscript with the name of the 
station where that piece was received into the RPO. Figs. 
1-8 show such written marks on pieces of mail. 

The practice of stamping the mail with a town 
straightline ceased prior to World War I, with a few 
exceptions. Manuscript posting marks occur in ink, 
pencil or crayon; written out or abbreviated. Sometimes, 
as in the case of Merligen, they were affixed by ship  

personnel (Ambulant 15 ran from Interlaken to Bern on 
the other side of Lake Thun where Merligen lies). Marks 
are usually in black or blue, but anything at hand would 
do. It is very easy to produce your own manuscript 
posting marks; therefore collecting these pieces is purely 
incidental because markings will occur on mail with RPO 
strikes. It also seems that many clerks saved themselves 
the trouble of inscribing each piece of mail posted onto 
the train; if a sender's name appears on the face of the 
piece then there is usually no marking to be found! 

The stamped-on town marks are much more interest-
ing, and quite certainly authentic. They too occur in 
black or blue in most instances, and 90% or more seem to 
be straightline markings of sans serif letters (Fig. 9). 
How many towns had straightline marks of the previous, 
most common type, is still subject to speculation because 
no one yet has really compiled a "complete" listing of 
these strikes. The older ones (pre-1882) are pretty well 
researched; but the period of 1882 to 1907 is not (yet). If 
one assumes that private lines later merged into the 
Federal Railways and private lines remaining indepen-
dent companies utilized RPOs that affixed posting 
marks, then there must be in excess of twelve hundred 
cities and towns with such markings. And since each 
postal car had slightly different cancelers, the actual 
total becomes a staggering number! Fig. 10 shows a 
variety of Bern (and Berne) posting marks (an incom-
plete showing, by the way) and their respective sizes that 
sometimes differ but slightly, or not at all, but that may 
have one differently shaped letter, etc. The variety of 
these marks, however, verifies the fact that these 
markings were affixed in the postal cars and not by the 
station personnel! Also, one may note that identical 
strikes occur from the same postal car over a period of 
time. Much less frequently found are serif-type posting 
marks, shown in Fig. 11 in a variety of sizes. Most 
preceded the serif-lettered markings; but some were 
used right through the end of the posting mark period. 

There exist single line markings in mixed upper and 
lower case letters (Fig.12) as well as the same in serif 
letters (Fig. 13) and also a few in mixed sans serif and 
serif or other combinations (Fig. 14). There are bilingual 
markings, one-line or two-line (Fig. 15), two-line ones (all 
caps or mixed lettering (Fig.16)) and boxed ones in caps, 
sans serif (block), serif, or mixed lettering (Fig. 17). 

Many of the above are shown, on purpose, with the 
cds of the RPO in which the straightline was affixed. 
Very rarely a clerk erred and put the straightline on the 
stamp, without an RPO date strike at all. 

The following are in the gray area of station marks 
used as posting marks, most likely affixed not in an RPO, 
but by a station master. Fig. 18 is a very late (1951) use 
of a railroad station mark as a posting mark; Fig 19 is a 
rare use of a town cds, with date removed to serve as a 
posting mark; Fig. 20 represents one of a few markings 
showing that a piece of mail had been posted in the 
station's postal mailbox (another, different shape is 
shown in Fig. 20a); and Fig. 21 is, so far, of uncertain use 
(route marking?). 
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Railway Station Date Strikes on Postal Matter 
Part 61 

In the recent instalment on posting marks used in 
conjunction with RPO cds, a few station mailbox mark-
ings and railway station marks were illustrated (Fig. 18-
20) which unlike most straightlines shown in that same 
instalment, quite certainly were not affixed by a clerk in 
an RPO, but rather by someone at the respective railroad 
station before the mail was posted on the train. 

Such station markings may be found on Swiss mail 
as far back as the late 1860s; but in most instances the 
cancellations (which normally were utilized to cancel 
certain classes of tickets and freight letters.. .and later 
Swiss railway stamps on freight letters accompanying 
parcels, etc.) were used to serve as posting marks, as 
"corner cards" or as identifications on underpaid letters, 
and the like. Figs. 1 and 2 are examples of such uses. Fig 
1 is a card from a clerk at Entlebuch station to his 
parents and is not much more than a return address; but 
it saved the RPO clerk one bit of work! 

Fig. 2 is an underpaid postal card of 1887 which 
received a Malters Station dated marking in preference 
to an RPO straightline to ascertain where the item had 
been deposited (in the station mailbox probably). 

Normal use of railway station date strikes (railway-
issued and non-postal) is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, one 
being the reproduction of an SBB (federal railways) 
freight letter, the other being a "collective bill" for 
accumulated charges from small parcels that were 
mailed without stamps. While these freight letter and 
similar use of train station cancellations are indeed 
interesting items, they are unrelated to the current 
observations which try to deal with postal use of these 
very same markings. 

The history of the use of train station date markings 
(and occasionally dateless ones, too) on mail does not 
really start until 1922. According to Paul Jenzer's article 
(July—September 1964) in the Berner Briefmarken 
Zeitung, their use was a result of attempted economies in 
personnel and services in the Swiss federation's two 
largest national(ized) enterprises: railways and postal 
services. Cooperation and elimination of duplication 
were sought, and a directive of 1922 (No. 5) regulated the 
responsibility in regard to postal services at railway 
stations (emptying of letter boxes) and on trains without 
RPOs (posting of all mail from station mailboxes, after 
cancellation by station personnel, in special bags or 
pouches, onto such trains, by using the trainman riding 
in the general freight car as deputy postman responsible 
for delivering all pouches to the postal facility in the 
station where the respective train terminated). 

The initial directives, originally only applying to 
federal railway stations, were refined by a set of regula-
tions (November 1922) and amended by edicts (July 1, 
1928) known as Regulations B 28, and to be followed by 
personnel at all federal stations where train personnel 
was charged with mail duties. 

Soon, major private lines also introduced the same 
responsibilities for their station personnel, and nowa-
days almost anything that moves may ( or often may not,  

depending on the line) assist in speeding up the mail, 
particularly after the last train with an RPO has passed, 
or on weekends when almost no RPOs circulate. Thus a 
collector not only can attempt to find mail canceled by 
the almost 900 federal railway stations (old numbering: 
Aadorf=No. 1, Zwingen=895; new numbering depending 
on rail lines, geographic location); but must expect to find 
at least as many private rail lines' station markings. 
Unfortunately, the legitimate, truly postal train station 
markings are further augmented by station markings, on 
stamps, from (legitimately applied) ship stations on 
Swiss lakes and a few automobile line terminals, such as 
Adelboden, and also by illegitimate, but not necessarily 
illegally applied, station marks on postage stamps and 
tied to covers (usually unaddressed) thanks to the 
cooperation of some employee of some aerial tramway, 
cable car, streetcar, or freight-only line, if not from ski 
lifts and the like all of which possess station canceling 
devices for railway business. 

Thus, beware of unaddressed covers: they are favor 
items (but anyone can put an address on them.. .and 
anyone can cut out such a favor cancellation from its 
cover and claim authenticity). Tough! 

Since the Swiss PT'!' possesses a monopoly on mail 
rates and movement, even railway-internal mail, trans-
ported from one depot or station to the next, must bear 
a postage stamp; and these often dateless, internal train 
cancellations form a sub-chapter in the wide field of 
railway markings on mail. 

While train station cancellations on postal items 
(only unregistered matter is accepted, but special 
delivery is frequently found) officially were sanctioned 
only in the 1920s, such marks do occur on mail as far 
back as these station marks existed. Although against 
regulations, the markings usually contributed to speed-
ing the mails, and thus tolerated. Figs. 5 and 6 depict 
two such items from early times (1877 and 1878) where 
the station date mark (on private mail items posted at 
that station's mailbox) is the only marking found—more-
over in the place where normally the town cds would be. 

Most railway station cancellations on mail occur on 
Saturday afternoons, Sundays and holidays such as 
Easter Monday, Pentecost Monday, St.Stephen's Day 
after Christmas, and the like. But early or late-hour mail 
and special delivery mail may show any day's date, since 
the postal directives simply state that mail must be 
dispatched speedily. A collector who really wants to 
specialize in this field should attempt to obtain the 
official, railway-issued map showing all Swiss transpor-
tation systems and their stations. To own a federal time 
table (issued twice a year in spring and fall) might be 
equally helpful, and upon special request such pam-
phlets as station codes, station numbers, train company 
abbreviations, or freight handling directives may be 
ordered (they are not available free of charge) from the 
Materials Section, Federal Railways (SBB/CFF), 3000 
Bern. All are trilingual at least. 

Occasionally one may encounter postmarks (?) that 
seem to defy classification and that seem to be related to 
railroad-employee-applied markings. Figure 7 shows two 
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rather recent samples from such a "gray area." Having a 
postal "zip" number, the dateless rectangles from 1249 
Athenaz and 1249 Chancy—both in Geneva Can-
ton—found either on or next to stamps—seem to be 
definitely postal in nature, but they seem to be applied 
by station personnel of Geneva Canton streetcar and bus 
lines on weekend mail deposited in station mailboxes, 
and usually such pieces are additionally postmarked in 
another Geneva Canton post office. It may be that these 
markings were necessary as long as local (cheaper) rates 
existed for mail to be delivered within a ten kilometer 
zone; but their use is not yet fully clarified. Anyone with 
knowledge of that situation please rise and explain it! 

Figure 8 finally shows a strike from a usually blue 
machine device that has been in use in a number of 
stationary railway mail sorting offices (Bpa=Bahnpost-
amt, or Railway Mail Office) for the past few years. Such 
markings are not found on stamps, but rather on the 
back of letters or cards that were posted as special 
delivery items. While a Bpa is a postal facility, it never-
theless forms a link between railway mail and postal 
services, and therefore is shown here. 

The next instalment will attempt a chronology and 
a typology of railway markings used to cancel postal 
matter. Today it may be stated that colors used by train 
station personnel to cancel mail with their station strikes 
usually are black, gray or violet. However, blue colors are 
seen not infrequently, and red, though rare, also occurs 
from a few stations. Other colors would pinpoint, most 
likely, an out-and-out favor item! 

Part 62 
Today, rectangular markings are the normal form for 

railway station markings (cancellations) on Swiss post-
age stamps and stationery. But there are still in exis-
tence many other forms: round, oval, square, octagonal, 
semi-circular, or undated, frameless straightlines. All 
may be found on mail deposited in railway stations' 
postal mailboxes and canceled by station personnel. 

Size of the current standard cancellation vary very 
much, and so do many other details. Figs. 9 and 10 show 
two extremes that were used until quite recently. Most 
stations, over the years, possessed at least one metal 
device; but most cancellations seen today are rubber 
stamps that wear out much quicker, but are sometimes 
used in damaged condition for a while before being 
replaced-.-sometimes every other year or so. No replace-
ment is exactly identical in size or lettering and thus an 
enormous number of such cancellations (conservatively 
estimated to be 12,000) can be assembled by a specialist 
determined to make this yet reasonably inexpensive and 
not yet crowded collecting field his or her specialty. Cut-
outs of railway station cancellations on mail retail for 10 
to 40 cents—with covers somewhat higher—for contem-
porary markings; but even here a rather surprising 
appreciation in value has been noted in the last five 
years, because so many other fields have become too 
expensive for collectors interested in originality! 

Sometimes railway station cancellations, similar to 
circular town date strikes may have been recut several 
times and the Uetikon (ZH) markings shown (Fig. 11)  

illustrate this better than any lengthy description. 
Originally this marking was put into service about one 
hundred years ago as a ship station cancellation (hence 
the anchor). When the ship line was replaced by a 
railway line, the canceler was retained and the anchor 
excised, but later upon nationalization of the private 
line, redecorated with an "SBB." Somewhat later the 
station's alphabetical freight station number, 806, was 
added; and a few years ago, when the renumbering of all 
stations took place, the old number was scratched out 
and the new number, 3105, added above the oval! All the 
while Uetikon has also had rubber rectangle cancella-
tions serving as occasional postal markings on mail. 

More often than not—especially in the more modern 
railway station cancellations—the train company's 
initials are contained in the strike (SBB, CFF, FFS and 
variations) for the federal railways, and any of about 100 
letter combinations for other, private lines, such as MOB 
(Montreux-Oberland Bahn); BSS (Bern-Loetschberg-
Simplon); SOB (Sudostbahn); LEB (Lausanne-Echallens-
Bercher); YSTeC (Yverdon-Ste-Croix); BT (Bodensee-
Toggenburg-Bahn); LSE (Luzern-Stansstad-Engelberg); 
BM (Bellinzona-Mesocco); ST (Sursee-Triengen); etc. 

In addition to station name, train company initials, 
date (day/month/year and sometimes hour of day), or 
time (V: vormittag/morning; N: nachmittag/afternoon) 
and often train station number, station cancellations 
may offer more details, such as the station's service 
branch: cashier; hand baggage room; telegraph office, 
paymaster, station master, freight dock, lading bill "No." 
and blank, etc. Little decorations, such as stars, dia-
monds, or very often the railways' "winged wheel" 
emblem, also may be part of such cancellations. 

The date maybe all in figures, such as 21.-9.1943, or 
01.Xll.39 N6, or it may show the month's name in letters: 
24.AGO.56-21. In early years many stations in Ale-
mannic Switzerland had French month names, and 
through about 1937 the Italian-Swiss stations on the St. 
Gotthard railway had German language month names. 
Such details are not taken into consideration in the 
following typology; but the location of the date (middle or 
bottom) and of the station number (old or new: inside 
frame, left, right, outside/inside frame, facing up or 
down) are noted as separate types or subtypes. 

When weekend canceling of mailbox-deposited mail 
began at railway stations in the 1920s,  many round 
railway station markings so resembled post office cds 
that postal authorities issued regulations which pre-
scribed that such round station cancels either had to be 
larger than 32 millimeters (diameter), had to incorporate 
the "winged wheel," or had to remove their outer circle or 
enclose it in an outside square or rectangle (Figs. 12 to 
16). Postal edict No. 1053 spelled out these changes, and 
after 1943 round railway station markings on mail were 
officially prohibited but continue to this day! 

Freight weighing scale cancels, featuring a balance, 
are not to be used for canceling mail; and that regulation 
seems to have been observed rigorously. 

Station names and other words may be spelled out in 
sans serif or serif caps, or in a variety of mixed letter- 
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ings. Frame lines usually are single; but double and even 
triple outer frame lines have been seen. Rectangles may 
have rounded or even chamfered corners, and some 
rectangles have no bottom line (by design). 

No distinction between metal and rubber markings 
is made in the following typology as such, nor are any 
sizes taken into consideration. Thus a collector may find 
many dozens of sub-varieties for one station alone. 

Railway station cancels from Switzerland's largest 
railway stations normally should not occur on stamps 
(i.e.; on weekend mail, because such stations usually 
have round-the-clock postal facilities). But such mark-
ings may occur just the same, especially on postal cards 
announcing freight arrivals that are canceled, for every-
one's convenience, at the freight depot section of such 
stations and then placed into the mails. Fig. 17 shows a 
freight arrival notice postal card with a Bern freight 
depot railway cancellation on the stamp. 

Most railway station marks shown on the following 
pages are taken from cutouts or entires with postage 
stamps (logically so because postal use of railway station 
markings is discussed here). A collection of railway 
station cancellations without postage stamps may be 
amusing, but from the point of view of real philately, 
inconsequential and worthless. On railway stamps (and 
often on flscals) train station markings are most collect-
ible, however. 

Internal-mail railway office markings on postage 
stamps, usually dateless, are shown first, separate from 
the station markings. They are rather infrequently seen. 

Classification (Typology) of Railway Station Marks 
on Swiss Postage Stamps 

0. Internal Railway Office Markings: 
1. Straightline (without and with date); one, two, or 

three lines 
2. Oval marks 
3. Rectangles (undivided or divided inside) 
4. Free franks 

1. Straightline: 
2. Oval Markings: 
3. Rectangles: 
4. Freefrank Markings: 

In addition to these, some collectors acquire repre-
sentative examples from railway company mail on which 
the company's name is stamped on (or even printed on). 
Such marks may be interesting; but they are not postal 
except for having the character of "corner cards" or 
return addresses. A few examples of that last, non-postal 
category are shown here. 

And finally a completely new item must be reported 
although yours truly is not yet sure where it belongs and 
exactly where it is affixed. It is a red single-ring cancella-
tion, stating BAHNPOST/AMBULANT. The date (16.12.71), 
without hour or train number, is under a semi-circular 
segment that contains the Swiss cross. At the bottom is 
a red star. Instead of a lower, semi-circular segment  

there is an open space into which, on this only copy seen 
so far, someone typed (or stamped) "2547," apparently 
the number of the postal run or train on which this item 
was carried. Since this single copy is on a piece of paper 
that has a punched hole in it, this cancellation most 
likely is an internal RPO service strike, affixed to a bag's 
destination tag (which then, in turn, is opened in that 
RPO and sorted on the way, or whatever). Puzzling is the 
typed train number. A manuscript marking would be 
more logical! 

Part 63-70 
In Part 62, the background of railroad station 

cancellations on postal matter was given, and the 
instalment was completed by selecting samples of Group 
0, or zero: the internal railroad directorate strikes on 
stamps, and railroad-related freefrank markings. The 
rest of the typology presents itself as follows: 

Group 1: Straightlines: dateless, or with built-in or 
separate date line. This group is infrequent 
and in most instances emergency use. 

Group 2: Round Station Cancellations: Single and 
double circles, some with double outer 
frame; incomplete and rimless circle types. 

Group 3: "Squared Circle" Cancellations: origi-
nally, in most cases, round strikes, recut 
because of postal directives into square or 
rectangular form. 

Group 4: Box Cancellations (rectangular or 
square): the largest and currently "stan-
dard" cancellation. Subdivisions made by 
number of lines of text (and date) and by 
inner horizontal and/or vertical divisions; 
single and double outer frame and boxed 
date types. 

Group 5: Octagonal or Other Multi-Sided Cancel-
lations (infrequent). 

Group 6: Oval Station Cancellations (infrequent). 
Group 7: Semi-Circular Station Cancellations 

(very infrequent). 
Group 8: Weighing Scale Cancellations (not to be 

used for stamping mail). 
Group 9: Other Forms and Types, if any. 

Typical examples from each group are shown on the 
next page. Within the groups and sub-groups, subdivi-
sions group similar strikes by certain differences, such 
as: station number outside frame, at left; idem, at right; 
idem, at top; etc.; or: no decorations; decorations, left, 
right and bottom. 

In sub-groups where only a limited number of 
practically similar strikes are known, the station cancel-
lations within such subdivision are listed alphabetically, 
and for each station name its lettering type is given, as 
follows: V, sans serif caps; W, serif caps; X, Italics (XV; 
XW); Y, mixed sans serif lettering (caps and lower case 
letters); Z, mixed serif lettering (caps and lower case). 

A"?"  in front of a station name's listing suggests that 
the particular item may not be postally authentic, but 
rather a favor cancellation. 
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Color of cancellations are not considered in this 
typology. There exists such a profusion of shades be-
tween black, gray, violet, bluish, and even reddish that 
an attempt to identify by colors would needlessly compli-
cate an already difficult task since no two collectors see 
colors identically. Furthermore it should be stated that 
color shades usually come into being because any RR 
station may possess several inking pads with different 
colors, and cancellations are applied after inking on 
whatever pad is available. Likewise, an inking pad may 
be re-inked by a variety of ink shades over the years. 

Sizes of railroad cancellations are not considered at 
all in this typology. 

Station numbers' positioning is considered; but no 
differentiation is made between old three-digit and new 
four-digit numbers. 

The positioning of the date line is considered: top, 
center, bottom; but the text of other lines, except if it 
concerns the station number being positioned somewhere 
all by itself, is not considered. Hence a bottom line of a 
cancellation of Group 4.155 could be the second half of a 
station's respective office (hand baggage, station master, 
train control, cashier); or it could actually show the train 
station's name if for some reason the top line would show 
some other text, such as the RR company's name. 

Varieties of spelling the date are not considered. 
Hence a month could be shown in Arabic or Roman 
numerals, or be spelled out, or abbreviated. 

Only cancellations struck on postage stamps, or RR 
station cancellations occurring on official free-frank mail 
(military, federal, cantonal and other offices) are consid-
ered here, and only items since 1922 are listed—the date 
when, by federal directives, such canceling was really 
authorized. Earlier strikes are enumerated in the Andres 
and Emmenegger catalogue. 

For square and rectangular cancellations, no distinc- 

tion is made between cancellations with truly angular 
(right angle), rounded, or clipped (chamfered) corners. 
No distinction is made between metal or rubber devices. 

Not all RR station strikes on postage stamps are 
truly postal in character, even since 1922. Especially if 
overstruck by a customs cancellation, or if a canceler of 
a real freight station, such as Basel St. Johann, is noted; 
then the postage stamps thus canceled may have been 
used to pay customs fees. 

However, all cancellations on stamps since 1922 are 
considered in these tabulations because, especially on a 
cut-out, it is not always possible to determine truly 
postal or quasi-postal use of Swiss postage stamps. This 
includes stamps canceled at parcel acceptance depots 
(postal) located in railroad stations. 

A number of stations "across the border," especially 
on Swiss-operated lines such as the Zurich-Eglisau-
Schafihausen railroad, also can use their station cancel-
ers on mail posted in their station boxes. Shown are 
station strikes of Singen (Germany), endpoint of the 
Swiss line near Schaffhausen. The LO'TrSTETrEN (Ger-
many) strikes show that mail taken onto the train after 
canceling at the RR station may bear either Swiss or 
German stamps, but apparently no mixed franking. The 
Thayngen cancellation, conversely, is a German railroad 
strike used on the Swiss part of the Basel-SchafThausen-
Singen line in the Swiss village of Thayngen. In earlier 
years Rienen, in Switzerland north of Basel on the 
German line Basel BB-Wiesental, also used a Swiss 
posting mark, and similar usages are supposed to be 
possible on the Swiss line through a few Italian villages 
between the border and Domodossola and also on a few 
French stations served by Swiss lines in the Jura border 
region, according to regulations issued commonly by the 
Swiss P'Il' and the SBB. Complicated, isn't it? 
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Typology: 

1.0: Straightline Strikes 
1.11: One line cancellations, no date, all caps: 
?Gruben (V); separate date line 
?Generoso-Kulm (V) ?Sutz (V) ?Vinelz (V) 
?Zernez (V) ?Montncher (V) 

1.15: One-line cancellations, no date, mixed letter-
ing; 
Basel-Bad. B.P.V. (Y) 
Beip (Y); overstruck by RPO code 
Altendorf(Y); separate date line 
Cugy/Fribg. (Y); separate date line 
?Innertkirchen MIB (Y) 
Lottstetten (Y); separate date line 
Rubigen (Y); separate date line 
Guterexpedition St.Gallen (Y); overstruck by RPO 
cds 

Thalwil (XZ); struck into box cancel without name 
but with date 

1.21: Two-line cancellations, no date, all caps: 
Morges St.JeanjHalte CFF (usually overstruck by 
Lausanne hand or machine cancellation) (V) 

Eilgut/Zurich HB. (W) 
1.28: Two-line cancellations, station in caps: lower 
line date: ?Wengernalp (V) 

1.25: Two-line cancellations, no date mixed lettering: 
Frachtgutexpedition/St.Gallen HB (Y); usually 
overstruck by cds 

?GepackexpeditionlSt.Moritz (XZ) 
Magazzeno Viveri S.G.Gi;Bellinzona (Y) 
Tagerwilen/Oberstrass (Z); with separate date line 
?S.A.Seggiovia del Monte Lema Miglieglia/Lugano 
(Z) 

1.27: Two-line cancellations, town in mixed lettering; 
lower line; date: ?Carolina Rh.B. (Y) 

1.31: Three-line cancellations, no date, town in caps: 
GuterexpeditionlSBBiWinterthur 

1.33: Three-line cancellations, no date, town in caps: 
?Pilatus-BahnlAlpnachstad 

It's apparent that dateless straightline railroad station 
cancellations on mail were only a "last resort" method to 
cancel mail if no regular date canceler was available of 
course always with exceptions, such as the EILGUT ZURICH 
mark which is seen regularly, over a period of years. It 
must be observed that probably every railroad station 
possesses at least one dateless, straightline canceler (for 
forms, etc.) and if a railroad cancellation buff asks 
beggingly enough there will be many a station master or 
assistant who will put such a marking on a postage 
stamp or cover! Straightline markings with a date are 
more likely to have seen genuine use on postal matter, 
but only if they are from main railroad stations in a 
certain locality—and not, such as the Pilatus-Bahn, 
Alpnachstad marking, from a secondary line's station 
fifty feet away from the main railroad station. Caution!  

2.0: Round Station Cancellations 
2.01: Single circle; "suspended" date; decoration(s) at 
top; winged wheel at bottom: 
?Aarau W.T.B. (V) Lausanne (V) 
Morges (V) 	St.Maurice (V) 
Renens (V) 	Gueunsee (V) 

2.02: Similar to 2.01, but with station number out-
side rim, at right: Montreux (V) 

2.05: Single circle, one horizontal division line: 
Alterstetten Zch. (V) 

2.11: Single circle, date in square box; no decora- 
tions; train company at bottom: Tesserete (V) 

2.12: Similar to 2.11, but winged wheel above and 
other text below date: 
Kreuzlingen Bernrain (V) 
Kreuzlingen Oberdorf (V) 

2.13: Single circle, date in square box; semi-circle 
above date, oval below: (V) 
Bern SBB Gep.II Exp. (V) 

2.15: Single circle, date in square box; semi-circles 
above and below date; train company at bottom: 
(this type can be called double circle with superim-
posed date box; but most typologies consider this a 
single circle): Meiringen (V) 

2.16: Same as 2.15, but with winged wheel in upper 
semi-circle: 
Munchenstein (V) 
St.Imier (V), 2 different (one with station No. at 
bottom) 

Thun SBB Gepack (V) 
2.17: Similar to 2.16, but winged wheel in lower 
semi-circle: Delemont (Delsberg) Telegraphes (V) 

2.18: Similar to previous, but winged wheel at bot- 
tom; star in lower semi-circle: 
St Margrethen SBB (V) 

2.19: Same as 2.18; but winged wheel removed; star 
in lower semi-circle: St Margrethen SBB (V) 

2.21: Single circle, outer rim double; date in cham-
fered box; barred semi-circles above and below 
date: 
Leysin-Feydey A-L (V) 
Leysin-Feydey Chef de Gare (V) 

2.31: Single circle, continuous date bridge; semi-cir-
cles above and below date; winged wheel in upper 
semi-circle: Aigle 9,CFF (V) 

2.32: Similar to 2.31, station no. outside outer rim at 
left: Station Corcelles-Peseux Marchandises (V) 

2.34: Similar, but station no. in place of winged 
wheel: (upper semi-circle) 
Station Corcelles-Peseux Marchandises (V) 

2.36: Similar, but winged wheel at bottom: 
Wetzikon Zch (V) (black Swiss cross!) 

2.41: Single circle, outer rim double; continuous date 
bridge; barred semi-circles above and below date: 
Preles (V) (in use 1937-56 or longer) 

2.45: Single circle; open date bridge; semi-circular 
segments above and below date: 
Chamby M.O.B. (V) 
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2.46: Same as 2.45, but winged wheel in upper semi-
circle: Gare Romont (V) 

2.50: Double circle; no inner divisions; no date; train 
co. in center: ?Ouchy L.O. (V) 

A collector must be quite watchful when classifying the 
double circle cancellations because many of these devices 
have been used for decades, and the resulting wear and 
tear sometimes makes these double circles look like 
types 2.45/46, or even like plain single circles. 

2.51: Double Circle; date in enclosed bridge; semi-
circles above and below empty: [A common form; 
many station possess(ed) this cancellation type, 
but most of these had to be recut because of too 
great a resemblance with postal cancellations. The 
simplest recut consisted of adding a winged wheel 
and/or a station number; others had the outer rim 
wholly or partly removed.] Station name in sans 
serif caps (V). 
2.510: Station name at top; train company at bot-
tom; no decorations: 

2.511: Station name at top; no train company; fleu-
rons at left and right 

2.512: Maltese-cross-like decorations at both sides; 
train company at bottom 

2.513: Stars at both sides; train company at bottom 
2.514: Stars at both sides; other text at bottom 
2.515: Fleuron at both sides; train company at 
bottom 

2.516: Rhomboid decoration at both sides; train 
company at bottom 

2.517: Dot between station name and train com-
pany name at both sides 

2.52: Similar to 2.51, but stars in upper and lower 
semi-circles: 
Station Burgenstock (V) Station Kehrsiten (V) 
Le Noirmont (V) Motiers (V) Preles (Pragelz) (V) 

2.54: Similar to 2.5 1, but station No. added inside 
circle, at left: 
Corcelles-peseux (V) 	Gare Rolle (V) 

2.56: Similar to 2.54, but station number at bottom: 
Gorgier-St.Aubin-Sauges (V) 

2.57: Similar to 2.54, but station No. in lower semi-
circle: 
Montmollin (possibly once had winged wheel in 
upper semi-circle 

2.58: Similar to 2.51, but station number outside 
circle, at top: Domdidier 

2.59: Similar to 2.51, but station number outside 
circle: 
Genthod-bellevue Granges-Marnand La Plaine 

2.61: Double circle; date in enclosed bridge; in upper 
semi-circle winged wheel; lower semi-circle empty; 
line's initials or other text at bottom; no station 
number. A rather common form, especially in 
Western Switzerland (French), sub-divisible ac-
cording to decorations at left and right. 
2.610: No decorations between station name or 

upper text and lower text; 

2.612: Maltese-type or other crosses between upper 
and lower text; 

2.613: Five- to eight-pointed stars in that same 
place: 

2.615: Fleurons or similar decorations in that same 
place: 

2.617: Dots in that same place: 
Note: These subdivisions apply for categories 2.62 to 
2.68; but for the sake of economy they are not made in 
print. 

2.62: Same as 2.61; but station number in lieu of or 
next to decoration, at left: 

2.63: Idem; but station number at right: 
2.64: Similar to 2.63; but no text at bottom: 
2.65: Same as 2.63; but station number at bottom 
center: 

2.67: Similar to 2.62; but station number added 
above outer circle, at top: 

2.68: Same as 2.67; but station number outside 
circle at (upper) left: 

2.7: Similar to 2.6 types; but text or initials in lower 
semi-circle as well: 
2.71: Double circle, date in enclosed bridge; in up-

per semi-circle winged wheel; in lower semi-cir-
cle train company initials or the like; no station 
number. A fairly common form mostly used in 
Western Switzerland. 
2.710: No decorations; no text at bottom; 
2.711: Similar; but 2 or 3 stars at bottom; 
2.712: Similar; but large fleuron at bottom; 
2.713: Similar; but text at bottom; variety of dec- 

orations left and right, between station name 
& bottom text: 

Note: These circular station cancellations show station 
name in caps, sans serif letter type (unless marked). 

2.72: Similar to 2.71; but star in lower semi-circle; 
upper and lower text separated by ornaments: 

2.73: Similar to 2.71; but station number in lower 
semi-circle: 
2.730: No decorations between upper and lower 

text in outer rim: 
2.731: With decorations between upper and 
lower text. 

2.74: Similar to 2.71; but with station number at 
bottom of double circle: 
2.740: Without decorations between station 
name and number: 

2.741: With decorations between upper and 
lower information: 

2.75: Similar; but station number at left; 
2.76: Same; but station number at right: 
2.77: Star in lower semi-circle in lieu of train com- 

pany initials; station number at lower right: 
2.78: Similar to 2.71; but with station number out- 
side of outer rim: 
2.781: Station number outside, at top: 
2.782: Station number outside, at left: 
2.783: Station number outside, at right: 
2.786: Star instead of train company in lower 
semi-circle; number outside at right: 

p. 
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2.79: Similar to 2.71; winged wheel in lower semi-
circle; company initials or other text in upper 
semi-circle: 
2.790: Without station number: 
2.796: Station number outside circle, at top: 
2.797: Station number outside circle, at left: 

2.8: Incomplete Double Circles: 
2.81: With large winged wheel at bottom of cancel-
lation: 
Affoltern-Weier; 	Durrenroth; 
Grunenmatt; 	Worb-dorf; 

2.85: Outer circle cut away in lower part of cancel-
lation: (to comply with FTP edicts not to confuse 
RR station cancellations with P0 cancels) 
Blausee-Mitholz; Frutigen; 
Heustrich-Emdthat; 
Kandersteg; 	Niederscherli; 

2.9: Rimless Circles: (probably all formerly with 
outer circle, but recut) 
2.91: Inner circle undivided; floating date: 
Uetikon-Waldegg; 

2.92: No inner nor outer circle; date between bars: 
Buron-Bad Knutwil; 	?Geuensee: 
?Sursee-Stadt; 	Triengen-Winikon; 

2.93: Inner circle complete, with enclosed bridge: 
Blonay; 	Chatel-St-Denis: 	Frutigen; 
Grenchen-Nord; Kandersteg; 	Koniz; 
StLegier; 	?Thun BahnhofSTJ; 

2.95: Date in box; semi-circles above and below: 
Faulensee; 	Oms (Anet) 

Note: Groups 2.85, 2.92, 2.93, 2.95 can exist in inter-
mediate forms, with partially or almost disappeared 
outer rim! 

3.0: Squared Circle Cancellations: 
3.10: Date floating inside rimless circle; outer frame 
square: ?Langenthal L.J.B. (V) 

3.15: Date floating inside inner circle; station num- 
ber added inside outer frame: Leuk (Loeche) (V) 

3.2: Date in box inside circular inscriptions and outer 
box: 
3.21: Semi-circles above and below date box; with 
winged wheel; outer box square: 
Munchenstein (V) 

3.24: Semi-circles as in 3.21; no winged wheel; 
outer box rectangular: Langnau (V) 

3.26: Semi-circle only above date box; oval below; 
outer box square: 
Bern SBB Gep.11 Exp. (fashioned from type 
shown as 2.13) 

3.3: Date in open bridge: 
3.31: Above date semi-circle with fine bars; below 

horizontal line of text: Rorschach. . .Station (V) 
3.36: Semi-circles above and below date, un- 
adorned; station number at inner left: 
Visp (Viege) (V), star at left, right; 
Chatillens (V), cross at left, right; 

3.4: Date in enclosed bridge inside inner circle: 
3.41: No decorations in semi-circles: stars between 
town name and lower text: 

La Chaux-de-Fonds/Bagages; 
Geneve/Bagages; 
Yverdon/CFF; 
Fribourg CFF/Arrivages; 
Nyon/Bagages; 
BexJCFF (cross in lieu of *) 

3.42: Similar; but with station number at bottom 
(inner) of cancellation: 
Yverdon CFF; 	Crassier-La-Rippe; 

3.43: Similar; but number at (inner) left: 
Flamatt SBB; 

3.46: Similar; but station number outside outer 
box, at right: 
Fribourg/Arrivages; 
Les Geneveys-sur-Coffrane ( in lower semi-cir- 

cle); 
3.5: Date inside inner circle; station number at top 
outside box: 
Domdidier (maybe an incomplete 3.4 type?) 

3.6: Similar to 3.4; but with winged wheel in upper 
semi-circle; star in lower: Kirchberg-Alchenfluh; 

Note: All cancellations of Groups 2 and 3, seen to date, 
had station names in caps (V,W). 

4.0: Boxed Cancellations Without Date; No divid-
ing Lines: 
4.01: Name only; no postal code number; one line: 
Athenaz 

4.02: Same and postal code number; one line: 
1249 Athenaz; 1249 Chancy; 

Note: Information on the actual use of these types is 
lacking. 
4.1: Boxed Cancellations Without Internal Division 
Lines: 
4.10: Two lines of Information; Top, Station; Bot-
tom, Date. A very common form in the 1920s and 
early 1930s; frequently recut by adding station 
number (see below). Occurs with station name in 
four types of lettering: V: all caps, sans serif; W: 
all caps, serif; Y. mixed letters, sans serif only; Z: 
mixed letters, serif. Only the station name prop-
er determines groups V, W, Y, or Z; thus Aar-
brugg bei Luchligen is W, or Aarbrugg (Unter-
dorf) MOB is Z. In subsequent listings only basic 
examples belonging to any of these four groups 
are illustrated; but in every type or subtype any 
of the four may occur—sometimes in combina-
tion, such as AATHAL-Seegruben. 

4.11: Two lines of Information; also Station Num-
ber (old or new): 
4.110: Station number inside frame, following 

station name; horizontal: 
4.111: Station number inside frame, preceding or 

following date line; horizontal: 
4.112: Station number at lower right, inside 
frame, reading up or down: 

4.113: Station number at lower left, inside frame, 
reading up or down: 

4.114: Station number inside frame, at middle or 
upper right, up or down: 
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4.115: Idem; at middle or upper lift; up or down: 
4.116: Station number outside frame, at right, 
reading up or down: 

4.117: Idem; at left; reading up or down: 
4.118: Idem; number below frame—left, center, 

or right: 
4.119: Idem: number above frame—left, center, 

or right: 
4.12: Two ones of Information, plus Other Informa-

tion on side: 
4.121: Station name at top; date below; train 

company initials at left, up; no number: 
St.Gallen - St.Fiden (Y) 

4.122: Idem; but additionally with station num- 
ber at right, up: Beinwil am See (V-Y) 

4.124: Similar to 4.121, but train company ini- 
tials at right; down; no number: Schupfen (V) 

4.13: Two Lines of Information in Frame Without 
Baseline. This type of cancellation contains a 
date mechanism which necessitates the absence 
of the baseline. A collector, however, must be 
extremely careful not to mistake damaged or 
incomplete strikes of type 4.10, 4.11, etc., nor 
must the impression of the canceler's metal edge 
or the like (which sometimes shows) be mistaken 
for the (actually non-existing) baseline: The 1925 
strike from Entfelden S.B.B. shows how the 
mechanism works because one may yet see, be-
low the actual date, part of the canceler's previ-
ous day, month, and year digits. Unless the miss-
ing baseline is at least as wide as the total date, 
a cancellation cannot be of this type! 
4.131: No station number; station at top, date 
below: 
Aefligen (V) 	Bulach (Z) 
Burghalden (Z) 	Deitingen (Y) 
Dietlikon (Y) 	Entfelden (Y) 
Einsiedeln (Z) 	Effretikon (Z) 
Frick (Z) 	 Gerlafingen (V) 
Herzogenbuchsee (V) 
Landquart (Y) 	Lutzelfluh-Goldbach (V) 
Marstetten (Z) 	Ruti (Glarus) (YV) 
Schwanden Glarus (Y) 
Speicher TB (Y) 	Stein Sackingen (YV) 
Toss (Z) 	 Turgi(Y) 
Uzwil (Y) 	 Utzenstorf(V) 
Wald (2; V,Z) 	Zollbruck (V) 
Luchingen Hatzzingen (Y) 

4.132: Same as 4.131, but with station number, 
at right, inside frame, up or down: 
Glattfelden (Z) 	Mannenbach (Z) 
Mettmensteetten (Z) 	Nidfurn-Haslen (Y) 
Nieder u Oberurnen (Z) 
Luchsingen Hatzingen (Y) 

4.133: Idem, but station number inside frame at 
left: Zweidlen (Z) 

4.136: Similar, but station number outside 
frame, at right; top, middle or low: 
Dietlikon (Y,c) 	Ennenda (Y,t) 
Kollbrunn (Z,b) 	Eiken (Z,c)  

Willa (Z,c) 	Mohlin (Z,t) 
Kradolf(Z,t) 	Eglisau (Z,t) 
Mitlodi (Y,t) 

4.14: Three Lines of Information; no station num-
ber; date in center line: 
4.141: Station at top; date in center; train com-

pany name or initials below. A rather common 
cancellation type for non-federal, private lines 
such as railways (Rh.B.), the Emmenthal train 
companies, etc. 

4.142: Idem: Station at top; date; in bottom line 
service branch, altitude, etc. A fairly common 
type, especially for larger federal train sta-
tions. 

4.143: Train company name or initials at top; 
date in middle line; station name at bottom: 
Les Bois 	?Pilatusbahn Alpnachstad 
?Luftseilbahn MorelRiederalp 

4.144: Same as 4.141, but with double outer 
frame: 
Seen only from stations of local interurban 
lines around Langenthal. 

4.145: Similar to 4.143, but some train station 
branch at top: 
EmfangsBureau Basel SBB 
Gepackexpedition Luzern SBB 
Gepackexpedition SBB Frauenfeld No.14 
and from Trasadingen 

4.15: Three lines of Information; Date at bottom 
(third line); no station number. 
4.150: Train company or initials at top; station in 

center; date at bottom: 
SBB Altstatten St.G. 	RVT Couvet 
SBB Derendingen 
Jungfraubahn Eigergletscher 
SBB DornachArlesheim 
?Jungfraubahn Eigerwand 
?Jungfraubahn Eismeer 
SBB Erlenbach (Zurich) 
SBB Langenthal 
CFF Sonceboz-Sombeval 
SBB Munsingen 

4.151: Station at top; branch or canton, etc. in 
center; date at bottom: 
Glarus SBB/Gepack-Exped. 
Menziken-Burgl(Aargau) 
OberdorfYsolothurn; 	Ruti Zurich 
SBB/Einnehmerei or GepackExped. 
St.Margrethen/(St.Gallen) 
Samstagern/(Richterswil) 

4.152: "Station" at top; station name in center; 
date at bottom: Bf./Lenzburg 

4.153: Station name at top; train company ini-
tials in center; date at bottom: 
Rigi-FirstlA.R.B. 
and ancient Malters/J.S.B.; 1887! 

4.154: Station name over two lines (hyphenated); 
date in bottom line: 
Nesslau-fNeu-St.Joh. 
Solothurn/Baseltor 
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Reinach/Lindenpiats 
	

4.176: Station name at top; other text below; 
Teufenthal-/Durrenasch St. 	 date at bottom; number at left or right: 
Schindellegil-Feusisberg 
	

Pfaffikon Zurich (Z) 
Zurich-Aistetten 
	

4.18: Same as 4.17; but station number outside 
Zurich-/Oerlikon 
	

frame: 
ZurichlWollishofen 
	

4.181: Railway company at top; station name in 
4.155: Station name in top and bottom lines; in 	 middle; date at bottom; number at right or left: 

between date line: 
	

Inkwil (Y) 
Wilchingen-/Hallau (Y); (German RR line in 
	

4.182: Railway station top two lines; date at bot- 
Switzerland) 
	

tom; number outside at right: 
4.156: Station at top; date in center; station 
	

Winterthur-Seen (Z) 
number by itself at bottom: Bellach (V) 
	

4.183: Same as 4.182; but station number outside 
4.157: Idem; but with fleurons at both sides of 
	

left: Winterthur Gruze (V) 
date: 
	

4.187: Baseline missing; station top and middle 
Emmenmatt; Note: This may be a changeling 
	

line: date at bottom; number at left or right: 
from group 4.9. 	 Mullheim-Wigoltingen (Y) 

4.158: Station at top; station number in middle, 	4.188: Baseline missing; train company at top; 
at left; date at bottom: 	 station name below date; station number at 
Oberentfelden S.B.B. Rickenbach-Attikon 
	

left or right: Rebstein-Marbach (Y) 
Zurich-Affoltern 
	

4.19: Four Lines of Information; including date: 
4.159: Station number at top; station in center, 	 4.191: Train company name on top two lines, 

date below; frame baseline incomplete: 
	

followed by date and station: 
Steckborn (Z) 
	

Givrins 	 St Cergue 
4.16: Three lines of information; in addition station 
	

?Schaffhausen-St.S.S. 	Trelex 
number; complete frame: 
	

4.192: Train station name on top two lines, then 
4.160: Station number inside frame, following 
	

date; then train company initials: 
station in top line; horizontal: 
	

Lutzelfluh-Goldbach (Y) 
Bern Hbf.Guterverwaltung (Y) 
	

4.193 Similar to 4.192, but outer frame double: 
4.161: Very similar, but station number following 
	

Kirchberg-Alchenfluh (V) 
"SBB" or the like at top: 
	

4.194: Train company initials at top, followed by 
Roggwil-Wynau (Y) 	Nottwil (Y) 
	

station, division, and date: 
Boswil-Bunzen (Y) 
	

Rorschach Hafen/Gepack-Exped. (Y) 
4.162: Similar, but date in middle line: 
	

4.195: Station name on top two lines, followed by 
Biere No.498 
	

number and date: 
4.163: Station number in front of RR Company 
	

Frenkendorf-Fullinsdorf (Y) 
initials in middle line; date at bottom: 
	

4.196: Very similar; but top two lines of station 
Lausanne-Flon 	 and division: 

4.17: Three lines of information; station number 
	

Chiasso Ufticio-Transito-Stazione (Y) 
vertical, inside frame: 
	

4.197: Train company initials at top; two lines of 
4.171: RR company initials at top; station in mid- 	 station name; date; station number inside left 

dle; date at bottom; number at left or right: 	 or right: Schofflisdorf-Oberwemngen (Y) 
Bensenschwil 	Derendingen 
	

4.198: Train company at top; then station; date; 
Dornach-Arlesheim (2 duff.) 
	

division; station number inside at right: 
Ehrlenbach ZH 	Munchenstein 
	

Gestione/Merci 	Chiasso (V) 
Munsingen 	Ramsen 	 4. 2: Boxed Cancellations with Ornament-Like Hori- 
Rothenburg 	Sommerau 	 zontal Lines not Touching Frame: 
Salkez-Sennwald Schinznach-Bad 
	

Note: All cancellations of group 4.2 are of type V 
Schinznach Dorf Sonceboz-Sombeval 
	

(sans serif caps). 
4.172: Similar to 4.171, but station number at 
	

4.21: Large Fleurons above and below Date; no 
upper right: 	 station number: Aarberg 	Tavannes 
Lausen 
	

4.22: Same; but with station number inside frame 
4.173: Station at top; date in middle; other infor- 	at right, reading up: 

mation at bottom; number at right: 
	

Courtelary 	Courtemaiche 
Luzern SBB 
	

Courgenay 	Entlebuch 
4.174: Station name over two lines; date at bot- 	 Reconvilier 	Signau 
tom; station number at left: Boniswil-Seengen 	4. 3: Boxed cancellation with a tiny box inside frame 

4.175: Station name over two lines; date at bot- 	for Station Number: 
tom; number at lower right: 
	

4.31: Two-line Cancellations (station, date) with 
Zurich Wollishofen (V) Zurich-Affoltern (Y) 
	

number box at lower left, horizontal: 
Zurich-Seebach (Y) 
	

Bellach 
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4.32: Idem; with number box at lower right, num-
ber reading up: 
Ambri-piotta Boxwil-Bunzen Bellach 
Brunig-hasliberg Claro 	 EIgg 
Faido 	 Giornico 	Giswil 
Kerzers (Chietres) Luterbach-Atisholz 
Meiringen 
	

Rod-Fiesso 
Roggwil-Wynau Schmerikon 
Wattwil 
	

Wynigen 
	

Zwingen 
Saxon 
	

Tenero-G 
Trubschachen 
	

Wila 
	

Wohlen 
Hinwil 
	

Konolfingen 
Pfungewn-Neftenbach 

4.33: Idem; with number facing down at lower 
right: Rickenbach-Attikon 

4.34: Idem; with number at upper right, horizontal: 
Sevelen 

4.37: Three-line Cancellations (Station/date/text) 
with number box in lower right: 
Altstatten Stadt 

4.38: Idem; but number reading up from lower 
right: 
Cugy 	 Gais 
Pfaffikon Zch. 	Porrentruy 

4.39: Four-line Cancellations 
(station/station/date/other text); station number 
at left, reading up; fourth line of horizontal text 
in a box: Winterthur-Wuiflingen 
Note: This cancellation may have had other divi-
sion lines once upon a time. 

4.4: Horizontally divided Box Cancels: 
4.41: Once horizontally divided: 
4.410: Complete Frame; upper half with station 

name, lower half date; 2 lines. A very common 
form, especially in lettering types V, Y, and Z. 
Often recut to include station number. Note: At 
times this type is barely differentiable from the 
similar type without baseline; thus question-
able items must be studied very carefully. 

4.412: Similar to 4.410, but station number 
added inside frame, left or right, reading up: 
Reasonably common. 

4.416: Similar to 4.410, but station number 
added outside frame, at right: 

4.418: Similar to 4.416, but number below frame, 
left or center: Schmerikon Oberried a/B. 

4.419: Similar; but number ABOVE the frame, 
usually centered; 
Aathal (Z) 	Felsenau (Y) 	Netstal (Z) 
Walchwil (Y) 	Dulliken (Y) 

4.42: Boxed Cancellations, once horizontal divided; 
frame with chamfered corners: 
Agno 	Magliaso Ponte Tresa 

4.43: Boxed Cancellations, once horizontal divided, 
no number; without baseline: 
Fairly frequent type; most often recut to include 
station number: 

4.44: Same as 4.43, with station number added: 
4.441: Station number inside frame, at lower left: 
4.443: Idem; but number outside frame, at right: 

4.45: Complete frame, once horizontally divided; 
three lines of information: 
4.451: Station name in upper half in two lines; 

date in lower half: 
Frendendorf-Fullinsdorf; 
Engi-Hinterdorf 
Engi-Vorderdorf; 
Herrliberg-Feldmeilen 
Muliheim-Wigoltingen 
Sood-Oberleimbach (2) 

4.452: Similar; but one line of text either train 
company, initials, branch, canton, country, etc.: 
S.B.B./Bern Bumpliz sud 
Gepackexpedition/Chur 
Kilchberg/b.Zurich S.B.B. 	DeisswilN.B.W. 
L'Isle-Mont-La-Ville/Langenthal Sud/V.H.B. 
B.A.M. Biasca-Acquarossa/Rheinfeldenl 
Schweiz (V/V) 

Malvaglis-R (V/Y) 
V.B.W./Worb Dorf 

4.453: Similar to 4.451, but station number 
added at lower right inside: 
Herrliberg-Feldmeilen 
Killwangen-Spreitenbach 
Munsterlingen-Scherzingen 
Sigggenthal Worenlingen (this last most often 

with an incomplete inner division line) 
4.454: Similar to 4.452, but station number 

added at lower right, inside: 
Nafels-Mossin/Guterexpedition (old or new 
number) 

Winterthur/Guterexpedition 
4.455: Similar to 4.453, but frame without base-

line; 
4.458: Similar to 4.45; but station and date in 

upper half; other information below: 
St.Imier CFF 

4.46: Boxed Cancellations, Twice Horizontally 
divided: 
A fairly common form for stations of quite a 
number of private lines canceling early/late 
hours and weekend mail. Rather infrequent for 
federal railway stations. 
4.461: Station name at top; date in middle, RR 

name or initials at bottom: 
4.462: Very similar, but ornaments in front of 

and after date: 
4.463: Similar; but station name both in top and 

bottom line; no ornaments: 
Munchenwiler/Courgevaux 

4.464: Station name at top; date in middle; other 
information at bottom: 

4.465: Similar; but ornaments in front and after 
date: 

4.466: Train company at top (name or initials); 
date in middle; station at bottom: 

4.467: Similar, but other information at top, sta-
tion at bottom: 

4.468: Station at top; date in middle, other text 
at bottom; station number center right: 
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4.47: Boxed cancellation, twice divided; four lines 
of text: 
4.471: Two lines of text at top; date in middle; 
train company at bottom: 
Reichenbachlim Kandertal (Y) 
Saanen/(Gessenay) (V) 
Stanserhorn-Kulm/1 900 M.u.M. (Y) 
(Usually next to stamp) 

4.475: Double outer frame; station at top; date in 
middle; two lines at bottom: Gimel 

4.48: Boxed Cancellations, three lines horizontally 
divided: 
Le Noirmont Sigenelegier 

	

Tramelan 	Tramelan Gare 
4.5: Horizontally Divided Outer Box with Small Box 
inside for Station Number: 
4.51: Station number in box behind station name, 
in top line; two lines: Ruschlikon 

4.52: Station number at right of lower half of can-
cellation; two lines: Bevaix Castione-Arbedo 

4.58: Four lines of information; Station/depart-
ment/No. and date/boxed space wiNo. 
Zurich-Hbf./Frachtgut 

4.6: Vertically Divided Box: 
4.61: Division near left side: 

4.611: Station name in small division at left; 
single line (date) at right: Sissach 

4.612: Train Company initials in division at left; 
station at top; date below: fairly common type. 

4.613: Similar; service branch in division at left: 
FrachgutiLuzern 

4.615: Similar to 4.612, but with a decoration 
after date line: 

4.616: Similar to 4.612, but left segment blank: 
Ebnat-Kappel; resulted from recutting when 
train company changed. 

4.619: Similar to 4.612, but with double outer 
frame: Biglen 

4.62: Similar to 4.61; with station number added: 
4.621: Station number below train company ini-

tials in segment at left: Au (St.G.) 
4.622: Station number in lieu of train company 

initials at left, reading up: Sins 
4.623: Station number at lower right, inside 
frame: Fairly common type. 

4.624: Station number inside frame, at left, next 
to division line: 

4.626: Station number outside frame, below 
frame: 

4.627: Station number outside frame, above (usu-
ally centered): 

	

Attikon 	Burglen (Th.) 
Lutisburg Seon 

4.629: Baseline of frame missing; number inside 
frame, at right: Meggen 

4.63: Same as 4.61; but three lines of information: 
4.631: Station at top; date in middle; service 

branch or the like at bottom: 
A rather common form frequently seen from 
stations in Ticino. 

4.632: Similar to 4.631; but station number by 
itself in bottom line: St. Blaise CFF 

4.634: Two lines for station (top and middle); 
date in bottom line: 

4.635: Similar to 4.632; but with station number 
by itself in top line: 

4.64: Similar to 4.63; but station number added 
elsewhere, vertically: 
4.641: Number in lieu of train company initials 
in segment at left: Riedtwil-Seeberg 

4.643: Number inside frame; at lower right: 
Kreuzlingen Bahnhof 

4.644: Number inside frame, at left, next to divi-
sion Line: Huttlingen-Mettendorf 

4.648: Number outside frame, at right; station 
name in bottom line: Eilgut-Versandt Basel. 

4.65: Once vertically divided; division near right 
side: 
4.651: Train company initials in segment at 

right; three lines of information (sta/sta/date)1. 
Brunig-Hasleberg 

4.653: Similar; but with station number added at 
left, inside frame: 
Brunig-Hasleberg Brunig-Hasliberg 
Lamone-Cadempino (2 different) 

4.657: Station number in segment at right; three 
lines of text (station/date/other): Rupperswil 

4.66: Vertical divisions at left and right; two lines 
of text (station/date): A very common form. 
4.661: Train company in left segment; station 
number in right segment: 

4.664: Train company in left segment; right seg-
ment blank: 

4.67: Same as 4.66; but three lines of text; (Sta-
tion/date/station or Station/station/date): 
Suberg-Grossaffoltern 
Capolago-Riva-San Vitale 	Biasca Bigl 

4. 7: Once vertically divided box, with added small 
box for station number at right: 
4.71: Two lines of text (station/date/train company 
in segment): 

4.73: Three lines of text (station/date/branch): 
Montreux Bagages (red) 

4. 8: Multiple horizontally and vertically divided 
boxes: 
4.80: One horizontal division; in lower half vertical 

division line(s): 
4.801: In lower half one vertical division line at 
left: Berg 	 Bremgarten 

Bremgarten West Tobel-Affeltrangen 
4.802: In lower half vertical division lines at left 

and at right: Lachen 
4.803: Similar to 4.801; but four lines of text (sta-
tion/branch/date/order No.) 
Buchs (St.G) ... verwaltung (might be change-
ling) 

4.807: One complete horizonal division; remain-
der vertical and then horizontal division; with 
station number: 
Singen (Hohentwiel) ...in Germany 
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4.81: One complete vertical division; remainder 
horizontally divided: 
4.811: Vertical division at left; in division train 
company initials; 2 lines: A very common form 
for such private companies as the B.I., A.B., 
SZB, FRT, VHB, MThB, or WM lines. Rela-
tively infrequent for federal lines. The horizon-
tal division may be exactly centered or not. 

4.812: Identical; but with station number added 
at lower right: 
Ermatingen 	Heerbrugg 
Rorschach (new number) 

4.813: Similar; but station number inside box at 
left, near divider: 
Kreuzlingen-Ost Ringenberg 
Kreuzlingen Hafen 

4.816: Similar; but station number outside of 
box, at (upper) right: Oberruti 

4.817: Similar; but station number outside of 
box, below box, at left: Wolhusen 

4.819: Similar to 4.811; without baseline of box: 
Altdorf 	 Bettwiesen Bussnang 
Kehlhof 	Roggwil-Berg Schachen 
Mogelsberg 	Steinbrunn 

4.82: Similar to 4.811; but three lines of text (sta-
tion/station/date): 
4.821: Complete outer frame: 
Bremgarten (Aargau) 
Brunnadern-Neckertal 
Fahrwangen-Meisterschwanden 
Kreuzlingen-Oberdorf 
St.Gallen-Haggen 
Tagervilen-Oberstr. 

4.823; Similar to 4.821, but with station number 
inside box, at lower left: 
Hallwil-Durrenasch 
Niederhallwil-Durrenasch 

4.826: Incomplete outer frame (baseline miss-
ing): 
Haggenschwil-Winden 
Nesslau-Neu St. Johann 
Tobel-Affeltrangen 

4.83: Vertical Division at right; one horizontal 
division: 
4.831: Two lines of text in main box; no text in 
small segment at right: Kusnacht-Goldbach 

4.832: Two lines of text; train company in seg- 
ment at right; no station number: 
A reasonably common form, especially in Ital-
ian speaking Switzerland. 

4.833: Similar to 4.832; but with station number 
at lower right, near segment: 
Castione-Arbedo Castione 

4.834: Similar; but station number at lower left 
of main box: Guschenen 

4.837: Similar to 4.832; but without baseline of 
main box: 

4.839: Vertical division at left; horizontal divi-
sion of main box; special box for number: 
Wetzikon 

4.84: One vertical division at left; two horizontal 
divisions for rest of box: One of the most common 
forms for both private and federal lines. 
4.841: Train company initials in left segment; 

station at top; date; lowest left blank: 
4.842: Similar; but station office or such text in 

lowest horizontal line: 
4.843: Similar to 4.842; but station number only 
in lowest horizontal line: Muttenz 

4.844: Similar; but station number after station 
name in top line: 
?Biel/Bienne Questionable if ever used on 

posted mail. 
4.846: Similar to 4.84; but lowest horizontal line 

once more vertical, divided: 
Siselen-Finsterhennen Tauffelen 
?Oberhofen-Dorf 	?Hunibach 
?Hilterfingen 	 ?Thun-Bahnhof SIT 
Train company and station numbers in bottom 
line. 

4.848: Similar; but horizontal top line and verti-
cal segment subdivided: Einsiedeln 

4.85: One vertical division at right; two horizontal 
divisions for rest of box: 
4.851: Station in top segment; date in middle; RR 
initial at bottom; station number at right: 
Caux 	 Fontanivent 	Lenk i.S. 
Les Avants 	Rougemont 	Saanen 
Saanenmoser Stuckli 	 Territet 

4.852: Similar; but station's branch at bottom: 
Baar SBB 	Tavannes 

4.855: Similar to 4.851; but instead of station 
number branch shown at right: 
Ste-Croix (2 different) 

4.86: Vertical Divisions both at left and right; main 
box once horizontally divided: 
Kilchberg 	Gais 	 Hagendorf 
Brienz 	Murgenthal 	Staad 

4.87: Vertical Divisions at left and right; main box 
twice horizontally divided: The most common 
cancellation for federal railways' stations since 
1946. Usually there is a station number (3 digits: 
old numbering; 4 digits: new numbering; 5 or 6 
digits: new, refined numbering) at right and the 
RR company initial at left; but the station num-
ber may be omitted, especially in larger stations. 
The absence of the number may, however, be 
explained by careless canceling or lack of inking. 
4.870: Two lines of text; lowest horizontal seg- 

ment and vertical division at right empty: 
Quite common. 

4.871: Two lines of text; lowest horizontal seg-
ment empty; station number at right: 

4.872: Two lines of text; in bottom horizontal 
segment a star; station number at right: 
Alpnachstad 

4.873: Three lines of text (station/date/branch); 
no station number at right: 
Rapperswil Romanshorn 
Zurich HB 	Zurich Oerlikon etc. 
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4.874: Three lines of text as in 4.863; station 
number in right segment: Upward of 2000 
items in this subcategory alone exist (est.). 

4.875: Three lines of text, but arranged 
station/date/station; at right number: 
Malleray-Bevilard 

4.876: As 4.874; but instead of station number in 
right segment three squares: Baden Bf. 

4.877: Three lines of text, but legend instead of 
number in right segment: 
Zurich HB (and some other Zurich station's 
marking; unclear) 

4.878: Three lines of text as in 4.874; but small 
hour box below frame: Zch.-Oerlikon 

4.879: Three lines of text; but two lines in top 
vertical segment: 
Capolaga/Riva San Vitale 
Luchsingen-Hatzingen 
Mannenbach-Salenstein 
FrenkendorfFullinsdorf 
Kusnacht-Goldbach 

4.88: Similar to 4.479; but four lines of text (sta-
tion/station/date/branch): 
4.881: In segment at right; station number; 
Killwangen-Spreitenbach 

4.882: In segment at right branch; at bottom 
"Paid cash": Zurich HB (second line illegible) 

4.89: Two horizontal divisions; varied vertical divi-
sions: 
4.891: Station in the top segment; date in center; 

bottom line once divided: 
Base! SBB Abonnemente 
?Zurich HB Kasse 
Any cancellations of ticket offices of very large 
cities are questionable; probably favor cancel-
lations. 

4.892: Station top; date in center; bottom seg-
ment twice divided, (and usually containing 
station number, RR company initials, RR line 
number: This type, together with type 4.893 
and since about 1960, has been the standard 
station cancellation for most private RR line 
stations. 

4.893: Similar to 4.892; but lines of information 
reversed; numbers/date/station: 

4.894: Same as 4.892; but four lines of informa-
tion; station/station/date/numbers: 
Kirchberg Alchenfluh 

(4.899): Shown in this group is the unusual 
marking of Melide. It is not known if this is a 
changeling from type 4.870, or if it is a type all 
of its own. 

4.9: Double Box Cancellations ("floating" date box 
within outer box): 
4.90: Station name at top; nothing at sides and 
bottom inside outer box: 
4.901: Plain cancellation: 
Lenki/S Randa 

4.905: Plain cancellation; station number added 
outside outer frame at left: Brienz 

4.91: Station name at top; decoration or text below 
date box; sides empty: 
4.911: Station name at top; RR initials at bottom: 
Lyss; 	St. Imier 

4.912: Station name at top; RR initials at bottom: 
Baulmes 	Chamby 	Fontanivent 
Lenk i/S 	Les Avants 	Meiringen 
Montana-Vermala 	 Montfaucon 
Rougemont Saulcy 	Schonried 

4.914: Station name at top; RR company initials 
and station number at bottom: 
La Tour-de-Peilz 

4.915: Station name at top; RR company and 
station numbers at bottom: Brassus 

4.916: Station name at top; branch or altitude, 
etc. at bottom: Bern/Gepack-Expedition 
Jungfraujochl3453 Meter UM 

4.917: Branch information at top; station name 
at bottom: Bahnhof-Vorstand/BieI(Bjenne) 

4.919: Similar to 4.912; but outer frame double 
outline: 

4.92: Station name at top; nothing at bottom; fleu-
rons at left and right: 
Moutier (may be a changeling from type 4.931) 

4.93: Station name at top; fleurons at left, right, 
and bottom: 
4.931: Outer box in single frame outline: 
Apples 	 Bassecourt 
Baulmes 	Belfaux-Village 
Bole 	 Brassus 
Boudry 	 Chez-le-Maitre 
Clarens 	 Coppet 
Courtepin 	Couvet RI 
Creux-de-Genthod Crans 
Gettnau 	Glovelier 
Huttwil 	 Kerzers (Chietres) 
Kleindietwil 	Konolfingen 
Le Lieu 	 Lindenholz 
Lotzwil 	 Madiswil 
Menznau 	Moutier 
Oey-Diemtigen Rohrbach 
Prangins 	Pully 
Ste Croix 	Schupiheim 
Villerte 	 Willisau 
Wimmis 

4.932: Same as 4.931; but outer box in double 
frame outline: Faoug 

4.94: Station name at top; fleurons at left and 
right; other text at bottom: 
4.941: Station name at top; train company ini-
tials and/or name at bottom: 
AlpnachstatlSBB Brunig 
BrassuslP-Br. 	FleurieriRVl 
La-Tour-de-Pejlz/CFF 
Palezieux & Palezieux-Village/CFF 
Laupen/Sensetalbahn (stars instead of fleu-
rons) 

Le Lieu/P-Br. 	Matten/MOB 
Neuenegg/Sensetalbahn (stars instead of fleu-
rons) 
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Ste Croix/Y.SteC. SionICFF 
Tannay/C.F.F. 	Trey/C.F.F. 

4.942: Station at top; fleurons at left and right; 
other text at bottom: 
Cugy/Fribourg 	Erlenbachl(Sinunenthal) 
Kerzers/Chietres Sentier/Onent 
Sentier/OrientP-Br. TramelanlGare 

4.943: Station at top; decorations at left and 
right; train company and station number at 
bottom: Sarnen/S.B.B. 696 

4.945: Station at top; decorations at sides; train 
company at bottom; station number above 
frame: Sachseln/S.B.B. Brunig 

4.946: Same as 4.945; but station number outside 
frame at left: 
BrienzlS.B.B. Brunig 	Zwingen/S.B.B. 

4.947: Station at top; fleurons at left and right; 
station number at bottom: 
Amex 	Bevaix 	Boudry 
Boveresse Corcelles Long Corcelles Trans. 
Galmiz Kalinach 

4.948: Same as 4.947; but outer frame in double 
outline: 
Belfaux-CFF; 	Faoug 

4.95: Similar to 4.94; but train company at top; 
station name at bottom: 
B-V-C/Barboleusaz B-G-V/Chesieres 
M.O.B./Rossiniere 

4.96: Station at top; fleurons at left and bottom; 
station number at right-up: 
Courrendlin 	Granges-Marnand 
Grellingen 	Konolfingen 
Roch (Vaud) 	St Triphon 
Schupfheim 	Trubschachen 	Villeret 

4.97: Text at top and bottom; fleuron and station 
number at sides: 
4.971: Station name at top and bottom; fleuron 

at left; number at right: 
Chexbres/Village Kerzers/Chietres 
Vaumarcus/Verneaz 

4.972: Station name at top; other information at 
bottom; fleuron at left; number at right: 
Alpnachdorf 	Brienzwiler 
Dompierre 	Fraschels(Frasses) 
Grandvaux 
	

Hergiswil 
Horw 
	

Kerns-Kagiswil 
Le Pont 
	

Los Bayards 
Matran 
	

St. Blaise (2 different) 
Cressier 

4.973: Same as 4.972; but fleuron at right; num-
ber at left: Ecublens 

4.99: Fancy inner box; station at top; text at bot-
tom; no side decorations: 
4.991: Single outline of outer box: Sugiez/G.F.M. 
4.995: Double outlined outer box; station at top; 
branch at bottom: 
Biere.B.A.M.. Voyageurs  

5.0: Octagonal or Other Multi-sided Cancella-
tions: 
5.1: Octagonal outer rim; No inner division; floating 
date: Gstaad M.O.B. (V) 

5.2: Same outer rim; date in box; winged wheel above 
date; train company initials below: 
Geneve-Cornavjn 	Sous-Chefs G.V. (V) 
According to Jenzer (1944) this same form also 
exists for canceling mail at "Lausanne-Segeillon 
and Zurich-Suterverwal(?) 

5.4: Same outer rim; round inner circle; date in 
bridge inside inner circle: 
Interlaken-Ost BOB 
Lauterbrunnen BOB (with stars in upper and 
lower semi-circle) 

Leukerbad LLB (recut, in new language for town, 
from item below) 

Loch-les-Bains LLB (this last one in red, violet, 
black) 

6.0: Oval Station Cancellations (also compare 
oval types in group 0): 
6.1: Undivided Oval; floating date: 
6.11: Only station name at top and date below: 
Horgen (V) 
Note: Other cancellations of this type may have 
existed from other towns on Lake Zurich, adapt-
ed from much earlier ship line cancellations, but 
actual proof lacks! 

6.12: Same as 6.11, but with line of text below 
date: Halte St.Gingolph Sse. 

6.2: Double Oval; floating date: 
6.20: Without station number: Uetikon 
6.21: With station number after town name: 
Uetikon 

6.22: With station number outside oval, at top: 
Uetikon 

7.0: Semi-Circular Station Cancellations (com-
mon in the 19th century as station devices) 
7.1: Outer frame; date in box below (cut from a circu-
lar cancellation): (only one) Schwarzenburg 

7.2: Rimless: (only one existing) Einsiedeln 

8.0: Weighing Station (Scale) Cancellations: 
Since these types (cf. 2 illustrations in installment 
63) which come rimless, square, oblong, and oval and 
have no date, are not to be used for canceling mail, 
they are not further discussed here. 
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Railroad Station Windup; Automobile & Ship 
Station Cancels 

Part 71 
Anyone who could bear plowing through the last ten 

or so installments of this article should be saluted and 
congratulated for persistence. Sometimes, however, it 
seems necessary to produce such a "scholarly" piece on a 
hitherto uncharted field, at length and for the first time, 
and this is what happened here. Interestingly there was 
to be seen, at Lemanex 78, a most noteworthy and well 
presented exhibit of these railway station cancellations, 
by Hans Bonni of the Bern area, and the similarity of his 
typology to the one developed here was quite surprising. 

It might be stated that in the course of publication of 
this article, several inquiries were received; but so far 
only one really different type has been reported. It is a 
type not in use before 1976-77, and it is pictured as (Fig. 
1). At first it looked as if this type, 4.897/4.898, might be 
but a damaged version of type 4.873; but it has shown up 
from at least a dozen different localities and thus must 
be considered in its own right! (2 boxes with station 
name et al.) 

There are three additions to RPO cancellations to 
report as well. A. Muller, in Bern, furnished all three—
together with a sigh of "when is this discovering of new 
stuff going to end in this little country of ours?" 

The three new items, found since last May and 
known in only one or two examples each so far, are: Type 
XI (Fig. 13, Tell, October 1976 [Part 52]) with legend 
Aarau a Berne (1863); Type Al (or Type XLVIIIa: Fig. 
67-69; Tell, February 1977 [Part 55]) with legend 
St.Gallen-Lindau-St.Gallen, an international RPO from 
Switzerland through Austria into Germany; and Type 
LVII (C3), Regional Saignelegier, with 6 instead of 7 bars 
in the semi-circles (Tell, February 1977 [Part 55]). 

Many months back, in passing, it was stated that 
cancellations similar to railroad station strikes were 
used not only at certain lakes' steamer stations, but also 
at certain automobile terminals and depots. There are 
quite a few such towns that have no railroad service, but 
bus service instead. 

The only legitimate examples this writer has seen, 
however, emanate from one town, the famous mountain 
and ski resort of Adelboden, in the Canton of Bern. 

Shown (Fig.2) are two different strikes from the bus 
line's terminal. One is from a special delivery letter. It is 
possible that two or three other towns on this line also 
canceled weekend mail; but no examples have been seen. 
And it is also possible that some depots on some other 
bus lines (PIT concession, or private) at times may have 
canceled weekend or evening hours mail posted in boxes 
outside their terminals; but again proof lacks. There are 
favor cancellations, of course, and one such is shown as 
Fig. 3 (Fribourg-Gare Autobus G.F.M.). Thus each strike 
of this type must be very carefully researched for factual 
evidence of legitimate use before adding it to a collection 
that is philatelically acceptable and not just a souvenir 
hunter's scrapbook filler! (Unfortunately, though, 
twenty-five years after such souvenirs have been perpe-
trated and the producer has died or retired, no one 
remembers the facts; and cancellations of these types, 
100% favor-made-to-order philatelic and never postally 
forwarded, have found entry in otherwise completely 
legitimate auctions where they command at times 
unreal, high prices.. .a sad comment on the uninformed 
collector and dealer/auctioneer alike.) 

Ship station cancellations, discussed in Parts 22-27, 
also belong to this general chapter because the landing 
pier masters on lakes Lucerne (Vierwaldstattersee), 
Brienz (south shore), and Thun (south shore), as well as 
other masters at other lakes were under the same 
obligation of speeding up weekend mail as were their 
colleagues at train stations. 

Some of these markings are shown in Fig. 4. Earlier 
types may include an anchor in the design; but more 
recent ones are indistinguishable from train station 
markings except by knowing the location of a certain 
station. If your railroad station guide does not list a town 
such as Vitznau, Weggis, Beckenried, Trieb, Bauen, 
Kehrsiten, Buochs, Iseltwald, or the like, then you most 
likely are the possessor of a ship station cancellation. 
Good hunting. Here too, however, the specific station's 
right or obligation to cancel mail must be researched, 
and strikes from such towns as Ouchy (on Lake Geneva) 
or Erlach (on Lake BiellBienne) will remain questionable 
items until proven otherwise—i.e.: found on an abso-
lutely unquestionable, entire cover. 
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Telegraph Cancellations on Stamps 
Part 72 

No one knows everything—luckily; and if this 
instalment looks skimpy, incomplete, or outright ama-
teurish to someone in the know then please come forward 
and shed some light on this chapter of Swiss mail 
cancellations. Yours truly knows very little about these 
octagonal markings, except that he has about two dozen 
such strikes—a half dozen of them on cover—in his 
collection and from those few items very little can be 
determined as to why, when and where. 

Cancellations seen extend over a period from shortly 
after World War I to the mid-1960s, and it is most likely 
possible to post a letter somewhere today that will, in 
proper manner, receive a telegraph cancel instead of a 
postal or a train station cancel. Items seen, quite logi-
cally, comprise special delivery letters, and the reason 
for those receiving telegraph cancels is fairly evident, 
telegraph offices until quite recently were open to 
patrons (and not only to telephone customers) at late 
hours and on weekends, and thus it was possible to 
dispatch special delivery items by going to the (postal) 
telegraph office, as a rule by paying a special hours fee in 
addition to the postage. 

The Swiss telegraph system always has been part of 
the Swiss postal monopoly, and thus a federal institu-
tion. The service started in 1852, and from 1868 to 1886 
it was necessary to affix special telegraph stamps to the 
forms submitted by the patron to the telegraph clerk. On 
these special telegraph stamps, as well as on the deliv- 

ered telegrams and their covers one will find the octago-
nal telegraph markings or cancellations, and most offices 
use these to this day for that purpose even though many 
telegrams are now telephoned to the recipient, with a 
message copy sent the next day by regular mail. 

But when does normal mail get the special distinc-
tion of receiving a telegraph cancellation? On Sundays? 
After hours if one pays an extra fee? In large cities where 
a telegraph office may be open round the clock? In 
telegraph offices in railroad stations? In some mid-size 
cities the special delivery and the telegram delivery are 
combined in one office, hence perhaps the interchange-
able use of round, postal and octagonal telegraph cancel-
lations. Fig. 1 shows a "joint" telegram/special delivery 
mark. Fig.2 shows a number of items on stamps. Most 
indicate "Telegraph" at the top and the town at the 
bottom, and most feature a floating date line. Some have 
a Swiss cross; others have dots or small decorations 
between lower and upper legend. Telegraph marks from 
small towns have no date; but no such strikes have been 
seen used on twentieth century mail. 

Shown as Fig. 3 are three different covers canceled 
by telegraph markings. Item 1 is a normal inland letter 
to Bern, posted at Basel 14 Railway Station Telegraph 
Office; item 2 an airmail letter of 1941, to Chicago, Ii., 
registered, censored, posted at Zurich main telegraph 
office; and item 3 shows a special delivery letter, locally 
addressed, 1924, posted at Bern telegraph office, regis-
tered, and temporary registration label with purple 
"Telegraph Bern." 
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Machine Cancellations 
Part 73 

Machine cancellations were introduced in Switzer-
land in 1911, relatively late in comparison to many other 
countries. In September of that year an American "Flier" 
machine was experimentally installed at Bern 1 (main 
P0). It produced cancellations consisting of two parts; 
the date crown, showing town name, hour of the day, 
date, year, and often the offices's division (dispatch 
section; letter expedition; etc.) and a decoration in form 
of stars or fleurons; and the usually rectangular killer, 
defacer, canceler, slogan, or propaganda slug, or (as it 
will be referred to here) flag (Fig. 1). 

The positions of crown and flag are not transposable. 
Initially, and following U.S. custom, the two parts always 
were inserted as shown in Fig. 1: crown at left and flag 
at right. This assured legibility of the town name and the 
date, but did not exactly enhance the postage stamps so 
obliterated. In subsequent years this arrangement also 
reduced the legibility of the message contained in the 
flag—once the advertising value of these flags had been 
realized. Since Swiss stamp collectors as a whole also 
abhor(red) and therefore reject(ed) all flag-canceled, 
loose stamps because of the "prison bar"-like killer lines 
or because of the partial slogan texts (reducing the value 
of such stamps to about 10% of catalogue), the postal 
authorities, about 1940, ordered a switch in positions. 
After a transitional period of about four years (during 
which, positions can be encountered either way) Swiss 
machine cancellations uniformly showed the slogan at 
left and the crown at right. This is not only is acceptable 
to most stamp collectors (since the stamp receives a cds, 
often cleaner than a hand strike) but it spawned a new 
collection specialty as well: sock-on-the-nose strikes 
which command a nice premium provided the total crown 
(nothing else) appears on a single stamp, Fig. 2. 

The experimental "Flier" machine used in Bern was 
furnished with four different flags, supposedly distin-
guishing, by letters at the lower left, the origin of the 
mail (from letter box, over the counter, transit, regis-
tered; Fig. 3-6). The system was much too complicated 
and the four flags are found interchangeably, with "C" 
the common one. "D" is somewhat scarce; "R" is scarce 
(about $20.00) and 'T' is outright rare (over $50.00). 
Watching for these (1911-12 Bern 1) is worthwhile! 

After an initial period of use, and after scrapping the 
four different letter flags in favor of a completely neutral 
one (Fig. 7), the experimental American machine was 
found to fulfill its objectives very well. Additional 
machines of the same type were ordered for larger offices 
where the mail flow exceeded 10,000 pieces per day. 
Zurich, Basel 1, Geneve, Lausanne, Winterthur, St.Gall-
en and—gradually, as mail flow increased—other towns 
or cities such as Biel/Bienne, Neuchatel, La Chaux-de-
fonds, Lugano, Bellinzona, Luzern, Chur, Thun, Fri-
bourg, Solothurn, Olten, as well as some branch offices in 
the largest cities (Zurich 3 Bahnhof, Geneve 11 Stand, 
etc.) were furnished with these machines. An experimen-
tal machine also was stationed and displayed at the 1914 
Bern National Exhibition (Fig. 8). 

The time of day, in the very first years of use, was 
shown in numbers from 1-24; but the outbreak of World 
War I precluded Germany's introducing the new and 
contemplated round-the-clock hourly count, and thus 
Switzerland recut all her crowns' hour-plugs to I—XII 
(a.m.) and 1-12 (p.m.), only to reintroduce the 1-24 
counting system in 1919-20! 

1912 also saw the experimental introduction of a 
Norwegian "Krag" machine at Basel 2. Its system 
consisted of covering the entire upper part of a piece of 
mail with a continuous, roller-type marking, produced 
from a wheel with two crowns and two killers (or later 
slogans). The initial five-line wavy lines killer, used for 
part of 1912 only, is quite rare (Fig. 9); while the seven 
wavy lines killer, introduced very late in 1912 and used 
for about ten years, is common (Fig. 10). For a few years 
this Krag machine produced slogan cancellations too: the 
Basel Annual Swiss Industries Fair (Mustermesse). In 
1920 and 1921 one of the two alternatingly impressed 
slogan slugs advertised the fair in German while the 
other slogan had the same message in French! It is quite 
rare that one finds both language slogans in complete 
form on the same piece of mail (Fig. 11). 

Some other experimental machines were given trials 
too, for shorter or longer periods. They will be mentioned 
later in this overview; but with the exception of a rather 
recent acquisition of a great number of German Klussen-
dorfmachines, recognizable by their large 28 mm crown, 
the Swiss postal authorities as a whole stuck by their 
original choice of the American Flier machine. 

Part 74 
Early in 1979, about 152 American Flier machines 

were in use in different localities in Switzerland; plus 
two machines in two places in Liechtenstein and two 
more at the United Nations post office in Geneva 10. 
German Klussendorf machines (123) were also in use at 
that time, mostly, but not exclusively, at smaller offices. 

Liechtenstein did not receive a machine of its own 
(Vaduz) until 1960, but Vaduz machine cancellations 
nevertheless exist from 1925 on (Fig. 12). This is due to 
an interesting arrangement which has permitted quite a 
few Swiss plus two Liechtenstein towns (at present there 
are 14 or 15 such places) to forward large amounts of 
tourist-season post cards or large amounts of printed 
matter (advertising mail, etc.) to the next, large mail 
center. (In Liechtenstein, in the early case of Vaduz, that 
was St. Gallen in Switzerland; and currently, in the case 
of Triesenberg, it is Vaduz). In the large center, such 
"guest mail" is canceled by machine, but with a so-called 
"Leihkrone," (loan crown) which indicates the actual 
posting point's name (Fig. 13). A listing of all towns 
utilizing or having utilized loan crowns will be shown in 
an appendix to the final instalment of this article. [This 
list also appears in SVP's August, 1978 periodical, Der 
Poststempelsamm.ler, pp  8-9.] 

Collecting machine cancellations by philatelists is a 
fairly recent development brought on in part by the 
elegant (if not outright artistic) slogans, designs or 
pictorial representations of special events that fre-
quently match issued stamps—yet another philatelic 

p. 
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specialty of the maximum cover type, and to be discussed 
and depicted later. 

Machine cancellations also interest "Heimat" and 
topical collectors, and they further appeal to many 
collectors with a limited pocketbook (although it should 
be stated here quite clearly that certain Swiss machine 
cancellations are extremely scarce, or rare, especially in 
clean, legible condition, with some having commanded 
around $200 and more, in cut-out form, at recent 
auctions.. .not to speak of entire letters or cards, or 
maximum combinations (Fig. 14-17)! 

Collecting machine cancellations may be pursued in 
many ways. The one basic field, collecting date-crown 
types, variations and anomalies, such as missing date, 
wrong date, upside-down crown, etc. (Fig.18), is still 
pursued by relatively few people although, or perhaps 
because, it is of intriguing complexity. There have been 
six basic crown types, and Fig. 19 reproduces them from 
an illustration which is part of the forthcoming revised 
handbook on machine cancellations of Switzerland. It 
gives approximate years of use and other information. 

Experimental crown and machine types are not 
listed above; but the dates shown need some clarifica-
tion. Crowns of type B can be found on the back of letters 
as early as 1913 (Fig. 20). But they were sorting office 
strikes, run without flags. A similar situation exists for 
about 10 years after 1958 (Fig. 21) when single ring 
crowns saw use in such places as the Bern check office. 

The very first crowns with postal direction number 
(zip) put into use in 1964 had the zip number at the 
bottom of the crown (Fig. 22). Dates for crowns as shown 
in column D are June 16, 1964, and later. 

A few machines with 28 mm crowns saw use at Bern 
18 (Fig. 23) etc. from February, 1961—without "zip" 
number. Actual type Es, as shown above, date from 
November 4,1965. And an experimental model similar to 
type F saw use in Bern as early as June 1, 1968. 

Part 75 
Most machine cancellation collectors are interested 

in the flag (slogan; killer) part of a machine strike; but 
never separate a flag from a crown unless you want to 
lose all philatelic (and monetary) value. Also see to it 
that, whenever possible, you will either keep the entire 
letter or card (after a while a potentially space consum-
ing affair) or at least, as the respective and competent 
collectors' societies tell you, try for cut-outs with a 
minimum size of 90 by 40 millimeters which contain both 
crown and flag intact (newer cancellations preferably 100 
by 40 millimeters) and which also include an undamaged 
stamp (except for the categories not requiring a postage 
stamp, such as PP). Smaller cut-outs are worth but a 
fraction of entires and proper size cut-outs, except 
perhaps the earliest or extremely scarce flags. 

Furthermore, slogans from after 1940 should be 
completely free of the stamp; if they tie a stamp the 
value decreases by at least 50%. 

How should one organize a machine cancellation 
collection? There are no real guidelines; but it is quite 
clear that it would be foolish to attempt a collection of all 
slogans from all towns, combined with all crowns as well  

as from every use or re-use over the years—and some 
Swiss slogans have seen occasional or regular use in 
dozens of towns over periods of decades! Such a "total" 
collection would produce tremendous duplication and 
repetition and would probably place it into the category 
of a many-volume bore. Until about 1950, however, that 
kind of completeness was possible. 

These observations will not deter a true specialist 
from wanting to undertake a completion project with one 
slogan (just as there are collectors in this country concen-
trating only on the 'Pray for Peace" slogan, etc.); but to 
try this with all existing slogans simply is not feasible 
unless you have access to a large, Swiss business house's 
total incoming mail, plus a large attic or basement! 

For "one-of-a-kind" slogan cancellation collectors, the 
Swiss GD-PTT published three editions of the Swiss 
Machine Cancellations Catalogue which contained 
information on all flags and slogans used in Switzerland 
since 1911, and in Liechtenstein since about 1960. The 
last of these editions appeared in 1968, followed by three 
supplements—all sold out and obsolete for years. The 
Swiss Society of Cancellation Collectors (SVP/ASCEP) 
will soon publish a comprehensive catalogue that will 
treat all aspects of Swiss machine cancellation collecting. 

The GD-PIT catalogues, as well as the new hand-
book follow a system of five principal categories of 
slogans, with sub-categories, as given below. The month-
ly publication of the SVP/ASCEP, Der Poststempel-
sammier (in German and French), contains a monthly, 
numbered update, both by slogan category and by post 
offices where used; and they provide, for members only, 
a new issue service for all new flags and slogans. 

The coding system, in general use by all Swiss 
machine cancel collectors, is as follows: 
Group 0: Machine cancellations Without Propaganda 

Slogan 
0.1: Crowns only (no flag at all) [Fig. 24-271 
0.2: Mute Obliterators (wavy lines, etc.) or flags [Fig. 

28-33] 
0.3: PP (Postage Prepaid) flags, usually found on 

mail without stamps affixed [Fig. 34-371 
Group 1: Postal Propaganda and Publicity [Fig. 38-451 
Group 2: General Publicity 

2.1: Appeals for support of eleemosynary or non-
profit organizations; or special days of giving to 
worthy causes, etc. [Fig. 46-491 

2.2: General publicity or propaganda for Switzer-
land, or occasionally the entire world [Fig. 
50-57] 

Group 3: Specific Town Publicity Flags: (pictorial, plus 
text, and used only in that particular town's ma-
chine(s)) [Fig. 58-611 

Group 4:. Special Event Publicity 
4.1: Exhibitions, fairs and such [Fig. 62-651 
4.2: Jubilees, centennials and such [Fig. 66-69] 
4.3: Meetings (conferences, congresses) [Fig. 70-73] 
4.4: Cultural events (drama, theater, music) [Fig. 

74-77] 
4.5: Sports events [Fig. 78-811 
4.6: Other events [Fig. 82-851 
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Part 76 
From these categories, many machine cancellation 

collectors select only one or two groups, or specialize in 
a small segment of one sub-category, suck as "Soccer," 
within Group 4.5, or "Canton of Zurich" in Group 3, or in 
all groups; or a collector might concentrate on all ma-
chine cancellations used in Winterthur, or in Lausanne, 
or in Beffinzona, from their inception to the present. For 
the general machine cancellations collector the crown's 
town name, year of use, or shape of crown is of no 
importance whatsoever; but he must always keep the 
crown and flag together. 

A machine cancellations collector, though, must be 
on the lookout for variations within the same slogan. 
Some early slogans were hand cut, thus varying slightly 
or at times considerably, from town to town where they 
were used (Fig. 86-89). The variations may concern the 
size of lettering, the size of the frame, the background, a 
differently drawn branch of a tree, and similar details. 

In a few instances (Fig. 90-91) identical slogans, 
except for size, exist for cities or towns (shown are 
Geneva 1 and Zurich 58 Airport) where Klussendorf and 
Flier machines are used simultaneously driving some 
prices way up, no doubt. 

Part 77 
Many machine slogans, because of the multi-lingual 

situation in Switzerland, exist in more than one form. 
Some of them crowd two, three or four languages in the 
small space of the flag, while others are issued for the 
different parts of the country in the respective part's 
single language (Fig. 94; Europa week slogan). In the 
machine cancellations catalogue these different language 
wordings are listed under one basic number. Slogans in 
Romansh and in German-Swiss dialect are of fairly 
recent vintage and do not occur often. Italian language 
slogans are used in a few Ticino towns only, and none of 
them are found as frequently as their French or German 
language counterparts. Once in a while the post office 
directorate goofed when sending out monthly slogans 
and sent a wrong language slogan or flag to some post 
office. This at times may result in a very scarce combina-
tion of crown and flag; but most often the error is caught 
before any mail is canceled; and instead of a slogan, that 
post office then uses its neutral "killer" until the correct 
slogan arrives a few days later. 

Twice the GD-PT!' "goofed" by sending Liechtenstein 
slogans that advertised typically Swiss things, such as 
Swisspass, or Swiss winter sports! These two ran hours 
or days only and are much sought after as curiosities. 

Frequently slogan or town propaganda flags can be 
paired with matching stamps or postal stationery, to 
produce a type of maximum card or cover. The earliest of 
these, both on postal stationery of semi-official nature, 
date back to 1913 (Fig. 95-96) and had to do with the 
National Exhibition in Bern or the centennial of Geneva 
joining the Swiss Confederation in 1814. The Bern Expo 
item shown is an even bigger "maximum item" because 
it is canceled at the exhibition station, by machine. 

Part 78 
Machine cancellations of experimental types, includ-

ing the previously discussed Krag machine's (Fig. 9-11; 
Part 73), also are best kept on entires. Experimental 
types include some one-of-a-kind machines. Figure 106 
shows the marking of a Velopost machine, in use for 
many years at Zurich's postal cheque control office. It 
produced a similar continuous impression as did the 
Krag machine; but one of the impressions contained no 
date, alternating with the date crown. Figure 107 depicts 
a strike from a Krag-type, addressograph-like machine 
at the printing and stamp distribution office of the P'lTs 
General Directorate. It is found on the back of covers 
only, mostly on stamp packet covers, as a control mea-
sure to identify the dispatch date after requisition. There 
were a few other experimental machines, including a 
French SECAP model; and the latest of these was an 
experimental Klussendorf machine, with 28 mm diame-
ter crown, with a continuous PP slogan (Fig. 108). The 
existence of these "non-conformist" machines is an 
almost welcome relief from the ever-recurring, basic 
crown types, A—F, shown in Part 74 (Fig. 19). 

All current crowns (types E and F) have a wheel 
mechanism for changing the date and hour of the day, 
while the earlier types used plugs which had to be 
changed and inserted by hand. 

Figure 109 finally shows an essay for a machine flag 
of the period immediately after World War One. In its 
final, issued form, the flag became bilingual (g—f, f—g; i—g) 
and less paternalistic, simply saying, "Eat Less Meat." 

In this connection it might also be related that on a 
few occasions the life of certain flags was reduced by 
intervention from the alcohol lobby notably the one flag 
featuring a glass bottle with a skull and cross bones and 
the legend, "Hard Liquor Wrecks Family and Folk." 

I: Temporary Loan Crowns for Special Occasions 
Basel; Swiss Industries Fair; 1928; 1944; 1951 
Luzern; Federal Gymnastics Festival; 1929 
Fribourg; Federal Shooting Festival; 1934 
Winterthur; Federal gymnastics Festival; 1936 
Sachseln (OW); Niklaus von Flue Canonization; 1947 
Zurich; ZUKA Exhibition; 1947 

II: Temporary Period Machine Locations 
Bern, Swiss National exhibition: 1914 
Zurich, Swiss National Exhibition: 1939 
Lausanne, Swiss National Exhibition: 1964 
Murren BE, James Bond Film Making; 1968-69 

ifi: Locations With Loan Crown At Neighboring P0 
This list enumerates all localities known to have had 
loan crowns. It gives their period of use in years (C 
= current) and the office where the respective loan 
crown was affixed. This list dates from early 1979 
and may be incomplete. Towns followed by an * now 
possess their own cancellation machine. 
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1929-48 
1949-52 
1963-76 
1975—C 
1934-64 
1923-31 
1966—C 
1928-36 
1929—C 
1933—C 
1952-60 
1972—C 
1935 
1955-63 
1928-59 
1929-48 
1975—C 
1932-52 
1933-64 
1931-58 
1933-51 
1931 
1947-63 
1940-66 
1928-32 
1929-36 
1927-39 
1923-51 
1923-31 
1927-55 

1930-58 
1971-73 
1950-55 
1941-53 

St. Gallen 1 
St. Gallen 1 
Glarus 
Le Lode 
Bern 1 
Aarau 1 
St. Gallen 1 
Bern 1 
St. Gallen 1 
Luzern 2 
Schaffhausen 1 
Brig 
Winterthur 1 
Geneve 1 
St. Gallen 1 
Bie]IBienne 1 
Sion 1 
St. Gallen 1 
Zurich 1 
Bern 1 
Luzern 1 
Thun 1 
Chur 1 
Bern 1 
St. Gallen 1 
Luzern 2 
Bern 1 
Bern 1 
Aarau 1 
Bern 1 

Bern 1 
Aarau 1 
Bern 1 
Schaffhausen 1 

1955-57 Genevel 
1930-53 Neuchatel 1 

Altstatten SG 
Bischofszell 
Braunwald 
Los Brenets 
BrienzBE* 
Brugg AG* 
Brulisau 
Burgdorf 1* 
Degersheim 
Entlebuch 
Eschenz 
Fiesch 
Frauenfeld* 

Geneve 3 Rivet 
Goldach SG* 
Grenchen* 

Haute-Nendaz 
Herisau 1* 
Herrliberg 
Herzogenbuchs* 
Immensee 
Interlaken 
Klosters* 

Konolfingen 
Kreuzlingen 1* 
Kriens* 
Langenthal* 

Laupen BE 
Lenzburg 
Lutrzelfluh-Gold-
bach 
Meiringenx 

Mellingen 
Mulenen 
Neuhausen 
alRheine 
Nyon* 

peseux 

Ramsei 
	

1932-55 Bern 1 
Recherswil 
	

1936 
	

9 

Romanshorn 1* 
	

1927-61 St. Gallen 1 
Rorschach* 
	

1936-49 St. Gallen 1 
Rothorn Kuim 
	

1972—C Bnenz 
Rudolfingen 
	

1968-70 Winterthur 1 
St. Gallen 6 St. Fid 1934 
	

St. Gallen 1 
Schwagalp (Santis) 1958-72 St. Gallen 1 
Schweizerhalle 1943-64 Basel  
Speicher 
	

1936—C 
	

St. Gallen 1 
Stafa 
	

1937-64 Zurich 1 
Thun 1* 
	

1928-30 Bern 1 
Triesenberg (Lie.) 1963—C 
	

Vaduz FL 
Trimbach 
	

1965—C 
	

Olten 2 
Urnasch 
	

1972—C 
	

St. Gallen 1 
Vaduz (Lie.) 
	

1925-58 St. Gallen 1 
Vitznau 
	

1967—C Luzern 2 
Waldstatt 
	

1952 
	

St. Gallen 1 
Wangen b. Olten 1952—C 
	

Olten 2 
Weggis* 
	

1964-74 Luzern 2 
Weissbad 
	

1963—C 
	

St. Gallen 1 
Zofingen* 	1923-27 Aarau 1 
We refrain from giving a list of all current Swiss post 

offices with machine cancellation devices because such a 
listing will be obsolete as soon as it is published. Several 
larger towns every year are added to those using ma-
chine cancellation devices, and most of the time a 
pictorial machine flag (Group 3) is delivered to such 
towns together with a neutral, wavy line device and a PP 
device. Often the pictorial publicity slogan replaces a 
formerly used hand pictorial or publicity cancellation. 
Some of these "transformations" are discussed in detail 
in the Handbook of Publicity Postnuzrks of the Swiss 
Cancellation Collectors Society. 

In the forthcoming handbook on Swiss machine 
cancellations an up-to-date list of all known crowns, 
location-wise, will be prominently featured, with annual 
supplements expected. 
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Roller Cancellations 
Part 79 

Roller cancellations to a collector may well be the 
least liked postmarks of any kind. Granted for a postal 
employee (window clerk) who may have to hand cancel 
considerable number of stamps on uneven, bulging, or 
resilient surfaces of parcels, a roller cancel provides a 
quick means of performing one's duty of making sure 
that all stamps are obliterated; but pretty they are not, 
and legible they are only in rare instances. 

In Switzerland, these hand rollers (which are not too 
different their operation from a cookie or dough cutter) 
most often have been used at parcel windows; but they 
may be found elsewhere in some post offices. According 
to Eduard Gremminger ("Die Entwicklung des Post-
stempels in den letzten hundert Jahren," Postzeitschnft, 
Nr.6, 1949; GD-PT!', Bern), Switzerland did not intro-
duce roller cancels until 1928. They are self-inking 
devices, and they produce a continuous mark by virtue of 
the wavy lines that complement the circular date-die 
engraved on the cylinder. On Swiss and Liechtenstein 
rollers seen, there are always six wavy lines. 

From much too small a number of actual strikes at 
hand to permit a final typology, the preliminary classifi-
cation emerges as follows: 

I. Rollers without Postal Code Number; (with roller lines 
positioned vertically). 
A. Double circle with enclosed date bridge (which 

contains day, month in Arabic figures, year in 
two digits, and hour of the day which at times is 
replaced by a solid, black square): 
1) Town name at top; Swiss cross most of the 

time unshaded in upper semi-circle; postal 
district number, in Roman figures (which 
may be either serif or sans serif) in lower 
semi-circle; three stars in lower rim (Fig. 1). 

2) Similar to above, but in lieu of stars, the of-
fice's service branch (Paketannahme; Brief- 
aimahme; Lettere; Massenannahme; Exp. 
lettres; etc.) or in the case of branch offices, 
the office's branch name (Fig. 2), or occasion-
ally the canton's name. 

3) Similar to above, but without stars or decora-
tions in lower rim (Fig. 3). 

4) Similar to above; probably only two stars in 
lower rim (Fig. 4; seen only from St. Gallen 
4, Kauihaus). The Swiss cross in the upper 
semi-circle often is solid black probably 
unintentionally caused by over-inking, lint, 
or the like. 

B. Double circle with enclosed date bridge. Similar to 
A, above; but including the letters PP (postage 
prepaid) and rightfully found only on mail with-
out postage stamps: 
1) PP in small block letters in lower rim (Fig. 5). 
2) PP in serif caps in lower semi-circle, and thus 

without postal district number (Fig.6). 
3) Large, serif PP which interrupts the inner 

circle, at foot of postmark (Fig. 7). 
C. Double circle, interrupted by continuous date 

bridge (Fig. 8); seen only from Bern 1 Paket-
annahme, with apparent room for the hour of 
day, but hour not set to show. 

D. Single circle, with floating date in box (similar to 
the Swiss PP hand-stamps until 1965) and a 
large PP at foot (Fig.9); seen to date only from 
Olten 1). 

II. Rollers with Postal Code Number (roller lines posi-
tioned horizontally); introduced in the mid-1960s. 
A. Single circle with date bridge composed of day, 

month (in Arabic) and year only (no hour of day) 
between two semi-circles (the type may also be 
called "double circle with open bridge"): 
1) Town name at top; unshaded Swiss cross in 

upper semi-circle; three stars in lower rim; 
capital R (for Roller) in lower semi-circle 
(Fig. 10). 

2) Similar to above, but in lieu of stars the of- 
fice's service branch (Annahme; Depot; 
Briefversand; etc.) or, in the case of branch 
offices the office's name in the lower rim. 

Note: A variety of letters may be found in the 
lower semi-circle. For branch offices it seems to 
be "R". Rollers from Bern and Lausanne have 
been seen with lower case "clerks' letters" a, b, c, 
d in place of the R; and at least in Basel 2 a 
roller device is used that states "AK" in the same 
spot (Figs.11-13). 

B. Similar to ILA., but in lieu of the lower semi-circle 
a large sans serif PP below the date bridge's 
lower line (Fig. 14). 

For Liechtenstein (where roller cancels seem to be 
used only in Baizers, Schaan, and Vaduz): Schaan had a 
roller without postal code number that corresponds to 
roller I.A2, except that the upper semi-circle is blank. 
The three current rollers used in the Principality also 
belong to Group I (double circle); but they feature a 
postal code number, the country's coat of arms in the 
upper, and a figure "9" in the lower semi-circle (Fig. 15). 
The one from Schaan first featured the hour of day; those 
from Baizers and Vaduz do not, nor does the current one 
from Schaan. 

p. 
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Swiss Postal Facilities Abroad and Foreign 
Postal Facilities on Swiss Soil 

Part 80-81 
Not much written information exists on this aspect 

of Swiss philately, and therefore the "rediscovery" of an 
article written in 1961 by Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, editor of 
the British Helvetia Society's Newsletter (August 1961 
through February 1962) was of tremendous help compil-
ing this segment of an overview of Swiss postmarks. And 
after the article's first draft had been completed it was 
checked for accuracy and augmented by pictures of 
additional strikes by Mr. Liniger of the PTT Museum in 
Bern who is at the source of such information. 

Going back in history, but not dwelt on here beyond 
mentioning facts, it should be remembered that the very 
first "Swiss" postmark was used by the French post office 
in then independent, though Swiss-allied Geneva, from 
1695 to 1699. It was a straightline, DE GENEVE, which as 
well as a variety of successors is found almost exclusively 
on mail to France (and not on mail to other Swiss territo-
ries). Late in the eighteenth century samples of a 
straightline mark CUR (for Chur, Grisons) are known 
which from most evidence garnered were applied by the 
representative of the Bavarian Fussach messengers in 
that city; and from 1833 to 1853, according to Winkler's 
Handbook on Swiss Pre-Philately, the German Thurn 
and Taxis postal administration took care of all postal 
needs of the Swiss Canton of Schaffhausen (which at 
least could be construed by some as instances of "foreign 
post offices on Swiss soil"). 

More recent instances of foreign postal administra-
lions' facilities on Swiss territory usually in border cities 
and their railroad stations will be observed at the 
conclusion of this overview. 

Swiss postal agencies abroad were established from 
the early 1850s on in the neighboring countries of 
Austria, France, and Italy with the greatest number in 
Italy. The principal reason for their being created was 
that Switzerland had established an excellent system of 
horse coach mail and passenger routes, notably into what 
is now northern Italy, the intermediate and end points of 
which served not only as horse exchange barns, but as 
ticket selling stations and often as mail pick-up points, 
especially again in Italy (Sardinia) where the public's 
trust apparently favored the Swiss rather than their own 
postal connections! 

Austria: According to records, Swiss agencies existed on 
the route St. Moritz—Zernez—&uol(Schuls)—Landeck (Inn 
river valley). The original one was located in Nauders, in 
immediate vicinity of the border between the two coun-
tries, and existed from late 1872 to 1914. Changes in 
road layout and means of transportation (from horse 
coach to postal bus) closed the Nauders facility and 
relocated it to Pfunds, farther down the valley, where it 
existed well into the 1960s. Neither of these postal 
facilities, established exclusively to assist passengers, 

owned cancellation devices. This, according to Mr. 
Liniger, would have violated Austrian sovereignty. 

The third Austrian Facility was located atop Stilfser-
joch (now Passo di Stelvio) where Swiss (from Zernez 
over the Ofenpass, Sta.Maria and Umbrail Pass), Aus-
trian, and Lombardian/Italian coaches exchanged mail 
and passengers at over 9000 feet altitude! The Swiss 
agency on the pass existed from 1907 to 1915 and was 
closed because of World War I. It did not reopen after 
Italy was given that part of Austria by the peace treaty. 
It too had no postmark according to records. 

France: Along a few border crossing routes in the Jura 
mountains, Switzerland established postal agencies on 
French soil. According to Mrs. Rawnsley no special 
interstate conventions were concluded for their creation, 
and exchanges of letters may have sufficed to create 
these "convenience offices." Thus, a communication 
written by the PTF Ministry in Paris and the Paris—
Lyon—Mediterranean RR Co., requesting the reopening 
of the Swiss postal agency in Pontarlier, in 1889, rests in 
the GD-PTVs archives in Bern. 

The first Swiss agency on French soil was estab-
lished in Delle, a border town on the coach route from 
Porrentruy to Belfort, in 1852. It closed in 1956. 

The second one was opened in 1855 in Pontarlier, 
end point of the coach routes from Neuchatel, Chaux-de-
Fonds/Le Lode, and Yverdon/Vallorbe/Jougne. It was 
closed at the end of 1862, two years after the railroad 
from Neuchatel to Pontarlier started operating, with a 
Swiss RPO ascertained from 1863 on. Why it was re-
opened in 1889, remaining in operation well into the 
1960s is not known. 

Pontarlier and other Swiss-offices-abroad postmarks 
include the words "Messageries Suisses." That French 
term, in translation, denotes "postal coach enterprise 
concerned with the transporting of passengers and 
goods," or "horse carriage." The function of this and the 
other four offices on French soil is self-explanatory. 

Other locations: Morez (or Morez-au-Jura) and Les 
Rousses, on the postal coach route from Nyon via St. 
Cergue in 1876; in IJivonne-les-Bains, then a famous spa, 
on the coach route from Nyon to Gex in 1875; Bois 
d'Amont, a tiny hamlet on a remarkably little-traveled 
road in the upper Joux Valley, with a postal coach 
connection from Le Pont, via Le Brassus, to Lee Rousses 
(apparently primarily a horse changing station in 1877). 
Bois d'Amont disappeared in 1884, Divonne in 1905, 
after a railway from Nyon had been opened, and Morez 
and Les Roousses at the end of 1913. 

On-postage-stamps strikes from lee Rousses or 
Morez are most likely encountered on higher Standing 
Helvetia denominations soaked off from parcel cards, or 
on postage due stamps. Those from the other offices are 
much less likely to be found. 

The accompanying illustrations comprise all known 
postmarks from these offices. 
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Part 82-85 
Italy: At the time when the first Swiss postal agencies 
south of the Alps were established, that country was 
politically very different from present-day Italy. Lom-
bardy and Venetia, the former until 1859 and the latter 
until 1866, were part of the Austrian Empire. The river 
Ticino and the Verbano (Lago Maggiore) were the 
dividing line between those political entities and the 
Kingdom of Sardinia (which annexed Lombardy in 1859 
and became the Kingdom of Italy in 1861). Still farther 
west was the neutral territory of Savoy which in 1860 
was annexed to France. 

With political turmoil brewing almost continually, it 
becomes understandable why Swiss postal coach lines 
were the trusted carriers of mail from Switzerland into 
the Italian regions over the ancient pass routes of Sim-
plon, St.Gotthard, Splugen, and Maloza. 

Various conventions (quoting Mrs. Rawnsley) were 
worked out between Sardinia and Switzerland, "govern-
ing to operate on Italian soil and laying down rules for 
the care and conveyance of passengers and freight." The 
Sardinian authorities seemed content to let the Swiss 
organize the mail system over the alpine passes, even to 
the extent of paying them to do so. Thus the Swiss mail 
coach run over the Simplon pass to Arona (on Lake 
Maggiore) received an Italian annual subsidy of SFr. 
4000, payable in quarterly installments; but on the other 
hand the Swiss mail coaches, or diligences, were subject 
to a tax of 1 centesimo per horse per kilometer, or for 
example of 83 c. for the Isella-Arona run. 

The oldest Swiss agency abroad, and the only one 
still existing today, was established at Domodossola (or 
Domo d'Ossola) in 1849. Although it still possesses a 
Swiss postmark (and is listed in the annual issue of the 
Swiss V.V1' Ortsuerzeichnis) that agency is subject to the 
so-called "Simplon Agreement" and is restricted to act as 
a parcel exchange office only. It may not accept mail, nor 
cancel Swiss stamps. If there is service mail, however, 
the agreement directs the agency to apply its cds as a 
quasi "corner card," frank the respective letter if it is 
subject to postage with Italian stamps, and then post it 
on the next Swiss RPO circulating between Domodossola 
and Brig, thus creating an interesting document on 
which Italian stamps receive a Swiss RPO cds! 

Other Italian towns with Swiss agencies on the 
Simplon route: Isella (Iselle di Trasquera), 1864-1920; 
Vogogna (186?-1888); Ornavasso (1862-1888); Gravel-
Iona (1871-1888); Baveno (1861-1883); Stresa (1864-
1883); and Arona (1861-1883). The last two also serve 
the southern end of the St.Gotthard route by way of Lake 
Maggiore. 

On the secondary border route from Locarno, via the 
Centovalli, to Domodossola, a Swiss postal agency 
existed, from 1908 to 1916, in Santa Maria Maggiore. 

The St.Gotthard route's western leg, southwest from 
Bellinzona and via Magadino or Locarno, spawned the 
Swiss offices along Lake Maggiore, in Luino (1857-19??); 
Cannobio (1871-88); Intra (1883-88) (with a separate 
Swiss cds for that town's shipping agency, Agenzia di 
Navigazione known for 1886); and Pallanza (1871-88). 

The eastern leg of the St.Gotthard route, over Ceneri 
pass through Lugano and Chiasso, gave rise to Swiss 
agencies in Como (1874-84); Camerlat (1852-1869); and 
Milano (1857-80 and 1863-93). Of special interest might 
be that the office in Camerlata, from 1861 on, was shared 
with the private mail carrier service Merzario of Milano. 

On the Italian side of the Splugen pass, an ancient 
trade route used for hundreds of years by messengers 
and freight carriages from Chur, and upper Rhine valley, 
St.Gallen, and localities around Lake Constance, a host 
of Swiss postal agencies existed. From north to south 
they were at: Monte Spluga, atop the pass (1869-19??); 
Pianazzo (1866-1918); Campodolcino (1862-1918); San 
Giacomo-Filippo (1908-1918); Chiavenna at the intersec-
tion with the Maloza pass route (1961-1921); and along 
the eastern shore of Lake Como, at Colico (1874-86); 
Bellano (1868-75); Varenna (1868-75); Beliagio 
(1869-75); and Lecco (1868-75). 

East of Chiavenna, and leading into Switzerland's 
Bregaglia (Bergell) valley which connects to the upper 
Engadine by way of the Maloja pass, Swiss agencies 
existed at Villa di Chiavenna (18fl-84) and Castasegna 
Dogana (1884-1921). 

Colico lies at the end of the Valtellina, or Veitlin 
valley, a region which belonged, with some interruptions 
and through 1797, to the Grisons for several hundred 
years, with the result that the native population still 
feels rather strong ties to their former "masters." In this 
valley, into which feeds the Swiss valley of Poschiavo 
(Puschiav) near Tirano and which continues northeast to 
the Swiss border near the Stelvio pass, several Swiss 
postal agencies took care of valley and transit traffic. 
Their locations and years of existence were: Morbegno 
(1869-76); Sondrio (1869-76); Ponte, or San Carlo di 
Ponte (1874-76); Treseneda (1874-76); and Tirano 
(1869-1908)-the last one eliminated upon completion of 
the Bernina railway from Samedan and St. Moritz. 

According to Mrs. Rawnsley, the people of the upper 
Adda (Valtellina) valley petitioned that the Swiss coach 
service be extended beyond Tirano. The petition was 
granted by the Italian authorities, and in 1869 the Swiss 
post office established a service into the upper valley, 
with offices at Grossotto (1869-76); Bolladore (1874-76); 
Bormio Borgo (1860-76); and Borimo Bagni (1875-76). 
The entire Valtellina service was very difficult to main-
tain (it lay entirely outside of Switzerland) and it was 
terminated by the Swiss post office in 1876 and contin-
ued with the same rolling stock by the Italian "Impresa 
di Messaggeria Valtellinese." 

Not all 38 offices south of the Alps seem to have had 
postmarks; or at least specimens of such markings do not 
seem to survive from all 38. Those known are shown 
here, in alphabetical order. 

An entirely different type of "Swiss post offices 
abroad" concerns diplomatic pouch mail. While in the 
United States, mail transported in a diplomatic pouch 
from countries with U.S. diplomatic representation is 
usually cancelled in Washington, producing U.S. cancel-
lations on foreign postage stamps, the Swiss diplomatic 
courier service in Bern uses an unusual date marking on 
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Swiss stamps or next to foreign stamps on letters sent to 
that bureau in Bern, for forwarding to a diplomatic 
mission somewhere in the world (while letters from a 
mission abroad most often receive the cds Bern 3 
Bundeshaus). The canceler consists of the three large 
letters DPF (Departement politique federal) across the 
middle of which a date bridge runs, with day, month, 
year and hour in Arabic figures, followed by a capital 
letter. This marking has been seen with dates from 1965 
to the present; but it is probably quite a bit older. 

Except for the historic incidences of the French post 
office in Geneva prior to Geneva becoming part of the 
Swiss Confederation (in 1815), the Fussach messengers' 
strike from Cur (Chur), the Thurn & Taxis' running of 
the postal system of the Canton of Schaffhausen, and 
perhaps the fact that mail from the upper Engadine 
valley going to Italy prior to 1850 often was postmarked 
ENGADIN(A) only in Chiavenna after it had left Swiss soil, 
foreign postal administrations only rarely (and always as 
a convenience for the purpose of speeding up the mail 
exchange between countries) established postal agencies 
in Switzerland. Two of these were located in Basel, and 
the successor to one of them may still exist in some form; 
and the third one "intruded" into Switzerland at its 
southern tip, in Chiasso, where an Italian office is 
documented by its cancellations from at least 1927-1930. 

The oldest foreign post office on Swiss soil was the 
French railhead office in Basel, successor to the French] 
Swiss mail exchange office on French soil, in the 
Huningue/St. Louis area. When the railway from Paris 
and Mulhouse was brought into Switzerland in 1844 
(through a special railway gate in Basel's fortifications 
and to a terminal located where now one of Basel's jails 
and the maternity hospital stand) it became evident that 
a French exchange office would of great help in speeding 
the mails if it could be located at the railhead itself, in 
Basel, rather than two miles away in France. Agree-
ments between France and Basel City Canton were 
ratified in 1845 and 1846, and on January 1, 1847 (this 
date according to Winkler; Mrs. Rawnsley gives Decem-
ber 14, 1846) the French office in Basel (Bale) was 
opened for purposes of transit and exchange of mails 
from Austria, Zurich, the Grand Duchy of Baden and 
Basel. It closed on October 1, 1865 after having been 
relocated several times. 

A series of red postmarks (sometimes brownish) 
exist. They are never found on Swiss stamps because the 
office was prohibited from accepting mail directly; but 
the marks show up on mail as transit marks, as illus-
trated (Fig. 1). The first four strikes shown were for mail 
originating within the Basel postal territories; the one 
following is one of several markings used for mail from 
or collected in Zurich; and the final two were affixed to 
mail emanating from Baden or Austrian territories 
respectively. The different numbers at the foot (1, 2, or 3) 
indicated the French mail center (according to Winkler) 
to which such mail was to be directed, by distance (1, St. 
Louis; 2, Mulhouse; 3, Paris). 

The Yvert Handbook on French entry marks (1929) 
and Andres & Emmenegger both list two lozenge-type 
dotted marks, with numbers 3705 or 5081, apparently 
assigned to the Basel French office for postmarking; but 
neither has been reported as seen on mail. 

In 1855 the Grand Duchy of Baden opened a postal 
facility in Basel's German railway station (Badischer 
Bahnhof; later at times Deutsche Reichsbahnhof), as a 
result of the treaty between the Swiss Confederation and 
Baden of July/August 1852, regarding the extension of 
the Baden railway line from Mannheim and Freiburg i.B. 
across Swiss territory at Basel and Schaffhausen (along 
the north shore of the Rhine to Constance on the Boden-
see. Of all the Swiss localities eventually served by this 
Baden railway line, only Basel received a postal facility. 
Wilchingen-Hallau, Neunkirch, Beringen, Neuhausen, 
Schaffhausen, Herblingen, the Thayngen in Schaff-
hausen Canton ultimately were covered by different 
agreements which permitted posting of local mail, 
franked by Swiss stamps into German station boxes and 
onto German RPOs, resulting in stamps of one country 
canceled by marks from another; but that is a different 
story altogether. 

The Baden office in Basel remained in operation 
until October 1, 1976. Initially it possessed a numeral 
canceler 170 inside a quadruple ring frame, plus double-
ring date strikes with double outer circle —one of them 
with Baden's coat of arms at the foot. Mrs Rawnsley 
observes that the canceling German stamps by the Basel 
office was not allowed; but from 1863 on, these marks, 
very occasionally, may be found on Swiss stamps. Of 
further interest might be the fact that this essentially 
railway-mail-oriented office (exchange office) also acted 
as a distribution office for several Baden towns situated 
closer to Baden's "office abroad" in Basel than to a 
regular Baden post office on German soil! The BASEL 
BADISCHERBAHNHOF markings also have been reported as 
transit marks on "balloon monte" covers from the siege 
of Paris during the 1870-71 war. 

Decades later, a German mail exchange office, 
apparently for parcel post exclusively, was established 
within Basel's mail transit office, Basel 17. A cds found 
on a parcel card and dated 1925, stating DEUTSCHE 
KARrIERUNG/s-m.LLE BASEL 17, is shown as Fig. 2. Operat-
ing dates are not yet known. Fig. 3 shows a very similar 
purpose mark from the Italian office in Chiasso. 

Part 85a 
Mr. Golay was kind enough to send to us the latest 

research concerning dates of opening and closing of 
Switzerland's postal facilities abroad; and since this 
segment of the total cancellation article very nicely fits 
into the sequence of the just completed "Switzerland 
Abroad" series, it is presented at this time with special 
thanks to Mr. Golay. The original listing of the dates of 
open and closing of Swiss post offices abroad originally 
was published in a work by A. Auberson which now has 
been updated by Alfred Golay. 
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Name of Post Office 
Postal 
District Opened Closed Remarks 

Italy 
Arona II 8-01-61 6-01-83 
Baveno II (1861) 6-01-83 
Bellagio X (1869) (1875) 
Bellano X 1-01-68 (1875) 
Bolladore 
Bormio Bagni 

X 
X 

5-01-74 
6-15-75 

12-31-76 
12-31-76 

Open only during bathing season. 

Bormio Borgo X 6-16-69 12-31-76 
Camerlata XI (1852) (1869) Freight office operated in conjuction with the Merzario 

Campodolcino X (1862) (1918) 
Agency from 1861 on. 

Cannobio 
Castasegno Dogana 

II 
X 

(1871) 
(1884) 

(1888) 
(1921) 

Office only for checking travellers in and out. 

Chiavenna X (1861) 11-01-21 
Colico X (1874) 7-?-86 1861-1873 only parcel acceptance and transfer by 

arrangement with (and through) the Merzario Agency. 
Como XI 1-01-74 (1884) Only for checking travellers in and out. 
Domodossola II (1849) (Open) Still in existence as an exchange office. 
Gravellona 
Grossetto 

II 
X 

8-01-71 
(1869) 

9-09-88 
12-31-76 

From 1881 renamed Gravellons Toce. 

Intra II 6-01-83 8-29-88 
Iselle II (1864) (1920) 
Lecco X 1-01-68 (1875) 
Luino XI (1875) 6-30-50 
Milano XI (1857-60, 7-01-93 

68) 
Monte spluga X (1868) 10-01-18 
Morbegno X (1869) 12-31-76 
Ornavasso (1862) 9-09-88 
Pallanza II (1871) (1883) Only for checking travellers in and out. 

6-01-83 8-29-88 
Pianazzo X 3-01-86 10-01-18 
Ponte (S.Carlo di Ponte) 
San Giacomo fihippo 

X 
X 

(1874) 
5-01-08 

12-31-76 
10-01-18 

Moved to San Carlo in 1875. 

Santa Maria Maggiore XI 7-01-08 12-31-76 
Sondrio X (1869) 12-31-76 
Stresa II 1-01-64 6-01-83 
Tirano 

Treseneda 

X 

X 

6-15-69 

5-01-74 

6-30-08 

12-31-76 

From 1862 to 1869 only parcel acceptance by 
arrangement wirth the Merzario Agency. 

Varenna X 1-01-68 (1875) 
Varese 
Villa di Chiavenn 

XI 
X 

(1868) 
(1879) 

(187?) 
(1884) 

Closing date unknown, but shortly after 1870. 

Vogogna II (1861) 10-09-88 
France 
Bois d'Amont I 9-01-77 9-04-84 
Delle IV (1852) (1856) Exchange office only. 
Divonne-les-Bajns I (1876) 10-01-05 
Morez-du-Jura I 5-01-76 12-31-13 
Lee Rousses I 5-01-76 12-31-13 
Pontarher IV 11-01-55 12-31-62 

7-01-89 6-16-1940 
Austria 
Nauders X 11-01-72 (1913) 
Pfunds X (1914) (1915) 
Stilfserjoch X (1907) (1915) 
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VOGOGNA NO STRIKES KNOWN TO  DATE: 

INTRA 
	

ISELLA (ISELLE DI TRASQUERIA) 

LUINO 

AGENDA POSTE SVIZZERE 

LUINO 

MILANO 
	

MONTE SPLUGA (SPLUGENBERG) 

MONTE-SPLUGA 
(S PLUG E U BERG) 

PALLANZA 	 PIANAZZO 	 S. MARIA MAGGIORE 

PIANAllO 

S. GIACOMO-p'ILIPPO 	
TIRANO 

SAN GIACflMD-FJLJpp 
MESS SVIZZERE 

ARONA 
BAVENO 
BELLAGI 0 
BELLANO 
BOLLADORE 
BORMIO BAGNI 
BORMIO BORGO 
CANNOBIO 
CASTASEGNA DOGANA 
COMO 
GROSS ETTO 
GRAVELLONA 

LECCO 
MORBEGNO 
ORNAVASSO 
PONTE (S. CARLO DI PONTE) 
SONDRIO 
S TRE SA 
TRESENEDA 
VARENNA 
VARES E 
VILLA DI CHIAVENNA 
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Postal Administration Postmarks 
Part 86-88 

Official mail within Switzerland ever since the 
unified postal system was inaugurated in 1848-50 (and 
in many instances before) was carried without a fee. The 
free-frank privilege applied to all levels of the postal 
administration, but also to a great number of govern-
ment bodies, from the Federal Council and the Houses of 
Parliament over federal and cantonal offices, institutions 
and organizations down to communal offices, state 
university departments and even church authorities in 
those cantons where state and church are not separated. 

On mail abroad, almost all of these offices are 
obligated to affix postage stamps, and the same is true 
for special services mail—inland or abroad—such as 
registered, COD, or special delivery items. 

This chapter of the study on Swiss postmarks will 
limit itself to those official postmarks utilized on mail 
from postal administration offices, however, because 
these markings are distinctly different from other Swiss 
postal markings, while mail from official government 
branches at all levels is almost always postmarked with 
regular town cds, hand or machine. 

One could make a general, albeit false, observation 
that postal administration postmarks are not struck in 
black, but rather in blue; but that would be incorrect on 
two accounts: local post offices represent the postal 
administration's lowest level, by handling such items as 
dead letter mail, forwarding of mail, advisory notices, 
replies to inquiries, and the like—and all such mail is 
postmarked with the respective office's cds, in black ink; 
and also because at least of late the blue color of the 
postal administration's markings has varied from black 
over purple to greenish, a fact unfortunately not visually 
demonstrable in this presentation. 

Special postmarks are in use only at the eleven 
district headquarters: I Geneve; H Lausanne; III Bern; 
IV Neuchatel; V Basel; VI Aarau; VII Luzern; VIII 
Zurich; IX St. Gallen; X Chur; XI Bellinzona. 

They are also in use in the district sometimes called 
XII: the federal, central postal organization, located 
principally at Bern, but with occasional locations else-
where. These often blue markings, dated and circular 
strikes (and occasionally straightlines), are really service 
markings, and are affixed to official mail from each one 
of the respective service branches or offices on their 
inter-office mail, but also to private parties if need arises 
(and rarely even on stamped mail abroad). 

The revised edition of the Andres & Emmenegger 
Handbook on Swiss Cancellations, 1843-1907, and 
depicted mostly in Groups 73, 81, 82 and 152 (from 
where many of these illustrations are borrowed), lists an 
amazing variety of such markings, but stops approxi-
mately prior to World War One. Newer illustrations had 
to be hand reinforced because photocopies and blue ink 
are not totally compatible. 

Official postal markings fall into several categories: 
1. Dateless Markings 

a) Seal-like, negative strikes 
b) Ornate, positive seal-like strikes, circular  

c) Oval strikes 
d) Boxed strikes 
e) Straightlines 
f) boxed FRANCO marks 

2. Dated Markings 
a) Boxed forms 
b) Oval forms 
c) Circular forms 
d) Emergency strikes (Wanderstempel) 
e) Philatelic Bureaus and Postal Museum 

1. Dateless Markings 
a) Seal-like, negative strikes: 

When these implements were used with wax, as 
seals, they were struck on the back of letters or on 
documents; but the same items were used with ink, 
and then they can be found on the front of pieces of 
mail—most often, however, in the lower left corner 
and in the form of a sending office's identification. 
Many of these strikes are of the pro-stamp period; 
but they occurred later as well (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1 is a registered letter, 1900, from the 
Federal Directorate of Posts, to the U.S.; positive, 
seal-like strike used as a "corner card," in French 
language. Since the letter went abroad, it needed 
postage and therefore was registered and canceled at 
the main Bern post office. (Inland letters could bear 
only the office seal, and nothing else). 
b) Ornate, positive, seal-like strikes, circular: 

Of these, an enormous variety exists, from pro-
stamp days to the present. Those illustrated in Fig. 
3 are a mere sampling of what exists. 
c) Oval strikes (occurring both with and without 

location (Fig. 4). 
d) Boxed strikes: (Fig. 1). 
e) Straightlines: (Fig. 2). 
f) Boxed FRANCO (paid, or free-frank) markings: 

These rectangular, sugar cube-size markings are 
affixed to postal communications which lack an 
imprinted office identification on the envelope or 
card. They have been in use for about 80 years, are 
struck in black, blue, or red, and are always accom-
panied by a rubber stamp denoting the sender office 
(Fig. 3). (In lieu of these franco marks the postal 
administration, in 1911, and through 1969, also used 
stickers, mostly for town post office use, with FRANCO 
imprinted, which had to be canceled by the sending 
office with its regular cds See "Frankozettel" in all 
Swiss postage stamp catalogues). 

2. Dated Markings: 
a) Boxed forms: 

i) Without indication of locality of office: Many of 
these markings were used on incoming documents; 
but such strikes can be found on the outside of mail. 

ii) With indication of locality: 
b) Oval forms (with or without indication of locality 

Fig. 4): 
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c) Circular forms: 
By far the most frequently encountered type of 

postal administration strikes—including practically 
all in use today—is the circular date strike. 

i) Without indication of locality; (Fig. 5): 
ii) With indication of locality; (Fig. 6): This 

experimental type (Fig. 7), with a small cross in 
circle inside the lower bars, was used in this form as 
well as recut. Only one regular postmark (cds) in all 
of Switzerland, that of Les Ponts-de-Martel, utilized 
the same type. The recut cds (left item in Fig. 7) 
shows a four digit year, quite unusual. 

Postal district HQ office marks are shown in Fig. 
8, thick bars top and bottom (hatch marks) plus 
fleurons. 

Federal posts HQ or sections (Fig. 9): 
Federal posts HQ, top office (Fig. 10): These 

marks come in both German and French. Note 
"hollow stars" in two of these strikes. 

Federal HQ division postmarks are shown in Fig. 
11. Many more exist. 

Fig. 12 illustrates postal district HQ marks. 
Again, many more of these exist. 

Postmarks for postal services not located in 
district towns (Fig. 13). It is not known to the author 
if these (and similar) facilities cancel regular (civil-
ian) mail if it is brought to their office, but indica-
tions are that this is not so. 

The most modern and current strikes shown 
(Fig. 14) were introduced in the late 1960s. They are 
quite similar to Switzerland's current town cds with 
postal direction number, but in many instances still 
are struck in varying shades of blue. Black, however, 
has become almost as frequent for these official 
postal directorate postmarks. 

d) Emergency Strikes: 
The Pen catalogue on emergency postmarks of 

Switzerland lists a few official POD strikes akin to 
the one shown (Fig. 13) as having seen use since 
189?. 
e) Philatelic Bureaus and Postal Museums: 

Postmarks from these offices command a special 
observation. While open to the general public for the 
purchase and dispatch of stamps and mail, including 
registered mail, these facilities nevertheless are not 
regular post offices, but invariably are directly 
attached to a district HQ office (or in Bern, although 
now in separate quarters in the center of town, to the 
federal headquarters). 

There are many types, all of which are illus-
trated in detail in the 1976 edition of the Handbuch 
Werbedatuinstempel Schweiz of the Swiss Society of 
Postal Cancellations Collectors, on pages D-1 though 
4, D-2 (5-7) and B-9 so that a recollection here seems 
unnecessary. Simply for the sake of representation, 
a few illustrations of more modern types are ap-
pended (Fig. 14). 

On some mail of the Bern Philatelic Agency, 
during the 1960s, the tiny circular date strike can be 
found (Fig. 15). No information is at hand to explain 
why it was used. 

And in conclusion the most recent postmark of 
the Postal Museum in Bern is shown (Fig. 16). 

And this concludes this chapter on postmarks of 
Switzerland and Liechtenstein. It will be followed, in due 
time, by a display of modern straightline post office 
marks in the countries, followed by what looks like the 
final chapter in this series, the regular town cds of the 
twentieth century, linking up with Andres & Emme-
negger which goes through 1907 or so. 
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Federal Postal 
	 District Fin. 	District's 

Administration, 	 idem 
	off., ZUrich 
	Adm., Lausanne 

Registered letter, 1900, from the Federal Directorate 
of Posts, to the U.S. Positive, seal-like strike used as 
"corner card," in French language. Since the letter went 
abroad, it needed postage and therefore was registered and 
canceled at the main Bern post office. (Inland letters 
could bear only the office seal, and nothing else.) 
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Federal HQ strikes; un-barred 
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et al. 

!4 X1t.48 

semi-circles; cross 
Printing and 

Postage stamps division 

District HQ strikes 
FnnO.t 

ci 

overs truck) 

Postal disc-
riot HQ marks. 
Again, many 
many more of 
these mark-
ings exist. 

1 

Diameter sizes vary considerably. 

éL ,u 

Postmarks for postal services not located in district 	towns 

ETIA1O 

Regional sorting 
center 4658 Däniken 
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Markings with direction (zip) numbers 
- 

0 

0 

I 
-WINEDERATIO HELVETICA + 1'0 

28.11.79 
LU 

GO PIT , C 

Central Philatelic Agency 
Bern postmarks 

Federal HQ: The top administration 
had three changes of cancellations 
since 1968 3000 Bern GD-PTT; 3000 
iern 33; and currently 3O3O Bern 3O 

Materials 
Section 

Automobile 
Repair 

Division 

26. 16 

P 

-7.11.66-9: 
C- 	 - 

\ PTT 

Lausanne Phil-
atelic Office 

Geneva Phil-
atelic Office 

On some mail of the Bern Philatelic 
Agency, during the 1960s, 
the tiny circular date 
strike can be found. No 
information is at hand to 
explain why it was used. 

-5. 6.77-u 
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Preface to Resumption of the Postmark Articles 

Hello there, all you cancellation friends and fiends. 
There has been a long silence in regard to completing the 
task, begun in the Helvetia Herald of July/August 1970 
(Vol. I, No.3), of investigating all Swiss 20th Century 
postal markings; but now what looks like the second to 
last chapter is herewith presented, to be followed by a 
fairly extensive chronicle on town cds, from about 1900 
to 1967 (12 years in the making), and a probable epilogue 
of "thises" and "thats." 

Since this study began—and in part because of it 
(which always pleases an author)—any number of 
cancellation studies on Switzerland have been published, 
some in much more exhaustive detail and exceeding by 
many times the scope and desire of this series of investi-
gations. 

Finally, some of you may note that the top heading 
purposely avoids the "and Liechtenstein" found in earlier 
installments. Reason: the entire postmark history of that 
good Swiss neighbor has now been recorded down to the 
last details in the superbly edited, much illustrated, and 
periodically updated Liechtenstein Handbuch (now four 
volumes; Ring der Liechtensteinsanunler e.b.; Reutlingen 
[W. Germany], 1970-1984) so that any treatment here 
seems totally repetitious and superfluous. 

Modern, Dateless Town Straightline Marks & 
Cancellations 

Part 89 
Twentieth century town straightline markings occur 

in a variety of ways and should be treated in the follow-
ing groupings (although quite often the same, sturdy and 
long-use device served, and in some cases still serves, 
more than one enumerated category). 

A: Straightline Town Cancellations on Stamps 
a: From 1900-1925 

1: Postal depot marks 
2: Larger offices' marks 

b: From 1925 to the present 
1: Postal Acceptance and Parcel acceptance 

depot or station Marks (covered in Parts 
13-17) 

2: Larger offices' marks (emergency; post-factum, 
or correction marks) 

3: Postal coach or route marks 
4: Other usages, such as Federal Political Dept. 

Bern 
B: Straightline Markings Not on Stamps 

a: On postal forms 
b: On Postal labels 
C: As "sender's marks" on official mail 
d: As point of origin marks on PRO-posted mail 

(covered in Part 60) 
e: As point of origin marks under special circum-

stances, including determination of local versus 
inland rates 

A: Straightline Town cancellations on Stamps 
a: From 1900-1925 

1: Postal depot marks 
From the inception of Federal Posts, in 1848-1849, 

to 1925 the smallest postal facilities in Switzerland 
(served by a postal clerk), the so-called "Postablagen" or 
"Depots postaux," as a general rule possessed only a 
single canceling device: a straightline which served as an 
all-purpose postmark. Some of these devices, sturdy and 
made of metal, served their purpose well and for many 
decades; and some of them still may be in use today. The 
straightline devices after World War I were gradually 
replaced by cds (without hour reel), and by 1925 all of 
the smallest offices, in villages with little traffic, in 
hamlets, or even occasionally in seasonal hotel offices, 
were furnished with a circular date strike—with the 
possible exception of Schauenburg Bad (BL) which, until 
about 1943 seemed to continue using its straightline 
marking.. .information to the contrary notwithstanding! 

Thus 1925 marked the (temporary) end of regularly 
seen and affixed straightline town markings on stamps. 
Figures 1-5 show the most frequently seen usage of 
these small depots; usually dateless straightlines, next 
to the stamp which is then canceled at the office to which 
the depot belonged, and subsequently dispatched. 
Figures 6 and 7 show a closely related use, on fieldpost 
cards by soldiers in repeater courses and thus stampless. 

Figures 8, 9 and 10 represent likely overstrikes of a 
cds on a town straightline on pieces that required this 
treatment—in this case money order forms posted at Naz 
(VD); Schmnidshof, overstruck respectively at Eschelons, 
Sion/Sitten, and Marwil, and then forwarded. All are 
from the end of the straightlines; 1924. Fig. 11 shows the 
upper half of a postcard posted at Hagenwil bei Amris-
wil, with the stamp canceled at Amriswil, 1903; and 
Figures 12-15 show similar uses and overstrikes on mail. 

Fig. 15, Schimberg-Bad (LU), overstruck Entlebuch, 
originated at a hotel postal agency. Fig. 15a, Bisisthal 
(SZ), overstruck Muotathal, is also in this sub-category. 

Figures 16-23 represent stamps canceled with only 
the depot's straightline prior to 1925. Fig. 16, Schelten 
(BE) on postcard of 1908, is absolutely authentic, but the 
card bypassed the next P0 at Merveilier or Mumliswil. 

Schupfart (AG), Stallikon (ZH), Sent (GR) and 
Oberramsern (SO) all look OK; but since they are not on 
entires, they must remain mildly suspicious (Fig. 17-20). 

Quinten (SG), a strike from the tiny hamlet of 
Walensee accessible only by boat, is certainly authentic, 
but also certainly a favor cancel; because a depot did not 
have tete-beches for sale, and a collector obviously asked 
the postmaster for a postmark (Fig. 21). 

The charming, small-size letter with local Hauen-
stein destination (Fig. 22), franked with a complete set 
of the 1924 Pro Juventute cantonal coats of arms and 
mercenaries issue, is obviously and irrefutably philatelic 
in nature. Several dozen identical, "made-to-order" items 
of this letter exist, bringing amazing realizations at 
auction. The piece quite likely was manufactured years 
later, with the dateless, boxed mark of the little village 
in Solothurn Canton which had seen legitimate use as a 
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depot mark for many decades and was still in a drawer 
at the office many years after 1925! 

The printed matter from Hochwald (SO) to Basel is 
equally suspicious, even though it may have gone 
through the mail; but prints needed no back-stamp; and 
why are there two strikes? A depot postmaster had no 
time for such extras (Fig. 23)! 

From the collector's point of view, these last eight 
pieces are the most desirable, the costliest, and also the 
most frequently questionable ones. 

They are undoubtedly authentic and legitimate, on 
complete cover, if the mail went from the dispatching 
depot to another depot on the same postal route before 
the mail run reached the town where normally the depot 
mark should have been overstruck. This could happen by 
inadvertence, or because the courier was, for instance, 
posted directly on a train by the depot's employee. 

They are very suspicious if decorated with entire sets 
of postage stamps, blocks of four, off cover, on se-tenants, 
or on unusual denominations, and on covers with a 
stamped-on address, or with an address recognizable as 
that of a stamp dealer; and finally, if there are no other 
markings whatsoever on virgin-looking letters or cards. 

As will be seen later, straightlines of ancient vintage 
can be encountered, legitimately or not, into the 1960s 
and 1970s; and thus it was certainly very easy to fabri-
cate post-factum items. 

Since these straightlines normally have no date, and 
since the cancellation ink (and pad) may have remained 
the same for decades, collectors herewith are simply 
warned to exercise great caution when acquiring pieces 
of this kind—especially if the asking price is excessive. 
And the more philatelic looking such a cut-out or piece is, 
the more suspicious it ought to be. 

The variety of depot straightlines is enormous, and 
Andres and Eminenegger depict samples of most existing 
forms in Groups 30-63. In addition to the standard, 
black ink, one may encounter occasionally blue or purple. 

Part 90 
A: Straightline Town cancellations on Stamps 

a: From 1900-1925 
2: Larger Offices' Marks on Stamps 

Larger postal facilities possess at least one straight-
line town postmark, without date. These straightlines 
serve as "Dienststempel" or service markings on all sorts 
of forms, receipts, accounting ledgers, or on cards or 
envelopes as sender's mark. Frequently they are encoun-
tered on postal labels (registration, COD, value declared, 
etc.) of all kinds. On stamps they are relatively infre-
quent although by no means illegal. Postal regulations 
prescribe only that "the town postmark must be affixed 
clearly on each outgoing piece of mail," but for years did 
not specifically state that such a mark had to have a 
date. Therefore eager cancellation collectors, with the 
help of obliging postal personnel, were able to have their 
wishes granted quite easily, and because of that, phila-
telically produced items on stamps, exist in greater 
quantity that truly necessary usages of these marks in 
an emergency (breakdown of the cds; impossibility of 
striking a clear mark because of the parcel's shape; etc.). 

Often it is only possible specially on cutouts—to 
approximate the year of a marking by the type of stamp 
used; but Figs. 24-27 demonstrate what many larger 
post offices did in a true emergency (note Kobelwald 
strike, Fig. 27a as well) before the rectangular emer-
gency canceler, or "Wanderstempel," arrived a few hours 
later; they added, after striking the respective stamp(s) 
with their straightline, the current date in manuscript. 

Figures 28-34 illustrate a variety of straightlines, 
only without manuscript date; and while a number of 
them may have been serving real postal needs, those 
from Sigriswil (on a 15 cts. franchise stamp without 
control number, sold to collectors only!!), Stansstad (an 
ancient, double-framed "relic" from fifty years back), or 
San Bernardino (on a 1 cts. postage due) really look 
totally favor-made—and therefore uncertain as to when 
the strike was affixed: during the legitimate period of 
use of a stamp, or after its demonetization. 

Figure 35, Mariastein, is struck on a small printed 
matter rate cover to Basel, addressed to the regional 
director of posts. It too looks "favor all the way" although 
it probably traveled in the mail stream. But even the 
unnecessary (on printed matter) arrival backstamp could 
have been struck as a favor by on obliging clerk on an 
unnmiled item. Thus, again, collectors are cautioned not 
to pay fancy prices for such pieces specially cutouts. 

Figures 36-37, in contradistinction, are "as pure as 
gold" authentic. The One-Line St Gallen (1925) served to 
recancel a letter on which the stamp had been almost 
missed by a machine flag; and the two-liner, with illegi-
ble date of Enggistein, was struck on the stamp at the St. 
Gallen mail distribution window, also according to 
regulations, because the dispatch office had missed the 
stamp altogether. 

A: Straightline Town cancellations on Stamps 
b: From 1925 to the present 

1: Postal Acceptance and Parcel Acceptance 
depot or station Marks 

After 1925 all categories of Swiss postal facilities 
supposedly possessed at least one cds for cancelling mail, 
and at least one service strike (straightline) for other and 
emergency purposes. A few years into the 1930s, how-
ever, a "new" type of quasi-postal facility—which upon 
closer inspection seems to have always existed—began to 
be furnished, initially for control purposes, with PTT-
provided, dateless straightline markings. These were the 
private parcel acceptance depots and postal acceptance 
stations, discussed long ago. Figures 38-40 depict 
examples of modern postmarks, used on stamps, but 
inland only, from such places. 

But such little, convenience-type acceptance places 
were much older than the 1930s although only sparsest 
accounts of them exist both in postal and philatelic 
literature. They never were given much publicity, nor 
attention, before 1936, and generally they are not listed 
in earlier PTT postal facility lists. Thus, one must often 
guess in respect to them, and as a result one may be 
prone to erroneous conclusions. The three early examples 
shown here: Telisplatte (IJR) (the place where William 
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Tell supposedly jumped off the boat), Albula-Hospiz (GR) 
(inn and maybe horse relay station for the Chur—St. 
Moritz coaches across the pass), and Engstlenalp (BE) (a 
cluster of alp huts and chalets near Jochpass above 
Heiringen), never seemed to have had postally publicized 
mail acceptance service. But their strikes exist and 
appear authentic. Telisplatte could have been applied at 
a kiosk near the isolated chapel and landing pier where 
tourists may have been able to buy cards and stamps; 
but information is lacking, and the complete guide to 
Swiss postal facilities, of July 1909, does not mention it 
although our illustrated piece (Fig. 42) dates from that 
very summer! 

The purple marking of "Restaurant Albula-Hospiz, 
Post-Ablage, Johannes Cordett," (Fig. 43) certainly is of 
private origin. Mail was canceled at Ponte (now Punt) or 
Samedan; but was that only wishful thinking on the part 
of the innkeeper, or was there at one time another 
unpublicized acceptance station atop Albula pass? 

In this connection, two other (private?) acceptance 
stations' markings should be mentioned and shown. 
Figure 44 is a purple cds from "Waldhaus Beatushohien 
am Thunersee" of 1909. Such a facility's existence is not 
documented except by the private marking (on a picture 
postcard showing the little hotel); but in the 1920s to 
1940s, or even later, a postal cds reading Beatushohlen 
b. Interlaken was struck on all mail deposited in the 
postal mailbox at the entrance to the caves by the 
postmaster at nearby Sundlauenen. 

The blue "Posta + Condra, 1000 m s/rn" strike, on a 
postcard next to the stamp canceled at Tesserete (TI) in 
1935, is yet another puzzle inasmuch as not even the 
extremely detailed Historic/Geographic Lexicon of 
Switzerland lists such a place at all (Fig. 45)! 

A: Straightline Town cancellations on Stamps 
b: From 1925 to the present 

2: Larger Offices' Straightline Marks 
Just as they did prior to 1925 (but now encompassing 

all former depots as well since these now had cds) larger 
postal facilities kept (and keep) using their straightlines 
under special service conditions—or at times as a favor 
to philatelists. Figures 46-48 demonstrate how illegibly 
struck cds were upgraded at the dispatching office 
(Arosa; Cadro; Goldau) to become legible, while Figures 
49-52 show "post factum" strikes on previously uncan-
celed, or badly, or partly canceled forms or coupons. (In 
the U.S. such items receive black smears.) 

Figure 53 is an emergency solution, with date, from 
Auvermer (NE), similar to previous items (Figs. 24-27). 
Illustration 54, a pretty, small, registered local rate 
letter, from Rotmonten SG to St.Gallen city, is self-
addressed to a collector. Although the piece went 
through the mails and is properly back-stamped, the 
postal necessity of using the straightline is rather 
questionable. Similar favor (?) cancellations (they are on 
piece and can't be verified), shown in Figures 55-63, with 
greatest probability, are all favor marks. So are Figures 
64-67 although they occur on properly mailed pieces but 
are totally unnecessary. And the last three, (Fig. 67a) 

Sonvilier, Bad Ragaz Station and Ruthi (Rheintal SG) 
look made-by-need, but cannot be so proved because they 
are on piece only. The variety seems truly endless. 

Part 91 
In Part 90, Fig. 45 depicted a boxed marking "Posta 

Condra". It now turns out that Condra indeed existed, as 
an alpine midway village between valley and high alpine 
pastures, and that it may have had some kind of postal 
facility in the 1930s. Nowadays it is apparently for sale, 
hut by hut, to "city slickers" who want a primitive 
vacation home off the beaten path. Needless to say; no 
postal facility today! 

A: Straightline Town cancellations on Stamps 
b: From 1925 to the present 

3: Postal Coach or Route Marks 
Most postal coach marks predate the introduction 

and development of Swiss railway lines, and likewise 
most of them disappeared in the 19th Century with the 
introduction of RPOs. 

Apparently only three postal coach route markings 
existed into the 20th Century, and they too-were elimi-
nated when postal passenger coaches replaced horse-
drawn carriages on those runs. Fig. 68-69 reproduce the 
first two to go, prior to WW I, and these were both 
replaced with automobile routes at that time. Fig. 70 is 
the last to go and the Yberg (now Iberg)—Einsiedeln 
horse coach marking, stating "thrown into the letter box 
attached to the coach" survived at least through 1920. 
Where it was affixed (en route or at Einsiedeln) is not 
known to this writer. 

A: Straightline Town cancellations on Stamps 
b: From 1925 to the present 

4: Other Usages (Political Department, Bern) 
The marking shown as Fig. 71 has also been illus-

trated once before, under official markings. It is actually 
a date strike straightline, applied at the Swiss equiva-
lent of our State Department, the Departement politique 
federal, in Bern, to letters entrusted rather to diplomatic 
courier bags than to international mails, and destined to 
or from diplomats abroad. 

B: Straightline Markings Not On Stamps 
a: On Postal Forms 
The proper, modern use of town straightline marks, 

as a rule dateless, can occur on any number of postal 
forms for a number of reasons. Shown (Fig. 72) is just 
one such use in the form of a dated marking on a regis-
tered letter receipt (shown in part) posted at the Zurich 
airport's transit passenger counter in 1966, at the 
telegraph window where, as a rule, no postal letter 
business is conducted. But registered delivery letters are 
accepted upon special request, and a receipt is issued. 
Other instances of postal patrons' legitimately receiving 
such documents with straightline markings can occur 
when one requests, after the fact, a duplicate receipt. 
There an undated marking may (or may not) be struck on 
the form, or on a stamp on that form. 
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B: Straightline Markings Not On Stamps 
b: On Postal Labels 
Perhaps the most frequent use of a regular post 

office's dateless straightlines takes place on registration, 
value, and similar labels whenever a postmaster runs 
out of printed gummed labels and must take recourse to 
a blank pad of such labels until the next printed supply 
appears a few days later. 

Registration labels shown collectively as Fig. 73, 
illustrate this point clearer than any lengthy narrative. 
And Fig. 74 illustrates such a strike on a piece of mail 
not claimed at the office's general delivery window and 
then returned to the sender. 

B: Straightline Markings Not On Stamps 
C: As Sender's Marks or Signatures on Official Mail 
When mailing off some kind of official notification, 

Swiss postmasters use a variety of official cards and 
envelopes. At the left side of these pieces of stationery 
there is room for the application of the office's cds; but 
many offices prefer to affix in that place their straight-
line, reserving the cds to postmark the mailing in the 
upper right corner. Figs. 75-80 show examples of such 
straightlines. Fig. 80 actually is a "signature cancel" on 
a letter from a postmaster, used in lieu of a signature. 

B: Straightline Markings Not On Stamps 
d: Point of Origin Marks on RPO posted Mail 
This usage, practiced until World War I, has been 

previously described and illustrated. It is found on mail  

which bears an RPO or ship post office cds and served to 
identify the point of origin at a time when different local 
and general letter rates existed. Figures 81-82 redemon-
strate this usage. If a straightline marking occurs next to 
an RPO cds after 1920, however, such a mark—and 
similar ones found occasionally on pieces of mail until 
the late 1960s—is no longer RPO-affixed, but rather 
placed on the piece of mail at the closest sorting office, 
the destination office, or some intermediate point. 

B: Straightline Markings Not On Stamps 
e: Straightlines as Point of Origin Marks to Deter-

mine Rate 
The two examples shown as Fig. 83-84 bear "point-

of-origin" markings to qualify them at the local area 10 
cts. rate rather than the (then) domestic rate of 20 cts. 
The Schauenburg Bad mark was affixed in Liestal; the 
Oberruti one's origin is not known. 

B: Straightline Markings Not On Stamps 
f: Other Usages of Straightlines 
Items shown in conclusion of this instalment (Fig. 

85-90) may be point-of-origin markings as well, but not 
applied for the benefit of a cheaper rate, but rather when 
a mail pickup occurred in an uncommon manner, such as 
on a Sunday, by a postal bus driver. As may be seen, all 
of the pieces shown have straightline markings from 
towns with regular postal facilities; but they are canceled 
with a cds elsewhere (nearby). 
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Appendix 
Postal Terms Found on Swiss Cancellations 

In going through several thousand postmarks, the 
following terms were found. Only large Post Offices have 
sub-division identifications, while the bottom of cancella-
tions of branch offices of large cities signify the branch 
name. Sub-division markings appear as early as 1870. 
Ambulant 
	

RPO-related office 
Aeroport 
	

Airport 
Annahme 
	

Receiving (window) 
Annahmeamt 
	

Receiving Station 
Arrivee Mess. 	Incoming mails 
Aufgabe 
	

Posting of... 
Ausgabe 
	

Distribution, delivery 
Autodienst 
	

Postal cars division 
Aviation 
	

Airmail 
Bahnhof 
	

Railroad Depot 
Bahnpostamt (BPA) 
	

Office dealing with RR mail 
despatch 

Briefamt 
	

Letter office 
Bnefe 
	

Letters (division) 
Brief & Geldpostamt Letter & Money Account 

Division 
Briefannahme 
	

Letter receiving 
Brf. Diet. 	 Letter distribution 
Brf. Ausgabe 
	

Letter delivery 
Brf. Exped. 	 Letter despatch 
Briefpost 
	

Letter window 
Brieftrager 
	

Mail carrier 
Briefversand 
	

Letter despatch 
Cases 
	

Lock boxes (POB) 
Checkamt 
	

Cheque division 
Checkb(uro) 
	

Cheque office 
Checkb.K. 	 Cheque control, etc. 
Consign. Lett. 	Letter Acceptance Division 
Consign Mess. 	Mail Acceptance Division 
Controle 
	

Control Office 
Colis 
	

Parcels 
Decard(age) 
	

International parcel card 
sorting office 

Depot Colis 
	

Parcel window 
Depot Lett. 	 Letter window 
Depot CFF 
	

RR station office 
Distribution 
	

Delivery 
Druck & Wertz. 	Stamp printing division 
Eildienst 
	

Special Delivery Service 
Ei]zustellg. 	 Special Delivery 
Eilversand 
	

Special Delivery despatch 
Eilschalter 
	

Special Delivery window 
Eil-& Tel. zust. 	Special Delivery & Telegram 

distribution 
Exp(edition) 
	

Posting of 
Exp. Let(tres) 
	

Letter posting division 
(despatch) 

Expr. et Teleg. 	Special Delivery & Telegram 
Fahrpostausg. 	Horse parcel coach despatch 
Fahrpost 
	

Horse parcel coach 
Fact. Lett. 	 Mail carrier (letters) 

Facteur(s) 
Facher 
Fermo Posta 
Fil(iale) 
Flugplatz 
Flugpost 
Gare 
Geldpost 
Geldannahme 
Giornali 
Journaux 
Kreispost 
Kontrolle 
Let. Arr. 
Lettres 
Letters 
Lufipost 
Mandate, Mandats 
Mandatbureau 
Mandatdistr. 
Mess(ageries) 
Nachnahmen 
Nachschlagedienst 

Office des Ambulants 

Office tempor. 
Paketamt 
Paketannahme 
Paketaufgabe 
Paketausgabe 
Paketversand 
Paketpost 
Poste aerienne 
Postlager 
PK (postkreis) 
Poste restante 
Postreisende 

Rebuts 
Recouvrements 
Remboursements 
Reexp(edition) 
Station 
Stazione 
Succ(ursale) 
Spediz. lettere 
Transit(o) 

Trans. Lett 

Transitzoll 
Unleitstell 
Vaglia 
Versand 
Wertzeichen 
Zahlungsanweisungen 
Zeiturigen 

Mail carrier(s) 
Lock boxes (POB) 
Lock Boxes (POB) 
Branch Office 
Airport 
Airmail 
RR Depot 
Money division 
Money acceptance window 
Newspapers 
Newspapers 
District H.Q. 
Control office 
Letter arriving branch 
Letter mail 
Letter mail(s) 
Airmail 
Postal money orders 
Money Order office 
Nomey order delivery section 
Mail office 
C.O.D. window 
Directory Service (incomlete 
address) 
Office dealing with RR mail 
despatch 
Temporary mail facility 
Parcel post office 
Parcel receiving window 
Parcel posting window 
Parcel distribution 
Parcel dispatch 
Parcel Post 
Airmail 
Will call (general delivery) 
Postal district 
Will Call (general delivery) 
Postal coach div. (travelers 
ticket office) 
Dead letter office 
C.O.D. 
Money delivery (or pay in) 
Rerouting office 
RR station 
RR station 
Branch office 
Letter despatch 
Transit office (mostly for 
customs goods) 
Letter transit (resorting 
office) 
Transit customs 
Rerouting office 
Money matters (value) 
Despatch 
Postage stamps 
Delivery of payments 
Newspapers 
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